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PART I 

THE PROBLEMS OF FORMING AN AIRBORNE 

FORCE JUNE 1940 TO NOVEMBER 1941 
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. 
CHAPTER 1 

POLICY AND BASIC DECISIONS 

Although the movement of small numbers of troops by air had previously 
been undertaken by the Royal Air Force it is true to say that the idea of 
transporting a whole army by air origi.n,ated in Russia i.n the early nineteen 
thirties. Faced always by an internal security problem caused by vast terri
tories and poor communications, the Russians looked to air transport foe a 
solution. From the carriage and landing of men and equipment by powered 
aircraft! , they soon proceeded to the novel idea of landing troops by parachute. 
Every official encouragement was given by the Russians to parachuting and 
glider -flying in an endeavour to make them national pastimes. a reminder 
of the English attitude towards the longbow in the 14th and 15th centuries. 

In 1936, a British Military Mission, led by General, later Field Marshal 
Lord WaveU, attended large scale Red Army manoeuvres near Minsk and 
witnessed the dropping of some 1,500 troops by parachute. In their report 
the Mission remarked that altbougb_ this demonstration was a most spectacular 
performance the use of parachutes wa-s of doubtful tactical value. Neverthe
less, in 1937, the Committee of Imperial Defence took note of the possibility 
of airborne raids being made on this country in time of war but thought that 
the danger of such raids on any considerable scale was. at that time, 
negligible 2 • 

By 1939, however, it had become known that the Geimans were experiment
ing with the towing of glider trains, and at-the request of the Deputy Chiefs 
of Staff investigations had been carried out at the Inter-Services Training 
and Development Centre. As a result of these investigations it was con
sidered proven that under favourable conditions troops could be dropped 
successfully. although doubts were expressed as to whether the losses incurred 
in the face of heavy opposition would be warranted by the results likely to 
be achieved. One sentence of the report is particularly ominous in view of 
after events: 

... . . . and it is for consideration as to whether the present is the time to 
divert effort to the production of a weapon which may never be used." 
-This diversion of effort towards an unproven cause was the main objection 

to the raising of the force, not only in 1939 but also during the first four years 
of war 3• 

Since the Germans and Russians were known to possess airborne units 
however, it was felt that something should be done. OuI allies, the French., 
had fanned two companies of " Jnfanterie de I' Air" with an estimated totaJ 
strength of about 300 men, and the suggestion was that two British officers 

1 ln )935 tbey evolved a system of carrying a 'tank slung between the undercarriage of an 
aircraft. 

2 Report on visit to U.S.S.R . Red Army manoeuvres in the White Russian Mflitary District
Miosk: September 1936. Minutes of the 280th Meeting of the Committee of Imperial 
Defence. 25 February 1937. 

l File A.M. 1081 ·• The dropping of lroops by parachute " : Sub-Commmee oflnter-Services 
training Encl. 1A. 
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should visit these units and study their techniq1:1e. The visit never took place. 
Arrangements, initiated in April 1939, proceeded at such a ]eisure1y pace 
that they were still incomplete when·war was declared, and io October 1939, 
the visit was cancelled entirely1

. 
, ., I I . . : , ~• , ,! _ .)', , . 

The swbject was n~t raised ·again· until June · 1940, by which time France 
had been. overrun and German troops were in occupation. Jt. was tb'en the 
Prime Minister; Mr. Winston Churchill, who re-o,pened the subject with a 
minute which he wrote on 6 June for the attention ,of the War Office. 

" We ought to ·have· a corps of at least 5,000 parn,ch~te trpops, including 
~ proportion of AustraJiaps, New Zealanders and Canadian,s together with 
some trustworthy people from Norway and France . ... I hear something 
i~ already being done to form such a corps b_ut only I believe on a· very small 
scale. Advantage must be taken of the summer to train these troops, who 
can none the less, play their part nieanwhi1e as shock troops in home defence. 
Pray let me bave a note from the War Office on the subject2

." 

The Central Landing School 

On receipt of the minute from· the Prime Minister, discussions took place 
between the Ai.I: and General Staffs regardi11g the setting up of the necessary 
training org;lnisation. Immediately innumerable problems presented them
selves: the provision of suitable aircraft, of parachutes, of -instructors, of an 
aerodrome; the ~llocation of r:espopsjbiljty, not o"nly within each service but 
between them ; the development of special equipment; the degree to wb,ich 
synthetic training could be used. It was clear that time was needed to 
examine these questions in· detail, but the Prirne Minister had stressed 
his view that training -Should begin at once3

• Pending further consideration 
of the whole subject it was decided on 19 June 1940, to set up a training 
centre to be known as the Central ·Landing School. Ringway, the civil 
airport of Manchester, was selected as the location of -the school and six 
Whitley aircraft ~and 1,000 R.A.F. training type par_achutes were dispatched 
there. To command the School, which ·was to be staffed by both Army and 
R.A.F. personnel, the : Air Ministry selected Squadron· Leader L. A. Strange, 
D.S.O., M .C., D .F.C., who arrived at Ringway on 20 June 1940. Major 
John Rock, R .E., who was .to be _ the senior Army officer at the School. 
bad preceded him by a 'few hours and together they commenced their rather 
vaguely defined task_. Their s~ff;lil<e tliemsylves, bad little or no experience 
of parachuting, alt~ougb one ?r two pf the R.A.F. parachute pa9kers had 
made descents and later a few professional " stunt " jumpers were found 
,and posted to the unit- But in the early days enthusiasm rather than 
experience was the keynote of the Sehoo1'1• 

The Whltley had _ been selected as the aircraft to be used because it was 
the only' type which was' available in numbers for qperations as well as 
for • training and owing to' the varying techniques of exit it was necessary 
that the paratroop operated fron~ the aircraft on which he was trained. 

•A.M . File 1081 : Encl. 2A. 
2 A.M. File C.S. 6229: Airborne Forces, Provisjoo·of- Po1icy. Encl. lA. 
1 A.M. File, C.S. 5086, Devolop,:nenr of JYarachute troops- A.ii Requirements. Encls. aod 

Minutes 1- 9. 
4 O.R.B. of the C.L.S. July-Sept. 1940. 
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Bllit from the Whitley had to be. m_ade from a bole in the floor -of the 
fuselage, not an easy task for_ the beginner. T.he -Bombay which was p.tted 
with a side door, would have been much more suitable but there were 
only 21 in the country and only three of those . bad engioes1

. So tlie first 
jumps ~ere made {rom the Whitley using ~ platform wbicb replaced the rear 
turret. The R ,A.F. training type parachute was used. T his was ·soon supe.r;
seded by a statichute of American de~ign, bu~ t~e latter had an inherent 
fault in that if the use,r made a ba,d exi_t the rigging lines tended .to become 
twisted and prevented the canopy from developing2

• • Such a case occurrea 
at Ringway on 25 July 1940, with fatal results. It was at this time, however, 
that a new type of British statichute was undergoing•trials and the "G.0." 
proved ·so· successful that it immediately became the standard design for all 
British paratroops. :Training, which had begun on 8 July 1940 and bad 
c~ased following the fatal accident, recommenced with the new -type on 
8 August and by 5 September 1940 six troops each of 3 officers and 50 
other ranks' had all completed the· cours·e, each man. having carried out 
three descents3

• - • 

' . ' ' 

A more .detailed account of the w.ork of the ~entral Landing School will 
be founp in Chapter 2. The above S1J~ary of the aqivities at Ri.ngway 
during June, ,Tu]y and ,August of 1940 is included in order to emphasise tha.t 
while policy discussjons were jn progress something pra<;tical was being done 
also, even though on a small sc~le. 

Initial Policy 

The n·ecessary action having been taken regarding the setting up of the 
Central Landing School, the Air and General Staffs began to examine m.ore 
closely the possibilities of Aµ-borne Forces. As soon as the Prime Minister's 
5,000 paratroops requirement became .known the ·counter suggestion was 
made that ..the glider . was a better form of transportation than the parachute. 
This for various _reasons ; the troops landed in a compact group instead of a 
scattered line; they were able to•.take more and heavier .equipment; and 
they -carried it with them. I Q addition tbe Directorate of Plans at Air 
Ministry who were dealing with the1 matter had · other ideas for the glider. 
They felt that it might have possibilities of a purely R.AF. nature such 
as : the refuelling of heavy aircraft . in the air or even the carriage -of an 
additional load of bombs. Desi_gns were therefore made for various .types 
of gliders and production- of prototypes begun, and when, on .10 -August 
1940, the Prime Minister enquired about the progress made with the training 
.of the 5,000 paratroops the opportunity was taken to put the case for gliders 
befg.re him4 

_ 

I t was explained' that a major difficulty regardjng the paratroop f~rce 
was operational aircraft. To drop only 600 or 700 paratroops would absorb 
all the aircraft of the Whitley Group (No. 4 Group). Owing to the shortage 
of aircraft and aircrew we could not afford to have squadrons of aircraft 

1 A,.M. File C.S. 6229: Encl. le. . 
2 Appendix K to 38 Group '(>aper "Airboro.e Assault Operatioos ' '; O.R'..B. of the C.L.S. 

July- August 1940. · ·· · 
J Prorress report for August 1940 contained in O.R.B. of the C.L.S. 
·• A.M. File C.S. 6229 ; Encl. Paras. 6 and 7. 
s Id a minute to the Prime Minister from· Gen. Sir Hastings Ismay dated 31 August 1940. 

A.M. File C.S. 6229: Encls. 2B and 4o. 
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so1ely for dropping paratroops and therefore No. 4 Group would have to be 
Withdrawn from its primary role of bombing for any such operations. It 
would also have to Spend about a fortnight in training while the aircrews 
were taught the technique of dropping. To train a force of 5,000 therefore 
seemed pointless-especially if the glider trials showed it to be a better 
form of transport. The Prime Minister was not , particularly impressed. 
He felt that we were in danger of losing a proven policy in favour of a 
doubtful and experirnenta1 one. "Of course." he wrote1. " if the Glider 
scheme is better than parachutes, we should pursue it, but is it being seriously 
taken up? " 

He was informed that it was2 • Development was proceeding on both 
man-carrying and tank-can;-ying gliders. Twelve 8-seater gliders were actually 
~nder construction on 9 September 1940. and plans for larger ones were 
on the • drawing boards. The Central Landing School (now renamed the 
Central Landing EstabUsbment) was expanding, provision being made for 
Glider Training and Tactical- Development Sections in addition to the 
original Parachute Training School. The War Office, Air. Ministry and 
Combined Operations bad agreed upon a requirement for three forces of 
10,000 men each and the training schemes for tllese were being Worked out. 
The Prime Minister was convinced. On 12 September be endorsed the minute 
reporting this progress with a marginal note " Press on" and with the 
expanded C.L.E., where enthusi!1sm abounded. '' pressing on " to the best 
of their ability, the planning staffs at War Office and A:ir Ministry settled 
down to the task of formulating a joint policy. 

The General War Situation 
Overshadowing all discussions on such a joint policy was the general war 

situation as it stood during the last six months of 1940. Briefly the facts 
were these. On 10 June, eight days after the completion of the evacuation 
of the B.E.F. from Dunkirk. tbe Italians declared war on Britain and France. 
Although the Strait of Gibraltar and the Suez Canal were, in accordance 
with traditional British policy, still open, the through passage of the Mediter
ranean was closed in the narrow seas between Sicily and Tunisia by enemy 
land based aircraft. Supplies to and from India and the Far ~ast had to 
make the long Cape voyage ; as did the reinforcements so urgently needed 
by General Wavell in Egypt, now facing an Italian Army of considerable 
numerical superiofity. Until these reinforcements could arrive the British 
forces in Africa bad no option but to withdraw. In the Western Desert 
we were fighting to hold Sidi Barrani: it was impossible to maintain the 
frontiers of Somaliland. Kenya and the Sudan : and when in October the 
Italians attacked Greece a detachment of the all too small British air forces 
in Africa had to be sent to that country in accordance with our obligations 
there. 

At home the whole weight of the Luftwaffe was thrown against English 
aero.dromes, towns and cities, first by day aod later by night. Our land foi;ces 
- augmenled by the Home Guard- were hastily preparing ' for a German 
invasion by sea and air. And still further west attacks by U-boats aod aircrait 
were causing heavy losses to supplies on the way from America. 
1 Minute dated J September 1940. 
2 Mioute 13. Gen. Si r Hastings Ismay to P.M.. dated 9 September 1940. A.M. File 

C.S. 6229: Encl. Ila. 
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A large part of the defence against this many sided attack, particularly 
at home and over the Atlantic, was an Air Force responsibility, and the 
demands of R .A.F. operatio~al commands received a high degree of priority. 
Moreover, the only force able to fight back in an offensive role was Bomber 
Command, which was consequently given the highest priority of all. 

Thus when tbe first discussions upon the raising of a large airborne force 
took place two points of view were advanced. One school of thought argued 
that bombing alone wouJd not win the war and in the long run, as always. 
battles must be fought and won on land. For this an Airborne Force would 
be needed, and since to train such a force would take time· and would need 
aircraft and crews, these must be made available at once, even at the e,x.pense 
o~ .the bomber force. The other school of thought replied bluntly that the 
use- of an airborne army was at the best a slightly_ Wellsian ·dream of the 
somewhat distant future, whereas tbe bombing policy was one possible of 
immediate attainment. Until a plan involving a major airborne force was 
adopted the provision of airborne forces in England should be limited to 
the development of equipment and technique for parachutists and gliders, 
and the training bf a nucleus of paratroops and glider pilots sufficient for 
minor operations such as raids, and for instructional duties 1 • In other words 
Airborne Forces must make do 1witb whatever equipment, particularly aircraft, 
other Air Force Commands could spare or did not want. This second was 
the vjew which triumphed. Until 1943. when the supply position improved 
considerably, the limited number of aircraft available had to be sent wherever 
the need was greatest. It was the divergence of opinion on · the degree of 
priority warranted by the Airborne Forces project which caused the frequent, 
and often violent, changes of policy on the subject until this time. 

Thus when reading of these changes of policy and the delays caused by 
them it is important to remember these two points. Firstly that the Airborne 
Forces requirement, while in the long run no less -necessary than many of its 
rivals in the scramble for supplies, was probably a less urgent and certainly 
a less obvfous need. Secondly that from July 1940 · onwards tbe work of 
training and developing the force was · going fmward at Ringway so that, 
even although the production of the operation force was delayed, the found~
tions were firmly established when the time for e.xpansion eventually cam,-e. 

The first detailed estimates of the number of men needed were made by 
the Directorate of Combined Operations in September 1940. It was considered 
that the principal operation for which the airborne forces should be prepared 
was as the spearhead for a large operation in which they would be supported 
by land forces, and that preparation for this would embrace the requirements 
for . various types of minor operations such as raids. The force needed for 
any such operation which could at that time be foreseen was about 1,000 men 
and in view of the possibility of such a force beiog los~ during the first opera
tion three such forces should be raised 2 • 

1 A.M . File C.S. 8502: Encl. l·A. 
i-A.M. Fi le C.S. 6229: End. 9A. Paras. 3A and 4A. 
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On 5 "Septrrnber 1940, at a ID~<?ting between the Vice Chief of 'Air Staff 'and 
the Vice Chief of the Imperial General Staff\ the target date for the raising 
of this force~ was set at the spring of 1941. Of the 1,00_0 men in each force 
only 1 oo· were to be parachutists the· remaining 900 to be glider borne· troops 
and their p-ilots. The parachutists would be used as pathfinders for the 
gli~ers an_d _ would be _ largely concerned with local reconnaissance d~ties. 
In view of tb.eir value as saboteurs however all parachutists would be trained 
in this role and 200 would be traine·d for this sole purpose. The commitment· 
thus became: - · · ·· 

500 parachutists,, and 

2,700 glider troops of whom it was estimated 360 would peed tq be pilots. 

These 3,200 men would be provi_ded by the Army, tbe R.A.F.'s responsibili'ty 
being to train them and to provide aircraft (gliders staticbutes) and aircrews 
for operations as and when necessary. 

- . Of this comm,itment only one part was, ~et, the training of 500 paraphutists. 
This presented no difficulties as by tbe end of September the training organisa
tion ar Ringway was ;already running smoothly and there were plenty of 
volunteers for the job2• Since it was decided .tba't -any normal infantry forma
tion could be 'used as glider borne 'troops without special trainfog no action 
was needed on this point until about a fortnight pridr -to any 'operation. 
This principle was also applied to the aircraft and aircrews although eatly 
in 1941 arrangements were made for one crew from each bomber squadron 
of No. 4 Group to visit Ringway for training. On return these crews were 
to pass on the knowledge so gained to the other members of 'the squadron. 
This was an unsatisfactory scheme because the wastage rate in Bomber 
Command was high aod the personnel of the squadrons continually changing. 
The few crews who did visit Ringway did not remain with their units 
permanently but on completion of their bombing " tour " were posted to 
other duties so that at no time could it be claimed that even one squadron 
had all .its crews trained in dropping paratroops. There was considerable 
delay also in modi):ying aircra~t and as late as 24 June 1941 only seven 
wen: fully modified and 18 pa-rtly so~. N~vertbeless, on the one occasion , 
during this peri.o_d when the R.A.F. were called upon , to provide a very · · 
small number of aircraft and crews for operations of tbis kind they did 
so within Lhe time stipulated, namely a fortnight4 • This was on the occasion 
of ;:t raid on an aqueduct in Southern Italy, and the full story of this operation. 
known as Colossus. is contai.ued in Chapter 2. 

The·real -reason for tne failure to l?rovide the· force in the spring of 1941, 
was delay in producing both the gliders and the pilots to fly · them. In: 
October 1940 an order bad been placed with the Ministry of ·Aircraft 
Production for 400 eight seater gliders. In January 1941 the future production 
of these was estimated at only 50 by May 1941 and it was not until _much 

' Arno~g othe;s prdsent were: Lt. Gen: A. G. B;ume (D.C.O.); Maj . Gen. C'. C. Malden 
· (D.M.T.); Au- Marshal Sir Philip Joubert (A.C.A.S.R.) ; Air Vice-Marshal Dlount 

(A.O.C. 22 Group) ; Air Commodore R. Saundby (A.C.A.S.T.) ; A:ir Commodore 
· J. C. Slessor (D. of Plans) ; Ail· Commodore A. J. Capel (D.T.O.); Air Commodore 
A. Durston (D.N.O.).-A, M. File C.S. 6229 Encl. 9A. _ 

2 A .M. Fi_le C.~. 6229: Encl. 22A Para. 1. - · 
3 The o,ooessary modifications were being manufactu(ed but were not generally fitted. 
• A.M. File C.S. 8513: Encl. lA. A.M. Fjle C.S. 8502 Encl. 36A. 
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later in the year that steps were taken to s_peed up prodµction1• The· same 
· applied to the 25-seater of which it was · stated in January l941 that two 
would be ready for flight trials in August and no more until November 
when 50 should be available. These gliders were made of wood and as .. 
their manufacture was undertaken by the furn iture trade there was no question 
of them affecting production of powered aircraft. At this stage claims of 
the Mosquito and other wooden aircraft had uot arisen and there seemed 
to be no reason for the delay except tbe lack of a definite instruction for 
the construction of the gliders to be carded out rapidly and in large numbers. 
It was later stated by Ministry of Aircraft Prod1,1ction that the hold up was 
partially due to the size of ·the initial order which was so small as to prohibit 
the prodnction of jigs on any but the minimum scale. It also arose from 
the fact that a final decision on the type to be used for operations was 
he~d ·up pending flight trials. During late 1940, four types of glider were 
being investigatedz. They were: - , 

An 8-seater-lat~r named the Hotspur and used for training only. 

A 25-seater- later named the Horsa and modified to carry equipment, 
used in a general purpose role as the major operational 
type. · 

A 15-seater-later named the Hengist. Designed as an insurance against 
the Horsa proving uosuitabl~ this type was not proceeded 
with after the first prototype trials due to the success of 
the Horsa. 

A tank carrying type- later named the Hamiicar. 

Thus it was not until Augus_t 1941, when the Horsa prototype first flew. 
that this vital question was finally settled, and even after · that date had an 
operation requiring gliders been planned Hot.spurs would have had to be 
used since so few of the larger type were available3

• As already mentioned 
the delay was partly due to the small numbers of gliders ordered: the 
R.A.F. did not feel justified in increasing this order until qefinite plans were 
drawn up for an operation in which they would be used. .t\nd no such 
plans were drawn up because unless there were gliders ready such planning 
.was pointless1

• 

The lack of gliders reacted upon plans for training pilots to fly them for 
until flight trials had been made the degree of skilJ necessary to fly a 
glider was unknown. Vario.us guesses were made but they differed so widely~ 
that jt was impossible to produce a permanent scheme for glider pilot training 

1 A.M. File C.S. 8502: Encls. 27A and 4A. 
2 A.M. File O.S. 6229: Encl. 2A. A.M. File C.S. 8503 Pt. I Enrl. 87 A. A.M. File C.S. 6229: 

Encl. 4a. 
) A.M. File C.S. 8503 Pt. l: Encl. 113A. 
• A.M. File C.S. 8503 Pt. I: Encl, 114A. . 
• Although it later became a trainer the Hotspur was originally intended for operational 

use and for this a month's course on light aircraft was considered sufficient basic training. 
Bu·t by December opinion had swuog in favour of using the Horsa for operations and the 
Deputy Chief of Air Staff remarked: "Tbe idea that semi-skilled, unpicked personnel 
(infantry corporals have I believe even ~o suggested) could with a minimum of training 
be entrusted with the piloting of these troop carriers is fantastic. Their operation is 
equivalent to forced landing the largest sized aircraft without engine aid-than which 
there is no higher test of piloting sldll." A.M. File C.S. 6229: Encl. 22A Para. 2A, 
A.M. File C.S. 622~: Encl. 54A. 
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until the gl]ders had flown. In spite of this difficulty jt , was felt. that some
thing should be done towards training glider pilots and as a temporary 
measure a number of Army volunteers with a l'ittle flying experience were 
found from the Commandos. These men were attach.ed to Army Co-~peration 
squadrons where they flew hght type aircraft and received a certain amount 
of instruction. Although it was the best arrangement which cou1d at that 
time be made it was not a very satisfactory one, for the squadrons bad 
their normal c!uties to carry out and naturally these had to take priority 
over the trainin,g. Moreover few, if any, of the squadron pilots were qualified 
by experience, training, or temperament to act as instructors at Elementary 
Flying Training School level and the majority of tbe Commandos had no 
more than 20 hours flyiog experience1 . But with all its faults the scheme 
proved worth while for between November 1940 and April 1941, 37 of 
these pupils did receive training and when, early in AprH 1941, the GJider 
Training Section of the Central Landing Es.tablishment moved to Haddenham, 
24 of these were posted. there to commence glider flying. In fact it was 
not glider flying ptoper for onJy one Hotspur was available, but they .flew 
such sailplanes and civilian gliders as the R.A.F. had been able to locate 
and requisition 2• On 23 April 1941 the unit moved to Thaine and he.re the 
remaining 13 pupils arrived and it was these men, together with their R.A.F. 
instructors, who worked out a basic procedure for glider flying and glider 
flying organisa,tion~. 

From the first this method of training was a temporary measure. But 
as soon as ·improvements w~re suggested more difficulties arose,- the greatest 
of which was the status of the glider pilot after training. The glider pilot 
was a dual personality for not only had be to be a pilot bllt also a "total 
soldier •·. able on landing to take bis place beside his passengers in the battle. 
After training he was a very valuable man arid neither tbe Army nor the 
Air Force viewed with favour the prospect of using him for no more than 
one or two operations a year. In 1940 and 1941 the R.A.F. training organisa
tion was stretched to the limit providing R.A.F. pilots, and the Air Ministry 
view was that anyooe who passed through even a part of that organisation · 
must become avaiJable for normal R.A.F. duties. They were willing to 
accept Army personnel for training as glider pilots but reserved the right 
to train them to operational standard and use them on operations as required. 
For this purpose they demanded that officer glider pilots should be seconded 
and other ranks transferred to the R.A.F. In effect this meant that glider · 
flying was to be a part time job: a certain number of R.A.F. pilots would 
be trained to fly gliders as weJl as powered aircraft and these would be 
withdrawn from normal duties as and when glider operations required: 
it meant that some of tbe best manpower of the Army would be diverted 
to augment the supply of R.A.F. crews (this in fact later became an accepted 
policy): and it meant that the " total soldier " principle would have to be 
abandoned~. 

1 A.M. File C.S. 6229: Encl. 23 Paras, 15-20. 
2 A.M. Fi!e C.S. 7424 Pt, l: Encl. 8n. 
1 S/udr. H. B. Hervey was in command of the Glider Training Squadron. Prior to the war 

he was Secretary of the London Gliding Club ao.d the majority of his staff were instructors 
of the club or h,ad beel\ trained by them. A,,.M. File C.S. 7424 Pt. i: Encl. 9e. 

_. A.M. File C.S. 7424 Pt. I: Encl. Sc, Para. 11. A.M. file C.S. 6229: Encl. 50A, Para. 18. 



The Army hoped that it would be fol.lnd possible for the pupils to complete 
the normal Elementary and Senior Flying courses and then branch off the 
main stream of pilots and do a conversion course on to gliders. They would 
then remain glider pilots and would not be used on ordinary R.A.F. duties. 
In practice both schemes were used, in varying measure, according to the 
manpower position of ei,ther service at a given tiroe1 . This question of glider 
pilots was however, in 1940 and early 1941, but a part of the larger problem 
of Airborne Forces, which in turn was .included :in the wider field of 
Army/ Air support. As fue ;training of glider pilots was likefy to have more 
effect on tbe R.A.F.'s plans for expansion than any other part of the Airborne 
ri,qujremeots no action 0ther than the stop .gap scheme was taken pending 
a ruling on tbis wider issue. · 

It was decided early in December ]940 that a joint Air Ministry/War 
_Office paper dealing with the Airborne Forces aspect of the subject should 
be preparetl. But great difficulty was encountered io reachi'ng agreement on 
the form and contents of the paper and it was not until May 1941 that it 
was eventually completed. In the meantime draft after draft was prepared 
and put up by each staff only to be turned down or amended out of all 
recognition by the othert. 

The Air Ministry wanted the Chiefs of Staff's approval on three main 
principles: - 3 

(i) That until an ope~ational plan had been adopted in which aiborne 
forces wei:e required any preparation for such a force was to be regarded 
as a subsidiary issue and reduced t9 the most economical basis. 

(ii) That owing to the shortage of pilots all pilots of the auborne 
force were to be members of the R.A.F. and remain in it whatever their 
origins. 

(iii,) That the commitment of September I 940 could not be met and 
should be replaced by a general requirement that the raising of the 
Force should proceed as rapidly as the low order of priority indicated 
in (i) permitted. 

This did not accord with the War Office proposals: their paper was based 
on a definite Army requirement of two Airborne Brigade Groups of 5,000 
men each. One of these would be a Middle East Force, the other based on 
the U.K. This would entail a total Air Force commitment of approximately 
800 25-seater and 36 tank-carrying gliders, and the necessary pilots and tug 
air.craft. Moreover, if this commitment received the Chiefs of Staff's approval 
it would have to be met, even at the expense of other commands\ With two 
such widely divergent proposals the only solution would have been a corn· 
promise. No satisfactory compromise was suggested and by February 1941 
the sit-uation ha,d reached a deadlock. A proposal to refer the whole problem 
to the Joint Planning Committee was turned down by the Directorate of 

1 A.M. Fil't,,,_CS. 6229: Encl. 50A Para. J. 
1 A.M. File C.S. ·6229; Minute 69, 
'A.M. Filo C.S. 8502: Encl IA. 
; A.M. File C.$. 8502 : Encl. 4B. 
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Plans at the Air Ministry on the ground that " it would be a pity to have a 
. difference of opinion at C.O.S .1 level on a matter which had so little bearing 

on any immediate plan for the prosecution of the ~ar " 2-. 

On 19 February 1941 the quf)stion was ra_ise<l al a meeting on. general army 
co-operation maHers between the Chief of Air Staff and the Viee Chief of 
the Imperial General Staff. Th~ War Office requirement was accepted to the 
ex.lent of an order being placed with the Ministry of Aircraft Proquction fat 
the number of gliders needed. The Air and General Staffs were to prepare 
a paper for the Chiefs of Staff Committee and discussions between them 
for this purpose were to be based upon tbe War Office requirements3• After 
this some progress was made. In addition to the 400 Hotspurs an order was 
placed for 800 Horsas. 400 to be made in U.K. and 400. if possible, in India 
for use there or in the Middle Ea-st. Early in April the Treasury queded the 
need for the gliders ordered in February, the total cos.t of which was estimated 
to be in the neighbourhood of eight million pc;)Unds. Since the project had 
not received the approval of lhe Chiefs of Staff this attitude on the part of 
the Treasui:y was justified and their objection at least served the purpose at 
tndicating ,the urgency of preparing the recommendations<j_. 

But still the staffs were unable to agree upon the paper for the Chiefs of 
Staff. A typical example of the delay occurred in May 1941. In one draft 
the Army relegated certain important air considerations to an Appendix., 
together with the remark that the provision of an organisation to train and 
develop Airborne Forces must unavoidably cause some diminution in the 
expansion of the Roya1 Air Force operational commands, ~pecially Bomber 
Command. Air Ministry rewrote the draft incorporating the remarks into 
the body of the paper and returned it to · the War Office for approval5• 

The shuttlecock action over the C.O.S. paper was still in full progress 
when on 26 April 1941, the Prime Minister paid a visit to the Central 
Landing Establishment at RingWay to see how things were progressing. , 
The demonstration consisted of the dropping of 24 parachutists, a formation 
landing by sailplanes, and a fly past by one Hotspur. Mr. Churchill was 
much impressed by what he saw and much depressed by the slowness in 
development of gliders ap.d the small numbers of parachutists then trained. 
Oo bis return from Riogway he made enquiries about tbe proposals. for 
increasing the parachute and Glider Force 6 • In a reply · giving a brief 
summary of the position General Sir Hastings Ismay, his Military Secretai:y, 
stated that djscussions bad been going on between Air Ministry and War 
Office and the proposal was that two Airborne Brigade Groups should be 
formed, one in this country and one in the Middle East. The lack of aircraft 
and crews was again emphasised . "As I s'ee it, the fundamental obstacle 
to going large ou airborne troops is that we cannot at present afford to 
divert either bomber pilots, or large numbers of bomber aircraft whether for 
towing gliders or for dropping parachutists) from their primary role ". Th~ 
was dated 30 April 1941 7 • 

1 Chiefs of Staff. 
i A.M. File C.S. 6229: Minute 75. 
J A.M. File C.S. 6229: Encl. 89A, Para. 7. 
• A.M. File C .S. 8502: Encls. 14A and 20A. 
• A.M. FUe C.S. 8502: M'mute 29. 
6 A.M. File C.S. 850i: Encls. 23A and 24. 
1 A.M. Pile C.S. 8502: Encl. 239. 
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Tru:ougbout May the Germans were assembling an Airborne Army in 
Greece. On the 20th they struck at Crete. On 1 June the last of the Britjsb 
forces were evacuated leaving the island in German hands. The attack on 
Crete had been made entirely from the air, the one German sea convoy 
involved being destroyed by the Royal Navy before reaching the island. In 
Whitehall the first reaction came from the Prime Minister. On 26 May 
194l he attached a minute to the progress report drawn up for him after 
his -visit to the C.L.E. " This is ~ sad story . . . the gliders have been 
produced '.oo the smallest possible scale; and ' so we have practically now 
neither the ·parachutists nor the gliders. Thus we are always found behind
hand by · the enemy. We ought to have 5,000 parachutists and an Airborne 
Division on the Getman model, with any improvements which might suggest 
themselves from experience. These wm all be necessary in the Mediterranean 
fighting of 1942 or earlier if possible .... A whole year has been lost, and 
proposals must now be made for trying, so far as is possible. to repair the 
misfortune1 ." 

Fortunately the long delayed paper was nea:ring completion when the _ 
invasion of Crete took place. Jn response to the Ptime :fyfinister's minute 
tbe final touches were hm:riedly added. On 30 May 1941 it was put before 
the Chiefs of Staff who agreed with Mr. Church.ill that by the summer of 
1942 the strategic situation might be such tbat an airborne ·force would prove 
valuable_ They accordingly authorised the raising of a force equivalent to 
a Brigade by that date, and ,they mentioned tbat a second similar force might 
be required later in that yearz. 

A month later, in July 1941, further high level discussions took place on a 
subject wider than Airborne Forces. but in which the latter were involved 
- the whole subject of Army/ Air Stlpport. The Chief of the Imperial General 
Staff bad put forward a request for the aJlocation to the Army of an Air 
Component of various specialised t.ypes of aircraft, and in a memorandum 
to ttie Chiefs of Staff Sir Charles Portal, the Chief of Air · Staff, analysed 
these re.qu~sts in detaitJ. He stated the impoi;sibility of meeting them in 
full. explaining tbat the Air Component suggested involved a total of 3,888 
aircraft, a mpnber which exceeded by some 300 the front line strength of 
the Royal Air Force at that time. To build up such a force would entail 
a reduction in .the R.A.F.'s planned expansion programme of 215 squadrons 
of which 130 would be of the heavy bomber type. Such reductiOll would 
mean the sacrifice . of air power, "yet one of the essential preliminaries to 
the landing of ao army on· the Continent is the defeat of German air power. 
Wben that has been achieved the whole weight of the Royal Air Force 
can be employed to assist the Army to land in France, to march towards, 
and to occupy Germany". 

There existed between the 'Chiefs of Staff, however, complete understanding 
of each other's difficulties'. The Chief of the Imperial General Staff stipulated 
that the Arniy•s· requirements should be met with the least p0ssible '.interference 
with the growing power or the Royal Air Force for strategic action, and a 
modified programme for the expansion of Army/ Air Support Forces was 

1 A.M. File C.S. 8503 Pt. I: Encl. 49B. 
2 C.O.S. (4) ) 90 (0) dated 30 May 1941. 
• A.M. File C.S. 8502: Encl, 43B and embodied in C.0.S. (41) 119 (0). 
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,agreed upon. In the case of the Airborne Force this .programme required 
the R.A.F. to provide suf;lkient gliders to lift two Brigade Groups, one at 
home a!'id one in the Middle East: ·to provide modified "tug'' aircraft to 
tow these gliders in two waves: aod to provide modified aircraft sufficient 
to carry and drop a force of 2,500 paratroops. The R .A.F. also undertook 
the training of the additional 2,000 paratroops needed to make up this number 
as soon as the Army could supply the men. And the Chief of the Air Staff 
agreed to push ahead with this programme as rapidly as possible. This 
emphasjsed two points. First that the R.A.F. were still not able to divert 
as large an effort as tliey would wish towards fulfilling the Army needs ; 
and secondly that the Chief of Air Staff was determined to do all ,in his 
power to implement the modified programme·, which in the case of Airborne 
Forces meant fulfilling the commitment of May 1941 t , 

Air Ministry Action after July 1941 
Gliders 

No major changes of organisation took place until September 1941. 
Then on tb.e lsf of that ma.nth, as a prelude to the breaking away of the 
glider organisation, the Central Landing Establishment was abolished, its 
place being taken by .the Airborne Forces Establishment. The latter remained 
at Riagway and was, in effect the C.L.~. minus the Glider Training and 
Exercise Flights. The task of the A.F.E. became " to investigate problems of 
technical development, to establish the principles of glider and parachute 
training, and to form the first units carrying out this training, in due course 
developing them to a standard of stability where they could be absorbed as 
normal units into the R.A.F. 2 " 

The first of these units broke away from A.F.E. on 4 November 1941, 
when No. I Glider Training School formed at Thame around the old Glider 
Exercise Squadron which had been detached there from Ringway througbo1i 
the summer of 1941. Tbe second break-away came on 15 February 1942, 
when the Parachute Training Section became No. l Parachute Training 
School, a self-contained unit which remained at Ringway as a. lodger unit. 
On 16 February 1942. the remainder of the A.F.E., that is the Headquarters, 
the Technical Development Section and the Experimental FHght merged into 
a new 'formation, tbe Airborne Forces Experimental Establishment. The 
oew unit, A.F.E.B .. was" to carry on the Technical Development programme 
in connection with the R.A.F. side of ai.rborne warfare '. ll too remaLned 
at Ringway for a time until on l July 1942, it moved to Sherburn-in-Elmet, 
near Leeds. 

Fo.r administrative purposes A.F.E.E. was placed under No. 70 Group 
Army Co-operation Command and although it worked under the direct 
control of the Ministry of Aircraft Production in technical matters, the 
Commanding Officer (Group Captain L. G. Harvey) was given authority · to 
·conduct such exploratory trials as he considered desirable at the direct 
request of the Airborne Forces or any R .A.F. command concerned in the 
.training and equipment of _an airborne force. 

1 A.M. File C.S. 8503 Pt. I: Encl. 79a Para. 2. 
2 O.R.B.s of the C.L.E. the A.F.E. and the A.'F.E.E. November 1941- February 1942. 
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Tue first step to be takeri was an -enquiry into glider pro::l uctioo. Deliveries 
of Hots,purs were far behind schedule1 and the Horsa prototype was not due 
t9 make its flight trials until later in August. Moreover the Ministry of 
Aircraft Production informed Air Ministry on 27 July 1941 that delivery of 
the 400 Horsas being built in the United Kingdom could not be expected 
lliJtil February 1943. It wj}j_ be remembered that when the use of gliders was 
first suggested tbe possibility 6f using them as bomb carriers had been 
n;ientioned . . In February, when the Chief of Air Staff and _ the Vice Chief 
of th,e I mperial General 'Staff had authorised tbe constr_uctioo of 400 troop
carrying Horsas, the Air Ministry had placed an order for an extra 200 
Horsas for the bomb-carrying role. Later, in the summer, this latter order 
was cancelled and it was this cancellation which caused M.A.P. to postpone 
the delivery date. On 27 July 1941 the Director General of Aircraft 
Production discussed this matter with, Mr . . Herman Lebus of Messrs. Harris 
Lebus Ltd,, the manufacturers of the Horsa, and they agreed ·upon the 
following prograrnme2

: · 

1942 1943 
March April May J,.me July August Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. 

1 · 9 20 30 ,40 50·· 50 50 50 50 50 20 
In a Jetter to the Djrector of Ope;rational Requirements at Air Ministry 
the Deputy Djrector of Aircraft Production explained that any greater 
deliveries would involve ao increased jigging programme out of all proportion 
to the size of the total order. Neither M.A.P. nor the manufacturers felt 
justified in expending the capital necessary for rapid production unless 
they could be assured that the production capacity so created would be 
warranted by further orders at some future date9 • 

This assurance the Air Ministry were unable to give. In the, first place 
they wanted to wait until prototype flight trials had confirmed the suitability 
of the Horsa for its task. Secondly their original objection to placing 
,orders for more gliders than were r~quired by existing plans was still_ 
valid. But the 400 which were ordered they wanted very quickly- in 
fact rapid delivery was essential if the Chiefs of Staff's requirement was 
to be met. Consequently a compromise was effected. At the request of Air 
Ministry the Ministry of Aircraft Production stated that there was a possibility 
of deUverjng 300 Horsas by 31 July 1942 providing the order was restored to 
the orig.inal figure of 600. Tbis the Air Ministry agreed to do on condition that 
M.A.P. would increase Hotspur production so that the smaller, and now 
trainer type could. j f necessary, be used in an operation to overcome the 
deficiency of Horsas. To make this possible the existing order of 390 was 
raised to 990 of which M.A.P. estimated they could produce 625 by 31 July'1• 

Such were the arrangements for home glider product.ion. The Chiefs of 
Staff bad also sta~ed that a· similar force should be available for use in the 
Middle East. lo vie,w of the seriousness o[ the shipping situation at that 
time the Chief of Air Staff had directed that if possible these gliders should 
be built in India. The Treasury bad previously sanctioned expenditure up 
to £10,000 by Messrs. Tata Ltd .. an Indian firm, for the purpose of developing 
their organisation and planning f?r glider production, and a representative 

1 Only 15 had been delive~ed by J 5 August. 
2 A.M. File C.S_ 8503 Pt. I: Encl. 106B. 
J A.M. File c:s. 10545 Pt. l: Encl. 36A. 
• A.M. File C.S. 10545: Pt. I. Encl. 36A. 
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of the firm was in England to ·cqµect the necessary designs. and . specifications. 
Consequently when the home order was raised to 600 Horsas plus ·990 
Hotspurs an order was also placed with Tata for 400 ,Indian built Horsas, an 
order which in November was, at the Chiefs of Staff's request, raised to 800, 
the target date for the new 6gure being July 19431

• 

Glider Pilots 

Under this new scheme it seemed that there was a good chance of having 
the necessary gliders to carry at least the home-based Brigade by the sillllIDer 
of 1942. But the envisaged use of Hotspurs to repair the deficiency of 
Horsas entailed an increase of pilots to fly them. The difficulty was partiaUy,, 
although by no means wholly, offset by the fact that Hotspur trials had 
jodicated that the degree of pilot skill required of glider pilots wouJd not 
be unduly high. On 22 August 1941 a meeting was held at the Air Ministry 
at which the problem of providing glider pilots was discussed 2. Until this date 
the Air Ministry policy had always been that the gliders should be flown 
by fully trained R.A.F. pilots who would be withdrawn from normal 
duties especially for the glider operatjon·. This policy, which owing to 
the lack of glider pilots had never ,been put into effect, was· now reversed. 
The meeting recommended that glider pilots should be Aimy volunteers, 
trained by the R.A.P. but remaining jn tlie Army after training, and that 
they would not be employed on any fl:Ying duties other than glider flying . . 
The reasons given for this change of policy were the advantages of glider 
pilots being capable of taking their place on landing ✓as fighting soldiers 
in the Airborne Brigade, this being made possible by the lesser degree of 
pilot skill now considered necessary. Furthermore it was uo.likely that the 
R.A.F. would be able to spare the numbers of trained pilots now likely to 
be required. The War Office had always been in favour of this "total -
soldier ·1 principle so that the new policy was.universally popular. The Aimy 
b.ad already made provision for the transfer of a maximum of 15,000 men -
to the R.A.F. for aircrew duties3 and the War Office asked that in view 
of the manpower shortage with which they were faced, the 600 men needed 
for glider pilot duties should be selected from these volunteers. The Air 
Ministry reluctantly agreed to this and detailed planning for the training of 
the glider pilots was at last possible\ for this purpose a futfuer meeting" 
Was held at Air Ministry on 26 September 1941 and the training organisation 
planned at this meeting remained in force throughout the war. although 
modifications·were introduced periodically according to the source of trainees. 

1 A.M. File C.S. 10545-Pt. I: Eocls. 39A and 90a. . 
2 Present at this meeting were: Air Commodore Dickson (D. of Plans) (chairn-~n) ; Air Com-

modore Cole Hamiltoo (70 Group: Representing C.-in-C., A.C. Command); Air 
Commodore Breen (D. of P.); Air.Commodore Goodwin (D.T.O.); G/Capt. Ellwood 
(D.D.B. Ops.); 0/Capt. Hardman (D,D.M.C.); . W/Cdr. Troop (T.O. 3); S/Ldr. 
MacPherson (70 Group); S/Ldr. Colebrook (M.C. 3); W/Cdr. Eade (Plans 2). A.M. 
File C.S. 8503 Pt. I: Encl. 106D, Paras. 7, 8 and 9. A.M. File C.S. 7424 Pl. I': Encls. 
17A, 18A, 19A, 20A, and 35A, 

1 Under the conditions of Army Couocil Instruction No. 1520 of 1940. 
• A.M. File C.S. 8503 Pt, J : Encls. 121A., 125 and 128A. 
' Present at this meeting were: Air Commodore E. S. Goodwin (D.T.O.) (chairman); Group 

Captain L. G. Harvey (C.L.E.); Wing Commander R. C. Jones (T.F.I); Wing 
Commander E. W. Clifton (D.P.2); Major R. A. Fyffe (A.C. Command); Squadron 
Leader H. B. Hervey (G.T.D.); Squadron Leader W. D . MacPherson (70 Group); 
F light Lieutenant G. W. Blake (1'.F.l); Wing Commander C. l.. Troop (T.O.3).-A.M. 
File C.S. 8503 Pt. I : Encl. 129A. 
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. The standards of intelligence and physical fitness required of glider pilots 
were to be similar to those in force for R .A.F. aircrews. Volunteers were 
to be interviewed ·by R .A.F. selection boards on which the Army would have 
one representative. Their first course would be an Elementary Flying Train
ing Course of some 60 flying· hours on light powered aircraft. Superimposed 
on this would be a modified Injtial Training Course of ground instruction in 
such subjects as elementary navigation, map reading,· and the theory of flight. 
One of the existing R.A.F. Elementary Flying Training Schools-:-No. 16 

' located at Meir, was eventually chosen-was to be set aside for the exclusive 
use of glider trainees. This course would be of approximately 12 weeks 
duration, and would be followed by two glider flying courses, one at a Glider 
Training School wbere initial Hotspur flying would be the primary concern, 
and one at a Glider Operational Training Unit where more advanced 'Hotspur 
and later Horsa flying would be taught To me~t the increased need ·tor 
experienced instructors it was proposed to call for volunteers at C.F.S. and to 
select 19 men which, with the seven qualified instructors at Thame. meant 
that 26 would be available. 

The first of these schools to operate was No. 1 GUder Training School 
which opened at Thame on 4 November 1941. This was formed from the 
old Glider Exercise Flight, the unit to which the 36 Army Co-operation 
trained commando ex-pilots bad been posted. A secon~ School, No. 2 G.T.S., 
was opened at Weston-on-the-Green on 1 December' . No. 16 E.F.T.S. at 
Meir was not due to turn over to g]ider pilot training until 31 December 1941 
consequently Army personnel from this · school , would not be available until 
tbe end of March 1942. It so happened however that, jn November 1941. 
there were a number of R.A.F. pilots , trained to' Service Flying Training 
School level , who were surplus to R.A.F. requirements at that time. Since 
sufficient Army personnel would obviously not be trained by 31 July 1942 
these R.A.F. pilots were, as a temporary measure, posted to the two Glider 
"Training Schools. As soon as the supply of Army pilots permiued they were 
to be withdrawn from glider flying and to return to normal R.A.F. duties. 
In fact when the time came the majority of these men remained with the 
Schools as tug 'pilots, their gllder flying experience proviag most valuable 
to them in this role, The first two Glider Operational Training Units opened 
at etheravon and Kidlington on I January 1942 and 1 February 1942 
respectively 2• Thus 4 November 1941, the opening of No. 1 G.T .S. at Thame, 
can be said to mark the commencement of glider pilot training under any 
permanent scheme. 

Paratroops 
Once again the pa.ratroop section of the colJ!mitment proved the easiest 

part to meet. _ _ During lhe summer of 1941, th.ere had been a lull in individual 
training at Ringway" but the organisation there had been k_ept" ticking over" 
by the training of replace~ents for No. 11 Special Air Service Battalion. , 
Also a number of exercises were carried out at various places in the United 
Kingdom which, although mainly de.signed to enable the Army to devise -
defensive tactics against Airborne Forces, very often had the effect of impress
ing Army Commanders with the values of possessing such .a force themselves. 

1 D.M.C. Monthly Progress Report, December 1941. 
2 D .1".-1.C. Monthly Progress Report; September 1941. 
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The only other work carried out had been the- training of, a n1,1mber ot special 
agents and a fow Polish Army Officers--the Poles were enthusiastic about 
paratroops from the first and later formed a Polish lndependent Para.chute 
Brigade. 1n August 1941 when the Chief of the Imperial General Staff 
decided 10 raise immediately two further parachute battalions, ,the Parachute 
Training School were able to state that they anticipated no difficulty in 
building up their output of trained personnel to 100 a week. By November 
1941 this figure had been attained and although the aircraft available were 
not as new as could be desired the output was maintained 1. 

Aircraft -
Tbe aircraft used at Ringway were Whitley Mk. Us and Mk:. Ills. During 

the ,autumn of 1941 one Mk. V was delivered but the priority of the School 
was low, as was to be expected in the case of a training establishment, and 
no more arrived until the following year 2 • In any case paratroop dt'opping 
imposed little strain on an aircraft and the older Marks were maintained at 
a sufficiently high level of serviceability to carry out the programme. 

Very different was the case of the Glider Training Schools. Here the 
Hotspurs were being towed by Hectors. All of these bad seen long service 
before they reached tbe Glider Training School and were in no condition to 
undergo the rigorous life of a tug aircraft. As with all obsolescent types, 
spares were difficult and replacements impossible to obtain. Consequently 
the time spent in the hangars was out of all proportion to that spent in the 
air. Trials were . under way with the Lysander and the Swordfl°sh but even 
when cleared the supply position with these types was not likely to be good. 
In the meantime the Schools had to make the best of a bad situation and 
accept the loss of flying time as inevitable9 • 

The technical development section of the Central Landing Establishment 
bad by now increased in sjze and during late 1941 was <:arrying out investi
gations on all types of aircraft to ascertain their possibilities in either tug 
or paratroop dropping roles. Particular attention was paid to the heavy 
bomber types and where necessary modifications were made to su1table types 
during production. It. was not ·un61 1943 when ?ircraft could at last be 
spared from th.e bomber effort that the full benefit of thjs work was felt. 
Then, when the aircraft were sudde_nly needed in an Airborne role, they 
were avajlable in large numbers and Lbe time spent on conversion (or the 
new ·role was cut to a minimum. 

War Office action after May 1941 

The War Office were, at this stage. concerned with only one shortage. 
manpower. Whereas the Air Ministry had to overcome shortage of aircrews, 
aerodromes, and most of all aircraft including glider production before devoting 
large efforts to the Airborne project, the Army, providing they could find the 
men. could begin their effort at once. In bis original minute of June 1940 
Mr. Churchill had remarked of the paratroops that even during training" they 
can, none the Jess, play their part meanwhile as shock troops in home 
defence4 ". 

~ No. I O.R.B. of P.T.S. , Ringway. 
2 Whitley Mark V had Merlin englne, 
3 D .M.C. Monthly Progress Reports-. 
• War Office Narrative "Airborne Forces", Chapter 111, 
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Just prior to this original requirement for 5,000 paratroops the decision had 
been taken to raise an irregular force known as Commandos, the Directorate 
of Combined . Operations being set up for this purpose. Jn the view of Staff 
officers at that time the idea of a soldier entering the battlefield in a vertical 
instead of a horizontal direction was highly irregular. The first tr~ined para~ 
troops accordingly became No. 2 Commando. In September 1940 however, 
the decision was taken to train 500 troops for general parachuting duties, for 
pathfinder and sabotage work as well as for the raiding and assault parties 
originally envisaged. Consequently i:ri October 1940 the Commando was merged 
into a new formation, No. 11 Special Air Service Battalion, whose duties 
embodied all of these tasks. By the early summer of 1941, the Battalion was 
up to strength. 

Immediately following the Chiefs of Staff's decision of 30 May 1941 ·the 
.Chief of the Imperial General Staff ordered the raising in the United Kingdom 
of a parachute brigade of about 2,400 men. These men would be required 
either as a component of a gliderborne force, or as an independent body for 
field operations, or for sabotage. It was realised that, owing to the shortage . 
of aircraft, it might prove impossible to drop the whole brigade in one lift but 
in spite of this the brigade should be trained and ready for operations within 
a year. Brigade Headquarters. two more parachute battalions and an airtroop 
R.E were to be raised at once ; the raising of a fourth battalion and other 
special units such as Artillery, Signals, Medical and Supply, and possibly Light 
tank detachments, were approved but were not to be raised until later, 

The whole question of paratroop service was now reviewed, · consideration 
being given to the advisability of turning 'over selected units en masse to 
parachuting duties. Such a policy bad .obvious advantages, mainly because it 
was a quicker way of producing a training unit, but also because the unit 
esprit de corps was maintained and because administration was · so muoh 
t;asier. Nevertheless parachuting being an -individual act required considerable 
determination and great physical fitness : if a unit were turned over en masse 
a high proportion of the men in it would be found to be unfit for the task either 
physically or psychologically, many of them being too old. 

As no difficulty was anticipated in training the new battalions by the summer 
of 1942 the decision was made in favour of keeping to the "volunteers only" 
principle. After consideration of the rates of pay for comparable duties in 
the other services, submarine service in the Royal Navy and flying pay in . 
the Royal Air Force, a new rate of parachute pay was fixed at 4s.' per day 
for officers and 2s. for other ranks. An age limit of 22-32 years and a top 
weight li,mit of 196 lbs. were also introduced 1 . 

These were the terms of service offered when on 28 August 1941 United 
Kingdom Commands were notified of the decision to form two new battalions 

. and volunteers up to a maximum of ten from each unit2 were called for. 
Headquarters No . . 1 Parachute Brigade and Nos. 1, 2 and 3 Parachute 
Battalions formed in September 1941 under th.e command of Brigadier 
R. N. Gale. No. 11 S.A.S. Battalion. became No. 1 Parachute Battalion 
under Lt.-Col. E. E. Down, and Lt.-Col. Flavell and Lt.-Col. Hope-Thompson 
commanded Nos. 2 and 3 Battalions respectively3 • 

1 War Office Narrative " Airborne Forces •·, Chapter III. .. 
2 This maximum was designed to prevent units being unduly depleted by the loss of too many 

of their better men. . . 
3 A.M. File 10582, Part I: Encl. 18B. War Office Narrative" Airborne Forces", Chapter III. 
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Thus for the first time the paratroop formaiion had an Army commander 
who was not. immediately concerned with the raising and training of his own 
unit. Brigadier Gale was able to devote his attention to questions of detailed 
policy and could begin to co-ordinate the parachuting requirements of units 
other than infantry. He was authorised to deal direct with th~ War Office on 
all matters of policy, to effect liaison with C.L,E. and No. 70 Group R.A.F.1 

for technical and domestic training purposes, and to utilize the normal Army 
Command channels for routine matters. At first he undertook general responsi
bility for the glider side of Airborne Forces but the War Office soon realised 
that he would be fully occupied with his parachuting task and on 10 October 
1941 the 1st Airlanding Br\gade Group was formed. The name" Airlanding" 
was chosen instead of 1' Gliderbome" since this Brigade was to prepare itself 
to travel in powered aircraft as well as 'Jn gliders. The 31st Independent 
Brigade Group, a regular formation recently returned hooie from India, was 
selected for this role and placed under the command of Brigadier Hopkinson. 
whose powers were similar to those granted to Brigadier Gale. War Office 
instructions were that the Brigade Group were to "carry out the initial investi
gations into the problems ~! organisation, equipment and trai[)fOg of an Air 
Lanping Form(l.tioQ " . Particularly they were to bear in mind the possibility 
of attacks in the rear of the enemy's main force and consequently were to be 
prepared to be self contained for a period of a( l~ast tb.J:ee days. In certain 
circumstances they might be isolated for longer periods and might have to 
depend upon supply by air for their maintenance. They were likely to ~e 
required to operate in an area .of up to 500 miles of their base2-. 

Such instructions are of interest here because they demonstrate the , line of 
thought then being adopted by the War Offi..ce. In September 1940 the ro1e of 
an Airboroe Force had been envisaged as the spearhead for a large operation 
with minor operations such as raids and sabotage as subsidiary tasks. In 
October 1941 attention was being concentrated upon their value in a tactical 
role, the role in which they were to be used for the first time· more than three 
years later. [Operation Varsity.J ·• 

Stimulated by the Chiefs of Staff's requirement of 30 May 1941.rapid progress 
was now being made. An organisation had been set up through which indi
viduals could be trained. Army formations of trained indivia.uals had gi:owp 
from one " Commando " .to two brigades. The next step was. to provide a 
means of training not individually but collectively. Inter-unit, inter-battalion, 
inter-brigade and finally inter-service training would all be needed. l'o xneet 
this need the War Office decided, on 29 October 1941 to appoint lv,(ajor 
General R. A. M. Browning, D.S.O., to command the 1st Airborne Division, 
and to fotm at once a Divisional Headquarters to ·assist him in bis task. 

This appointment of a senior · officer with the sole task of co-ordinating 
tbe wboJe development and training of the Army side of Airborne Fore~ was 
a milestone along the road of Airborne progress. Having reached that mile
storie it is convenient to pause and examine in more detail the story of the 
training and experimental organisations from their inception in June 1940 until 
~~~ ' 

1 Ringway had been transferred from No. 22. Group to No. 70 Group for adminjstrative 
purposes on 1 December 1940. - O.R.B. of the C.L.E., December 1940. 

2 ACC/';,76/AiJ: Encl. 89A. A.M. File I )076, ParJ T: Encl. 8A. ' ' 
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CHAPTER 2 

DEVELOPMENT, TRAINING AND JNITIAL 
OPERATION 

The Parachute Training Centre 

Jn June 1940, when the investigation into paratroop dropping was begun, 
a certain amount of _jnformation was available at Air Ministry regarding 
the German methods of organisation and training. The German Parachute 
Troops bad their Headquarters in Berlin, and were controlled by the Seventh 
Fliegerdivision (Air Division). They were organised on a Regimental Basis. 
three Battalions to a Regiment, three Companies to a Battalion, 200 men to 
a Company. The Directorate of Intelligence at Air Ministry estimated that 
three such .regiments, a total strength of over 5,000 , men, were available'. 
Each Battalion carried one 2.95 in. mountain gun, one 3.16 in. mortar, twelve 
heavy machine-guns, 54 light machine-guns and 54 macbine-p.i6tols in addi
tion to the personal arms and individual equipment carried by officers and 
men. Some troops carried light anti-tank rifles; some W /T or telephone 
apparatus-; about one man in ten was equipped with a folding bicycle ; all 
carried rations for two or three days. 

The enemy were expanding 1the force rapidly at tbi1, time and ,the training 
course bad been considerably curtailed. Originally it had occupied as 1ong . 
as twelve months, a • six months' disciplinary course followed by six months 
at a Parachute School. Four types of training were included ; the usual 
infantry training (including use of weapons, general tactics, assembly and dis
persal at given points, and a particularly intensive map-course on large scale 
maps); physical training, with special exercises to aid jumping; actual para- · 
chute descents from heights varying between 800 and 250 feet carried out 
in six stag~. first- from platforms and later from aircraft; and training in 
demolition and, sabotage work. The troops wete also instrw;:ted in the care 
and maintenance, and in the packing of their riarachutes. 

The airci;-aft employed were Junkers Ju.52s, of which plenty were avail
able. The enemy bad built up a large fleet of these a,iccraft pdor to 1938 
which though ostensibly for passenger carrying had been visualised from the 
first as a bomber. After the Munich agreement however, when all attempts 
at secrecy regarding re-armament were abandoned, the Junkers 52 wa& 
rapidly replaced in the Luftwaffe· by more modern bomber types and became 
in~tead a very valuable troop carrier. Large sliding doors fitted in the side 
of - the fuselage made an ideal paratroop ex.it, and the aircraft. could carry 
fifteen men. The parachutes used were approximately 21 feet in ·diameter 
and were attached to the aircraft by a light rope which. before being ais
connected, caused tbe parachute to open immediately after the mao had 
jumped. Although during the attack on the Low Countries the Germans 
had laoded most of their paratroops on airfields they did not consider it 
essep.tial to do so. Any open and fiat ground of 600 fards by 600 yards 
was suitable and they aimed at landing each Company in an area 170 by 
400 yards. 

1 A.M. File C.S. 5085: E'ncl. 3A. 
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With these facts as a basis of discussion a conference was held at Air 
Ministry on 10 June 1940, and tbe decision to establish and organise a 
Parachute Training Centre as soon as possible was reacb-ed1

• T,he training 
type parachute then in use by the R.A.F. was selected as that most likely 
to be suitable for the purpose, the service _type being too small to carry 
a fully-equipped man. The training type with its diameter of 28 feet 
was larger than that used by the Germans and by fitting a static cord it was 
hoped to use it from as low as 500 feet. One thousand of this type were 
ordered immediately. To provide a similar aircraft to the Ju.52 was not 
so easy for we had very few civil aircraft in the country. But the Whitley 
bomber with its long square fuselage was capable of carrying perhaps twelve 
men, and six Mark Is were also demanded. Ringway, the civil · airport of 
Manchester. had been selected as the location of the school 'and arrangements 
were made for the Whitleys and the parachutes to be delivered there with 
all possible speed. 

The station was at that time occupied by No. 110 Wing un(:ler the con1-
mand of Wing Commander Sir Nigel Norman, Bart., who from the outset 
took a keen interest in the work of the school and who was within a few 
weeks posted to the new unit. Fifteen volunteers were found for instructional 
duties, nine from tbe R.A.F. and six from the Army. Between June and 
October a few ex-professional parachutists were found and posted to the 
1,1nit, but among the first instructors experience was very limited2

• Five cf 
those from the R.A.F. bad in the past made parachute descents in pull-off 
style3 from the wings of Vickers Virginia aircraft during Empire Air Displays 
at H endon, but the Army volunteers had no knowledge of parachutes what
soever; in fact until they arrived at Ringway they were sublimely ignorant 
of the nature of their duties except that they had been told that they were 
of a secret and special nature. But on acrival they all set to work immedi
ately l!nd, while waiting for tbe Whitleys to 'undergo the necessary modi
fications, they managed with much ingenuity and improvisation to construct 
a - number of platforms and swings for preliminary ground training. As 
sufficient space and tables were not available in the parachute section the pack
ing of the newly arrived parachutes was carried out on the dining tables in 
the Airmen's Mess. The rear turrets of the Wbitleys were. removed and a 
circular aperture cut in the floor of the fuselage and fitted with hinged doors. 
A suitable dropping zone was found nearby at Tatton Park, and this was 
requisitioned early in July. On 9 July 1940 the first pupils, Army volunteers, 
arrived. · They were given a ir experience u1 the Whitleys and spent much 
of their time in physical training, speci;tl a ttention being paid to leg and 
ankle strengthening exercises'. 

The first live jumps• took place on 13 July 1940 when the R.A.F. instruc
tors staged a demonstration ·at Tatton Park consisting of two '' pull-otfs " 
from the open tail and . six aperture descents from the m odified Whitleys. 
On the following day further descents were made using American type stati
chlites which, it had been decided, were an improvement on the training type. 

, A.M. F ile, C.S. 5085: Encl. 4A. 
i O .R.B. of lhe P.T .S., June-October J940. , 
3 In this type of descenl the rjp cord of the parachute is pulJed before leaving the airc(aft, 

so that the canopy develops in the s lipstream pulling the parachutists clear as it does so.
Appendix K of No. 38 Group Paper entitled "Airborne Assault Operations " . ' . 

➔ O,R.B. of the P.T.S., July 1940. 
s Numerous trials with dummies bad previously been carried out. O.R.B. of the P.T,S,, 

July 1940. 
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Th~ first pupils to jump did so on 22 July 1940, one or two ofthe &scents 
being made in the pull-off style but this was shortly afterwards discontinued 
and all exits were made through the aperture. 

On 25 July a fatal accident occurred when a pupil, Driver Evans, jumped 
using an American type statichute. It was an inherent fault of this type that 
in the case of a bad exit the wearer could turn and entangle himself in the 
emerging parachute thus causing a premature breakaway of the s•tatic line. 
This had occurred in Driver Evans's case and all jumping was cancelled pend- -
ing a full investigation into the problem. On 30 July, however, the first .test$ 
were made on a new type of statichute designed by Mr. Quilter of the G. Q. 
Parachute Co. of Woking. The success of the new type was such that the 
Air Ministry decided that it should entirely replace the American type. · Five 
hundred trial descents with dummies were immediately carried out and on 
8 August, nine days after the initial test, the first live descents took place 
with the "G.Q." statichute1• 

The design of the "G.Q." embodied a revolutionary characteristic. Hitherto 
both parachutes and statichutes had been so packed that the canopy emerged 
first followed by the rigging lines. With the "G.Q." this sequence was re
versed, the effect being similar to the method used during the war of 1914-1918 
when the parachute was packed in a cone attached to the side of the cock-

. pit. The downward velocity of the · falling body is thus transmitted smoothly 
through the rigging lines to the canopy causing it to fill with air more quickly, 
but less suddenly than by the old system. The comparative absence of 
shock load, i.e. the " jerk " as the canopy opens and the rigging lines suddenly 
become taut, was most noticeable with the "G.Q. " type o{ statichute, and 
all the instructors who carried out tests on 8 August 1940 remarked upon this 
fact. 

As was to be expected the "G.Q." brought with it various teething troubles 
each of which was carefully investigated as it became apparent and all were 
eventually overcome. An example was the danger of the canopy fouling the 
non-retractable tailwheel of the Whitley. Such a case did in fact occur 
during the trials with the dummies and a temporary solution was found by _ 
dropping only while the aircraft was flying .in a shallow glide. Late,r the 
fitting of " spats " covering the tailwheels was found to be a more satisfactory 
safeguard. 

The Central Landing School was three months old when the Central Land
ing Establishment was officially opened on 19 September. During that time 
961 live jumps were made, and 342 pupils had received instruction. bf these 
290 had successfully completed the course, although they had to return later 
for more advanced training such as stick jumping. Of the remaining 52, 30 
men had refused to jump ; seven had been -returned to their unit for dis
ciplinary reasons ; 13 had received minor injuries such as sprains and were 
temporarily unable to continue training ; and two had been killed. Of the 30 
who refused 17 did so before their first jump, although many of them got as 
far as sitting over the hole. Eight refused after their first jump, two after 
their second and one after h_is fourth. One or two in· every dozen were 
,reported to have no apparent nervous reaction at all and indeed appeared 

1 O.R.B. of the P.T.S., July 1940. 
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to like jumping out. But for the majodty the operation entailed gr.eat nervous 
strain; and in a few cases men left the aircraft in a state of collapse having 
forced themselves to jump by sheer will power'. 

At thjs time the School was using an old "Bombay " for jumping as well 
as tbe "Whitleys ", and it is interesting to note that although over 200. jumps 
were made from the " Bombay " there were no refusals. Those from the 
Whitley were attributed to three reasons. Firstly the dark, gloomy, depressing 
interior of the Whitley fuselage i secondly tho unpleasant sight- of other men 
disappearing through the hole _in the floor- the refusals almost invariably 
occurred among the last fe_w men to jump; and thirdly a number of men 
finding the exit difficult scraped their faces on the s.ide of the bole as they went 
out. . Very little could be done in the ftrst two cases but for the third a 
windshield fitted below the fuselage and forward of the bole made for a much 
easier exit, the full effect of the sl,ip stream not being felt until the man was 
almost clear of tbe aircraft. Another factor which also contributed to 
refusals to jump was ,the delay prior to take otL On occasions the men would 
have to stand by for quite long periods waiting for tbe weather to improve 
sufficiently for dropping to take place. Sometimes when they were actually 
in the aircraft, and even over the dropping zone, a sudden change in the wind 
strength would cause a canceliatjon. Such delays were unavoidable but their 
adverse effect upon morafo could have been mitigated by providing crew 
rooms for the troops, where they could wait in warmth and comparative 
comfort. 

But the _work of the C.L.S. had not been confined to parach1:1te training~. 
In August a small flight of very light civil gliders which bad previously been 
located at Christchurch aerodrome, near Bournemouth, move'd to Ringway. 
This, together with the increasing amount of research work being carried out 
by the school3

, heralded the expansion which officially took place in the 
following month. 

Expansion into the Central Landing Establishment 
The authorisation for and instructions regarding the expansion of the'CL.S. 

originated at a meeting held at the Air Ministry on 5 September 1940"'-. The 
Prime Minister's consent had been obtained to an alteration of poJicy whereby 
the paratroop commitment wou1d be severly curtailed, emph'asis being instead 
placed gn gliderborne troopsr-. The meeting therefore decided that the Central 
Lauding School should be replaced by a new organisatjon to be called the 
Central Landing Establisment, of which the parachute training school would 
be _but a. part. 

Under the new arrangement three sections were set up, a Develop~ 
ment Section, a Parachute Training School, and a Glider Training Squadron. 
In the course of fone each of the first two gre_w into completely self-contained 

1 C.L.S. Progress Report dated 21 September 1940> aod contained in a folder entitled" Letters 
and Doc\ltllents extracted from tb.e files of P.T.S." held by No. 38 Group H:.Q. 

2 No. 22 Group Jetter 220/S1091/0rg. dated 20 July 1940. 
i This research was during August, largely concerned with ttie development of Quilter's 

statichute and also with experiments regarding the rotach.ute, a one-mah cradle suspended 
beneath a propeller which during descent, behaves in a similar manner to a falling Jeaf.-
0.R.B. of P .T.S. entry, 7 August 1940. 

4 A.M. File C.S. 6229: Encl. 10A. 
• Minute of 1 September 1940, subsequently confirmed by another Note of 12 September 

1940. A.M. File, C.S. 6229, Encls. 4o and llB. . 
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units. the Parachute Training School remaining at Ringway as No. 1 Para~ 
chute Training School, and tbe Development Section becoming the Airborne 
Forces Experimental Establishment located first at Ringway, then at Sherburn
in-Elmet, and later at Beaulieu, near Southampton1

• From the Glider Train
ing Squadron was formed, in November 1941; No. 1 Glider Training School, 
the first school to be established under the glider pilot training scheme. 

The change from C.L.S. to C.L.E. officially took place on 19 September 
19402

• On that date Group Captain L. G. Harvey was posted from Air 
Mirustry to Ringway to command the C.L.E. Wing Commander Sir Nigel 
Norman was appointed Ait I. (Staff), C.L.E. and was empowered to deal 

. direct with Air Ministry on matters of technical development. A local pur
chase order up to a limit of £ 150 per month wa:; also granted to assist the 
work of the Development .section. The Air Officer Commanding No. 22 
Gr6up, who was responsible for the Establishment. was empowered to short 
circuit official channels and to deal direct with the War Office on all except 
policy matters~. The station remained under the GOntrol of No. 22 Group 
until 1 December 1940· when it v.:as transferred to No. 70 Group'. 

The Development Section under Wing Commander . G. M. Buxton, con
s~sted of some 120 officers, N.C.O.s and ai~en, and was augmented by a 
number of civilian specialists. They were soon at work on the many 
problems, major and minor, which came ,to light. Close contact was estab
lished and maintained with the Royal Aircraft establishment at Farnb.orough. 
where R .A.F. experimental work was normally carried out, and also with 
the Ministry of Aircraft Production. Examination of various types of aircraft 
in order to ascertain the likelihood of 't1~eir being used in an Airborne role 
occupied much time, but did not result in a substitute for the Whitley being 
found. Arrangements . were tnade however, for paratroop apertures to be 
incorporated in future Marks of the Halifax and the Stirling, although the 
priority of Bomber Command prohibited the lll.lmediate use of these types 
for trairung. Development. of special equip.men~ for the paratroops was an 
important and urgent matter t oo. Successful designs of equipment , con
tainers and methods of dropping cargoes _varying from carrier pigeons to 
mortar base plates were evolved~. 

The Glider Training Squadron had a strength of about 200 officers and 
men who, in the absence of the service gliders the designs of which had 
only recently been' approved. maintained and flew an assortment of civil 
gliders mostly " Kirby Kites " and " v'.ikings " about 20 of which bad been 
located and requi'silioned by the R.A.F. Hectors were used to tow the larger 
of these craft but for the others- some of them w~re sailplanes ,rather than 
gliders-Tiger Moths _could be, and were, used 6 • 

But Ringway was not a very satisfactory location for a glider towing 
unit. The renowned bad weather of the Manchester area affected glider 
towing even µiore than normal · fl.ying. .Also the continual dropping of 

1 Both N.o. 1 P.T.S. and A.F.E.E. formed on 15 February 1942. 
1 22 Group Signal P733 dated 11 September 1940. 
1 A.C.A.S.(R) folder " Formation of tre Central Landing School" Minutes of meeting, 

19 August 1940. 
• O.R.B. of the C.L.E., December 1940. 
s O.R.B. of the C.L.E. Week1y Prcgress Reports of C.L.S. coo~ined in rotder "Extr~s 

from Docun.en"ts and Piles of P.T.S." he!~ by 'No. 38 yroup H.Q:. ' 
4 Appendix K of No. 38 Group paper " Airborne As~ult Operations" and 0.R.B. or 

G.l'.S. . . . 
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paratroops on the Tatton Park .D.Z.1 re.stricted glider flying near the aero
drome. Io any case it was r;ealised . that when t.he Hotspur, · and more 
particularly .the Horsa, came into ,1.J$C a bigger airfield would . b~ nec~sary. 
In November preparations were made for _ the G1ider Section to move to Side 
Hill aerodrom~ near Newmarket, but Bomber Command : intervened and 
the allocation of the aerodrome was can~elled 2• Later attempts to find a new 
hon:ie for the S~ction, .first at Rearsby then at Ratcliffe, were -foiled by the 
occupation of U:~ose l~nd.ing gr9un9sby M.A.P.3. , 

Towards the end of 1940 the problem seemed more urgent ~han later events 
proved for it was anticipated that the Section would· be" required to -convert 
the ex-Commandos to· glider flying. In fact the number of these men, who 
received Tiger Moth instruction at Army Co-operation ,Squadrons, was so 
smaJJ aod1 the production delays over the Hotspur were so prolonged, that 
another airfield was ,not essential until November 1941. C.L.E.'s demands 
made during December 1940 did serve however to emphasise - the need for 
preparing aerodromes for use by the heavy gljders. Shobden, Herefordshire, 
was chosen. as , a suitable site and work commenced on concrete runways, 
and by the tim~ the first H_orsas were .delivered it was r~~dy for use. . 

During the autumn and winter o[ 1940-41 by far the ·greatest activity at 
Ringway was going -on within the .Parachute Training Section. During 
November the 6rst 1' stick" · jumps were ,carried ont by instructors; eight 
men jumping a-om one aircraft. For this a -new system of strong- points was 
evolved by the Development Section, two strong points only being used. 
These were both•just forward. of. the aperture. one on each side of the fuselage. 
Canvas panels fitted with press studs and attached to the sides· of the ·fuselage 
kept the .straps safely clear of the men waiting to drop. So · suceessfuJ was 
this arrangement that with a little practice eight men could leave. the aircraft 
in as many'. seconds, thus reducing length1 of the stick to ·300 yards. · •Purther 
experience · proved that the number of men in a stick could •be' focreased to 
ten, which henceforth1 became the ,standard · number'. On 7 'Decemb~r i940 
the first stick jump with containers took place. Metal containers fitted with 
a parachute at one' end and a primitive shock absorber at the other were 
carried in the bomb cells of the Whitley, the release switch beirig operated 
by the first member of the stick ,imme:diately befq,re jl,lillping~. 

· A simple, ·but efficient ·system of warning lights bad a-l'so been installed in 
all the airtrailt. Th~ success of this system was so great that jt was-0ne .of the 
few points · of dr6pping procedure which ;remained ·unchanged:· Two small 
lights, one red, one green, were lotated · in the-fuselage close to 'the ·parachute 
aperture. On being warned over• the ' intercommunication system that the 
aircraft \Vas approaching the D.Z. the stick would take up · their positiotk for 
tb,e jump. , Apm.-oxim~tely five sec9nc\s . before reaching the ... coq_e,ct .spot ~ither 
the gilo~ or .t)le navigator ~witched, on the red light fr0,;n ,,a contn:11 jn .the 
cockpit.. Wbe.n he .~witch,ed the light frorp red to gre~n the first man jqn:i,ped 
followed as rapidly as possible by the remainder .of the stick. The system 
was, by virtue of its simplicity, so ·reliable tl:Lat t~e ntred fo.r change ne:ver 
arose. 

1 D.Z. : dropping zone. 
2 O.R.B. of the C.L.E., November 1940. 
3 Ministry of Aircraft Pro~u'ctio.11. , 
'O.R.B. of ilie P.T.S., Noveml:ier· 1940. · 
~ O.R.B. of lbe P .T.S.,' December 1940. 
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During D~cerpber 1.940 .a number of e.xercises . were. carried out by the 
paratroops,. ~ost, of them,.at Riogway_ oi Tatton .Park . .. ~eh .exercises ,as 
these , were arrru,ged .locally b.~tween Lieut.-C01onel Down, the Comman
der of Np_ · 11 S.A.S. battalion,, and Group .Captain Harvey. On 
2 December. however, . a small . party was_. detached to Old · Sarum .aero
drome near Salisb-ury and. on the following .day two Whitleys, ,dropped 32 
men in sticks of eigbL during an eJercise. on Salisbucy Plair\. This effort, 
small though i~ was, was a great success. , It ,also served tbe purpose of 
.drawing attention. to the .fact that no establishme.ot e,xisted at ·C.L.E. for an 
exercise flight, which was by now neede,d in order that t.taining by cqm=
panies could be undertaken. · Although the training. programme bad been 
interfeteq. with but little by the withdr!lwa1 9f the two .Whitleys for this 
exercise it w.as obvious tliat any exercises on ::i. larger sc.ale wouid ca~se 
considerable iQterferep.<;:e µnl<::ss ·more aircra.ft :were .av_ail~ble. . In . January 
such .® iq,terruptjoo ,<;lid in f~ct occ1,1r, but tlle cause Wa$ something f¥ wore 
exciting than an e~ercise1

• , • . • _ • ,. • • 

. ' 

The. Initial Opera.tion-,-Colossus .: February, 19412 

Within · a few days of Italy's ei;itry ~nto the war the Air Ministry received 
two letters, both from ciyil_ians with first-hand knowledge· of the country. 
suggesting a·n operation against a certain aquedt1~t in Southern lt~ly, and by 
Decemoer 1940 it haq been decided that such an attac_k might usefully b,e 
·carrieci ,out. The three ports of Taranto, Brindisi, ·and Bari all . relied for 
their svpply' of drinking wat~r on the great system known as the Acquedetto 
Pugliese, . which carried water across tlle Apenriine Mountains to the arid 
province of Apulia. At the end of 1940 these por~ were · being used as 
departure bases for troops on their way· to Albania and North Africa ·; the 
proposal was· •to cut the water supply by a rai.d on one of the. aqueducts. 
But attacks on the Acquedetto Pugliese by· bomber aircraft were cons·idered 
impracticable and the only ·Vital and vulnerable points were t00 far ,from 
the coa:st for a seaborne raid to be successful.. , It was -therefore suggested 
by Admiral Sir; 'Roger Keyes, then Director of Combined Operations. that 
paratroops of No: l r •Special Air Service Battalion should be employed 
on the ' task, ·and · this suggestion was'· approved by the Chiefs'. of · 'Staff 
and the Prime Minister. The · Acquedetto Pugliese was· fed from one river, 
the Sele which flows foto the Tyrrhenian Sea south of Salerno. The water 
was· drawn from: this river at its source, in very mountainous country near 
Calatri, · and carried over the natural • bed of the river by the- Traqino 
Aqueduct.'· ' This aqueduct, at the very· fountain bead of the system, was 
·selected as the most ·suitable target,- and detailed planning for. an attack 
against it began. · 

'l:h\! ~.nly a~l.iiJaple bas~
1 
f~r· tlie attacl< ,was · Maftai wliich was a distance 

of some 400 miles from the target. · Jhe choice of aircraft lay between 
BomJ?~ys~ f wb,iG~ ,tour. wer~ 'now availabJe~ and Wliitleys. 'The Whitleys 
and crews had to be drawn from Bomber Command and the Ajr 'Officer 
Commanding-in-Chief was reluctant' to detach -some of his best ,crews for 
'as tong_ as· a monlh'--the time est~ated 'as ·nec_essary for ·the prepaiatios and 

1 O.R.B. of the r.T.S. aod ~p~ndiceii, December 1940. 
i A.M' File es. 7951: ·operation Colossus. , 
~ Athens was considered but Was deemed to ·b!' 1,Ulsatisfactory, ·for securil:)I teasops. 
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execution of the operation. The operation was thus originally planned to 
use only five Wbitleys ·augmented by the Bombays. But Group Captain 
Harvey of the C.L.E. and Wing Commander J . B. Tait, D.F.C., who was 
to command the· Whitley detachment, immediately pointed out the immensely 
increased difficulties of maintenance involved in such a scheme. At the 
request of the Deputy Chief of Ail' Staff, the A.O.C. eventually agreed ·to . 
supply eight Whitleys and experienced crews from No. 78 Squadron so that 
only one type of aircraft would be used. Even so no Whitley spares wei:e 
available at Maltl;l and both spares and ground crews had· to be flown to 
the island in advance of the main party. For this purpose . a Sunderland 
Flying Boat was supplied by Coastal Command. · 

Much bad to be done before leaving for Malta and the whole of the pre
parations for the operation took place at Ringway. The Whitleys were 
modified for paratroop dropping by C.L.E. ground crews ; the Development 
Section were busy improving the rather primitive containers; the Bomber 
Command aircrews were trained for troop dropping ; the thirty-seven selected 
troops from No. 11 S.A.S. Battalion made their first night descents ; a scale 
model of the target was constructed from the photographs and information 
available and " X " Troops spent much time studying this ; a "cover story " 
telling of a proposed attack on a bridge in Abyssinia was built up ; and an 
urgent signal was sent to Malta requesting that further photographs of the 
aqueduct be obtained. All of these preparations took place between 12 
January and 7 February 1941. In · charge of them was the "Operation 
Controller", Wing Commander Sir Nigel Norman; the" Attack Commander
Air '.' was Wing Commander Tait, and the " Attack Commander-Grm1nd ", 
Major T. A. G. Pritchard. 

On 5 February, having been held up for over a week by bad weather. 
the Sunderland carrying the spares and the ground crews left for Malta. 
Lt. A. J. Deane Drummond, one of the officers of " X ·• Troop, also flew 
in this aircraft carrying with him copies of the Operation Instructions for 
the Air Officer Commanding, Malta, and for: the A.O.C.-in-C., Middle East. 
Two days later the Whitleys, each carrying their own troops and parachutes 
followed: they reached Malta at 0800 hours on 8 February. 

The operation was timed to take plac.e on the first good-weather night 
after 9 February, the full moon period being 9-16 February. Many recon
naissance flights had been made by Glenn Martin aircraft of No. 69 (G.R.) 
Squadron from Malta in an attempt to obtain new photographs of the target · 
but it was not unti:l the 9th tllat one was successful. On e;itamination of the 
hurriedly produced prints it was found that a second aqueduct spanni~g 
a tributary of the River Sele was situated about 300 yards ,from the original 
structure, Some doubt was expressed as to which of these two was the 
intended ' target and it was eventually decided that the more easterly one 
of the two was to be attacked. There was no time to obtain further photo
graphs for the weather of the night of 10· 11 February proved favourable 
and at 1740 hours Wing Commander Tait took off in the · first aircraft. 

.Although time did not permit test drops of contaioei:s, testing of fittings 
or any last minute combined drill f~r crews it was decided that rjsk of 
failure was less than would have resulted from delaying the operation. 
Two of the aircraft carrjed bombs only and were to make diversionary attacks 
against Foggia. The remaining six all carried · troops, containers, and one 
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bomb each. No opposition was encountered except some slight flak over 
the Sicilian coast, and iby 2330 all six aircraft had reached the D.Z. and bad 
dropped their troops. Two of the aircr:aft howevet were unable to release 
their containers. The packing and loading, of containers was a delicate 
business if the centre of gravity was to be so adjusted that the container 
would leave the bomb rack easily. Prior to Colossus this had not been 
fully realjsed and the troops tbe~~elves bad been responsible for botb 
tasks. Following the failure on this occasion a standard method of packing 
was evolved and the loading onto the aircraft became the responsibility of 
the navigator of the _aircraft, who by his bomb-aimer training was better 
able to appreciate the niceties of this rather delicate task. 

It Was' unfortunate -that one set of containers which " hung-up " was 
that in the aircraft "J for Johnie". This aircraft bad had trouble at Malta 
where engine trouble delayed take-off for almost half an hour ; then a bad 
landfall on the Italian -coast further complicated matters. Eventually the 
stick was dropped, but two miles away ttoni the correct D.Z. in a neigh
bouring but wrong valley. Finally the pilot found himself unable to clear 
bis containers. What was still more unfortunate was that the troops carried 
in this aircraft were all Engineers. Consequently when "X" troop assembled 
Major Pritchard found himself short of his senior R.E. officer. Captain 
G. F. K. D<1ly, five of bis sappers, and a considerable proportion -of his 
explo.sives. Tbe troop nevertheless tnade their way to the aqueduct and 
set to work with what explosives they had. They found that the centre 
pier was of reinforced concrete instead of masonry as had been expected 
and was consequently too strong to be destroyed ; but the end pier and 
the second smaller aqueduct were of masonry, and both of these could be 
attacked with the explosives available. The r~maining E~gineers uµder 
Lt. G. R. Patterson placed the dynamite under these two structures and 
at 0030 hours on 11 February the charges were fired. Both aqueducts 
collapsed and the water flooded down into the ravine. The operation was 
at least partially successful; 

Major Pritchard now organised his party into three sections and gave 
orders for them to make their way independently to the mouth of the 
River Sele where they were to be picked up by a submarine, H.M.S. 
Triumph, on the night of the 15th/ 16th. But their efforts to :reach the 
rendezvous were unsuccessful and by 12 February all had been taken prisoner, 
with the exception of Captain Daly and bis men, who were captured on 
the 15 th when only 12 miles from the mouth of the river. . 

After dropping the troops the Whitleys went on to bomb various minor 
objectives in the area before returning to Malta. On the return journey 
one of the diversionary aircraft" R for Roget", in which Wing Commander 
Norman was flying as passenger, flew over the D.Z. and saw the troops assem
bling. The other, " S for Sugar ", developed engine trouble and bad to 
force land in Italy. The point is mentioned here because a series of coinci
dences was thereby started which worried the authorities at Malta not a 
little. The pilot of " S for Sugar " sent a W.T. message in Syko code to 
Malta that he would land as near as possible to the mouth of the River 
Sele in the hope that the crew could be picked up. It was purely by chance 
that be selected this point for until after the drop oo one apart from Major 
Pritchard, his officers and a few of the naval staff at Malta knew of the 
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evacuation plans'. But the question now arose whether or not H.M.S. 
TFitimph should risk going to the rendezvous, aod -after consultations With 
the- Admiralty in London it was decided that · she should not. In fact. of 
course,' had she done so her voyage· would· have been .in vain for the troops 
were; by that tiroe all•io enemy hands. 

so·on after their capture "X" Troop received a vislt from the American 
Military Attacbe: They told bim that local Italians, being under the f ropres
sfon that they were German troops;belped them first to locate -the containers. 
and then to carry the el'.plosives up to the objectives: The prisoners, said 
the Attache, were in high spirits· ; their morale was " terrific " and they 
intended to escape at the first opportunity. Lt. Deane-Drummond · did in 
fact do so shortly afterwards ; after a series of ·amazing adventures he 
returned to England in: time to join tbe 1st Airborne 'Division in their attack 
on Arnhem, where he was again. captured, and ,yet again escaped. -

The'· hindrance caused to · the Italian war effort by" CoJo·ssus · was not as 
great as had ·been hoped. The fact that tbe end instead of the centre 
piet had been damaged shottened the time ne·eded for' repairs to· be- carried 
out, and the reserve·s· of water in the local reservoirs lasted for atmost ·the 
whole · of this period. Nevertheless the attack was· sufficiently successfuf to 
shake'Italian self-confidence and to cau·se some waste of effort on unnecessary 
defence measures. But its- greatest value was· the · experience gained' of ' the 
organisatiott and equipment necessary· to stage· an airborne · operation, and 
on hisreturn ·to Ring-Way, Wing Commalrder Sit Nigel Norman in conjunction 
with Group Captain Harvey· immedia~ely prepared a paper setting out. the 
lessons learned from the operation and making suggestions 'for" action to be 
taken. · · · · . . 

The Lessons of Operation Colossus 
· Firstly the need for up-to-date' ·ihtelligence supp~rte<l . by ·~i,r • _photographs 

at the time of planning the operation was ·emplfasised. The last · ro.iriute 
discovery that the target area for Colossus containe'd two •aqueducts instead 
of one had clearly shown the need for this, Even so ·the model of the area 
which had been constructed at ;Ringwa.y bad proved most valuable, and 
the' .paper stJ:ongly recommended that similar models be prepared for any 
future operations. " · 

Secondl'y the aircrews chosen -fot such a 'ta:sk should be carefully selected 
and regard paid to their powers of " organi'sation, adAptabilify and tolerance; 
in addition to the qualities· of enthusiasm and courage "- This' beca1JSe the 
necessity of maintaining the . closest possible coo.tact with the -paratroops, 
especially when using an advanced ,base, bad been shown. ~ 

Thirdly it was :cotlsidered proven ' that the landing of paratroops w. bright 
m·oonlight was. practically as easy as iri daylight, and that' trai)led inen 
could be dropped in close country. even with moderate wfods, witbout 'su.ffering 
casualties1• A long flight dicl riot necessarily have• a bad effect on {he' para
troops_ whose morale and enthus'iasm was very.high. · But the Army personnel 
should be given opportunities to become cornpletely·familiar w1th the aircraft 
used,' particularly with the container dropping system; and sliouH:l have more 
air' experience under operational conditions than waS possible in · tbe ca·se 

.. ~ - ' 

~ Although it was •~o.own \\-hen the report was written. only one man of " X" Troop had 
been injured at all. He had sprained an ankle on landing. 
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of Colossus. -This point reaffirmed the necessity of · providing ~n Exercise 
Flight at C.L.E.'so that more unit trainirig as distinct from indiVidual training 
could be given1• -

Only three weeks, and that in wintry unsu-itable weather, were available 
at Ringway for training, aircraft modifications and all the necessary prepara
tions for. the flight to Malta. Th.is was by no means sufficient. It. was 
considered that the appointment of a unified command would . obviate many 
of the organisation and adminis:trative djfficulties which occurred during 
Colossus.- The advance party did not arrive in Malta until a very short 
time , before the main force resulting· in preliminary arrangements being 
incomplete when they arrived. 

Finally the arrangemenf for container release was not sattsfactory.- -An 
al~eration of procedure whereby the navigator would release the containers 
after the men bad left the aircraft would probably improve this. But an 
investigation into tb·e wl1ole problem was ne't!ded and both· the release· system 
and the design of the containers would need revision in order to overcome 
the danger of " hang-ups ". Such an investigation was at once undertaken 
by the Development Section -of tne C.L.E. who, by the time the next operation 
took place, had at least partially overcome the difficulty2

• 

Parachute Training : February-November 1941 

Training of " Lambs " ;arid Polish troops 
Bes~des training replacements for No. 11 S.A.S, Battalion the Parachute 

Training School was .givjng instruction to two other classes of pupil, the Poles 
and the "Lambs". The t, Lambs " _. we~e. secret agents: their training was 
elementary and brief. _ Often they· would travel tip to Maqchester oveniig.4t, 
spend . ooe day at Ringway. and return to L.ondon by the evening train. 
Two 'hours in., th:e morning· oo th~ swings, jumping ,platforms and dummy 
fuselage followed by two or thfee jumps with portable radio or sabotage 
equipment in the afternoon was often all they were able to sp~re time for. 
And, of course; their training wa's _ahyays of top priority. As .the num,ber 
of these pupils incre·ased jt became clear that special arrangements for them, 
were necessary. A flight, originally called "E" Synrucate, but later renamed 
No. 51 Special Training School, was therefore formed with its own quarters, 
aircraft and instructors. This not ooly ensured that the urgency of " Lamb " 
training would not in'terfere- with the normal work of the Section, btit also 
provided an additional security guara, tor this work was naturally of a most 
secret nature; - · · - · 

Although it did not beco~e ~n important part ~f the C.L.E. dudes until 
1941,_ ·~Lamb" training had been going on fo a small way since the inception 
of the School. - Courses .for ~oli,sh .troops did_ not begin, how·ever, until ,April 
194L From the very first the Poles had been enthusfastic about paratrooping 
and had asked for permission to set 'up their own training school. But lack 
of resources had prevented this, so fuat when the ,P.T.S. l:iad fulfilled th.e· 
11 S.A.S. BattaJit>n commitment _ the Poles 'were delighted to fill the gap 
by supplying pupils. During the sqmmer, until the trafoing of the 2nd and 
3rd ·Parachute 'Battaliorls cooimenced, Polish' officers and men were being 
trained at the _rate of abotit 100 a tuQnth. -i:~is_ nu~ber _ by_ no means satisfied 

l A.M. File c.s. 7951' 2 A.M. File G.S, 16084. 
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the ambitions of the Poles but it was not until 1942 that facilities were 
available for them to recommence training and so build up the Independent 
(Polish) Parachute Brigade1

• 

,Baboon descents and" Stick" Jumping 
, As early as August ' 1940 C.L.S. instructors h~d visited Card.ington and 

had carried out trials with dummies from a captive balloon there. In 
December further investigations took place and · live jumps were made: 
in April 1941 the world's, largest barrage balloon- promptly christened 
1
' Bessie "- was delivered to C.L.E.2

• A balloon car was constructed, fitted 
and tested by dropping dummies. This being satisfactory, .the syllabus was 
henceforth amended to include two balloon drops pr_ior to the five aircraft 
jumps normally carried out. Jumping from a balloon provided an extra 
thrill for the parachutists for, owing to the lack of slipstream the statichute 
took 2.7 seconds to open instead of the usual 1.7 seconds. Nevertheless that 
same absence <;>f slipstream prohibited the danger of twisted riggipg lines 
and allowed the pupil to practise contrblling his exit-position. Therein lay 
the great virtue of balloon di;-ops3

• 

Balloon jumping·was an innovation: the other major change in the training 
syllabus was not an innovation but an expansion. The first " stick " jumps 
had been carried out in December 1940, first by instructors, then by selected 
pupils. As one by one more aircraft w~re 1;1llotted to the C.L.E. it became 
possible to extend this important part of the course to all pupils. Officially 
it was not incorporated into the course until the syllabus was completely 
revised in October- 1941, but in fact many pupils made t heir final training 
jump as a member of a stick of two, three or four men. Moreover the lesson 
of Colossus regarding the :peed for unit exercises had been well iearned, 
Troops from No. 11 S.A.S. gained " stick jumping " experience during normal 
Army manoeuvres in all parts of the country and also in Scotland and 
Northern Ireland. The numbers involved were on each occasion small but 
for the troops the experience gained was invaluable. Increasing interest was 
be1ng shown too by a number of influential persons. Not a month passed 
during 1941 but at least one V.I.P. paid a visit to the Station. And on eacb 
occasion demonstration drops were carried out which, leaving apart, any 
favourable impression made on the visitor, ,provided excellent experience for 
,all concerned in the careful planning needed to " lay on " a successful 
operation. 

This then was the situation at the P.T.S. when, in October, the Army 
de.cided to form the 1st Parachute Brigade. No. 11 S.A.S. Battalion had 
reacµed its established strength of 500 but w_as finding difficuJty jn main
taining it due to the very high wastage rate: P.T.S. were training replacements 
for No. 11 S.A.S., Polish officers and men, and had established "E Syndicate., 
to train the " Lambs ": the standard of training• had been improved by the 
introduction of initial jumps from the balloon and by stick-jumping a.ad by 
exercises: the total output of trained personnel. including the "Lambs"• 
was about 200 per motith. , · 

The· Chief of the Imperial General Staff had asked for an output 0f 100 
a week in order to train the 2nd and 3rd Parachute Battalions as quickly 
as possible. Wing Commander, M. A Newnham, D.F.C. (who had taken 
1 Appendix K to 38 Group paper "Airborne Assault Operations ". 
i The balloon was officially known as the Mk. XI. It had a capacity of 41,900 cubic feet 

so that, although ~imilar in sJ:,ape, it was much larger than a normal barrage balloon. 
3 O.RB. of P.T.S., August 1940 and December !940. 
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over the P.T.S. from S/Ldr. Strange on 11 July 1941), considered that this 
· figure could be met without · ctifficulty provided the necessary increase. of 
equipment and personnel was granted. The essential alterations in the 
establishment were made and during September the staff were busy preparing 
the School for its new comrni~meot. Tbe title of Central Landing Establish
ment was changed on 1 September 1941 to" Airborne Forces Establishment" 
and in · anticipation of the commencement of the Glider Pilot Training 
Organisation establishment for a glider flight was withdrawn thus leaving 
two sections only, the P.T.S. and the Development Unit. The aircraft 
establishment, which was still officially only four I.E. plus two I.R. Whitleys, 
wa doubled and one I.E. plus one I.R. Ansons added: plans for a new 
hutted camp to accommodate 250 men were approved : a new syllabus, 
entailing sjx jumps, two from the balloon. two indi'\jdually and two in sticks, 
was prepared : the R.A.F. provided the whole of the instructional staff who 
were drawn on a volunteer basis from R.A.F. Physical Training instructors1. 

On 1 November 1941. the R.A.F. officially assumed full responsibility for 
the trainjng of parachute troops. No. 1 Course arrived on 3 November and 
•the instructors, 35 of whom had them.selves completed their course only a 
few days previously, began the task of training 100 men per week. The 
Army had instituted a synthetic training course (the advanced Airborne 
School and Depot) through which the pupils passed prior to arriving at the 
P.T.S. At the Advanced Airborne School, situated at Hardwick, Chesterfield, 
the p0pils were taught much of the P.T. and synthetic training which had 
previously been included in the course at Ringway. Moreover the new con
ditions of service and system of volunteering were quickly reflected in ·the 
type of pupil. Oo ·the first course of 18 officers and 237 other ranks there 
,were only seven injuries and two refusals2 • 

Training of aircrews for parachute dropping : 1941 

During 1941 much attention was paid to the questiop of providing aircrews 
to fly the paratroop aircraft. Tbe policy was for bomber crews to be with
drawn from ili,eir normal duties at short notice, and this had in, fact been 
done for Colossus. Such a measure would riot be possible in the case of a 
large-scale operation however, and it was felt that some sort of 11 part-time " 
traioing should be given to bomber crews·. Discussions on these lines between 
No. 4 Group Bomber Command (the Whitley , Group) and tbe C.L.E. com
menced as early as March 194!3. At this time sucb training as was under
taken was carried out on the squadrons during air tests. C.L.E. supplied 
squadron commanders with the details of the procedure used for . dropping 
and notified- them of any change. In May, however, an improvement on 
this was effected, arrangements being made for observers to attencl a short 
five-day course in paratroop dropping at Ringway between leaving their 
O.T.U. and joining their new squadron. FUght Commanders from No. 4 
Group squadrons woUld also attend the course if possible. This arrangement 
was put into practice, although rather intermittently, until September 1941. 
when, it was replaced by a new scheme u_oder which the complete crew were 
to attend the course at Ring;vay1 • 

1 A.M. File 10582, Pt. I: Encl. 23A. O.R.B. of the A.F.E., l Septembec 1940. 
2 War Offi.ce Narrative "Airborne Forces", Chapter ill. Appendix K to 38 Group 

paper " Airborne Assault Operations ·•. 
1 A.M. File 8513. 
• D.M.C. Monthly Progress Report, October I9iil. 
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One crew from each squadron was t-0 attend the course arrd ·on return 
to the squadron they would pass· on. the knowledge gained to their fellows. 
That there were gi:eat snags to this arrangement was clear from ' the first: 
Bomber Command claimed that · crews _withdrawn from operations during 
their tour were apt to t• lose their edge", with consequent effect OO' tb~ bomber 
effort: the crews did not remain with the squadrons for more than a few 
months: the amount of practice possible at Ringway in so short a tinie was · 
very sina:IJ; in fact ·the crews often· did not even carry out a live drop'. 
finally tbe' overall priority of their bombing role prohibited· them from 
continuing practice drops oo return to their squadrons-even if modified 
aircraft were available, which was seldom. · · 

Moreover the aircrews, lik;e the paratroops, would n:eed practice at flying 
and dropping large m.i'ml;,ers of men and dropping in fp,rmation. Obviously 
Bomber Comma·od could spar~ neither the aircraft, cre?'s; nor time 'f ~r such 
exercises on any but the smallest scale. On two occasions, once at tb'e end 
of September and again dming November, crews and aircraft were provided 
by opetational squadrons .for troop· dropping during Army manoeuvres. , But 
the rapid expansion .of the paratroops -force into the 1st P~tachute Brigade 
soon made-demands for exercises on a scale which would very seriously have 
impeded the bombing effort. The only solution was t0 provide special 
squadrons for the task .and in December 1941, this was done . 

. Glider Pilot Training : September 1940-November 1941 . ' 
When in September I 940 the Glider Training Section was set up at the 

C.LE. the px:oduction of gliders had hardly begun, The Hotspur was the 
only ty{>e whic.h had progressed further than the drawing boards. and deliveries 
o'f these could not be expected until the new year at the earliest. But the 
policy regarding the supply .of glider pifots was already causing numerous 
headaches_: that policy has a_lready been discussed in Chapter l 1 . . _ 

In. spite of the originally optimistic forecasts by the War Office no ,further 
volunteers could . be found: Army Co-operation Command had continually 
pointe.d out the difficulties of training. the men in add1tion to carrying out 
normal squadron duties, and in fact the impossibility of training them satis
factorily2, the . .Air Ministry were claiming that any of the tra,inees who 
were suitable should be transferred to the R.A.F. for normal. operational 
duties: some.of the trainees themselves stated that unle;ss . this . was done they 
did not wish to continue training. Finally there were still no Hotspurs avail
able. One was in fact, delivered by 26 April 1940 in time to take part in the 
demonstration for M r. Churchill at Ringway: . but apart from this the glider 
demonstration consisted of a formation landing o( five sailplanes11

• During 
the summer however the position did improve. and Hotspu:r conversion was 
going on at Tbame4. But the pilot strength of the Exercise Flight dwindled 
steadily as one by one the pilots were, for various reasons, posted a:way from 
the unit without replacements being available. By 1 September 1941 only 
19 remained on flying duties. at Thame although the total. on *engtb was 
29. B11t at least the hope that the establishment of the Gljder Training 

1 A.M. 7424: and O.R.B. of the Olider Training Squadron
, ACC/S76/Air: Encl. 86A: and O.R.B. of"the G.T.S. 
3 O.R.B.s of the C.L.E. and of the G.'r.S., April 19411 
• O.O.C./S76/Au: Encl. 86A. 
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Squadron would provide 36 fully trained glider :pilots had been ful@ed, for 
if the original 18 R.A.F. instructors were included the number available was 
37. Thus with all its faults the scheme had at least produced some pilots. 
In fact aU of the 19 had been trained, not only as glider but also as tug 
pilots and during the summer it was possible to carry out a n.umber of 
exercises. 

Like the par:atroop exercises these were on a very smaJJ scale, six Hotspurs 
being the maximum number employed. In the main they consi$ted of landings 
on the aerodrome at Ringway, followed by mock ;i.rtacks on the hangars and 
other station buildings. Uie passengers carried were usually men from 

. No. 11 S.A.S. Battalion. although members of the R.A.F. Regiment from 
Ringway also flew on occasions. Co-operation exercises with Fighter Com
ma~d at Duuord resulted in the evolution of fighter tactics to be used against 
gliders. Later a detachment from Thame visited stations in Nos. 10, 11 and 
12 Groups to enable squadrons to practjse these attacks. The great virtue 
of these early small scale exercises was that a basic procedure for glider flying 
was evolved. The connecting of tow ropes ; signals for take-off ; circuit 
procedure before casting off and landing ; the dropping of tow ropes by 
tug aircraft ; all tbese involved difficulties which, though small in themselves, 
were of great cumulative effect. Air Comm.adore Harvey, Lt.-Col. Rock 
and Flying Officer P. B. N. Davis, Harvey's second-m-Command, were able 
during the summer of 1941, to study these problems and to produce a paper 
defining the best solutions. Thus by October, when a plan for glider pilot 
training was finally settled, the glider flying procedure to be used at the 
schools had been worked out. · 

For the training scheme however, more instructors were needed, for only 
seven of the origioa1 18 were considered suitable. Volunteers for glider flying 
were found from the Central Flying School and during October 19 of them 
were posted to Thame thus making a total of 28 instructors1

• Like the para
chute instructors at Ringway, the 19 completed their own course only a few 
days before the first intake of pupils arrived. But at Thame not only were the 
instructors qualified instructors and experienced pilots, but their first pupils 
were the R.A.F. pupils who had already reached Service FJying Training 
School level on powered aircraft. The co.mmencement of glider pilot training 
was therefore a comparatively easy matter, the innumerable difficulties, both 
real and imaginary, which had so impeded the policy decisions being suddenly 
swept away. The first course at No. 1 G.T.S. began on 4 Novemher 1941 a.ncl 
ended on 6 January 19422

• 

As with the paratroops the need now arose for combined exercises as 
distinct from individual training. Not only would the glider pilots require 
practice jn flying and _landing in formation: but the lst Airlanding Brigade 
would have to have facilities for glider flights and exercises on a large scale. 
Even if Bomber Command could supply the bulk of the R.A.F. effort jn an 
operation it was impossible to divert bomber aircraft and crews for ,the 
training of the Airborne Force. The newly formed Airborne Division peeded 
its own R.A.F. organisation and it was to meet this need that. No. 38 Wing was 
formed. The policy decisions which resulted in its formation and which 
governed its work durjng 1942 and 1943 are now considered in Chapter 3. 

1 O.R.B. of 1he G.T.S. 
2 A.M. File C.S. 7424: Encls. 22B and 25A. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXPANSION· POLICY: NOVEMBER 1941-APRJL 1943 

The Army Organisation : ·November-December 1941 

. The Army requirement for the horn~ b.ased Airborne Forces which exis~9 
in November ' 1941, involved a total of 10,000 men; .. ~.000 paratroops and 
5,000 airlanding troops. lo, addition the glider pilots, although an R.A.F. 
responsibility while training, reverted to the ,Army on completion pf their 
course -and · would so ne~d t,heir qwn specia). organisation 1, Thy ~ctual 

· strength of the force was of course far bel.ow tpese, figu,:es, for pnly the 
1st Battalion of the Parachute Brigade was in ex.istel}ce, this being tb¥ former 
No. 1 11 ~,AS. Battalion. The 2nd ~d 3rd Batt~lions and t\le Air Tr9op 
R.l~ .. were still jn embryo ~though .by Nov~mber' men from each were under 
training at Ringway, The Airlanding ):Jrigade G,roup was, however, at full 
strength sine(? it wa'~ an ex,isting formatioJ!. ang h;id merely to change its 
1oJe. (\\'hen the decision to make it the A\I'ianqing Brigade was takeµ the 
31st Independent Brigade Gro~p, as it. had previously q~n called, was 
stationed( in South Wal~s and was_ training for moun~jn warfare.) The 
case of the gliq.er pilots resembleg that of the paratroops iQ: that <;mly a 
small pµmber were at tqat tirpe under training2

• 

Nevertheless, since the hope was that by the summer of 1942 the whole 
force would !;>e. fully trained t~e ;need for ~ ,commande.r and he~dquar~ers 
~ta~ wa~ obviqus. There w,as some doubt regarding the cogect titl~ as it 
was still ui;idecide<;l yVhether Pr µot \qe .fore~ woul<;l ever op~.r'ate at nwre 
than Brigade strength._ · ~ut O~nep~l Sir ,Nan B_rop~e, _Conµrian~er,il\-Gbief, 
Home Forces, advanced the use of the titles of "Divisional Commander" 
and « Divisional )-f.o.:• from the first, since, apart from r-easons of morale 
and convenience at hcim,e, it' also served to impress the enemy~·. Brigadier 
F. A- H. Browning, · D.S.O., formerly commanding the 24th Guards Brigade 
Group wa!l ~ppojnteq G,O.C. tqe AirbQm~ ,:Otyisi,on :an_q, togetber with a 
nucleus of staff officers, reported to G.H.Q. Home. Forces for his new duties 
on 3 November 1941. Initially his ~taff was· small4 and if\cluded only Army 
officers. although it was soon augmented by Sir Nigel N6rman fron;i Ringway, 
who acted as adviser on all air aspects•. 

- • ' I ' l I i 

Expansion Qf t,b~ a,ir co~pone~~ ,: N~,~~ber 194l--:~pril. 1942 
General Browning's primary task ·was -to oo-ovdinate the whole develop

ment and training of the Airborne Foree and the- initial establishment of 
bis headquarters ,was designed to provide· for the su_pervisi6n of training 

. ' 
1 The details of this special organisation, which was named the Glider Pilot Regiment, were 

not actually approved unti,l December 1941, .that is -to say after the establishment of 
. tbeDavjsional H.Q. · - ,; , 

t War ,Office. Narrative ''· Airbo.me Forcc:s ", Chapter rrr. . . . . . 
1 " Divi~1on '1 is a very elastic term which mp.y, in some circun:istances be used for a force 

of as many as 40,000 men. Although by no means unknown a force of.10,000 was small 
to be given this title. , , . . 

• I G.S.'O. I: 1 G.S.0. 2: l G.S.C. 3: 1 D.A.Q.M.C. : and I A.D.M.S., although within a 
xnonth it was increased to include also l A.A. a.ad G.M.G.: 1 :D.A.A.G.: 1 Chaplain: 
l A.D.O.S.: 1 D.A.D.O.S. (O.M.E·.) ! and I Camp £ommandant . ' 

j W.D. Loose Minute 20/Misc./2061 (A.G.lA) dated 2 December 1941.." 
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and for the investigation of the many problems of organisation and equiPment 
which were continually appearing. ·consequently bis first action on assuming 
his new command was to visit Air Marshal Sir Arthur Barrett, who as 
Commander-in-Chief Army Co-operation . Command, was the Senior Air 
Force Officer most concerned with the development of Airborne Forcesl. 
During their discussions the two Commanders became convinced that the 
immediate need was twofold: firstly; the provision of special R.A.F. 
exercise squadrons in order that the troops could carry out combined as 
distinct from individual training·: and secondly, the concentration of the 
whole force, paratroops, airlanding troops and exercise squadrons within 
one area2 so that such training could be carried out without undue waste of 
time. After consideration of various localities they decided that Salisbury 
Plain . alone possessed the attributes demanded, namely suitability for all 
stages of training in land warfare ; the frequent landing with some degree 
of freedom of both gliders: and paratroops ; and the easy retrieval of gliders 
and _their return to their parent aerodromes. After further and more detailed 
investigation of the air aspects Sir Arthur Barrett submitted these proposals 
to the Air Ministry. In this Jetter, which was dated 10 November 1941 
he advocated the formation of two special squadrons, one for parachute 
dropping and one for glider towing, and he ·suggested that, in view of the 
advantages of concentration upon Salisbury Plain. the two aerodromes at 
Netheravon and Shrewton should be made available for these two 
squadrons3

• 

These suggestions were accepted by the Air Staff and' were embodied in 
the scheme for the expansion of the Airborne Forces organisation which 
was then being drawn up·'. Official notification of the new organisation was 
promulgated on 28 November 1941 t~e list of units concerned being:-

One E.F.T.S.5 
} F . d . . d l .. 

Two Glider Training Schools or m 1~1 ua _training 
T"' Gl'd o T u of Glider !'1lots. vvO I er . . .S. . 

One Para-chute Training School For individual parachute training 

A Technical Development Section } 
One Parachute Exercise Squadron For collective training 
One Glider Exercise Squadron · 

For administrative purposes the first three of these, that is the five schools 
concerned with ·individual glider pilot training, were placed under Flying 
Training Command : the remainder being the concern of Army Go-operation 
Command. Of the nine units four were already in existence, tbe E-F.T.S. 
(No. 16 at Meir): one of the G.T.s's. (No. l at Tbame) ; the P .T.S. (at 
Ringway) : and the Technical Development Section (also at Ringway). The 

1 The training organisation at Ringway had always been a part of A.C.C. aod was destined 
to remaio so. And although the E.f.T.S. and the Glider Training Schools of the Glider 
Pilot Training Scheme were to become the responsibijity of Flying Training Command 
it was assumed that operational training for the Airborne Force would be an Army 
Co-operation <.oncern. 

2 The location of the schools concerned with individual training was not of great importance 
in this connection. · 

3 ACC/S76/Air: Encl. 21A. 
◄ A.M. : L.M. 356/0. of 0. d;lted 28 November 1941. 
5 Elementary Flying Training School. 
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remainder commenced tQ form immediately upon the issue of this authorisa
tion and by March 1942 the expansion was complete, the location of the 
new units being:-

No. 2 G.T.S. at Weston-on-the-Green ; 
Nos. lQl and 102 G.O.T.U's at Ki;<ilington ; 
Nos. 296 and 297 Squadrons (The Exercise Squadrons) at Netheravou. 

The ~ntial difference between " individual" and " collective " tramlng 
At this point it is well to emphasise once again Jhe difference between 

" individual ,, and " collective '1 training. The two specialised groups of men 
·peculiar to airborne forces, the paratroops and the glider pilots, both need a 
considerable amount of " individual " training. Until numbers of them have 
completed this the force can hardly be called an :Airborne Force. But there 
are large numbers of other personnel, the glider-born~ troops- and the air
crews in iparticular; without .whom the Airborne Force would not be a 
force at all. These latter, however, ·do not need individual training- or need 
very little-to transfer them from any other, to the Airborne role. But the 
whole force, paratroops, glider pilots,. glider-borne formations and aircrews 
alike, all need "collective., or " combined " training. The key_ to succyss 
in airborne operations has always been recognised to be cohcentration of the 
force· both in the air and on the ground, and to achieve concentration constant 
practice -with the whole force taking part is absolutely necessary, and wherever 
possible rf:uU scale rehearsa.Js should be carried out. 

During 1940 and the early part of 1941 those responsible for raising an 
:Airborne Force had• devoted their efforts to training at the " individual " 
stages-sµccessfully in the case of the paratroops ; not so successfully in the 
case of the glider pilots. The policy governing individual training had been 
reviewed during July, August and September 1941. following the Chief of 
Staff's approval of the Anny proposals made during May. The new policy 
which arose from the re~ision resulted in an expansion of paratroop training 
at Ringway and tbe setting up of the Glider · Pilot training organisation, 
which is described at 'the end of Chapter 1 and in the paragraph immediately 
above. It so bappened that trus new policy for individual training was put 
into effect at the saute time that policy regardfog collective training began 
to be discussed in detail. A clear picture -of the events of November 1941-
April 1942 will not be obtained unless we continually bear in mind the 
essential difference between the two. The glider pilot training organisation 
was set up under a policy decided in May 1941 and was based on plans 
evolved by discussions lasting over a period of three months: the" collective" 
training organisation (i.e. the exercise squadrons) was set up immediately 
following recommendations by the Commander-in-Chief, Army Co-operation 
Command and the G.O.C. the Airborne Division. That the formation of 
units for both organisations was promulgated in one notice did a lot to confuse 
the issue and to obscure the fact that the glider pilot training organisation 
did not ex-ist until a firm policy had been evolved, laid down, and imple
mented, whereas the execcise .squadrons were in existence for some months 
before high level discussions on policy regarding them began. 

Policy regarding the " individual " training organisation remained firm 
throughout 1942, and indeed _through the war. Chapter 1 contains the story 
of its birth pang and of the final plans concerning it. We have noted above 
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that between _November 1941- and March. 1943 these plans· were put -into: 
effect. And there for the moment we may leav.e ·policy as it affected the 
"individual" and turn instead to the "collective" training drganisation 
for it is with that type of training-that this chapter is mainly concerned. 

Fo.rmation of the Exercise Squadrons · and No. 38 Wing Headquarters 
January.,......April 1942. 

T,he. tw.o exero-ise ,.squadrons formed ,at Nefue.l'avon .dur-ing J.anuary 19.42 
the initial establishments being :-

No. 296 (Glider · Exercise Squadron) : 
8 + 3 Light tugs (Hectors). 

20 + ,6 Heavy tugs (Whitleys). 
· 30 + 10 liorsa gliders. 
16 + 14 Hotspur gliders. 

No. 297 (Parachute Exercise' Squadron) : 12+ 4 Whitleys. 
. -

Although aircre:ws were immediately available tbere was a delay regarding 
aircraft deliveries, and it was not until the end of March that both Squatlrons 
were-up to estabUshment. In the meantime, -on 15 January 1942, 38 Wing 
Headquarters was formed to ' 'co-ordinate" the operation and training of 
the Parachute. Exercise and the Glider Exercise Squadrons. Sir Nigel 
Norman, p,romoted to the rank of Gro1.1p Capt•ain, was given command .of 
the Wing, his headquarters being sit11ated together with Jhe H,Q. of the 
Airborne Division, at Syrencote House, a _ commandeered country house 
in a small village roughly equidistant from ,Netheravon and ..Bulford Ca01p. 
Very' shortly after tbe fo11mation _of t}!e Wing, Sir , Nigel NQnnan and his 
staff were called upon to plan and carry out the second-parachute raid against 
the European mainland, the Bruneva1 Raid,. which took place on the night 
of 27-28 Februar-y 1942. The full story of the raid. is contained in Chapter 4. 
its impor,tance here is that ,it caused the first change of policy regard·ing 
the Exercise Squadr<;ms. In his original proposals Sir Arthur Barratt had 
pressed for the Squadrons to ibe made operational at once. But- A,ir Ministry 
had .overruled this and . had designate9 them n~m-operational. When . the 
Bruneval raid took ipJa~ neither Squadron was eqiUipped with aircraft so that 
their use d-uring rthe oper:ation was not possible, and No. 51 Sq<uadron of 
Bomber Command was again called upon to provide the aircraft and cr.ews. 
But the operation drew attention to the folly of having two specialjst 
squadrons who were prohibited tfrom taking part on operational sorties and 
the Air !Ministcy ruling was rnversed. Any future small scale operations 
would be unqertaken by {be No. 38 •Wing Squadrons who w.ould only call 
upon Bomber ~mman~ for reinforcements if they were themselves w1able 
to supply the numbers of aircraft requir:_ed. It is worthy• of mentiqo here 
'th~t although no such raids iwere; carried out by the Squadrons until as lat~ 
as 1943 a number were ,planned, c_ancella,tion• sometime1s taking. place at the 
very last minute. This was ,the case ,in August 1942 when <the Dieppe raid 
took p1ace. and the paratroops were in fact . enplaned_iin -the ail-craft 'befme 
plans for their part in the action ·":ere cancelled. 

After the sucoessful execution -of the operation -at Bruneval Sir Nigel Non:nan 
and his staff were (ree ,to devote the whole of their attention to the day.-t-0-day 
exercises ◊f the two Squadrons. · Aircraft arrived steadily du.ring· March 
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and by Apr it: ·when -tb_e PFiltle ,Minister.,announced , -his iritent:ion of.. visiting 
the Division. it was possible to lay on a combined·exercise in:volving, · 12 para
troop Wbitleys and .9 Hector-Hotspur combinations. The visit took place .on 
16 Apr-il 1942; ang is particularly impo~~nt since frorii . it arosf .high level 
discussion regarding the size of No: 38 Wing 1: During bis visit Mr. Ghurchill 
suggested that the size of the de11Joostration · was small ' compared -with the 
existing strength of 'the Airborne bivision: Genera:l Browning expla-ined that 
with only two squadrons at their disposal it -was impossible to carry out 
training of either paratroops or gliderboroe troops on more ilian a company 
basjs, The Ptime Minister evidently considered this to be insufficient for 

• he stated that he would personally investigate the matter on his return to 
London. 

l • - . ~ 

The Airborne Forces Committee 
I • 

One other event _ of so.me impor.tance concerping Airj:,orne Forces which 
occurred during April 1942 was the appointment of the Airborne Forces 
Committee under the chairman_ship of Sir Rob.ert Renwic~. The Committee 
was established at the instigation of Colonel J. J . Llewellin, then Minister of 
Aircraft Production. Consultation· with the Minister for Afr (Sir Archlbald 
Sinclair) and the Minister .of War resulted in the terms of reference being 
defined as follows: - . · . '· . 

' ' 

'' to co-ordinate arrangements for the development, production, supply, 
transport, and storage of a.11 equipment for the Airborne Forces, and 
to secure rapid decisions". 

Sir .Arcbibald Sinclair· e~pressed the view that the phrase " to secure rapid 
decisions " ·implied that the committee were free to concern themselves with 
policy as well as with production, but after an assurance from ·-Colonel 
Llewellin that these would not occur ,the definbtion of responsibility was 
allowe'd to stand2

• 

The committee was composed of the following members: -
For the Air Ministry-Air Vice-Marshal R. S. Sorley (A.C.A.s·. ('r)), 

. . . Group Captain J. D . I. Hard_man (D.M.C.).-. 

For the War Office- Major General D . . G. Watson (D.S.D.). Major 
General F. A. M. Browning (G.O.C. the 
Airborne Division). 

For the Ministry of Aircr~ft Production- Mr: M. Rosenburg (TechnicaJ), 
Mr. S. V. Connolly (Production). 

As pointe,d out by Sir Archibald Sinclair, its work was concerned only 
with production· so that very little mention of "it- wilJ ~ccur in this chapter, 
which is devoted to operational and administrative policy. . But the setting 
up of the committee illustrates the growing i~portance attached t9 the 
oevelopment of the force by the Ministries concerned,' particularly · the 
Ministry of Aircraft Production. It is for that reason, and also to preserve 
chronological sequence, that .it is mentioned here; even at the expense of 
interrupting the riarrative of Mr. Churchill's enquiry into .the aircraft situation. 

1 D.M.C. Monthly Progress Rep9,ts, March and April 1942. O.R.B. of No. 38 Wing H._Q., 
April 1942. · 

' C.A.S. Folder 864: En.cl. 16. 
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Difficulties regarding shortage of aircra[t and the proposal for a "nucleus 
force " May l942 

On his return from Netb.eravon ,Mi. Churchill beg;1n hjs jovestigatjon jnto 
the possibility of providing the Division with more aircraft by writing a 
minute to the Chief of Air Staff. ' 

" Please make me proposals for ,increasing the number of discarded 
bombers which can be .placed rapidly at the disposal of the Ai,rborne 
Corps. At least 100 should be found wjthin the next three months. We 
cannot go on with 10,000 keen men and only three aircraft at their 
disposal~." 

Unfortunately the problem was not so simp1e for there were no bombers 
which could be described as discarded. All as they became obsolete, were 
urgently required by the Bomber Command Operational Training Units where 
the demand far exceeded the supply, and already the planned expansion of 
Bomber Command had been delayed by the urgent calls for airer.aft from 
the overseas theatres and by the Battle of the Ailantic. 

The subject was fully discussed at a meeting of the Chiefs of Staff on 6 May 
1942 the Prime Minister hims(!1f presiding2

• Mr. Churchill again stressed 
that unless the troops received an adequate supply of · aircraft tbey would 
lose heart ; and Sir Charles Portal again replied that any addition to the 
training facilities for the force would entail a loss of , bombing effort. The 
Air -Staff, he said, were fully prepared to provide the aircraft necessary for 
any specific operation, even if it meant striking them off the bomber role 
for as much as five week~ prior to the actual operation : but for training 
purposes they suggested that one further exercise squadron was the most that 
could be spared, and this not unu1 Whitley airscrews of which there was an 
acute shortage, became available3

• The real solution to · the problem was 
agreed to lie in increased supplies of transport aircraft from America. 

During the course of the discussion however, General Browning mentioned 
a suggestion .made by Group Captain Sir Nigel Norman regarding a •• nucleus 
force ". Briefly the suggestion, which had been put before the Air Officer Com• 
mandjng-in•Chief, Army Co-operation Command in the form of a memoran
dum, was for the formation of a-self-contained force of four squadrons, a total 
of 9.6 aircraft, whose primary task would be to train and operate the Airborne 
Divi~ion". The plan entailed a change of policy for it had previously been 
held that all operations would be undertaken by Bomber Command, but 
the difficulties of maintaining a supply of Bomber . Crews trained in the 
Airborne role h.ad been all too clearly demonstrated in the past by the 
unsatisfactory '' short courses " at Ringway. Apart from overcoming this 
wastage of trained Airborne crews and the flying hours expended on their 
training the proposal had the advantage in providing a inore efficient 
air component which would be able to operate ·a maximum force with a 

1 Annex 3 to C.O.S. (42) 250. · 
2 In addition to the Chiefs of Staff the following were also present: O:>I. Tl-e Rt. Hon. J. J. 

LI.ewellin (Minister of ¥ craft Pr~duction); Sir Robert Ren.wick (Chairman of tlie 
A}rborne Forces Couuru.ttee); Au- Commodore .Hardman (D.M.C.); M'.lj. Gen. 
Str Hastiogs lsmay; Maj. Gen. F. A. M. Browning; Brig. Gale. C.O.S. (42) Minutes 
of 142nd Meeting. 

3 At tbis time 109 Whitleys were unserviceable at A.S.U.s due to lack of airscrews. 
~ ACC/S76/Air: Encl. 96A. 
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maximum •of surprise and with a mmunum of delay. It was also noted 
that should the need arise the four squadrons could at any time be used to 
reinforce the bombing effort1 . Finally, by providing the necessary O.T.U. 
facilities for th·e supply of aircrews to the force the proposal aimed at avoiding 
entirely any future demands upon Bomber Command resources. This last 
consideration· in particular was welcomed by the Chief of Air Staff and in 
fact the whole scbeme ·was favourably received by the meeting. The Air 
Staff were invited to investigate the· possibility and implications of providing 
such a force and their recommendations, which were laid before the 
Chiefs of Staff on 31 May 1942 followed closely the lines of Sir Nigel Norman's 
proposals. 

fo' the meantime the Prime Minister cabled to Mr. Roosevelt explaining 
the; position and asking for an immediate stepping up of the allocation of 
transport aircraft, even at tb~ eJ1.pense of deliveri~s due later in the year. 
He also took the opportunity to express to the President bis hope that 
American Airborne .troops would be able . to • come to the United Kingdom 
and train alongside their British counterparts2 • This invitation was cordially 
welcomed by tbe President and arrangements were made in America for a 
battalion of parachutists to sail for Europe in June. 

The President's reply to the request for aircraft was a promise of indirect 
help only. It was impossible to supply transport aircraft to the British 
owing to the tremendous demands of the American Forces but he promised 
that four transport groups. of the Ameri~an Army Air Force would sail for 
England as soon as possible, two arriving in June 1942, th.e other two a 
month later. These four groups would be equipped with a total of 208 
aircraft and by November 1942 it was hoped that the arrival of further similar: 
groups would increase this total to 416 aircraft. On reaching England all 
of these transport groups were to be available to assist the British forces 
both in operations ·and in training. 

In the meantime the Air Staff had been investigating the implications of 
meeting General Browning's ryquest for 96 aircraft3• Their conclusions and 
proposals which closely followed those of Sir Nigel Norman were summarised 
in a memorandum by the Chief of Air Staff which was approved by the 
Chiefs of Staff Committee and by the Prime Minister on 19 June 1942. Sir 
Charles Portal explained that the niedium bomber aircraft needed by No. 38 
Wing could only be found at the expense of either Bomber or Coastal 
Commands. He had decided that they should be drawn from the former. 
Ten Whitleys would be delivered in May 10 in June, 20 in July, 23 in 
August and 23 in September, makj~g a· total of 86 aircraft. Whitleys had, 
by now, been wjtbdrawn from all operational squadrons of Bomber Command 
but were in use at 0.T.U.s by crews under training to fly Halifaxes. The 
loss of t~ese 86 aircraft would entail a drop of 120 trained bomber crews 
by the end of 1942. As 1;he Whitleys were not powerful enough to tow the 
Hamilcars, the first of which was expected to be delivered jn July, five 
Halifax aircraft would also be assigned to No. ·33 Wing during August. By 

1 On the occasion of the first I:<)()0 bomber raid No. 297 Squadron had stood by at Snailswell 
bul bad been withdrawn oefore the attack took place. 

1 Prime Minister's personal telegraro Serial No. T 714/2 dated 8 May 1942. 
3 C.0.$ .. (42) 285, ,lated 31 May 1942: 
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September, w.1:ren .eight Hamilcars were due this number. would be incr.eased 
to ten.> · This· .diversjon of beav.y aircraft would delay the re~equipment of 
a .medium bomber squadron by three weeks. The ··request that Operational 
1'raining ·unit facilities be granted ; to No. 38 , Wing was also conceded on 
condition that, apart from--the initial instructional staff, no further calls 
\?{ere made -on Bot:Qber- Command to supply pj_lots .. and .aircrews for No-. 38 
Wing. , The whole of these proposals. particula.r:Iy the tatter stipulation, wer:e 
.m accord.a nee with .the ,Chief of Air Staff's sta4!d opinion that the Air.borne 
projee.t should as far as possible be kept~ yntirely .clear ·of Bomber· Command. 

Consequent expansion of air component May-Odober 1942 

The general principle~·.of what roay, be called -" the nucleus force scheme•: 
having_ .received Chief of Staff approval detailed plans were dr.awo up by 
Army .Co-operation Command Jor putting the , scheme into effect_. One 
point which was generally agreed was that in fu.ture the idea of differentiation 
I;>ehyee,n -the paradropping and tugging roles must •be abolished. One of 
the main advantages of the scheme was, Lhat it would avoid the possibil_ity 
of calling upon Bomber: Command to supply aircraft for any-but large scale 
operations, and if this advantage wer-e to be gajned without loss of opera
tional efficiency the air component m~st be able to undertake both parachute 
and glider work. Consequently · arrangements_ would be needed to establish 
at each of the No. 38 Wing stations a glider flight of some · 30 Horsas. But 
the :final; selection of aerodromes for ·the expanded force had not yet been 
made so that when tb.e 'organisation memoranditlJl authorised the formation 
o( two new squadrons arid the revision of establishment o_f the two .existing 
ones~ temporary-arrangement had to l:ie made · to apply <luting the expansion 
period 1 • This was ·as · follows: ..:__ · · · 

' . 
. No. 4,95 1Squadron; This ·was one of the new squadrons and would be 

equipped with 24 + 6 Whitley aircraft. H would be formed around 
a nucleus drawn from No. 296 S~uadron. and would commence to 
form· at Netheravon on 3 August L942. It should be complete ·by 
2l October '1942 by whi'cb time it would have moved to its permanent 

- loc~tion. ' · ' · · 
. ' 

No. 298 -Squadron: This was to• be the ,other new· squadron ·and when 
co_mplete would -. have 16 + 4 Whitley and ,8. + 2 Halifax , aircraet, 

' Forming on -. lQ -August-_ 1942 from a nuqleus flight. drawn from 
No. ,297 Squadrop it would initi,ally be located at l'hruxton,- neat· 
Andover; whe~ eight ·Wbitley,s· would be available. Delivery of t1le 
.Halifa.xes . would take ·place .during September aod by 1,l October 

, the squadron would be up to strength. Its perman~nt location would, 
_ i\ was hoped be at La sham aerodrome. 

- os.' :1,95 and -297, Sq~adrons: , Both of ·these had moved from Netheravon 
. to 'Hurn, n~ar BQurnem.outfi~ in May '_1942. Each would throw off 

· ·' a tl.ight of experienced c.i:ews 'who would go to the twb new squadrons~ 
but repiacement crews would be-found ·and by 21 October they should 
again be up to strength , Each. would have an . establishment of 
24 + 6 Whitley air~raft. . 

1 A.M. ; L.M.1603/D. of 0. dated 16 July 1942. ACC/SI070/11/0rg. dlited ·:is July 1942. 
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The proposal for a non-operation'al Glider Exercise Squadron. equipped 
with Wbitleys and Horsas was ·not approved t>-y Air Ministry . on the -grounds 
that such training could be carried out t,y, the ·operat'ional squadrons. The 
formation of a -G.E.U. at Nether-avon equipped •with light tugs and Hotspurs 
was. however. approved on .1 August J9421 as was the allocation of 43 Horsas 
plus five Hamilcars to Hurn and' 48' Hoisas lo Lasha.m, when -the 'latter-was 
opened. ' - ,. - - -

During August and September the expansion went ahead as planned except 
that ·oo aircraft arrived for No. 298 Squadron. On 19 October 1942, No. 29? . 
-Squadron at · Netberavon had two · flights, both at full -personnel strength and 
21 aircraft -; · af Hurn ·both Nos; 296 and 297 Squadrons were at full strength 
regarding aircrews and the latter also had •its full complement of aircraft: 
No. \296 SAuadron 'bad 21 "\Yhitleys on this date~ The nucleus flight frail) 
No. 297 Squa:dron bad arrived at Tbruxton, on 14 September 1942, out-the 
formation of No. 298 Squadron bad not progressed further, owing to lack of 
aircraft2, This was the situation when , on 19 October, two days before the 
planned expansjon was due to be complete, notification was received from Air 
Ministry that until further notice no more aircra_ft or personnel would be posted 
into Airbome Forces , Units'\ This standstill order was the result of.Chiefs of 
'Staff discussion which. had been going on during August and September. In 
October it became clear that tbe confHGting views.of the Chief of Air Staff and 
the Chief of the• Imperial General .Staff were incompatible and it was agreed 
that the problem- should · be placed before Mr. Chorchill. in his capacity of 
Minister of Defence. Pending his • decision the Air Staff ordered that the 
expansioll of No. 38 Wing, was to cease; 

~creas·ed demands by War Office entailing di_~ersioo of bomber effort: 
· JuJy-.--September 1942 

' -
This review of high policy had originated in War Office-plans for still further 

expansion. On 20 .July 1942 the Chi'efs of Staff considered a memorandum by 
Commander-in-Chief. Home· Forces. in which Lt-General Paget had stated 
that he would Like two Airborne Divisions for ' the North African operations 
which were then being planned and that were it not for the acute shortage of 
aircraft the War_ Office would be pressing for airborne forces on a much larger 
scale than then existed~. As it was. the General and Air Staffs had consjdered 
the matter and bad recommended that a second division should not be formed: 
instead they suggested the formation of two independent parachute brigades. 
General Paget said that it was clearly not wprth pres,sing ahead with this sug
gestion unless aircraft would be availal?le to exercise the brigades. He 
requested that tl:ie Air Staff be invited . to consider the implications of the 
proposal. 

, A glider flight known as No. 296B Squ'\dron had remain~d at Neth.eravon when the rest 
of the unit No. 296A Squadron, which had adopted tb.e dual role (parachu1e dropping 

, as well as glider" towin,g), bad moved to Hurn. Jt was from this flighl (296B Squadron) 
that tbe Glider Exercise Unit ,was formed. On 12 August Master U's replaced the old 
Hectors which were -becoming impossible to maintain. ACC/S76/Ak: Encl. 39A. 

2 O.RB.s o[Nos. 295, 296 and 297 SqdnS, O.R.B. No. 38 Group ll.Q. September 1942. 
l A.M. : L.M, 2806/D, of 0. dated 19 October 1942. 
• Minutes of 2J.2th Meeting of C.O.S. dated 20 July 1942. 
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A .month later another proposal; this time from the Vice Chief of the 
Imperial General Staff,, confirmed the Air Staff view that further expansion 
would infringe upon the bomber effort. 'ifhe V.C.I.G.S. considered that the 
time was ripe for Bomber Command to assume full responsibility for the 
Airborne Force, " since the policy is that Bomber Command will operate the 
Airiboroe Division, evenjf not all of the Division is used1 ". There was a limit 
to the number of gliders which could be operated from each aerodrome, and 
eight aerodromes would be needed to operate one brigade group. He was of the 
opinion that arrangements shoµld be made now for the gliders . to be stored at 
the units where lhey would l;i,e needed and that the staff organisation necessary 
for an operation sµould be set up at these units. "1 recommend that the 
Commander-in-Chief, Bomber ,Command, be asked to ·report to the Chiefs of 
Staff upon the implications of the assistance which will be required frem 
Bomber Command, and in particular upon the effects be considers the necessary 
preliminary training and subsequent operation of the Division, or of a Brigade 
Group. would have on the bomber effort." 

1n the view of the Air Staff one of the great virtues of the " nucleus force " 
scheme had been that it relieved Bomber Command of the responsibility of 
providillg the Airborne Force with aircraft and crews for any ex.cept large 
scale operations, such as an invasion. The new proposals indicated tbat tbe 
War Office were not satisfied with this scheme and the resources which it placed 
at t eir disposal aod were agaio attempting to increase these resources at the 
expense of the bomber effort. GeneraUy tlie feeling at Air Ministry was that 
having been given an incb the War Office were trying to take an ell. and the 
Air Staff were determined to do all in their power to prevent this and the 
further reduction in the striking power of Bomber Command which jt would 
entail. Their view was shared to the full by Sir Arthur Hfirris, who had been 
unfavourably inclined towards tile project from the beginning. lo bis report 
be made no attempt to conceal his opinion that the Airborne Force was 
causing unnecessary diversion of effort, and much of his memorandum was 
d~voted to questioning the potential value of Airborne operations compared 
with the value of bombing operations against Germany 2• 

In his comments on the memorandum the Chief of Air Staff remarked that 
' ' the A.O.C.-in-C. was not asked for this, but I think it very natural that he 
should put his views forward when asked to state .tbe implications of a project 
which he considers would cesuJt in the cessation of bombing." This was a 
reference to the first of the Commandefrin-Ch.ief's three major conc'lusiotis 
concerning the effect upon the bomber effort -Of operating the Airborne 
Division. These conclusions were: -

(i) that bombing would cease entirely : 

(ii) that only one parachute brigade could be carried at a time ; 

(iii) that tbe operation would be ineffic;:ient and liable to incur heavv 
losses because the arrcraft were not really suilable and the opposition 
would be too -strong. 

1 This statement was, of course,- in direct oppbsitioo to the Chief of Air Staff's view; tbe 
divergence probably a.rose owing to the difference in the size of the force visualised 
C.A.S. having in mind only small operations and V.C.I.G.S. thinking of large.seal~ 
attacks and particul!1rly the invasion of the continent.-C.O.S.. (42) 376 dated 16 August 
1942. 

1 c.o.s. (42) 398. 
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Sir Charles Portal agreed with the two lattei conclusions but .considered that 
bombing would not entirely cease although it would be curtailed by as much 
as 50-75 per cent. He then went on to state in some detail his own view of 
the subject with particular reference to. the Commander-in-Chief, Bomber 
C~mmand 's report. 

" I regard the bombing of German industry ". he said, "as an incomparably 
greater contribution to the war than the training and constant availability of 
the Airborne Division and -as the two things at present seriously conflict I would 
certainly accord priority .. to bombing. I have nevertheless, always undertaken 
to back the Armyis invasion of the continent with the whole of the available 

- M:A.F., and if such an. invasion · s undertaken whifo the Airbotn.e Force is 
dependent upon Bomber Command it will be for consideration two or three 
months in advance whether better support will be given by carrying bombs 
or troops." 

It was difficult to say whether the aircraft being used for airborne training 
would be better employed in the bombing role because no authoritative appre
ciation ex.isted of the value of Airborne Forces against such opposition as they 
were likely to encounter. On the other band the damage likely to be caused 
by a given number of_ bombers over a given period could be assessed and 
that damage d-id not increase onJy in direct propor_tion to the numbers of 
aircraft used. By doubling the force used the damage inflicted might be 
as much- as four or five times and the damage per aircraft two or three 
times greater than before. 

' ' -
" I certainly do not tbink that a· case has been made out for the use of 

Airborne Forces for a full scale invasion of the Continent. We are all 
agreed tlfat -this will not succeed until 'German resistance has started to 
crack, and once this stage bas been reached . better to allow the process to 
continue under growing -pressure from the condition which causeci it than to 
incur heavy losses by a premature invasion~ ·Moreover, if by doing without 
Airborne Forces we could for two years add appreciably to the B.omber 
strength we might Vfell be in occupation with land forces earlier and not 
later than if we maintained the Airboroe Divii;ion to facilitate the initial 
cross channe} operation." 

The Chief. of Air Staff was in favour of maintaining a para<'.lbute force 
for raiding and mi.nor operations but he suggested-that the present ideas were 
too· ambitious in view of' the evident limitations: the resources employed ro 
equipping and maintaining the Division. could be used to increase sub
stantially the size of the attack on Germany. He consequently propo·sed 
a revision of policy as follows 1 : -

" (i) A redu.cti~o in the size of tbe force : -

From: Four Par:achute Brigades of 2,000 men eac;h and one Air 
Landing Brigade .of 7.000 men: to: two Patacbute Br1gades and 
a small Glider Force. 

(ii) Since gliders would onJy be required to carry the heaviet w~apons 
needed by the paratroops only-200 would _be needed :instead of 760." 

' . ' 

1 c.o.s. (42) 398. 
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Tbe advantages to be gained by such a revis.ioi1 .o( policy, w1::re summarised 
thus,:~, 

·(i) Keeping ,the target date for the first operatiGJn at 1 April f943, 
' aircraft· saving would be : 

302 light trainers. 
148 advanced , tr!}iners. 
92 )Vbitleys. , · · 

. 4 JJalifax.es. . . 
(ii) Important econqmies of- -labour, personnel and material involved. 

in the production of gliders and· storage spa<:e. , 
(iii) By using the Whitleys .·at O.T.U.s WelFng~ons would be released to 

supplement the first line bomber str~ngth. 
The Chief of the Imperial General ,Staff was ·quick to- reply to this memo

randum. He drafted a reply, which was subseq_uently circulat~d_ to tl;l_e 
Chiefs of Staff, rei terating bis view of the value of tile force emphasising 
particularly :its 'Strategic mobility · and the dispersal of · enemy defence forces 
caused by it,.<; very existence. '' We are aU ·agreed tb'at' for the defeat of 
Germany it will sooner or later be necessary for -out' · armi.es 'to. invade the 
Continerit. To do this we sbalJ firs! be confronted with the attack of strongly 
defended beaches. The employment of the Airborne Division in the rear 
may _offer tbe o_nly means of obtaining a fodting· on these beaches.''- -Sir Alan 
Brooke claimed that the' establishment of land based fighters at the -earlie-st 
possible stage, and the prevention of enemy reserves reaching the beaches 
would be the two vital factors when consolidating the initial• footholds, and 
he _considered that strong airborn_e forces, including gliderborne supporting 
arms, _would be needed for these task;( · · 

At the Chiefs of Staff meeting which considered these two conflicting memo
randa, these opposing views were re.-stated .and it_ becam<; clear tbat no 
compromise agreement would be reached. Consequently it was agreed to 
refer t~e whole prpblem to the Minister .of b ,efe_nce (Mr. Winston Churchill) 
for decision 1 • . Thus on . 23 Oct,obe.t: i942, _the Chiefs of Staff submitted to 
the Minister of Defence· a . report on the '?I hole Airborne situation: The 
report contained in full the wemorirnda by the Chief of Air Staff, the Chief 
of the Imperial General Staff, the Commander-in-Chief, Bomber Command, 
together with the appendices to these statements2 • I t so h·appened that four 
days previously, on .6 October 1942,. the ' Production Committee of the War 
Cabinet 'had met and had discussed methods which might be adopted · to 
eliminate waste during production programmes generally, and among the 
poiats mentioned was that of the glider building programme.• Conclusion (vi) 
'Of the minutes of the meeting was as follows:.- · 

.. The Chiefs of Staff were asked to examine the planned ·provision 
of gliders and to re.port whether any -~eduction could be made3

.'' 

On 1 November 1942,.Mr. Churchill gave bi~ decision•: 
"Thi~ is_ aU a .. ques~ion of balance .a_nd emphasis.' I h~ve, as you 

know, always oeen anxious to have a well found airborne division but 
there 1s no prospect in the near future of ow being · able to provide the 
necessary aircraft for a force of the si.ze contemplated. by the War Office. 

-,--.,-
1 C:0.S. (42) Minutes of 288th Meeting elated 14 October 1,942. ' 
2 C.O.S. (42) 434 dated 23 October 1942. 
3 Extract from W.M. (42) 133rd Meetir_g held 6 October 1942. 
• C.O.S. (42) 398 (0) dated 18 November 1942. 
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· , Moreover I am worr~d by the e~cessive coBstructron of .gliders, • and; 
the difficulty of storing these wooden machines.'. We, m.igh_t· .look very, · 
foolish if we bad a lot-of' Jh~s~- things iStanding. ab~t -out in. the. rain 
spoiling when no opportunity for' their offensive use occurred. We 

· should find ou,t:at once how many C.47s we 'may expect ·to ·gerfrom 
· ' 'the 0.S.A. ·as we cannot accept a :heavy drain on our bomber offensive: 

In any event I am sure that the Horsa programme will liave to be dras
tically curtailed. 

Our immediate -target should be tb.e creation of a force of :the dimen
. siops ·recommended by the Cb,ief of Air Staff in p~r,a. 10 of his note, 

- , ·ie., · two-parachute brigades plus a Slllall g)iqe,rborne for.qe to lift the-
,_heavjer supporting weapons and >'.eliic)es which .cannot be, dropped by 
parachute. Let the details be worked out forthwith _ between the War 
Office and the Air Ministry and a report made, A stand-still order 
for gliders should be issued at once. 

The position· 'should be re-examined in about six months' time-say 
· 1 June. ~ ' · · " W.S.C: 

1.11.42.'' 
. , ' 

Effect of decision on No. 38 Wing: November 1942-April,1943 
In the meantime the standstill order regarding No. 38 Wing was still in 

force. The crews of No. 297 Squadron who had been posted to ·No. 298 
Sqvadron were reposte·d 'arid on 2°6 October 1942, the whole unit moved to 
Tb.ruxton. Tw9 days later, No. 296 Squadron moved to Andover, but the 
airfield there .was unsuitable for Hdrsa towjng and · on 22· December they 
returned jto Hurn 1 • No. 295 Squadron wbicli had s·ucceeded in forming before 
the standstill order was jssued .remained at Netheravoo _and was soon trained 
to the sao:ie level as the others. Between -October 1942 and April 1943. all 
three sguadr:ons spent· much of their ·time ·on exercises, both with paratroops 
and with. gliders. · lri additio.n they flew a number of operational sorties over 
.enemy occupied countries. In the main their· cargoes were · pamphlets
much to the disgust of the crews~ so that whep in 19.43 they bombed two 
small powet1 stations in France _the operations were regarded as "plums" 
and the compet-ition to be selected for the task was great. The morale of 
the· aircrews was, at tliis time. a ~onti"nuaJ source of.worry "to the Air'-officer 
Commanding No. 38 Wing. Thus 11.ickel operations· had the dbuble advantage 
o( reueving Bomber Command from the ,ess important 'part of its commit~ 
ments ; it belped · to ma'intain the keenness and inor:ale of the crews and also 
served as '' flak inoculation " for them. · 

' On 10 January 1943-, the J oip.t General/ Air Staff memorandum on the re, 
duction of the Airborne.Force was presented to the Chiefs of Staff, In accord
anee _with . Mr. Churchill's decision .the glider prodµction programme bad 
already been Cl\t, ,tpe Horsa -order beio__g reduced from 2,400-to 1,2502

, de
l_iveries were d_ue to be complete 1by June 19433 .and after that production was 

j These movements ~ere iu any case ;,ot intended tci be pennao.ent: they were made because 
Hum had to be evacuated by 38 Wing in ord<'r to meet other operational requirements, 
e.g. Torch. . 

2 The Chiefs of Staff at their 61st meeting-of 1942 (23 Februarx 1942) had approv.ed a 
. sugges_t1on by V.CJ.G.S. that the order for ijorsas be raise_d to a t9tal of I,97~, 1,375 to 

be delivered by I May 1.943 and a further 600 by l Jone 1943. 1bis.figure was incr~sed 
by Air Ministry to 2,345, the extra 370 to allow for " tailing 'off" production, . 

' 388 had been delivered by 31 October 1942. -
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to tail off at a delivery rate of 20 per month until the end of 1944. ru 
Hamilcar production was behind schedule1 the order of 200 (160 during 1943 
and 40 dW'ing 1944) was unchanged p~nding further !eview in June 1943. 

, The Air and General Staff pr:oposals were therefore more concerned wjth 
the organisation of the force, than with production. T,h.eir recommendations 
fell -under three general headings as follows: -

(i) Air Force Units: 

The Parachute Training School to remaih as then established. 
The three existing No. 38 Wing squadrons to be retained at an 

establishment of 24 + 6 Whitl'eys each. But the proposal to ~orm 
a fourth squadron. partly equipped with heavy aircraft ·to be 
abandoned. 

(ii) American Gliders: 
W.A.C.O. Gliders were now becoming available from the United 

States and twenty each would be made available for trials to 
British Forces in the United Kingdom and India as soon as pos
sible. If suitable it was proposed to supply a further 30 to lndja 
and 130 to-the Middle East. 

(iu) Glider P.ilots : 
1,150 glider pilots were already under tralD.lDg: wastage would 

probably reduce this numb.er to 1,000 and it was considered 
advisable to continue and compl_ete the training of this number jn 
case the June review demanded an increased output of pilots. 
When trained howeve~ 360 of the pilots would be returned ,to 
military units and would cease to fly, being given a short refresher 
course when they were again required for pijot duties; of ~e 
:remainder 370 would become first pilots and 270 second pilots, 
the former ' figure allowing a reserve of 100 of the more highly 
skilled men. The new programme having made possible a supply 
of two pilots per glider ithis was accepted as firm policy2• 

Sir Alan Brooke immediately cl;tallenged these proposals3 : On the day 
following their presentation .to the Chiefs . of Staff he submitted a note stating 
that he wished to draw attention to the fact that he was uneasy concerning 
the implications of curtailing, glider producti~ and considered tha~ the 
position should be reviewed at once instead of waiting until J uoe. He re- . 
iterated the values of an Airborne Force, again expressed bis convi~tion that 
at least one Air6,orne "Division would be needed for the inyasion of tbe 
Continent and referred to the planning bf the invasion of Sicily •• in whicn 
the need for · a · strong and well-balanced airborne force is consistently 
apparent". He requested that the cuts in glider production- be rescinded: 
that America be a'sked · to· supply as many W.A.C.O. gliders as we needed: 
and that the provision of ttansport aircraft be accelerated by aI1 means 
possible. 

1 None had been deLi~eted by 31 October 1942. 1 · 
3 Previously the advaot,ages.of .bavfug ~wo pilots bad been recognised but had been outwei~ 

by the lick o'f training facilities. · 
3 An,nex to C.O.S. (43) 17, 11 January 1943. 
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On 24 February 1943 he followed this up with a further. memoran.duro 
which stated that it had been decided at Casablanca1, that Anglo-American 
Strategy against Germany in 1943 should be based on offensive action against 
the Axis forces in the Mediterranean after North Africa had been cleared. 
Should the opportunity occur re-entry into north-western Europe would also 
be made in 1943. Sir Alan Brooke co!)sidered that in either or both of 
these contingencies the employment of an adequate Airborne Force would 
be an e~sential factor for success·. 1-{e went on tQ quote outline plan for 
operation Husky2, in which the Joint Planning Committee visualised using 
three British and two American Airborne Brig<\des. For this operation and 
.for the re-entry into north-western Europe he considered that two forces 
would be needed. one based in North Africa--:the other in the United King
dom, each consisting of a Division contl:µni.ng two ;Parachute Brigades, one 
Air Landing Brigade, and Divisiona1 troops including artillery aJ1.d engineer 
units. 

Sir Charles Portal was unable to agree with either of these papers. He 
did not feel that there was justification for recommending a review of the 
position at once instead of in June as existing strategy had already been 
agreed when in November the re}luirements of the force had been authorised. 
He quoted figures to show that the Ch.ief of the Impetial General Staff's pro
posals would seriously handicap the Bomber effort3 • The position regarding 
operation Husky was as follows:-

(i) Gliders: The W.A.C.0.s allotted to North Africa during the first 
quarter of 1943 would prove sufficient. 

(ii) Provision of Glider Pilots and Paratroops presented no difficulties. 

(iii) Transport aircraft: A cable had been sent to the United States 
requesting them to provide the balance needed to make 200 trans-
port aircraft available. · 

" I remain strongly of the opinion that the large drain Qn our resources 
which would result from the C.I.G.S.'s proposals cannot be justified by the 
results likely to be obtained. This was the conclusion reached by the Prime 
Minister itt November as a result of an exhaustive survey of the whole 
problem. I can point to no new factors which have emerged jn recent months 
which would serve to modify that conclusion. 

~• In regarding my opinion in thjs sense I am very far from denying all 
value to Airborne Forces . . . but they can only be operated at a cost to 

· other air activity not only at the time the force is used but also during the 
training period beforehand. This cost may or may not be worth paying. 
As I see the matter the problem is, in the words of the Prime Minister, essen
tially one of balance and emphasis. We must avoid. on the one hand undei;-
estimating the value of Airborne Forces, and on the Ci>ther of devoting more 

1 The Conference at Casablanca between the Prime Minister and the }'resident b,ad taJce11 
place in January 1943.-C.O.S. (43) 810, :zA February 1943. Memorandum by C.I.G.S. 
entitled "Airborne Forces in U.K. and North Africa", 

l The invasion of Sicily.-J.P. (43) 7 (Final). 
> They involved 1,750 aircraft, l 5,000 personnel and 20 aerodromes for glider pilot training 

alone; CJ.G.S. bad suggested that a diversion of 7 per cent. of Boxnber effort would 
meet Airborne needs. Th.ls would amount to the loss of 16,000 tons of bombs on 
Germany.-C.O.S. (43) 46. ' · 
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resources to, this ,commitro:ent than our strategy as a whole justifies. I believe 
this to be achieved in the agreed · recommendations ·submitted to . the Cb;iefs 
of Staff in C.0.S. (43) 12 and I accordingly recommend that they be reaffirmed 
subject-to such·minor adjustments"as are necessary to bring· them up to date.'' 

: . , ' 

During furtbei; discussions on ·these two memoranda jt .became clear .that 
the figures quoted by the _Chief of Air -Staff.regarding the implications of the 
C.I.G.S.'s .proposals bad been based on the assumption that an Air Landing 
Brigade Group contained four • battalions whereas in fact it only contained 
two. The Air Staff were therefore jnstructed to re-examine the implication 
of the proposals1•1 To for~ such an estimate takes time and it was 21 April 
1943. before it was complete1-. It was then presented to the Chiefs of Staff 
as -a note by the Combined Air and General Staffs and it embodied· th-e 
following· four poi~·ts: -

(i) The number of gliders considered necessary to lift a full Airborne 
Division was reduced from 760 ,to 630. But it was cons_idered an 
operational necessity that a 2nil pilot be carried in eac;h glider . . 

(ii) The requirement for ' Glider Pilot's was accordingly reassessed · at 
· l,800 for two British Airborne ·Divisions. 

· (iii) Under the e~isting ~ .rangements 1,000 of these would be available 
by October 1943, although 300 would not be ~rained to full opera
tional standards. 

(iv) An assessment had been made of the resoqrces needed to train the 
ex.tra 800 pilots and the most econQmical target date for tbe com
pletion of their training was July 1944. 

Sir Charles Portal consequently · agteed3 that jf the General Staff were 
convinced 9f the necessity of a complete Airborne Division by 1944 tbe Air 
Staff would make arrangements for the training of the extra 800 pilots. l3ut 
he emphasised that the Royal Air Force could not undertake to provide the 
aircraft to lift the four Airborne Divisions ·which would then be available\ 
even with. American assistance to cope with the United States contingent. 
" But the first real test of AIJied Airborne Forces is shortly to be made. I 
suggest that, al though preparations are made for training the 800 pilots. the · 
final decision be postponed to await the -result of operation Husky. The 
delay entailed wilJ. not be more than o.qe month i~ the complete training 
programme which will then commence in July/ August 1943, and will be 
complete by AuSl;lst 1944." · 

The Chiefs of Staff willingly agreed to this proposal. Accordingly, pending 
the results of. operation Husky the existing• arrangements for glider pilot 
training were maintained: the plans for expanding the output were laid but 
were not put into effect: and the No. 38 Wing organisation which bad 
resulted from the short lived expansion policy of 1942 was left unchang,ed.r 

1 Minut~ of C.O.S. (43) 57th Meeting, 5 March ' l943. , 
2 C.O.S. (43) 206 (0) dated 21 April 1943, " ·Airborne Forces.in North Africa ~d United 

Kingdom". , . , 
i C.O.S. (43) 37th Meeting, 28 April 1943.. · . 
• These Divisions would be: One British, in the U.K.; one British in the Mi(ldle East, and 

two "kmrican in the U.K. 
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CHAPTER 4 .. 

TRAINING DEVELOPMENT AND MINOR OPERATIONS 
NOVEMBER 1941--0CTOBER 1943' . 

'This chapter .is ' concerped with the :growth of 'the 'home based Airborne 
force during the years 1942 and· Jg43. Tl;le word "development" is used 
in a wjde sense and jncludes development of organisation; administration. 
operational use and procedure, and production, both of equipment and· 
trained manpower1 • ' -

' ' ' 
The, expansjon which took: place duri.ng the autumn of 1941 w.as caused 

by three major factors. Firstly the Chiefs of Staffs' _ requ1rement of May 
1941 which had authorised the raising and trajni.(lg of a force pf brigade 
strength d;>y the s~er o( 1942. This bad resulted in the planning of the 
"individual" training organisation,,planning whjcb began to become ,effective 
in November 1941. Secondly the gliders . which qad been ordered in 1940 
were begio.niog t.o appear. By the end of November 1941 60 Hotspucs had bven 
delivered and durjng, tbat month the first Horsa prototype had been making its 
test flights. Thirdly the increase in t4e size of the Army component which 
took place between June and October 194l resulted, in November, in t~e 
formation of the Ai.J;borne Division ; ,a parallel expanslon-o_f the air component 
thus became necessary in order to maintain the balance of the. force. 
Parachute troops bad to be tr'ained and exercised : similarly glider pilots. 
The glider-borne troops having been selected (the 1st Atr Landing Brigade) 
it would be necessary for them to be given air expedence. The forrnatiQn 
of the Airborne Division emphasized the need for combined training {acilities ; 
it also brought With it a demand for a considerable extension of tbe 
"jrid.ividual' training organisation. 

Parachute Training 

The first step in the setting up of the expanded individual training organisa
tion had been taken on l September 194l, When the Central Landing 
Establishment became the Airborne Forces · Establishment2 • It was laid 
dowa tbat the new -unit was "to investigate problems of technical develop
rµent: to estabJish the principles of parachute and glider trnining; and to 
forrµ the first units carrying out this training, in due _course developing them 
to a standard of stability where they can be absorbed as normal units of 
the R.A.F.'' With this object in view the A.F.E. "had been organised ·in 
sections. the Tedbnical Development Section. the 'Parachute Training Section, 
the Glider Training Squadron. and the Glider Exercise Unii. -The first three 
of tbese had, in effect, already been established under the old C.L.E. : the 
Glider Exercise Unit was the only innovation -and tnis was formed in 
September 1941 under tbe command of F/Lt. P. B. N. Davis from Thame. 

' ' 

1 It is not possible to include lengthy accounts of technical development as this would upset 
the whole balance of the narrative and would overwhelm the policy story wit), a vast 
quantity of detail. Some x-eference to specific items, e.g., the introduction of a blind 
towing device, are included b1.1t in general tne original reports of the development unit 
concerned (usually the R.A.E. or A.F.E.E.) shouid be consulted together with the 
relevant Air Publications published duriog the period. · 

l O.R.B. of the A.F.E. 
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It was equipped with five Hectors and _tllree Hotspurs and its task was to 
relieve the Glider Training Squadron of fighter affiliation: and other exercises, 
so Iea:ving the lattyr free to concentrate upon expansion into No. 1 Glider 
Training School. · 

Chronologically the two glider Sections were the first to become self
contained units, the G.T.S. on 4 November 1941 (No. 1 Glider Training 
School) and the G.E.U. on 1 January 1942 (No. 296 Glider Exercise Squadron). 
BuHn order that the story of the glider orgarusation, which continued to 
chaQge and grow throughout 1942 may be told without a break it is 
convenient to write first of parachute training. 

Paratroop training presented no major difficulties. · As has been described 
in Chapter .2 the expansi.on of ·the Parachute Training Section which took 
place in the autumn of 1941 was brought about by the Army requirement fot 
two further battalions which, with the one already ~rained, a~other yet to 
form, and certain H.Q. troops would form the 1st Parachute Bdgadet. To 
meet this requirement the establishment at Ringway was adjusted so that the 
Otltput of trained pupils would reach the figure, suggested by the Army, of 
100 per week. The expansion began on 1 September 1941. when 34 R.A.F. 
physical training instructors· arrived for training as parachute instructors. 
They co.tnpleted their course on 1 November and on that date also the 
R.A.F. assumed foll responsibility for the training of parachute troops, the 
Army instructor~ being withdrawnz. The first trainees of the 2nd and 3rd 
Battalions arrived immediately and by 12 December 1941, three course.s had 
been completed .and 711 men had qualified as parachutists3

• · 

After three courses the Commanding Officer felt justified in estimating the 
risk of injury during an operation to be "not more than 1 pe,; cent. providing 
that the landing ground chosen js ideal": It will be noted that there were 
no fatal accidents on these three courses and in fact this clear record was 
maintained until 16 Febroary 1942. On that date a fatality was caused by 
twisted rigging lines and this, and another similar accident which followed 
two days later, had a serious effect upon the morale of the pupils4 even 
although a demonstration descent by the instructors and the Commanding 
Officer was staged immediately after the second accident. Twisted or tangled 
rigging lines, usually due to a faulty exit and consequent somersaulting, were, 
throughout the war, the commonest c:.ause of fatal parachuting accidents. 
A great deal of thought was given to the problem, by the P.T.S. staff as well 
as the research and development units. l\{inor modifications to the method 
of packing the staticb.ute which were introduced in August 1943 ,;e~uced the 
risk of twisted lines, but did not completely overcome .the probl~m. and the 
accident rate was not gre~tly reduced until the introduction of oth~r types 
of aircraft-the Albemarle, Halifax, Stirling and Dakota- from which exit 
was less difficult. · 

On 1 January 1942, a new course, No. 1 Advanced Course, consisting of 
103 officers and men from the 1st Battalion a:nd 97 officers and men from 
the . 2nd Battalion· commenced operational training at Ringway. During 
in.itial training it was the practice to carry an instructor in the aircraft who 

1 A.M. FiJe C.S. 10582: Eocl. IA. 
2 A.M.: L.M. 22/D. of 0. dated 6 October 1942 in A.M. File C.S. 10582: Encl. 23A. 
, The detailed figures for these three courses were:- Total intake; 772; Qualified, 71 I; 

Sickness and InJury, 39; Refusals, 5; Returned to Unit, l ; Total descents, 5,239. 
• The 32 failures during this course v.,as the highest figure tb.eo re<;orded. 
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checked the parachutes and harnesses of the men to ensure correct fitting. 
This instructor was known as a •,• dispatcher " since, being in " intercom " 
touch with 1he pilot, it was he wbo told the troops when to jump. These 
duties. were now assumed by the "stick commander", usually the Senior 
Officer or N.C.0. in the stick, and no instructor was carried in the aircraft. 
Also jump~ were made with full operational paratroop equipment and 
with fully loaded arms containers: after the drop the troops usually carried ,_ 
out growid exer_cises and manoeuvres. "Advanced" courses now became 
a regular feature of the routine at Ringway and tb,e initial training adopted 
the pre-fix "Preliminary ". · 

By 1 January 1942 both Glider Sections had broken away and . the A.F.E. 
consisted of two sections only, the P.T:s. and the Development Section. On 
16 F.ebruary 1942 the A.F.E. was disbanded, the P.T.S. becoming the No. l 

•Parachute Tnrining School, and the Development Section becoming the Air
borne Forces Experimental Establishmenti. Both. remained at Ringway 
until 1 July when the latter moved to Sherburo-in-Elmet in Yorkshire. This 
move came at an opportune time for all available accommodation at Ring
way was then required by the P.T.S. · As a result of the Chiefs of Staff's 
decision of May 1942 the War Office were increasing the parachute element 
of the Airborne Division from one brigade to - two ; consequently they 
requested that the output of traineo men from Ringway should be raised to 
250 per week. Again no difficulty was experienced in carrying out the. 
necessary expansion: the establishment of instructors and aircraft was 
raised; more statichutes were allotted, and in August 1942 the monthly 
output was, 1,189 trained men2• In addition to British troops men from the 
Free Forces of Poland~, Holland, Belgium, Norway and France received 
instruction, the Polish force later growing to Brigade strength. 

Throughout 1942 and 1943 requests were continually being made by the 
P.T.S. for the allotment to them of a Dakota aircraft, or even an old or 
crashed fuselage, so that door jumping experience' could be gained by the 
instcuctors. The experiences of the 1st Parachute Brigade in North Africa 
during November 1942 added weight to this appeal; during their opera
tions the troops were, in most -·cases. making not only their first operational 
descent but also their first descent from this type· of aircraft. Casualties due 
to the latter reasons were high- and the fact that the American aircrews who 
were flying the air9raft bad 'rio experience of parachute dropping increased 
the casualty rate. But the P.T.S. request could not be granted until September 
1943 : until then the few Dakotas available were urgently needed for transport 
work, and the transport pilots did their work so well that not even a 
crashed fuselage became available! 0 

The Dakota was required in order that the instructional staff might increase 
their a1ready extensive knowledge and experience of parachute jumping. As 

1 O.R.B. of tho A.F.E., February 1942. · . 
2 O.R.B. of the A.F.E.E.; July 1942. A .M . F,jle C.S. 10852: Eocl. .97A dated 27 May 1942 

and C.O.S. (42) '285 aod Minutes of C,O.S. 212th Meeting-, 20 July 1942 refer. AM.: 
'L.M. 3145/01 dated 22-May 1942 at A.M. File C.S. 10~82 : Encl. 121A. 

i The Poles had re-commenced training. on 16 January 1942. 
• Exit from the Dakota is made through a door in the side of tbo fuselage, a very dilferon.t 

-procedure from jwnping through a holo in the floor. 
s A.M. File C.S. 10582: End. 170A. · 
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it was they had made descents from all British aircraft which might con
ceivably prove suitable for the job. It is worthy of record here that _the 
enthusiasm and determination to kn,ow thoroughly the peculiarities of para
chuting was not limited to the instructors. Many of the administrative and -
special duty officers on the staff of the school becarne qualified parachutists: 
the descents into water were made by Sir Nigel Norman, Wing Commander 
Newmap and Flight Lieutenant Winfield, ,the Medical Officer of the Scbool1. 
The two first named officers, together with Squadron Leader Stran,ge ,estab
lished firmly the tradition that the senior officers cm-inected with the School 
should have expert knowledge of parachuting and should themselves carry 
out trial arid demonstration jumps whenever possible. In concll,lsion an 
amusing story regarding this enthusiasm of tbe staff for their job is con
tained in the Operations Record Book of the Unit which records that on 

'27 September 1942 40 fostructors of the P.T.S. who were to visit the Army 
Airborne Depot at Hardwick decided " to prove that parachuting is the 
modern method of travel '' and literally descended upon their hosts. arriving 
by means of Whitley aircraft and "X " ty!)e parachutes. 

So the overall picture of parachute training at the individual stages during 
the period 1942-.43 is one of steady progress in technique and growth fu size, 
two major expansions being outstanding, that of November 1941 and that 
of July 1942 the final important feature being tbe introduction of courses for 
considerable numbers of Allied, as well as British troops. The ease with 
which the output of trained pupils could be expanded or reduced according 
to tbe needs of the moment made for a stable organisation. wbicb contrasted 
strongly with the constantly changing organisation concerned wjth tbe pro
duction of glider pilots. It must. o'f course, be rememb'ered that to train 
a glider pilot took nearly six months: to train a paratroop in jumping ol).ly 
three weeks. •But wha-tever the causes, the !act rernaineq ,that, dt¥ing 1942'43-, 
the training .of parachutists was carried out smoothly, steadily, and efficiently, 
and the demands made by policy were met immediately and without diffi.culty. 

Parachute Operations November 1941-November 1942 

In February 1942 the second parachute raid against the European main
land took p1ace. A small force of men from the. 2nd Parachute Battalion, 
augmented by radiolocation experts o'f the R.A.F., carried 01.Jt an attack on 
a German r,adar station on the French coast at Bruneval, north of Le 
Havre. The air plan of the attack followed the lines of that used in Opera
tion Colossus and was. in fact, prepared-by Sir Nigel Norman and the ex.p'erts 
lately posted with him to form the Headquarters of No. 38 Wing. Owing 
to lack · of aircraft the newly formed No. 297 (Parachute Exercise) Squadron, 
was unable to take part in the operatio'n a,nd No . . 51 Squadron of Bomber 
Command had again to be called in. The other parachute operations during 
the ·period although on a much larger scal.e were undertaken entirely without 
R.A.F. support. These operations occurred during the campaign in North 
Africa duri.og November 1942, the troops being men of the 1st Parachute 
B.i:igade--tbe aircraft and crews being supplied by the U.S.A.A..F. 

i O.R.B. of No. l P.T.S., 26 August 1942. 
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The Bruneval Raid : February 19421 

Towards the end of 1941 the Air Ministry received information that the 
Germans had a new type of rada•r equipmen-t which was playing an impo.c
tant part in the control of German "flak", and probably in the. control of 
searchlights. l t was a serious men.ace to our aircraft. Counter measures 
to give adequate, protection to our aLrcraft were being investigated but these 
were hampered by the lack of information about the enemy apparatus. An 
object presumed to be one of these sets was reported to _be situated at 
Tbeuville, on the French coast, a little north of Le Havre. This station was 
well protected against assault from the sea. both by military defences and by 
the nature of the cli~s upon which it stood. A Commando raid against it 
was likely to prove expensive. in casualties and to be too slow to capture any 
of tb,e equipment before it could be destroyed by tbe guards. The Commodore. 
Combined Operations (Commodore ' Lor;d Louis Mountbatten) therefore 
suggested, a.ftei: consulta•tion w1tb General Browning, that parachute troops 
should be employed in an attempt to capture this radar apparatus. This 
suggestjon received the approval of the Chiefs of Staffs Committee on 
21 January 1942 Who gave :instructions for one operational W,b,i,tley squadron 
of Bomber Command. one company of par.achi.lte troops, and sufficient light 
naval craft to evacuate the force by sea. to be made available. 

The Commander of the 1st Parachute Brigade wished to keep the 1st 
Parachute Battalion intact for an operation when called for. and he conse
quently selected Major J. D. Frost and "C" Company of the 2nd Battalion 
to carry out the raid. No. 51 Squadron of Bomber Command were again 
called upon to supply the aircraft and aircrews ; and Assault Landing Craft 
under the command of Commander F. N. Cook, operating from H .M.S. 
Prince Albert provided the evaouation iparty. Tiwo specialist ipersonnel to 
drop wi,th the troops were provided through H .Q,, Combined Opera,tions : 
F /Sgt. Cox., R.A.F .. an R .D.F. Specialist ; ·and Private Nagle, No. 93 Pioneer 
Coy., a German fighting against Hitler who was taken to act as interpreter. 
Both of these men were given a hurried course of parachuti.n,g at Ringway 
before taking part in the operation. One other specialist took part in the 
raid, F / Lt. Priest. who was given a temporary commission in the R .A.F. in 
order that he could accompany the expedition. The risk of bis capture by 
the enemy prohibited his being dropped by parachute but he. accompanied 
the force in one of the.AL.Cs. - · 

All informa'liion about the radar station, the enemy's dispositions<; and 
defences. and all photographs and models of the ground and buildings were 
provided through H.Q. Combined Operations, who a1so obtained as much as 
possible of the special weapons, ammunition and equipment needed for the 
raid. One of the lessons learned was that H.Q. Combined Operations should 
be empowered to demand the provision of such equipment '?,'ithout question 
because demands made through the usual channels could not always be 
quoted as operational requirements and numerous questions and difficulties 
raised by inquisitive staff officers had to be parried. This was. in fact, the gravest 
threat· to the security of the operation: another was the necessity of clearing 
beaches in Southern Command of mines, scaffolding and so on, in order that 
"C" Company could carry out training: finally the "cover story". that the 

, Report on Qperatjon "Biting" by G.O.C., the Airborne Division. 
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object of the preparation was to cany out training in a new, phase ot com
bined operations, was not used fully enough either by G.H.Q. Home Forces 
or, in jsolated cases, by the troops themselves. Even so the success of 'the 
operation proved that on tibe ,whole security had been well pres.erved and 
that ,there had been no leakage of information to the Germans. 

Training for " C" Company occupied five weeks. · They moved fr~m the 
Airborne Depot at Hardwjcl,c to Tilshead on 24 January 1942, and were 
to spend a little over a .fortnight on further parachute and ,ground training 
on Salisbury .Plain. But the weather, with heavy falls of snow and ,intense 
cold, interrupted this programme' and when on 9 February the Company 
moved to Inveraray for preliminary training with the Royal Navy they had 
not been able to do any drops at aU and only a· minim-qm of ground training. 
At Inveraray .some elementary combined training was carried out and inter
services signal codes were arranged. On return to Tilshead in February, the 
men were able to carry out one qrop as . a coo;ipany from aircraft of No. 51 
Squadron, at <that time . at the a<lvaoce base at Thruxton aerodrome. More 
specialised practices were made in conjunction with AL.Cs on south coast 
beaches near Weymouth : other exercises designed ,to simulate conditions 
after the drop were carried out on the South Marlboroug,b Downs. These 
two locations were chosen for .tbe.i1- similarity with the area in France on 
which the attack was to be made. Naturally there were some dfscrepancies 
and after the operation General Brown.ing emphasized ,in his· repqrt that , 

, training areas should be cho.sen to simulate distances ~s nearly as possible, 
other factors such as gradients being of lesser importance. During this phase 
of training, as during ·the first, the weather was unkind, and no less than four 
unsuccessful attempts were made before a practice evacuation with M.G.Bs 
and AL.Cs of the Royal Navy could be carried out. The weather also 
caused some postponement of the raid itself: but the forecast for the nigbt · 
of 27 /28 February 1942 indicated favourable conditions for both air and 
sea operations and the Commander-in-Chief, Portsmouth (Admiral Sir W. M. 
James) who was <the SupreQJ.e Comrpandex: for >the operation gave the order 
"Carry out. operations Biting tonight 27 February". 

'The naval force, under the command of Commander F. N. Cook sailed 
during the afternoon: at 9.30 p.m. in the · evening "C" Company emplaned 
at Thruxton and at 9.45 p.m. the first aircraft flown by Wing Commander 
P. C. Pickard, took off. As on tile occasion of the raid on Itaiy, the R.AF. 
Foroe Commander wa,s Group Captain Sir Nigel Norman, who bad been 
responsible for the planning of th~ air side of the operation: · The flight 
to the target went exactly according to plan. Some· flak was met on cross
ing · the French coast in the area of St. J ouin which caused slight damage 
to some of the aircraft · but no personnel were injured. Tiwo aircraft 
dropped their men in the wrong area, a distance of about two miles froni the 
correct dropping' zone : all otber aircraft located the correct zone and dropped 
their troops accurately. All the containers were dropped correctly and found 
quickly. The operation was enti_rely su~cessful-,the radar experts obtaining 
all that was required from the set. 'Ip.e evacuation was carried out according 
to plan· and inclu<ling seven men missing the total casuafties for the whole 
operation were 15 (one killed and seven wounded). 
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Operation by 1st Parachute Brigade and U.S.A.A.f. in North Africa: 
November 19421 

In response to Mr. Churchill's invitation of May 1942 the Znd Battalion 
of the 503rd American Parachute Regiment arrived in the United Kingdom in 
June 1942. The Battalion was placed under the operational command of 
the. British Airbo,rne Division. Towards the end of September General Mark 
Clark of the United States Army informed Major General Browoing2 that these 
American ' parachute troops would be required to take part in the campaign 
planned to take place in :North Afr_ica in November. Major General Browning 
immediately suggested that the proposed campaign, conducted over great 
distances in suitable country and with probably comparative1y light opposition, 
offered tremendous possibilities for the use of airborne troops on much 
m9re than battalion scale. The approval of the Commander-in-Chief, Home 
Forces, and of the War Office having been obtained, the British 1st Parachute 
Brjgade w.as accordingly added to the force allotted for the campaign. -

Ul order to -complete the 1st Parachute Brigade to war establishment it 
was necessary to take many personnel and much equjpmentJrom the remainder 
of the Airborne Division. But cross-posting between the three brigades and 
some improvisation regarding equipment enabled the 1st Parachute Btigade 
to leave England at the beginning of November on their way to take part 

-in-the first large scale Allied parachute operation". On the air side difficulties 
had been gr.eater. The priority of bombing ~ommitmeots prohibited the 
employment of R.A.F. aircraft in the operation4 : consequently No. 60 Group 
of tbe American 51st Wing U.S.A.A.F. were called in, bringing with them 
Dakota aircraft and all the difficulties ,atteoclant· with operating parachute 
troops from an entirely strange type of aircraft. On 9 October 1942 a practice 
drop was carried out in the United Kingdom by 250 of the British troops: 
in spite of the exertions of a group of No. 38 Wing instructors, who bad 
been givmg as much elementary instruction in door jumping as possible; 
the method of exit from · the side, instead of the floor, of an aircraft was not 
fully understood by the British. troops, three. of whom were fatally injured. 
It was suggested that the real cause of the accidents was thit the American 
flying technique for dropping paratroops from the Dakota was not suitable 
for British -equipment. The Americans released in a pull-out from a shallow 
dive, whereas the equipment demanded straight and level flight. ' The conse
quent delay in carrying out further practice drops (while investigations· into 
the causes of the faulty ex.its were in progress and remedies being devised) 
resulted in a large number of personnel of the 1st Parachute Brigade departing 
from tbe U.K. without ever having jumped from a Dakota aircraft. As 
strategic troops the Brigade _ was placed under the command of General 
Dwight Eisenhower, the Supreme Allied' Commander, and were sub-allotted 
by him to ,the 1st British Army for specific operations; the Supreme Com
mander retaining the right to withdraw them for use as strategic troops on 
any part of the front of the Allied Eitpeditionary Force as requested. 

1 Wai! Office Narrative" Airborne Forces'', Chapter V. 
i Major General Browniag had, by this time, been officially appointed as the British adviser 

on airborne forces to Commanders-in-Chief in al] theatres of war. 
J Huro was tbo despatch centre for the movemeot of four twin engined H.S. bombers also 

transport aircraft. This oper11tion "forch was UDder tho direction of a H.S. controller 
and transport~ British and U S. personnel and equipment to North Africa. 

• It should be emphasized that lhe airborne activities d'uring the invasi~n-of North Africa, 
valuable-though they may have been, were oot ao essential part of the planned campaign 
which would have been carried out resatdless of tl'\e presence 6r absence of the para
troops. Heo-:e the use of American aircraft, the R.A.F. being already fully occupied 
with their allotted task of strategic bombing. 
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The fust parachute operati\m in North Africa was the attempt to capture 
Tafaraooi airfield near Oran on 8 November 19421 • Although (it was an 
American operation) carried out by 39 C-47 . aircraft •of U.S.A.A.F. who 
dropped troops of the 503rd Parachute · Infantry Battalion of U.S. Atmy, it 
is mentioned here because 25 of'. the aircraft carried R.A.F. navigators, most 
of whom had just completed tbeir training. Tb~ operation ,-was abortive, 
the troops being scattered over a wide a'rea. evertbeless the operation is 
of interest in tha t it involved the longest operational flight rn which airborne 
troops took part during the war. The aircraft took 0ff from St. Eval and 
Predennick in Cornwall and flew non-stop to North Africa. 

The general plan of the 1st British Army, following the landings at Algiers, 
Y?as a swift advance eastwards on Bizei;ta and Tunis: included jn this plan 
was a require.l)].ent for the capture of Bone port and airfield as soon as 
possible, after the initial landings. General K Anderson, C.B., M.C .. Com
manding the First British Army decided that. one parachute battalion should 
be employed to seize Bone airfield immediately after the initial Brigade 
should be held in reserve for opportunity tasks. .The 3rd Parachute Battalion, 
under the command of Lt. Col. Pine Coffin, was selected for the former 
task and flew to Gibraltar j,n Dakota airci:aft of No. 60 Group. Nq. 51 Wing, 
American Transport Command. U.S.A.A.F. on 10 November 1942. The 
Battalion carried light equipment only and tbos h_ad no transport ; it was 
also one company under strength. The main ope'ration at Algiers having 
gone well the 3rd Battalion were ordered to carry out their prepared plan 
and seize Bone airfield on 12 November. Tbis they did at 1020 hoU(s, 
capturing the air.field . without opp6sition: one man was killed during the 
drop and three more fatal casualties occurred when two aircraft crash landed 
in the sea. Tbe Aroedcan •aircrews had had little experience of paratroop 
dropping and the tt:oops were scattered ov·e.r an area about three miles iu 
length: even so the dropping was, in the face of the negligible ' opposition, 
sufficiently accurate, as the number of recovered parachutes and containers, 
90 per cent. shows. 

The remainder of the 1st Parachute Bri,gad~. commanded by Brigadier 
E. W. C. Flavell, M.C., had moved to, Algiers by sea taking with them an 
R.A.F. Mobile Parachute ,' Servicing Unit. This unit which had formed at 
Netheravon during October 1943 for the especial purpose of servicing para
chutes during operations overseas, was, according to its ·stated duties, capable 
of drying 180 parachutes in 24 hours; of packing 500 during the same 
time; and when fully equipped with its special transports, of storing 570 
"X" type parachutes plus 240 containers and canopies2 • The unit was 
quickly tested, The 1st Parachu'te Brigade (less the 3rd Battalion) landed 
at Algiers on 12 November 1942. By nightfall their reconnaissance parties 
were at tbe airfield of Maison Blanche, some 12 miles from Algiers itself. 
On 13 November the Brigade moved into billets ,in that area, Maison Blanche, 
Maison Carver and Rouiba ; on that date also the 2nd Battalion, 503rd 
American -Parachute Infantry was placed under the Brigade's cominand3 •· 

• C.A.S. Folder 1765 Memos, 31 October 1942 and 2 November 1942. 
i D.M:C. Monthly,Progress Report, October 1943. . , 
1 Tbe American battalion had flown dirt.et. from ComwaU to drop m the area of Oran Otl 

D-Day in support of General Mark Clark's American 2n,d Army. 
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. At 0930 hours on 14 November orders were receiv~ from the . lst Army 
that on the following day, two airboi:o.e operations, each of battalion strength 
should be carried out. In the first one battalion of British troops was to 
drop at Souk el Arb.a, to contact French forces stationed at Beja, to hold 
the cross-roads at Souk el Arba, and to patrol eastwards and harass the 
enemy, resorting to gu<:>rrilla- warfare if necessary1. Io the second operation 
the American battalion was, to drop at and seize the airfields of Tebesca 
and Youks les Bains. Lack of transport hindered the preparations for both 
operations, for the 1st Army had been unable to allot shipping space for 
the Brigade's own transport. But by wing the operational troops themselves 
for the· work all the equipment and parachutes were unloaded from the ships 
and moved to Maison Blancbe airfield. It was now that the small R.A.F. 
Mobile Parachute Servicing Uo,iti, under the - commao.d of F /Lt. W. Hire 
distinguished itself. Using improvised packing tables made from the para
chute crates they inspected every parachute and contaioer prior to it being 
issued or loaded onto •the aircraft3. The finar load of stores arrived at the 
airfield at 1630 hours on 14 November: at 0730 bouts on 15 November the 
1st :Parachute Battalion took off in 32 Dakota aircraft of the U.S.A.A.F. for 
tbe operation. As it happened the rush bad been in vain for thick cloud 
0 .11 tb.e route caused the aircraft to turn back, the operation being postponed 
µntil t)le next day. The American battalion was more fortwiate: they too 
took off at 0730 bou.rs on, 15 November and their drop was successfuJ_ly com
pleted. They were employed in the -Tebessa .area for some time and were 
consequentJy removed from the command of th~ 1st Parachute Brigade. 

At 1100 hours on 16 November the 1st Parachute Battalion took off again, 
under the same arrangements. Their task was now altered to the extent 
that they were to establish their battalion H.Q. at Beja and , push out patrols 
to contact the enemy thus securing the Souk el Khemis•Souk el Arba pJain 
for use by the R.A.F. Owing to the lack of reconnaissance photographs 
the dropping zone bad to be selected from the air by the battalion commander 
(Lt. Col. S. J. L. Hill)' immediately prior to jumping: he travelled in the 
leading aircraft and the battalion were dropped on a " follow-my-leader " 
principle. satisfactory enough in this case as neither ground nor air opposi~ion 
was encountered. but less l ikely to prove so under normal operatio1;1al circum
stances. These troops were the first A~lied forces to meet the enemy in the 
Tunisian campaign: they raised the Frenc_h in the area and . carried out the 
prepared plan. When enemy opposition stiffened they withdrew to a defensive 
position at Ou~ Zerga (halfway betweeILMedjez and Beja) 'which they held 
until reinforced by ground troops. The 1st Ba~talion then came under the 
orders of ",Bladerforce ", the _ground force coinn:ia.nd. 

Between 17 November and 29 November 1942, orders, counter _orders 
and cancellations were received with monotonous regularity by the, remainder 
of the 1st Parachute Brigade who were still standing by for operations _at 
Maison-Blanche. On the ·19tb the 3rd Battalion. who had carried out the 
operation at Bone, arrived at Maison Blanche aod look over the bille(s 

1 War Office Narrative'' Ah-borne Forces", Chapter V. 
:z Formed at. Nether:avon, 3 October J-942. ,, -
, During October, at the urgent request of _the War Office, 4,300 "X" type paracbutes, 

2,294 canopies, and 1,500 containers had been operationally packed, each paracbute in 
a watertigbt greased paper envelope and had been crated for shipmept, twelve parachutes 
to a plywood case. The cases were lined wiili balloon fabric. 
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vacated. by the 1st Battalion a few days previous]y. During the nights 
of 20/21 and 21/22 November enemy aircraft .bombed the airfield with some 
suci,ess, a number· of aircraft and the store of .parachute containers for one 
company being destroyed. 

At 1130 hours on 29 November, after many counter orders and changes 
of plan the 2nd Battahon took off. in 44 ah'craft of the American 62nd and 
64th Groups to drop at Deprenne airfield. This had been the objective of one 
of the cancelled operations, but the enemy had now withdrawn after destroy
ing as mucb of the station as possible and ploughing up tne flying ground. 
The new objective was to be Oudna aerodrome, the task being to destroy 
enemy aircraft and stores. Confusion reigned just before and during, the 
take-off, the number of aircraft available being suddenly revised, some air
craft arriving later and with unexpected numbering (chalk numbers were used 
to indicate wliich men and containers were to' be carried in a certain aircraft), 
and a heavy fall of rain turning the airfield ioto thick mud. However, all 
except one aircraft, which was bogged in· the .mud, were eventually off by 
1245 hours. 

Again the dropping zone had to be selected from the air and for the second 
time absence of enemy opposition was fortunate . to say the least. After 
making arrangements for the salvage of parachutes and containers the bat
talion moved .off, using commandeered mule carts as transport. at 0015 hours 
on 30 November. By 1600 hours the· objective, Oudna airfield, had been 
reached and, after an engagement with the enemy, occupied and consolidated. 
But · the enemy were n0- longer using the· airfield: the whole object of the 
operation had .been to destroy aircraft and stores-and there were no aircraft 
or stores in the area. Lt. Col. Fros,t therefore decided to move west, aiming · 
to join up with the troops of the British First Army who were, according to 
the origip.al plan, to make an armoured thrust towards Tunis. During the· 
night a wireless message was . received: the 1st Army thrust on· Tunis bad 
been postpotied. For the n~xt three days the battalion withdrew westwards 
over difficult hilly country and was continually attacked by tanks, infantry 
and aircraft. 

On 3 December 1942, the leading elements reached the _Allied ·lines at 
Medjaz: small parties, isolated in the withdrawal continued to· wrive until 
5 December. On the latter date the strength of the battalion was about 150 
all ranks; some 260 · personnel ·being killed, missing or wounded. A week 
later- the battalion remained in the area until 11 December-some 100 of 
the missing had rejoined having fought their way individually to the Allied 
lines. The operation had been based on faulty information and inadequate 
arrangements for .co-ordination with the advance of th_e main ground forces 
on Tunis bad resulted in a be~vy casualty rate. · · 

This operation by the 2nd Battalion-was the last a.iibo,rne operation carried 
out during the North African campaign. The 1st Parachute Brigade -remained 
in ·the _theatre and fought as infantry until April 1943 when they rejoined 
the 1st Airborne Division for training, re-organisation and re-equipping . prior 
to taking part in operation Husls:y. An accouut of their work durjng these 
months is included in the Army history but is not relevant to this narrative 
of Airborne Forces which js concerned only with the air aspects. A report 
on the air aspects of the parachute operations was made by Gener,:µ Browning 
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and Group Captain Sir Nigel· -Noi!man in December 1'942 after a visjt to_ 
North Afripa. The rep9rt stated that the attacks by the 1st and 2nd Parachute 
Battalions had been severely hc;tndicapped by the complete lack of air photo
graphs, by_ a shortage of maps, and by the fact that Nos. 62 and 64 Groups, 
U.S.A.AF. had little or no experience of dropping parachutists using British 
equipment. 

The lack of British aircraft and aircrews trained with the men they would, 
carry into action was felt in a concrete operational form for the first time. lo. 
spite of the gallant efforts of the American aircrews the drops had been 
inaccurate and dispersed, facts which had been offset by the lack of enemy 

· opposition: but had this not been the case the effects of such dropping might 
well have been disastrous. The only American Group, No. 60, which had 
been trained jn England with . .13ritish troops, had no container racks available 
·in the t.heatre and consequently cquld not be employed for troop dropping. 
Furthermore, none of the American Groups had been trained in dropping 
by night so that fighter escort had had to be-provided at the expense of other 
operations for daylight drops. The report drew attention to the need for 
much closer ,contact between the H.Q. staffs controUing the whole force and 
the Airborne specialist advisers. Also the fact that there had been no expert 
in airborne matters at either Allied Force H.Q. or First British Army H.Q. 
had resulted io the 1st Parachute Brigade· not being used to the full in their 
airborne capacjty and in the. arrangements for the operations not being as 
good as they sho1,1ld and would have been. 

The use of the 1st Parachute Brigade-as distinct from the one battalion 
of American _parachute troops- in the campaign w.as rather iri the nature 
of a last rninute experiment. The British airborne enthusiasts grabbed at 
the chance of using the parachute force operationally and accepted a good 
deal of improvised organisation in order to do so ; for example they accepted 
the necessity of using a strange American aircraft, the Dakota, and in
experienced · American aircrews ; they accepted the fact that for these 
American air formations the droppiJ:ig of the British paTatroops was a sub
sidiary task, secondary to then: primary role of American air transport 
duties ; they accepted the fact that no shipping space could be spared for 
tbe Brigade to take its own transpOJ:t. In effect they were " hangers-on '' 
to the planned operation, which would have taken place-regardless of their 
presence or absence. 

The justification for accepting such a role was undoubtedly the oppor
tunity of prnving the v-alue of parachute troops in action. and from the 
Army viewpoint that value was proved. But the role of "hanger-on " had 
carrieq. ·with it ·heavy penalties, for by accepting so much improvisation on 
the air side the airborne enthusiasts had left themselves open to the charge 
of complete failure and were themselves forced to admit that only the lack 
of enemy opposition ha:d saved two of the operations from becoming complete 
fiascos. Thus the effects of the aiI1boroe operations were twofold; the pro
airborne were more firrrily convinced than ever that an adequate and efficient 
air compo'neot was aU that was required to make the Airborne Force into a 
most potent weapon: the anti-airborne were more convinced -than ever that 
airborne operations were, if not a failure, at least not worth the colossaf 
effort and expenditure of the air forces which they involved, since equally 
satisfactory results could be obtained · ~y more usual methods of warfare. 
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Glider Training and Operations 

T; return to 'the air problems in Airborne Forces during 1942-43. During 
this period as during the years 1940 and 1941 the part of the force which 
had involved the greatest difficulties was the glider element. From the outset 
it had been decicie~ that the greater part of tbe total force should be glider 
borne, and this entailed the provision of men to fly the gliders. The hold up 
in glider .pilot training had been caused by the Jack of machines to train 
them: thus two periods of delay were bound to occur, one until the gliders 
were made and the other between t!he delivery of the gliders and the com
pletion of tbe first training courses. The key to the problem and the solution 
of the difficulties was glider production. -

Glider Production 
I 

A trickle of Hotspurs, the gliders to ,be used for training, had qeguo in 
the early summer of 1941. But it was n.ot 1until November 1941 that they 
began to arrive in large numbers. In that month the deliveries began to 
assume more satisfactory proportions. 
- Thus production reached its 'peak in June 1942. By the end -of ,that year 
948 Hotspurs had been delivered: the " tail-off" period which extended 
until April 1943 provided the additional 42 gliders necessary to complete the 
total order of 990. With the rising production of November 1941-June 1942 
it became possible to establish the glider pilot trainjng orgarusation and 
to exipand it rapidly1 • During th~se months the Hotspui; was the oi;i.1)£ 
glider available, but during May 1942 the first production model of the· 
heavier and general purpose machine, the Horsa, was flown. The success 
of the Horsa during trials had ·been such that the- Hotspur was no longer 
regarded -as ' an operational aircraft: .consequently µom June 1942, when 
deliveries of Horsas to the R.A.F. began, instruction at "individual" level 
on the heavier type of machine was also needed. The arrangement regarding 
Horsas was that the component parts should be delivered in sets to the 
A.S.U.s where asseµibly would take place. The first sets were delivered _in 
May 1942 but it was June before sufficient were assembled to permit training 
to begi.iJ.. · 

But from then. June 1942, onw~rds there was no shortage of Horsas: rather 
the reverse for, as the Prime Minister remarked in November 1942, the 
problem later became, the storage of these large machines until such time _as 
they were all needed. 

GJider · Pilot training at the individual stages : November 1941-0ctober .1943 

It was this flow of gliders from the production lines which enabled the 
glider pilot training organisation to be established io November 1941. The 
plans fqr its establishment were made during September and October 1941 
·and accouots of the various meetings at which the govei;ning policy was 
decided are contained in Chapter 2. The account which follows deals witb the 
execution of that policy, and it _begins once again. with the changes which 
too'k ·place at the Airborne Forces Estat,lishment, io November 1941 .. 
1 The construction of the tail unit of the Hotspur was found to be weak, and.num.bers of the 

gliders were damaged when landing with a full load. Modi.6C(ltions were immediately 
designed but owing to tbe difficulties of incorporating U1em into the' production line it 
was some months before the satisfactory Mark became avaiJajJle in munbe(s. This 
w~kness in the earljer models was the major, cause of the fact that by July 1943 as many 
as 130 of the 9~0 Hotspu_rs had been written off. 
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, On 4 November 1941 the Glider Training Squadron of the Airborne Forces 
Establishment. which had been lo.cated at Thame throughout the Sunimer of 
1941. becaoie an -independent unit, No. 1 Glider Training School. · During 
the -previous month nineteen C.F.S. instructors. had ,been training so that, with 
the seven qualified .instructors already there~ twenty-six glider instructors were 
available. The school was to have a pupil population of 64. the cou'rse lasting 
six. weeks, and an i.iltake of 32 pupils being made every three weeks. A similar 
G.T.S. No. 2 was.to be set up as soon as possible, but lack of light tug aircraft 
and difficulties regarding aerodrome accommodation delayed this until 
December. Then the second school formed at Weston-on-the-Green, a 1 

number of experienced personnel being posted from No. 1 G.T.S. to form the 
nucleus. 

These schools were designed to train Army Glider pilots, and the Army 
agreed to provide 400 plus a reserve @f 50 per cent. But these men had to 
co_mplete a thirteen-week course on light powered aircraft before they arrived 
at the G.T.S. No. 16 E.F.T.S. at Derby had been allotted for this purpose 
and the Air Ministry offered to begin Army training there on 1 December 
1941, so that the first pupils would re.a.eh G.T.S. by the beginning of March 
1942. Tbe War Office were unable, howeve-r. to complete the arrangements 
for the seJectiou and posting of the personnel until 31 Di:;cember and it was on 
1 January 1942 that the fitst Army pupils commenced Glider Pilot Training 
proper. Bad weather held up their E.KT.S. training during the early months 
of 1942 so that it was April before they first flew gl iders, even of the training 
type 1. 

In the meantime R .A.F. personnel were being trained as glider pilots. The 
commitment was to lift a force of Brigade strength by the summer of 1942 
and it was obvious that the Army pupils would not be available by lhat time. 
Consequently the Air Ministry suggested (at the meeting of 26 September 
1941), that a number 'of R.A.F. pilots, who had reached S.F.T.S. standard 
but who were surplus to normal R.A.F. :requirements, should be used to help 
fill the gap. · This scbeine was approved on 4 October 1941, since the Chief 
of Air Staff had directed 'that everything possible should be done 'to train 
sufficient pilots to match glider production up to · the approved first line limit 
of brigade strength. But it was emphasised that it was a temporary scheme, 
and that the R.A.F. pilots" were to be withdrawn as sooo as Army pilots 
became available to replace them. The first cours'e at No: 1 G.T.S. commenced 
on 4 Novemb~r 1941 and at No. 2 G.T.S. during January 194V. At first tbere 
were complaiJJts , from R.A.F. pilots, particularly when Army Battle Training 
was introduced during the courses. Nevertheless they proved to be good glider 
pilot material. and in comparison with them the lower standard of airmanship, 
due to Jack of experience, of the Army pupHs who followed them was very 
noticeable. Wb,en the flow of Army pupils began a number of the R.A.F . . 
personnel were transferred to tug pilot duties at the schools, their glider 
e~perienc.e proving most valuaible in this role 8, and .when in the Spring of 1943 
some of the schools were closed down maoy of them were released and 
'achieved their ambiti0n of a· posting to an opeq.1.tional unit. 

1 A.M. File C.S. 7424 Pt. I: Encls. 28A, 45A and 50A, aod O.R.B. of No. 16 E.,f'.T.S. 
i A.M. File C.S. 7424, Pt. I, Ellcl. 26A . 
., As the A.O.C.~in-C. Am1y Co-operation Command remarked "During glider traiIJing it 

is esseo.tial to have an experieoced pilot on one end of the rope ". 
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After completing the G.T.S. course glider pilots spent weeks at a Glider 
Operational Training Unit. where more advanced Hotspur fl:ymg was taught. 
Two G.O.T.U .. s -were estabJisbed, both at Kidlington, No. , 101 in January and 
No. 107 iJJ February 1942. The course included night flying and full load 
flying, although the Jatter had to be modified owing to the structural faults 
of the eadier Hotspurs when landing with a full load. Nearly a.II the pupils 
who completed the O.O.T.U. course were R.A.F. personnel, some of them the 
e~-S.F.T.S. pilots, others instructors or staff pilots who were. in need of more 
flying hours on the Hotspur or who needed a refresher course. The first Army 
pupils did not arrive until the end of May 1942 and a mouth later a 
re-organisat;ion took place, the G.O.T.U.s being abolishe<P. 

It had been agreed during the planning of the glider pilot training organisa
tion that Flying Training Command should be responsible for glider pilot 
training at the initial stages. The E.F.T.S.s were already in this command, 
and Nos. 1 and 2 G.T .S.s were transferred on 3 December 1941 respectively 2 • 

In May 1942 a proposal was made that the two O.O.T.U.s should be 
abolished, or rather should become Glider Training Schools. The War Office 
estimates of the nurobers of pilots required by the end of the year was con
tinually changing, but it was clear that an insufficient number would be 
produced under existing arrangements. Also experience had shown that the 
night and full load flying could be incorporated quite satisfactorily into the 
G.T.S. course. Advanced training would be covered by ·the conversion course 
on to Horsas, which were just becoming available. This unit, the Heavy 
Glider Conversion Unit, formed at Shrewton on 29 June 1942, and was, like 
the G.O.T.U.s, io Army Co-operation Command. Early in, July, however, 
the re-organisation of the glider training scheme was approved and became 
effective. To meet the Army requirements3 it was agreed to allocate eighteen 
E,F.T.S. flights for glider pilot training, and the extra flights were provided by 
Nos. 3, 21 and 27 E.F.T.S.s'. Five Glider Training Schools would deal with 
Hotspur training, Nos. 1 and i. No. 3 (the latter was formed at Stoke Orchard 
on 21 July 1942), and Nos, 4 and 5, these two being· formed from the two 
G.O.T.U.s whfob were to be closed. The Heavy Glider Conversion Unit. , 
which accepted its first intake of pupils during July, moved to Brize Norton 
which, having runways and a good grass surface, was more suitable than 
Shebden, the original selection4 • All of these u.n.its were now pl11,ced under 
the jurisdi<::tion of Flying Training Command who, as the experts in flying 
training at " individual " level, were better suited for the task than Army 
Co-operation Command. No. 1 G.T.S. was moved from Thame to Croughton, 
thus leaving the former free for glider instructors school which opened there 
on 25 August 1942. This unit bad a short life, but by 13 January 1943 when 
it closed it had trained sufficient instructors to meet the needs of the glider 
training organisation. 

i O.R.B.s ofNos. 101 and 107 G.O,T.Us. 
2 A.M. L.M. 379/D. of 0. dated 3 December 1941. 
J The War Office requirements were constantly changing as new estimates were made of the 

amount of equipment n,eeded to be carried during an operation and of the number of 
gliders needed to carry it. On 8 April, 1942 D .M.C. at Air Ministry summed up the 
situation by saying" The target should be to train many glider pilots as \\e can as quickly 
as po~sjbJe-tbi:- aim being to lift the Air Landing Brigade by December 1942 ". 

4 The runway at Shebden had' been built in order that the aerodrome would be used by 
Horsas: but in July 1942 the newly sown.grass was Jn no condition to stand up to the 
continued wear of.heavy glider flying and the attendant tractor traffic, although it was 
used by Hotspurs. 
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From now on tb,e scheme worked smoothly. Volunteers, having been 
selected, joined the Glider Pilot Regiment Depot1 where they · attended 
lectures in mathematics, airmanship, map reading, navigation and .similar 
subjects. This short · course was the equivalent of the R .A.F. pilots Initial 
Training Wing course: originally it had been superimposed upon the 
E.F.T.S. Course but as the pool of selected mel). formed it w~s possible for 
this ground instruction to be dealt with ·whil~ waiting "for vacancies on the 
fiying courses. 

The E.F.T.S. was, of course, the first of these, and the embryo glider 
pilot underwent an experience ,very similar to that of bis R.A.F. counterpart. 

, The Army pupils were reported to be very keen, and the number of failures 
was not high. Eighteen E.F.T.S . .. flights were now ,available; (after July 
l94i) three whole E.F.T.S.s and a part of a fourth: these and the five 
G.T.S.s were run on standard Flying Training Command lines, a smooth 
flow of pupils through the schools being maintained at all times. The 
sudden expansion of elementary training facilities caught the Army unawares 
and during August 1942 · it seemed that an early breakdown of the scheme 
would be caused by a shortage of Army pupils from the pre-E.F.T.S. course. 
But by a hasty recruiting drive and by temporarily shortening the pre
E.F.T.S. course the crisis was averted: and a crisis it was, for tbe Flying 
Training Command system was Ji.ke. a _factory production line, and a gap 
or stoppage at any point could result in a hold-up of the finished product 
out of all proportion to the original cause. As it was the flow of pupils was 
maintained, and truth to tell the success of the Flying Training Command 

·organisation was such that the glider pilot problem ceased to be "how to 
get them" and became "what to do ,with them2. ". 

There was, however. an intermediate stage. During the autumn of 1942, 
as the pool of fully trained glider pilots·grew steadily, the War Office began 
to consider the quality rather than the quantity of these men. This is not 
to say that there wa~ any slackening· of the pressure on the Air Ministry 
to produce glider pilots as quickly as possible, but discussions took place 
concerning the standard of fzying required of the men which resulted . in 
the Army accepting a reduction in the output of trained pilots providing a 
higher level of training could thus be reached3

• 

The new syllabus had hardly come into operation when. the " ·standstill " 
order relating to all A~borne Forces units was issued. This, it will be 
remembered, • was a Chief of Air Staff instruction pending a decision by the 
Prime Minister on the question of Airborne eff01t. This greatly increased 
the difficulties which Flying Training Command had been experiencing for 
some time at the H.G.C.U. where Whitley unserviceability and shortage 
of hangar space in which to effect major repairs and inspections were the 
great problems. Early in 1943 the H.G.C.U. was released from th~ standstill 
order, and in view of the urgency of training at this stage instructions 
were given for the replacemenf of the Wbitleys there by ·Albemarles. 'But 
before this could be done the operational demands of No, 296 Squadron, who 
were re-equipping with Albemarles in preparation for Operation Husky 

1 The G.P.R. had been established duriog November 1941. 
2 A.M. File C.S. 7424, Pt. II, Encls. 153A, 159A and 160A. 
J A.M. File C.S. 7424, Pt. Il, Encls. 197A and 247A. 
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arose, and the H.G.C.U. were informed that they must continue to make tbe 
best .of the older aircraft. The standstill order had a less immediate· effect 
upon the rest of the training organisation, although the shortage of skilled 
ground personnel became noticeable as postings " out'' continued and 
postings " in '' ceased'. 

Even the Prime Minister's decision of 15 November 1942 had very little 
immediate effect upon the work of the E .F.T.S.s and G.T.S.s. For although 
that decision had been against a large scale glider force it was pointless 
to· Stop the trairu,ng of the men already at and just about to enter the 
schools. The selection and intake of further volunteers -ceased, but even 
so the supply of pupils was sufficient to keep the organisation going uQtiJ. 
the Spring of 1943. Then, during March and April, the E.F.T.S.s (with 
the exception of one flight at No. 3 at Booker) returned to their normal 
role of grading schools for R.A.F. aircrews, and Nos. 1, 2 and 4 G.T.S.s 
were closed,. their accommodation, equipment and personnel being. largely 
combined to form No. 20 (P) A.F.U.. a normal Flying Training Command 
Unit. The other two glider schools, Nos. 3 and 5, remained and wer,e used to 
,provide refresher courses, and were also, incidentally, an insurance in the 
•event of glider pilot training being suddenly resumed2

• 

When the schools closed some 700 Army Glider pilots had been trained 
t9 fly Hotspurs. The H.G.C.U. was, of course, kept in existence, and was j.n 
fact expanded, in order to carry out ~onversion on the operation type3

• 

Glider Pilot training at the " collective " stage 

The reader will have noticed how · the emphasis of glider pilot tra1rung 
was continually shifting. Initially the bottleneck was production of gliders: 
then .the emphasis moved to tb,e ind~vidual training of the pilots at tbe 
elementary stages;' then difficulties arose at the H.G.C.U. stage as the tlow 
of pupils from the schools exceeded the limited capacity of the conversion 
unit. Now, in the Spring and Sammer of 1943 the overwhelming need became 
facilities for exercising the fully trained pilots, who req_uired a certain minimum 
of flying hours each month4 in order to maintain their newly acquired skill. 
As early as November 1942 General Browning had expressed his concern 
regarding this, lack of flying; but the standstill order had prohibited any 
large increase in the amount of flying Which could be carried out by the 
squadrons, who ' were responsible for this work. Also the three squadrons 
available, Nos. 295, 296 aod 297 had, during the winter of 1942-43 been 
undertaking tw() other tasks, the dropping of leaflets on enemy occupied 

1 It is interesting to note that the O.R.B. or No. 2 G.T.S. for November and.December 1942 
makes special reference to thi~, and emphasises the v.ah,ie of W.A.A.F. tr:adeswomen, 
who were just beginning to arrive at the uni! in large numbers. 

z This possibility was very present in the minds or both Air Ministry-and Flying Training 
Command. Jt explains largely why the three schools which were•closed (Nos. I, 2 and 
4) were kept as centralised as possible and were not disbanded entirely. 

3 Full output'figures for" Hotspur only" pilots for the perioi:I April 1942 to May 1943 were:-
. 1942 

April May . June · July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
60 50 30 30 78 103 87 , 82 99 

1943 
J{ln. Feb. , Mar. Apri( May 
66 ·. 76 _ ; 50 . ,3'0 · 2~ 

4 Estimates varied but 5 hours per month per pilot was considered essential and 8 desirable. 
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~ountri~s. particularly France, .a nd the movement by a ir of squadrons within 
the United Kingdom. The latter task was not entirely a loss to the gl ider 
pilots, for the moves were made by glider and the pilots thus obtained full 
load flying practice. · But even so the tactical practice and value of such 
flying was negligible1.. • 

The Chief of tbe Imperial General Staff's memorandum of 24 February 
1943 which envisaged the use of a g1ider force during the invasions of Sicily 
and North-Western Europe, caused more attention to be given to thls necessity 
of exercising the glider pilots, and the problem was recognised as being one 
of some urgency2

• D uring March 1943 discussions were held-between repre-
. sentatives . of Army .Co-operation Command, the Airborne D ivision and 
No. 38 Wing and these resulted in a policy being formulated which in due 
couxse received Air Ministry and War Office approvaP. It had already been 
decided (in December 1942) that two pilots were needed to fly the Horsa 
during most training and a U operational _flights. · It was agreed that there 
shouJd be two distinctive gradings, first pilot and second pilot. The more 
experienced and capable of the pilots . already trained were graded as first 
pilots and were·." crewed up,, with a Jess experienced fnan. Flights were 
then formed with crews per flight and each flight was attached to one of 
the squadron flights for a period of one month at a time. At tbe end of 
the one month the glider pilots were replaced by new flights and left the 
squadrons for two months after which they returned for more training. By 
this system each squadron aircrew bad attached to it three glider crews, and 
in fact they were encouraged to ' regard themselves as -one crew of six men
four a ircrew and two glider pilots-and as far as possible they always flew · 
together. 

During the two months " rest" period tbe glider pilots were kept occupied 
io various ways according to the facilities -available. As many as possible 
were sent to the G lider Pilot Exercise Unit where they carried out H otspur 
refresher training: others returned to the G .P.R. Depot for military and 
tactical courses of various• types: and. as they became sufficiently experienced, 
the second pilots were sent to the H.G.C.U. ·for their own advanced Horsa 
flying and first pilot's courses. 

As far as it went this scheme proved admirable: but the necessary flying 
hours were still not forthcoming. By April i943 the problem was being 
discussed at Air Ministry level, and the Director of Operational Training, 
expressed strongly the view that the three No. 38 Wing Squadrons should 
be r:el ieved of their 'leaflet dropping commitment in order that they could 
devote their entire effqr:t to glider .fraining4

• It was an unpopular suggestion: 
the Foreign Office were insi•~tent upon the value of the work, emphasising 
that if the No: 38 Wing Squadrons were withdrawn they would have to 
request that other squadrons, probably from Bomber Command, were found 
to replace them. Army Co-Operation Command and No. 38 _Wing H.Q. 
suppo~ted the leaflet raids on the grounds that they served as " flak inocula
tion " for the aircrews and maintained their morale. Neventheless the primary 
role of tfuese squadrons was the _ training and opera:tron of the Airborne 

1 A.M. File C.$. 7424, Pt. n, Encls. 257A, 227A and 229A. 
2 C.O.S. (43) 81 (0). . 
3 A.M. File C.S. 7424, Pt. TI, Eocls. 55A and 3JA. 
• A.M. File C.S. 7424, Pt. I ll, Encls. 83A and 84A.. 
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Division, and ·on 1 S May 1943 an order was issued by Air Ministry stating 
that their entire effort -was to be devoted to this end. T1he decisive· factor 
in favour of stopping leaflet dropping and simiiar subsidiary tasks was the 
withdrawal from the training pr-0gramme of. No._ 296 · Squadron, who were 
to ibe det.aGhed 1to North Africa . for Operation Husky. • · 

Re~equipment of this squadron with Albermarles began in February and 
was· completed in May 1943. The establishment was increased from two 
flights to three; and intercposting with No. 297 Squadron resulted in the 
most experienced aircrews in the Wing (many of them the original crews) 
joining N-0. 296. Thus from Feb,ruary tbese preparatibns caused the squadron. 
to be progressively withdrawn from the training programme and in May 
they moved to their advanced base in North Africa. This left Nos. 295 
and 297 Squadrons to carry out the increased glider flying commitment 
demar;ided in order to keep the glider pilots in practice. Both were depleted: 
No. 297 by the Withdrawal of most of its experienced crews: No. 295 by 
the formation within the squadron of a Halifax flight which, as- it was respon
sibie for the towing of the Horsas , to North Africa (for Husky) had complete 
priority ovor all other squadron demands. Furthermore, ,in July No. 297 
Squadron began to re-equip with Albemarles: a third flight was formed and 
a number of trained and experienced Coastal Command crews were posted 
in: also the flow of crews from No·. 42 o :T.U. increased. But to offset 
this there was a constant drain on the Squadron in the form of reinforcement 
crews for No. 296 Squadron, -still in Tunisia awaiting recall to the U.K.: 
also the new crews, even those from Coastal Command, had to be trained 

' in the Airborne role and the few experienced pilots and navigator~ became 
Air Force instructors instead of being available for constant glider towing 
themselvest. 

So in spite of all efforts and instructions. a·nd the cancellation of the lea.ff.et 
dropping cooomitments2 the amount of flying carried out by the Army glider 
pilots during the summer of 1943 was not large. In the meantime the number 
of, such men. trained to H.G.C.U. level was rising rapidly, and by 30 Septem
ber ·1943 about 885 were available". Of this number some were in the 
Mediterranean area after taking part in Husky: others were attached to flying 
units in the U.K. squadrons, the G.P.E.U. or at H.G.C.U. for their captains 
course ; the remainder were at the G.P.R. Depot or sitnilar army units. 

The gliders which they were to fly were also very ,conspicuous by _ their 
presence. As Mr. Churchill ,had foreseen the difficulty became to fi.qd 
storage space for them: a meeting held as early as July 1942 had decided 
that the Horsas should be stored at Bomber Command stations in the 
South of EQgland : the iplan was to store them partially assembled (60 per 
cent. without, 40 per cent. with main planes fitted: all with tail units. not 
fitted): they wer.e to be stored in hangars, although these could he up 
to one roile from the sta,tion : 700 Horsas and 60 HamiJcars, were ,to be so 
stored. By Ma(ch 'i943, 648 of the 700 HorS'as had <!,<ITived, 2i to eacb, of 

• 0 .R.Bs. of Nos. 295, 296 and 297 Squad.tons. 
:i. The leaflet raids were resumed for a short period du.ring August 1943 by AJbemarie crews 

of No. 297 Squadron in order to provide operational experience prior to the journey to 
North Africa as reinforcements for No. 296 Squadron." 

3 On 1 May 1943, the .o\l.m.ber had been about 650. 
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24 Bom"ber C:::ommand stations. The lack, of-.baogar space, and the slowness 
Wjth which new buildings were being erected- made it impossible however 
to store the machines under cover. and they were left in ·tihe open. 
Responsibility for these gliders was assumed, by a new unit, set up specifically 
for the pµTpose, No., 2 Heavy Qlider. Maintenance , Unit which was formed in 
July 1943. It consisted· of 24 .Glider Maintenance ~ctions one of which 
was ·· a ttached to each of the Bomber Command Stations, the Station 
Engineer Officer -being in charge of each section. In May 1943 a lotig. l ist 
of instructions bad been issued 'which set out ·in detail the-duties .of R.A.E 
Station Engineer Officers relating to glider. maintenance.-

Glider Operation-Freshman·: November 19421 

Before 1eaving the subject of gliders and ·describing -the 'work of the No. 38 
' Wing Squadrons during 1942 and 1943 mention must be made of the 

one ·glider operation which took 'place -in the period. 1-t was, in fact, the 
first glider operation ever u ndertaken by 1lhe British Airborne Force. Quite 
early i1r the war it became known ,that- the Germans were experimenting 
in the production of -an atomic bomb. A compound known as '' heavy 
water" played an essential ,par-t in these experiments ·and -this was being 
produced at Getman tesearob installations,· the most important of which 
was· 11t the Norak Hydro Plant at Vermork in-Norway. In order to dislocate 
the -experiments and delay the- proouotion 0f the bomb it was v,ital tbat 
both the stocks of "heavy. water" and the· means. of production .should be 
destroyed. The compound was extremely difficult to _ produce and a suc
cessful attack on the plant at Vermork would, have ,long lasting effects upon 
the work there. ; 

Vermork is 'a v.illage -some· two and a half miles to' the west of Rjukan, 
about 60 miles du·e west o·f Oslo, and about 60 miles inlarid. Rjukan its-elf 
is a very .isolated· .town si'ruated in a deep valley, the flb.iokly fOTested sides 
of which rise steeply from a narrow river bed to a height of 3,000 feet. 
The valley is overlooked by Gaustal Fjell, ·a mountain, 5,400 feet high. 
The "heavy ·water., plant itself was -built on a broad shelf of rock whiah 
rose sheer from the river bed, to a height of 1,000 feet, ' t!he climb above 
being dangerously steep through a thick pine forest. It was thus a . most 
difficult area, to attack by a ny means. The 'firs,t me~hod attempted was 
by use of bomber aircraft ·but this was only par,tially successful and was 
not again at,teropted owing to the difficulty of bobh locating. and ait:oackiing 
the pinpoint target and the danger ,to the · civilian - population, Who we,re 
exceptionally !lirien'Cl]y to the 'Allied cause. The alternlaltives were to attack -
from ,the ground by airborne · troops or by Norwegian saboteurs. It was 
the · latter method which eventually, succee·ded : but it was the former which 
was first chosen and attempted. 

Headqua_rters Combined operatiot;1s we.re in charge of all sil~h attacks 
and in tbe middle of October 1942 · they_ instructed Major. General Browning 
and Gtoup Captain Si.I; Nigel Norman \o pla!l an operation against th\:l 
iQstallatibn. A suggestion tbatt troop_s _ shoulq be _landed on Lake Tinnajon, 
some 15 miles from the objeobive was considered impractjcable owing to the 
steepness of 'flhe mounding 'mountain slopes. The use of ,-paratroops 

. . ~ . - ' ' 

1 War Office Narrative _''. Airborne· For~", Chapter V. 1st A.B. Division Report, 
38W/M~ 10/15/Air. 
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entailed drawbacks because of the risk of ,too great dispersi'on when dropping 
in such country and ,because of tlhe limitatiion of equipment: the deslruction 
of the installation would · demand a considerable quantity o~ explos·ive...:_ 
and a high degree of technical knowledge on the paITt of the attacking party. 

In view of all tbis it was decided to make use of gliders for the first time 
in an operation: the troops were, nevertheless, to be folly trained parachutrists, 
in ca~e a last minute change of plan 1became necessary. The units available 
were limited as ahe 1st Parachute Squadron R.E. was already committed 
to the North African campaign and the 9th Field Company R.E. (Airborne) 
and 261 Field Park Company (Airborne) were called upon to provide 
volunteer parachutists for the task. 'two parties . of 16 men each. .were 
selected, ol_le commanded by Lieut. A. C. Allen, R.E., and the other by 
Lieot. D. A. Methereo, G.M ., ll.E. (who replaced 2nd L ieut. M. D. Green, . 
R.E., when Lhe latter was- injured three days before the operation was due}. 
Lieut-Colonel N. C. A. Henniker, M.C., R .E., was in charge of the Army 
side of _planning for ,th~ operation. 

For No. 38 Wing, Group Captain Cooper, D.F .C., commanded the small 
detachment which was formed especially for the operation. This consisted 
of three Halifax aircraft- these being the only type capable of towing a 
Horsa glider over tibe required diistance--'lind ~wo aircrews, specially selected 
to include an element of Dominion personnel. The glider pilots were very 
experienced, and all four had been among those who were with the Glider 
Detachment of the C .L.E. at Thame during tihe sununer of 1941. Two 
of ,them, Staff Sergeant M. F. C. Strathdee and Sergeant P. Doig were 
members of the Glider Pilot R egiment: l!be other two Pilot Officer Dav:ies 
and Sergeant Fraser ,were both of the Royal Australian Air F orce. Squadron 
Leader Wilkinson, R.A.F., capllained itrhe first t.\lg aii'craft and Flight 
Lieutenant Parkinson, Royal Canadian Air Force the second. Thus there 
were .in rea\Jity two sepMate parties eaoh of which was capable of carrying 
out the operation iindividually: .Both would be used in the operation,' dupli
cation being considered advisable in view of the hazards of each, a long 
tow over such difficult country, and also in view of .the impor,tance of tht; 
operation. 

Training for 'both the Army and Air Force elements was comprehensive 
and concentrated : for the fomter it !included itechnical specialist training, 
the use of snowboots and snow equipment, and hard physical exercises ; 
for the latter practice long distance tows with laden gliders gave both the 
pilots and crews valuable experience and confirmed the assumption that the 
use of gliders was a .practical ,proposition. The aircraft were fitted with 
~e new Rebecca-J?ureka radar homihg device, ,the Rebecca set being the 
one fitted in itbe aircraft. Eureka, the ground set, had to be delivered to 
Norwegian ageu,ts prior to the operation and this was done iby H.Q. Com
bi_ned Operations. The agents were unfoa-med of the landing zone and would 
erect the Eureka set, which was small and portable, and start it working on 
instructions from H.Q. Combined operations. Arrangements were also made 
for Norwegian guides to assist the attacking parties both to reach their 
objectives and to make their way to the Swedish frontiec after the attack. 

On 17 .November 1942 the whole force moved to Skitten, a satellite of 
Wick aerodrome, in Scotland, the oper.ation. being scheduled for the night of 
19-20 November or the first suitable night following during the moon period. 
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As tbe R.A.F. commander of the force the final decision regarding weather 
conditions Jay with Group Captain Cooper, who bad to assist him a meteoro
logical expert on Norway and also the latest reports · from agents in that 
country. The · forecast for the night of I 9-20 November was reasonable, 
though not ideal, and with the possibility of a deterioration in the weather 
for the remainder of the moon period it was decided to mount the opera
tion that night. All was ready and morale was very high. 

The first aircraft took off at 1750 hours and the second at 1810 hours, 
and each set course individually across the North Sea: the first news to 

. reach the base airfield was a signal received at 2341 hours from the second 
~ircraft (F /Lt. Parkinson) asking for a course to fly to return to base. 
R.D.F. bearings plotted this aircraft's. position as over the North Sea : from 
then· on nothing more was heard from. this aircraft. At 2355 hours however a 
signal was received from the other aircraft (S/Ldr. Wilkinson and G/C. 
Cooper) saying "my glider released in sea" but an R.D.F. plot indicated that 
tbe aircraft was, in fact, over the mountains of Southern Norway, and 
this was later confirmed by a careful navigation check w.heo the aircraft 
returned. The glider had been released just over the coast but nowhere 
near the target. 

The actual course of events, as far as can be ascertained (even with post
war reports available) was as follows. The first aircraft (S/ Ldr. Wilkin~ob) 
completed the sea crossing successfully, made a landfall on the coast and 
flew on towards the target: just before crossing the coast the Rebecca set 
had become unserviceable so that the run-up to the landing zone from the 
coast had to be made, through patchy cloud, on map readinf alone. On 
the second attempt to locate the landing zone the aircraft flew into thick 
cloud when about 40 miles north-west of Rjukan, and was unable to climb 
out of it: moreover the petrol reserve, which was not large, was rapidly 
being used up: icing on' both tug and glider caused the combination to 

. lose height and the effect of the ice on the tow rope was equally dangerous. 
The combination was still losing height rapidly when, just north of Stavanger 
on the Norwegian coast, the rope iced-up completely and snapped: the air
craft returned to base ,aod landed just before its petrol was exhausted. The 
glider crash landed at Fylesdalen, on top of snow-covered mountains over
iooking Lysefjord : the weather was extremely bad and snow was falling: 
of the, 17 men in the glider eight (including Lieut. Methuen, Staff Sergeant 
Strathdee and Sergeant Doig) were killed immedia.tely, four were severely 
.injuted, and five were t.Hlinjured. The four injured were poisoned later 
by a German doctor on the o.rder of .the Gestapo, and the five uninjured 
were shot by the Gestapo, on 18 January 1943, all having been captured 
before they could get away from ,,the scene of the crash. The Norwegian 
agents on the landing ground bad heard this aircraft flying almost directly 
above them on what must have been its first run in: the failure of the 
Rebecca set in this aircraft had caused the failure of the operation. 

. . 
The second aircraft (F / Lt. Parkinson) and its glider both crashed immedi

ately after crossing the Norwegian coast, landfall was made near Egersuod 
and the combination beaded towards Rjukan. For some reason still un
known, the glider crash-landed in the mountains just north of Helleland and 
the tug, after just clearing the mountains landed in another range of bills 
to the south. In the glider three men were killed immediately and the 
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remainder were captured and shot•. within a few hours under the terms of 
a general order .issued by- _Hitler. In the tug ,alJ of the .crew .were killed 
immediately. The Norwegians in the locality buried the dead and tended 
their graves throughout the war. In May 1945, when the 1st Airborne 
Division moved into Norway, the bodies were re-buried at Egenes (Stavanger) 
and Oslo :with full military honours. . Effective action was also taken to 
bring to trial the Germans responsible ,for -the · murders. · · · 

Qperation Freshman was a failure, and the task of destroying the "heavy 
water" installation remained for Norwegi~ agents to attempt successfully 
later. Freshman had been f.i most hazardous. task from the -beginning: a sea 
crossing of 340: miles and a .landing in difficult ,and unknown ·country, .both 
by night, was -an extreme test for this, the first glider operati.on ever to be 
undertaken by British forces . 
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CHAPTER , 5 

GENERAL , DEVELOPMENTS AND FURTHER 
OPERATIONS 

The Organisation of No. 38 Wing and its work, 1942-43 
-

Before considering the form~tion and work of No. 38 Wing, the collective 
training orgaojsation, it is well to mention the events and factors leading to 
its formation. fo November 1941 the Army bad expanded its Airborne 
organisation into a Division of some 10,000 men, Major General F. A M. 
Browning, D.S.O., being appointed G.O.C. on 4 November 1941. More
over 'the increasing supply of Hotspur gliders enabled great expansion in the 
glider pilot training organisation to be put in hand: finally' the Chiefs of 
Staff's decision · ·of May 1941 that a force of brig'ade strength shouJd be 
avaiiable by the sui:nmer of 1942 necessitated the formation of a co11ective 
training-organisation in order that the men Who·had completed {beirindividual 
trainhrg could practise their operat.ionaJ tactics under simulatecl operational 
conditions. - During November 1'941 General Browning visited Air Marshal 
Sir Arthur Barratt and· as a result of that meeting the Commander.:..in-Chief 
of Ai-my Co-operatjon Command· evolved proposals which, on being approved 
by the Air Ministry, wei:e put intd effect during the closing w.eeks of 1941. 

1 .. ,, • 

Two ~quadrons, originally. designate9-_ Glider Exercise and Para~hute Exer
cise Squadron ,,soon became Nos. 296 and _297 Sqµ,adrons resp_ectively. The 
Glider Exercise Squadron was formed . from _ the Glid,er Exercise Flight of 
the A.F.E .• which in the, pre"'.io'1s ,9ctober had l;>een formed at Ringway to 
relieve the Glider Training Squadron .of its demonst,;ation , a1.1d exercise com
mitmeqts1. The :aew squadrqn formed at- Netheravon on l Januacy 1942 
and was originally equipped with Hectors and Hotspurs only, although its 
official aircraft establishment was 8 + 3 light tugs (Hectors), 16 + 14 
Hotspurs. 20· + 6 heavy tugs (Whitleys),a:o:d· 30 + 10 Horsas. Later in the 
year· when· this establishment was complete the squadron· split into two, the 
light tugs and gliders ·oeco.ming the Glider Pilot Exercise Unit and the 
Whitley eletnerit becoming-No. 296 Squadron2 : until that time a distinction 
was· made by referring· to tl:ie two sections as Nos. 296:A. and· 296B Squadrons. 

• I ' • -

The glider pilots of the squ~dron were, ioitiaJly,· the R.A.F. pilots from the 
first cpurses .to pass thfough t~e rece~tly establi~hed No, 1 G.T.S .• at. Thame: 
tug pilots were. provided from , the Glider Exercj,se Flight an,d later, when 
replacement gli~er ,pilots began. to, arrive, from the R.A.F. glider. pilots them
selves. Tile squadron. W!!,S comma11ded by S/Ld{. ·p. R N. Davis, whose 
work and experience in the glider field has already been mentioned j.n this 
narrative. • · · · 

Hotsp~ fly,ing bega,n, il~ Netheravon as ~oon as· the ~qµad;on was estab-· 
li~hed t)lere, aJthou_gh: the ,weakness of the _Hotspu.r tail .unit . when landing 
with a full load, and the lack of and difficulties of servicing the H ectors 

' ~ ' . 
1 W.0. File War/AC/116A . . 
2 The· ~ors~ element ~as neve{-formed and deliveries of these· gJ(ders did not commence 

until ~fter the spht h~d o~urred: when the Ho~sa di~ become availa:ble they were 
established on the station concerned as separate glider flights and were riot attached to 
Squadrons. - · - · • · · 
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limited th.e number of hours which could be flown. Nevertheless by March 
1942 flights with troops of the Air Landing Brigade as passengers were being 
underuµc.en regularly and 900 such troops were giyen a,ir exercise . during 
that month. By 15 May 1942 the -Squadron had received 19 of ·the 26 
Whitleys and at tbe end of that month the split 'between the t'wo sections 
became effectjve although not officially recognised until August: the Whitley 
section adopting the dual purpose airborne role of both parachute dropping 
and glider towing, moved to l-Jurn ; the light glider section remaining at 
N ethera van 1• 

No equivalc,nt unit had e,:isted in the old Airborne organisation which 
could supply a nucleus for the squadron. The P.T.S. at Ringway was small 
in numbers, indeed it was the drain on its limited resources caused by the 
demands of Army Exercises which bad shown so clearly the need for lbe 
Squadron. Consequently when No. 297 Squadron formed at Netheravon on 
1 January 1942 only one pilot experienced in parachute dropping could be 
spared from Ringway 2. The remainder of the pilots were drawn from varied 
sources, some having considerable operational experience, others being straight 
fiom Operational Training Units ; the other aircrews were all newly trained 
personnel posted direct from their training courses without even passing 
through O.T.U.s:i-. Later, however, the Squadron received reinforcements 
of complete crews both tram No. 42 O .T.U. (which had been allotted to 
supply the Airborne Squadrons) and from Nos. 13 and 104 Squadrons of 
Army Co-operation Command. The Squadron had an establishment of 
12 + 6 Whitleys, but as these did not begin to arrive- until late in February 
a number of Tiger Moths were found and used to give tbe pilots· and navi
gators practice in low level ,map reading, a vital subject for crews engaged 
in dropping parachutists in small areas from a height of 500 feet or below. 
During March and April, however, Wbitleys arrived steadily and-the squadron 
reached full strength. 

A dropping zone, which became known as the '' Divisional D .Z." was 
locate~ on Netheravon North ~erodrome, and the aircrews began to learn 
their new task, first dropping containers, then single. or pairs of paratroops 
of the 1st Parachule Battalion, and finally full sticks of ten ·men. By the 
epd of ~ay a number of combined ~.xercises had been carried out, each 
usually consisting of some 12 or 13 parachute dropping aircraft flying fo 
close line astern formation4 the exercises sometimes being augmented by 
Hotspur gliders of No. 296 Squadron and smoke cover provided by Blenheims 
of Nos. 13 aod 104 Squadrons. It was such an exercise that was Witnessed 
by Mr. Churchill on 16 April 1942, the result -of which was his enquiry into 
Airborne resources and the decision to expand the air componeot5 • 

During May a similar demonstration was given before their Majesties the 
King and Queen, and on this occasion the prototype of the large tank~ 
carrying Hamilcar glider also took part. Netheravon aerodrome was not 
~deal for heavy aircraft flying: however, when the squadrons had first 

1 D.M.C. Monthly -Progress Report, March 1942 . 
.z Squadron Lt-.ader McMonnies, who commanded "B " Flight, No. 297 Squadron and 

later in 1943 becaTJ}e Squadron Commander of No. 296 Squadron. 
:J At this stage the Squadron was noo-Qperationa!, 
'" 1()0 yards interval was tbe .aim. 
s D.M.C.'s Monthly Progress Reports, C.S. 10786, O.R.B. No. 38 Wing. 
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formed it was occupied by an S.F.T.S. trammg Fleet Air Arm pilots on 
Master aircraft: the A~miralty had agreed to move thi~ unit as soon as the 
existing courses had completed training, but bad weather delayed . this until 
the end of March 1942, and in the intervening period the flying field and 
circuit were very congested, the variety of aircraft, Masters, Tiger Moths, 
Whitleys, Hectors and H,otspur gliders, adding to the confusion. Even 
a[Ler the S.F.T.S. had moved, the undulating surface of the aerodrome
a Whitley in one of ttie " valleys'' was often invisible from other parts of the 
aerodrome- and the short take-off run in certain directions made the use 
of the aerodrome for night flying by heavy aircraft impossible. For night 
flying the Whitleys had to use Thruxton, a neighbouring airfield and satellite 
to Andover. By the end of May it bad been decideq that the Whitley 
Squadrons would both be dual purpose, and would carry out Horsa towing 
as 1well as troop dropping: as the prospect of Horsa deliveries grew brighter 
the need for a more suitable flying field than Netheravon became clear: 
consequently when Hurn. a new aerodrome near Bournemouth with con
crete runways and full night flying facilities, became available in May 1942 
both Whitley Squadrons were instructed to move there. This they did 
during the firs_t \1/eek of June 1942. 

Parachute exercises on an ever increasing scale, both by day and night, 
were carried out during the summer by the two Squadrons. Preparations for 
a number of operations were also made' but for various reasons these were 
all cancelled. These included the Dieppe raid for which. parachutists were 
origina1Jy to be used only to be withdrawn at the last minute owing to the 
increased fimitation which their use imposed on the suitable weather coo• 
ditions. On one occasion, a planned raid on the Isle of Ushant, the para
troops were actually in the aircraft, the first of which was on the _runway 
with engines running prior to taking off, when the operation was cancelled. 
The two Squadrons- including the light glider element of No. 296 which 
was still at Netheravon- were under the control of No. 38 Wing Head
quarters, which had been established in a country house near Netheravon 
during J~uary, and which was commanded by Group Captain Sir Nigel 
Norman. 

No. 38 Wing during the" nucleos force" expansion 

Following the high level decision of May 1942 2 to expand the Wing into 
a " nucleus force" S_ir Nigel Norman aod his staff, in conjunction with the 
Headquarters staff of Army Co-operation Command worked out details 
for the expansion. The light glider element of No. 296 became a separate 
unit, the Glider Pilot Exercise Unit. with effect from 12 August 1942. The 
transfer to Flying Training Command of all glider pilot training schools 
bad left Army Co-operation Command without a unit at which tactical 
e~ercise could be carried out with Hotspurs as a preliminai:y to ,exercises 
with the larger Horsa, and the establishment of the G.P.E.U. remedied this. 
In addition it provided valuable air ex.perience flights to troops of tbe---Air 
Landing Brigade. 

1 Mention of the change of policy, subsequent to the Bruneval raid, whereby !he Squadrons 
beca01e operational has already been made in Chapter 3. 

2 P.M./C,A.S., May 1942. 
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The two other new units plan.Q-ed under the " nucleus force " schemes were 
Nos. 295 and 298-Squadrons1

• The former, with an establishment of 24 +. 6 
Wbitleys beglln to for.11;1 _at Netheravop. on 3 August .1942 and was to be of a 
similar nature to Nos. 296 and 297 Squadrons (both . of which now had 
establishments of 24 + 6 Whitleys) from which a nucleus of experienced air
crews was drawn to form the new squadron: the light glider flight of No. 296 
Squadron had retafoed on. its strength. one or. tw.o Whitleys and these, and 
their crews, were also now transferred to No. 295 Sq1,1adron. The plan wa_s 
for. this Squadron to remain at Netheravon until 21 October 1942 by which 
date it should be at full strength: it would then move to a more suitable 
aerodrome to be allotted meanwhile. 

The second Squadron, No. 298;was to form at Toruxton with an establish
ment or 16 +4 Whitleys and 8 +2 Halifax ·aircraft, the latter being allotted 
as tugs for the Hamilcar gliders which would in due course, be coming itito 
use. The U$ual nucleus of aircrews were selecte·d from the other squadrons 
and posted tp No. 298 Squadron at Tbrux.ton at the end of August 1942. 
When they arrived there. no aircraft were available, and almost immediately 
the experienced crews were detached back to their old squadrons in order 
to stand by for the Dieppe raid. When the airborne effort in that operation 
was cancelJed the crews returned to Thruxton only to be reposted back to 
their former Squadrons within a few days: the aircraft allotment to No. 298 
Squadron had been postponed: on 19 October 1942 the standstill order 
relating to all Air?orne Forces units was iss·ued: No. 298 Squadron, which , 
had only ever existed on paper, was di$banded2

• , 

Thus· the planned expansion had _ only_ becpme effec;:tive in part, ~nd from 
19 October 1942 two days before it should, under the original plan, have 
become cpmplete not _only reinforcements but replacements also ceased, and 
a r~-o.rgan.isation became necessary. No. 38 Wing now consis.ted_ of three 
dual purpose. Squadrons, Nos. 295, 296. and 297, each with 24+6 Whitley 
airer.aft: th~ G.P.E,U. with Hotspurs and. Masters which _ bad replaced . the 
old .Hecto_rs as tugs : the P.T.S. at Ringway: and No. 42 O.T.U. which had 
been pl~ced within tl:ie Wing.!=1-t.the beginning of the expansion pe.i;iod in order 
to supply the necessary aircrews and to avoid drawing upon Bomber .Com
mand sources. The three Squadrons were all engaged on parachute exercises 
and also upon glider towin& ~d exercis~~- Jlotspur tows had. begun tn July 
and during August the first Horsas had arrived at stations in t he Wing ·and 
were promptly used in exercises. · · · · · 

During July a regular weekly .glider service to Northern Irel4fid was 
instituted to c"arry Irish personnel -of the Airborne Division proceedmg' to and 
from leave : originally towed by Wbitleys p.f the No. 206 Ligpt Glider F light 
(the ,G.P_.E.U.). Jhe Hotspurs prov+~ed by_ the G.l>.E.U. were later, towed by 
11ircraft of each of.the Squacfrons in ~urn,~ thus prov~ding" the a,ircrews with 
experience of lo,ng dis_tance tows. . Also the . \Ying : hap, early in October. 
be.en givep. a commi~el).t to drqp . leaflets _o,n ~Iiemy_ o~cupie.d . countries, 
particularly 'France. This work, which was regar9ed as being of some 
1mportance by the Foreign Office, had been carried out by Bomber Command 
aircraft and crews who were now r eleased for bombing operations over 
Germany. For No. 38 Wing the commitment hag the double advantag~ of 

' O.R.B. Nos. 295 and 298 Squadrons, 
2 No. 38 Wing O.R.B. 
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providing " flak inoculation ': for the aircrews· who bad not already flown 
operationally _and also of improving the morale of the Squadrons which was . 
deteriorating due to l~ck of operational,activity. 

When the standstill order ,was issued the s,quadrons were employed more 
fully then they bad ever been, the leaflet raids, the appearance of the Ho.rsas, 
and the continually incr,easing flow of personnel from the individual training 
<;>rganisation who ·o·eede~ more advanced training, all making heayy demands 
upon their flying capacity. Moreover the allocation ·of bigger and better 
aer odromes, wl1ich };).ad been promised during the expansion pe,riod, was no-.y 
cancelled: and as Hurn · was required for operational purposes by other 

· Commands the two . Squadr;ms there bad to be moved. No. 42 O.T. U. was 
moved to Ashbourne in Derbyshire; and No. 296 Squadron went to Andover, 
the , move taking place on 26 October 1942: two days previously" No. 297 

·squadron had moved to Thruxton: No. 295 Squadron were condemned to 
remain at Netberavon and used Tbruxton for all night" flying. ' No. 296 
Squadron were hardly better off-at Andover for the flying field there bad no 
concrete runways and the field w·as sometimes waterlogged: there was also 
the now unusual snag 9f take-off runs which were too short for heavy glider 
towing. Fortunately by the middle of December accoinmodation for one 
Squadron again became available at Hum and No: · 296 Squadron returned 
there. On this occasion the ·move was carried out to a large degree by air, 
much of the Squadron's equipment being carried in Horsas. In fact a simi:la'r 
task bad been undertaken by this Squadron a month previously when No. ·168 
Squadron had been moved by air. These '' Pickford " tasks now became a 
normal part of the routine of the No•. 38 Win_g Squadrons, units of var:ying 
types, operational Squadrons, O.T.U.s, and tra1hing units, all being assisted 
in their moves from one aerodrome to another~. · · 

During April 1943 an outs~<ling lift of this ~es,cription was ungerta.ken 
when an engine was flown i,n a .Hqrsa to the Isle of Man for a Bomber 
Command Stirling which bad forced landed there duri.Qg the pi:eyious night: 
the d.eiivery , of. the . replacement engin_e by air insti.ad o( by ~ea enabled _ the 
aircraft to be-repaired with .a saving of tim~~ ar:nounting to aays. The advan
tages of m,oving units by glider were e,5pec\ally applicaple to operational 
Sq_uadroris _ for es~ential pers~mnel and equipment arrjve,d at the ne~ a,el'O
drome at the same time as their aircraf~-who, <;>f course, fle,w there indepen
dently- so that tbc:; work. of seryicing and maintenance went qn witl;iout 
a brea,k. l'{o_n-essential pers.onn~l and . very heavy equipment could be_ sent 
on ahead by road to ·prepare for the _arrival ~f tqe· air party: the essen,tial 
personnel and stores remained at the aerodrome and were a~Je tQ continue 
work until the last moment .. and if b~d w.eatber delayed the move of the 
aircraft they w~re still available to ·carry o,ut daily inspections, anq. ro4tine 
duties. Such moves were undertaken by tb~ Wi,ng until rune 1943 _after 
whjch the -increasing demands of tactical glider exercises caused them to 
cease. Nevertheless they remained the stantla,.:-Ci. method of removal for the 
Wing Squadrons themseives~ one Station Commander ~Group' Captain T. M . 
Abraham, D.PC.) going so far ~s to have the officers' mes,s bar so constructed 
that it could . be dismantled and carried in a Horsa from station ·to stati'on2

• 

1 O.R.B. No. 38 Wing aod Nos. ·295, 296 and 297 Squadrons. · · . · · 
i A boast that it would be " the first British bar to land in Tokyo " was not, unfortunately, 

to be fulfilled'. 
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Thus during the winter of 1942-43 the three squadrons, Nos. 295, 296, 
and 297 were engaged on all three types of work, leaflet raids, removals by 
air, and airborne exercises of both parachute and glider borne troops. The 
last was, in theory, the primary role of the squadrons, but a combination 
of circumstances, the employment of the '1st Parachute Brigade outside the 
U.K., the standstill order, and the natural enthusiasm of the squadrons for 
the more active work of the leaflet raids, all tended to lessen the emphasis 
on the airborne role so far as the personnel at squadron level were concerned. 
At the higher levels this was not so, however, and already the problem 
of keeping the rapidly increasing number of trained glider pilots · in flying 
practice was receiving consideration 1 • 

A note concerning the organisation of a typical airborne exercise is of 
interest here, for on such exercises was based the detailed plan for the 
operation against Sicily. H.Q. Airborne Division having decided the general 
-Army plan for the exercise, a conference was called between the Division 
Staff and the Staff of No. 38 Wing, representatives of both the Army and 
R.A.F. formations taking part (e.g. Battalion and Squadron Commanders) 
being present. At this conference the plan would be explained in detail, 
a suitable dropping or landing zone2 selected (usually on the advice of the 
senior R.AF. navigation officer). the allocation of certain troops to certain 
squadi:ons made and details regarding the air routes to be followed and 
tbe timing of the drops discussed. Following the conference a detailed brief 
was prepared by the navigatio.o staff of No. 38 Wing working in conjunction 
with the Army officers attached to tbat H.Q. This brief having been approved 
by the senior Army and R.A.F. officers concerned it was circulated to the 
commanders of the units taking part. ln the case of tbe. R.A.F. units this 
brief was next considered by the Station and/ or Squao.ron ColUmanders and 
navigation officers who planned their units task in even greater detail. 

Paratroop exercises of this nature had been going on since early in 1942 
and in that twelve months much bad been learnt. Each aircraft was given 
a specific time at which the paratroops were to be dropped, the interval 
between each aircraft being usually 30 seconds. In effect, so far as daylight 
drops were concerned, this meant that the old method of flying in close 
line astern formation was still used : for night drops each aircraft flew 
individually and by flying very exact airspeeds, by extremely exact naviga
tion, and by continued pin pointing -and wind checks, the pilot and navigator 
had to arrive over a field at a 1time stated in half minutes a(ter a flight of 
usually two to three hours. This was, of course, the reason for the unusually 
careful time check which bas always been a part of the standard briefing 
procedure for airborne aircrews. Only by constant practice could such exact
ness be achieved a-nd maintained and as operations later showed, those crews 
who had been with the squadrons since thejr formation had benefited 
immensely from these constant exercises. 

Probabiy the most exact drop ever carried out was· made during a daylight 
exerci~e in wh'ich crews of Nos. 295 and 297 Squadrons were taking part3

• 

Fifteen aircraft carrying paratroops of the 9th Parachute Battalion left 
Tbruxtoil at 1000 hours on uie morning of 9 August 1943 to take part 'in a 
1 O.R.B. Nos. 295, 296 aod 297 Squadrons. 
2 D.Z. for paratroops: L.Z. for gliders, this usually being an aerodrome to facilitate retrieval 
. of the gliders. . 
3 No. 296 Squadron was at this time in North Africa. 
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demonstration drop before b igb ranJ{ing officers of all services: the dropping . 
zooe, some 700 by 1,500 yards in area, was in a valley roughly 15 mile~ 
south uf Kinloss in Scotland, a .flight of some five hours: .a smoke candle 
was placed on the zone at the point oo which the first paratroop should 
land, and an officer of the Airborne Division was ,on the ground to give 
a running commentary over loudspeakers explaining to the audience what 
was happening: the drop was• timed for 1500 hour·s. At ten seconds past 
that time the first paratroop, Brigadier Hill. left the leading aircraft, the 
navjgator of which was F / Sgt. L. Miller of No. 297 Squadron. To the 
amazement of the crowd, the delight of the commentator, and the surprise 
of the Brigadier himself, he landed right on the smoke candle. Such exactness 
is~ of course, to a great extent a matter of luck. Nevertheless it was becoming 
unusual for troops to be dropped either outside the dropping zone or at the 
wrong time1 • 

The glider exercises provided rather different problems although the 
emphasis was still on the now time honoured formula " Correct place: correct 
time: correct height ". During t11e actual flight to tbe objective the same 
technique was used, the line astern formation being general although forma
tion of " Vies '' were occasionally flown. But the slipstream difficulty was 
increased when towing gliders, especially as the Whitleys could rarely fly 
at more than 105-110 m.p.h. when tugging a laden Horsa: the unfortunate 
aircraft at the end of the line had a constant battle with the eddies and air 
pockets caused by the earlier members of the formation. To overcome this 
"stepping-up" ~as usually adopted, a remedy which entailed a difference in 
height of perhaps as much as 500 feet between the first aircraft and the last. 

Paratroops were dropped from 450-800 feet, gliders released (usually) from 
1,000-2,500 feet, so that the difference of 500 feet was proportionately con
siderable. For paratroop dropping 1t was essential that the pilot lost this 
e;xtra height before dropping, and with a solo aircraft this was possible ; 
it was more difficult when towing a Horsa to lose the height without increasing 
air speed and so breaking formation: of necessity therefore the remedy was 
often tbe responsibility of the glider pilot who, by judging his release carefully, 
could adjust his position in relation to the landing :zone aod land on the 
correct spot in spite of the e;xtra height. -The question of deciding the exact 
spot at which to release was, of course, a delicate one, and eventually it 
was found best to select a definite release point before take-off, basing the 
calculation on the f:orecasted wind speed and direction for the area at the 
time of release. A little before casting off the nav~gator of the tug aircraft 
informed the glider pilot of the wind speed and direction which be calculated 
was actually effective at that moment: thus, firstly by slight adjustment of 
position by the tug, an.d later,. after release, by adjusting the rate of descent 
of the glider. the two pilots could so position their aircraft and eni_ible the 
glider to land in the correct a rea. 

The greatest difficulty relating to large scale glider exercises was found 
to be the take-off. By the time the tug aircraft had taxied onto the runway2

, 

the glider towed on by a tractor, and the tow rope been connected at both 

1 O.R.B. Nos. 295 and 297 Squadrons. War Office Narrative" Airborne Forces," Chapter IX. 
2 This difficulty is, of course, less acute when a grass aerodrome with. a wide and Jong take-off 

run is being used .. 
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ends, valuable minutes :vvere lost whk:b, if the exercise or operation -was 
large and ·involved perhaps 30 or 40 combinations, amounted ,to quite a 
considerable period . Many devices were tried in order to -reduce this time 
lag, which meant that the first-aircraft off had to fly a time wasting run, to 
allow the remainder to take-off and to assume formation. -

Where possible all thy gliders VfCfe marshalle~ onto the rµnway before 
take-off and were staggered, two abr~ast, the tugs being fed onto ,the runway 
from altern~te sid.es1 • By th~s method the even nl.)mbers took off on one 
side of the. runway a,nd the odd numbers from the other, which involved the 
additional ad_vantage of easing the take~off difficulties caused by the slip~tream 
of the former aircraft: but it also had: the- disadvantage of causing complica
tions :if either ·1ug, glider or tow rope~ became u.oserviceabie at the fast 
moment, for the very detailed planning and 'timing and briefing, required 
that a speci6c glider be towed by a specific tug. It also had the far greater 
disadva_ntage of shortening, the avail&,ble ta)ce_-ofLr:un of tbe _.first aircraft by 
sometimes as wuch as 300 yards: and that run was already s_hortened by the 
length of the tow rope. Even so this became the standard metl}od, especially 
when th0 more powerful aircraft,. such as the Stj_rling, became, available aqd 
when better aerodromes with. longer runways were used. It was. of course, 
impossible - on aerodromes where the grass surface was, too soft to permit 
even tbe taxying of aircnlft. Jo such, cases the tugs and gliders had to be 
marshalle.d Qn the . perimeter track on . eitp.er sicle_ of the runway and fed 
in as their turn came for ta,ke-off: under- these ~ircumstances unserviceable 
tugs or gliders had usually to pe cle~red off ,the per.Ulleter track on to the 
grass even at the . .expense of the surf;:tce and getting __ the airci:aft bogged\ 

The _final .great _4iffi_cul,ty regardipg mass glider ta~e-off ,w.as the ,V,\ind 
direction. Most ayro.dromes had· three concrete pm ways giving six available 
lake-off directions: ,of th,~se 9oly , one runway or tw,o c;iitections wa~ u_sually 
of such a length to permit laden gliders to be taken. off wittl ease, and in 
mauy case& the pilots preferred , ~o u~e this long runway even despite · a cr,oss 
wind pro~ided it wa~ not more than 12;1? in.p.h . .. $ut if the .winq strength 
was high tbjs_ wa~ ,a dangerous busine~s a_qd ,.wlth a tug , gliper combination 
a take-off dead .into wind was even more desirable than with a solo aircraft 
The QQmpl icated system of marshalling .\).tleded . ~or both tugs : iuiii 'gliders 
demanded that the d_ecisioo , fegar~¥3g -take-off ,dir~ctioo be ~en as (;~rly 
as possible, a.n.d a cbange _of wi.nddirycti~n .eptailiog C?Olplete r~-marshajling 
could play bavo(;! wit~ the planneq timing _ of tak~-o~ .. T~ese,,were ~ome of 
the p.rob,lem~ of techniqµe whicb the exercises carried out by, the three 
squadrons puring 19A2 a·nd -1943 were i;olving. · Only by exp,eri.eoGe ,and 
practice. co1,1ld the, best methods pf plaQ.tliµg and ~xecuting an· operatiop. with 
either. parati;oops, gli~er.s or both b~ established, ·and this was o:ne· qf the mp.in 
objects, of the _ eXc?rsises. - • ,, . ·- - ,. 

Owing to the comparative ease with which a par'atroop · dtop could be 
ar!anged it_ 1r1as not dieyicu]t . to k,eep the par~chutists a,t a ~easonably,. high 
standard of proficiency ... Tlje- probleo;i._s q{ glt,d_er e~erc;µ;es.- and the rapidity 
with which glider pil9ts '3/f?re f?eing trained in the closUig months of 1942 
a_nd early 1943. however, made the need for glider exercises more urgent 

1 See Appeodix 3.· ,. -
z No. 38 Group Report, Section lll, Appendix A. 38 G/S.10/46/Nr. , 
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As , early as 21 October 1942 Major General ·Browning bad foreseen that 
-the future difficulty would be; not to train glider pilots-,' but to keep them in 
flying practice after they-had completed training. By the end of Febmary 
1943 this problem had become acute and on l March the Director of Afr 
at the - Wa,r Office wrote to the Air Ministry pointing out tbat1 •~ It is 
estimated that there are some 550 gilder pilots now with the Airborn~ Division 
who require extensive ·exercising if they are· to be ready for operations as 
envisaged2 • In ,the opinion of the G .O.C .• Ainborne Division these pilots 
will require a further I 00 hours flying pra-ctice before they are fit for 
operations ". From this time onwards tne pio61im overshadowed all 

· others. ' ' 
- . ' 

On . 29 March 1943 the Air Ministry cancelled the standstill order relating 
to Airborne Forces and · instructed that aircraft and personnel oo allocated to 
the units affected in order to bring them up to establishment~. But even-so 
the task of exercising the glider pilots .oow available :was not being fulfilled. 
No. 296 Squadron, which had-beglll) to re -equip -with Albemarle aircraft in 
February had been selected- as -the R ,A.F. formation to carry out the air
borne attack on Sicily and during March• :and April was ' preparing for this 
operation, with consequent Ioss of flying time -on .exercises. · Moreover, in 
o.cder to provide tbe most experienced crews of the Wing -for. the .coming 
"operation No, 297 Squadron had • been stripped of .the· majority of its experi
enced crews who wer-e posted to No. 296. leaving only a nucleus of experienced 
-men 'to train the replacement crews: 

In view of the urgency of glider pilot exercjsi.ng, D.T:0. at Air Ministry 
suggested on 19 April 1943 that the No. 38 Wing Squadrons should stop all 
such diversionary effort as leaflet dropping and concentrate entirely on their 
prin;ia.ry role of training the Airborne Force. This proposal met with strenuous 
opposition. from the Squadrons, with wh9m the task was very popular being 
thefr only operational effort: from 'the Wing, who considered the operational 
experience of value to the crews; ·and -from the ·A.C.A.S. (A) who pointed 
out that the Foreign Office attacQ.ed .great _import~nce to these operations 
wh.icb had previously -c,i.used some djversion ,of the bo[Qhiug effort. ,But the 
fact. remained that the exercisi~g of the Airborne Force was the primary role 
of. the squadron~ and oo .. 13 May 1943 _aµ instruction was issued by the 
Director of Miptary Co-operation at -Air ~inistry .stating that "jn view of 
the loan of N9. ,296 ,Squa.oron and o.o~• flight of No. ~9$ Squadron to North 
Africa; every endeavour ii1u~t bt? ~ade to produce the . maximum training 
effort available from th~ remainder of the Wing. 1.i,"1 .qr.der to devote maximum 
flying hours to training it""has be.en de~id~d that Nick.et Operations apd minor 
bombing raicfs. by_ No. 38 Wiog sl)all -b,eJil~spended until f1.rrth~ no.lice " 4 • 

1 A.M. FiJe C.S. 7424, Pt. U, Encl. 257A. , , · · · - . 
l. This pape:r on.the p}anne\l. invasion. of_Sicij,y included mentioa of ,the. use of A.ifborae Forces. 
i A.M, Fjle C.S. 7424,_Pt. Ill, Eacl. 69p. L.M. 854/D. of 0. dated 29 March 1943. 
4 The .. flight of No. 295 Sqoadro·n on loan to North Africa " was a special tlight of HaJ.ifax 

aircraft which begao to · form in February 1943 for tbe eq,ress pui;-pose. of towing the 
Horsa glideri, oeeded f.ot Husky to Africa. tht; Halifax being the only aircraft capa hie 

-of such a task. - Tbe work and orgaoisatiori of No. 295 Squadron-proper was pot affected 
by t.h.e auachmen.t of tbis flight. " Minor bombing raids'' refers· to two small opgratioos 
undertaken during February in which two French transformer stations were attacked, 
the pin point nature of both targets ,causing ,them to be considered good practice for 
the No. 38 Wing crews. A.M. File CS. 7424, Pt. III, Eocls. 83A, 84A, 87B and 103A. 
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Thus at the end of May 1943, when No. 296 Squadi:on moved to their 
advanced base in North Africa the· two remaining Squadrons began a heavy 
programme of exercises. In No. 297 Squadron, particularly, to this was 
added the task of training the aircrews from No. 42 O.T.U., who bad replaced 
the crews withdrawn to form " C" flight of No. 295, Squadron. The number 
of glider towing hours needed prohibited them from bejng flown during exer
cises and many of them had to be obtained by cross country flights made by 
individual combinations. · 

Parachute Training. Middle East 1942-431 

The origin ,of parachuting jn the Middle East can be traced to the formation 
of an airborne detachment (L) of the Special Air Service Regiment on 
28 August 1941, but owing to the scarcity of qualified instructors and equip• 
ment it was oot until 3 May 1942 that an official parachute training school 
was opened. No. 4 Middle East Training School came into being at ~abrit, 
Palestine with only the barest skeleton of an establishment. At first Bombay 
aircraft were used with early type staticbutes and containers and the ground 
equipment was rather primitive, being locally improvised2-. Training con• 
tinued spasmodically throughout the summer except for an interval du.ring 
August when the units were so far below stcength that work was not possible. 
In fact the unit was merged with No. 2 M.E.T.S. for ferry purposes and it was 
not . until September 1942, that the training establishment became really 
organised. However, jn August one parachute operation did take place ano 
as it was the first of its kind io the Middle East it is worthy of mention. 

On the night of 16-17 August 1942, immediately prior to General Auchin
leck's summer offensive on 18 August an operation was carrjed out with the 
intention of destroying aircraft on the ground and harassing communications 
in the area of the aerodromes at Gazala and Timini. This operation was not 
successful owing to heavy rain and high wind (30-35 m.p.h. ground). Thirty
two of the 52 men operating were lost and although an unconfirmed repprt 
claimed that 19 aircraft were destroyed at Timini the result was not encouraging. 

When training re-commenced in September 1942, there were only three 
Wellington aircraft and one of those was not modified for parachuting but, 
due to the strenuous endeavours of the tiny staff, ,courses began to· pass 
through. The majority· of the pupils came from S.A.S., M.0.4 and I.S.L.D .• 
and in die perjod January-August 1942 about 100 men had been trained. 
By the end of November when 156 Battallon of the 4th Parachute Brigade 
came from India for training the unit bad five aircraft- two Hudsons having 
arrived and been modified for door-dropping. Trouble was experienced with 
Hudson serviceability due probably to tbe removal of the bomb-doors which 
resulted in more power being required from the engines than usual. 

Kabrit was not a suitable site for No. 4 M.E.T.S., for a variety of reasons 
which became apparent as the volume of training and exercises increased. 
Aerodrome facilities were inadequate- a bomber squadron was stationed 
there in addition to No. 4 M.E.T.S. ; the D.Z. at Kabrit was too hard for 
initial training ; the weather conditions- wind- sandstorms and periodical 
great heat- were unfavourable; and .the terrain was not of the type required 

1 File Ramat David, R.D./S.54/8/Air T.R.G. 
i For example, jumping backwards off a three-ton lorry. 
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by No. 4 Parachute Brigade to train them for European operations. Oo 
13 March 1943, No. 4 M.B.T.S., moved from Kabrit to Ramat David j.n 
Northem Palestine and from thence onwards conditions were easier once 
the prob1ems of settling in had been overcome. Serviceability improved ; 
there was an adequate staff of pilots and instructors and much extra training 
equipment had been provided. There were two Wellingtons and six Hudsons 
available. The main difficulty was a shortage of parachutes both for initial 
training and exercises whfoh caused the packers considerable work, but 
despite the increased pressure upon them no accidents occurred due to faulty 
packing. 

During March No. 7 Troop Carrier Squadron, U.S.A.A.F. arrived at the 
unit ,to carry out exercises ~n conjunction with No. 4 Parachute Brigade and 
stayed until the end of May, 1943. Serviceability was good and exercises 
involving often ll out of a total of 13 aircra.ft were arranged. The courses 
were extended to 14-15 days and pupils made eight jumps {two at night) as 
well as container jumps. They received a very thorough training in all 
phases of their work. During the ten months September 1942-June 1943 
nearly 17,000 jumps were made and cons.iderably less than 1 per cent: 
sustained any injury. During the summer of 1943, exercises continued and 
occasionally were of a large scale bearing in mind the limited number of · 
aircraft. On 23 July Exercise Jerbon 11 was carrie<l out involving tbe use 
of 3'5 ai-rcraft and 483 troops of 10th British Parachute Regiment were 
dropped by night, successfully. This was the first time a Company had ever 
dropped as such by nigbt1 • 

lraq Levies 

1t is of interest that in 1942 Air Marshal H. V. C. de Crespigny called 
for volunteers from the R.A.F. Iraq Levies to form a parachute company. 
In order that the right type be attracted oo special privileges as regards pay 
or promotion were offered. Although there were only 150 vacancies nearly 
1,000 men volunteered. Of those selected 80 per cent. were Assyrian and 
20 per cent. Kurds. The company was commanded· by a Bdtish Army 
Officer (from No. 156 Parachute Battalion Middle East) and trained mostly 
by British N.C.Os several of whom had been at Ringway. The only aircraft 
available for this training were four Valencias. During the whole period 
there was only oneiatal casualty and no refusals to j,ump. When the German 
threat to Iraq lessened the company was offered to the Middle East and 
attached to No. 11 Parachute Battalion of the 4th Parachute Brigade. In 
August 1943 they operated successfully near Corfu on the Adriatic coast. 
One British officer and 14 Iraquis were killea. 

The Operation in Sicily. Husky 

fo January 1943 President Roosevelt, Mr. Churchill and t.he Chiefs of Staff 
met at the Casablanca Conference to determine the strategy for 1943. 
The most urgent problem before the Conference was to decide on the step 
following tl:ie successful conclusion of the orth African Campaign. Some
thing had to be done to relieve the strain on Russia a!)d the issue eventually 
lay between iinvadiog Sicily or Sardi11.ia2• 

1 File .Ramat David, R.D./S.54/2/Air T.R.G. 
2 A.M. File C. 32153/46, C.O.S. (43) 81 (0). 
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Finally, on 19 January it was decided to undertake the conquest of 
Sicily wJth the object of :- -

(a)- Securing lines of communication in the Mediterranean: ; · ' 

(b) Diverti!lg ,as m·u~h German str~ngt:µ from - the , Russian front , a~ 
possible ; and, - · · 

(c) Increa._sjng the pressµre on Italy .. 

It was ·considered that the employment of adequate airborne forces would 
contribute to the success ·or lhe 'operatiori. The date suggested for the 1aod
ing of this operation was the favourable moon period of July 1943-acting 
on the ·assumption that '-orth Mica would be cleared by .. 30 April. But 
the •exact date of invasion was 'not settled until 13 A,pril. Prior to this t!be 
Joint Planning Staff of· the War Cabinet bad prepared -an oul!line plan, for 
the · conquest of Sicily and .had givell' August as the earliest date. The 
reason for this ·was that they did not consider it likely that the necessary 
trained British forces would be available before the end of July. 

The overall plan for the ,invasion of Sicily consisted of two main attacks by 
both British and American forces. 

(i) The British were fo assault in tbe S.E. corner of the island with 
thi:ee divfaions · to secure airfields · and the ports of Syi:acuse, and 
Augusta. , -

(ii) One British di vision would be la uncbed again sf Catanja . on D + 3 
to capture tbe port and neighbouring airfields, 

(iii) On D Day strong US. forces were to land at three pqints on the 
south co~st to capture aiJ:fields. ' 

As for the airborne forces, this original pJan prov,ided for the use of five 
airborne brigades-tbre-e British and two American. Their tasks were as 
follows:-

(i) On .the night of P- 1 /D two parachute battalions , were to land, 
one . on .the North and one on the South of the toe of Italy, to block 

-road and rail communications. 
. ' 

(ii) On D Day one parachute brigade '. (less one battalion) was to be 
dropped to a~sist in the capture of tbe .airfield ,lt Comiso. Anotber 
similar·bt:\gade was to do likewise at Ponte Olive. 

(iii) On D + 3 three brigade-s were to be landed in the· area of Gerbini to 
assist in the capture of airfieltls. 

Detailed planning was not easy because of the wide distribution of the 
vai:ious Headquarters in th~ jvlediterraneaa area. However intelligence officers 
were attached to the folfowing headq'uaiters, Allied Force and Force 141 
at Algiers- 8th Army at Cair:o~ Sth American Army at Oran and XIlI Corps 
wbo would be in command of the 1st Airborne Division. High level planning 
was then started in March, 19431• .. 

In the same month Air Commodore. S~r Nigel Norm~n visiied North .Africa 
with Brigadier General Hopkinson, Comm_andiog the .Airlaqdiog Brigade, to 
investigate and discuss the part that the Airborne Division could play in the 

' . 
1 G.P. File (43) 7. 14'1F/R.A.F./252/Air (P). 141F/R:A.F./236/5/N.r (P). 
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operation!. They found that there was a definite requirement for airborne 
troops, but .realised at once that the operation was more complicated and 
ambitious than anything hitherto undertaken. • It invohied a 350 mile flight 
across the sea in a. semi-tropical climate using aircraft and gliders different 
from· those- in which the men bad trained. TI was also evident that there 
would nof be sufficient tune to . train thoroughly all µnits. There 'were doubts 
as foth<; ability of the American aircrews to reach the necessarily rugh standard 
of nigpt flying and navigation in:time· fqr the operation. . 

AJso in March ·Major General Browning banded over -command of the 
Airborne Division to Brigadier Hopkinson and became Airborne Adviser 

· to Generals Eisenhower and Alexander. (He was in charge of all inter-service 
co-ordination) and b<tgan the preliminary overall planning for all the airborne 
operations as well as preparing for the arrival .of the Airborne' D1vis10.n in. 
North Africa. At first it was .decided tO' abandon the original plan and 
carry out a divisional assault ·on the coast defences but owing_ to the shortage 1 

of available aircraft this was not practicable. On 10 May 1943 the plans 
which were eventually carried out were formulated and provided.-for three 
successive brigade assaults against objectives ahead •of the advance of XIII 
Corps. 

The objectives allotted to the 1st Airboru'e Division were the Ponte Grande 
bridge South: of Syracuse and the Western outskirts of the town; . the bridge 
and high ground West of Augusta and · the Ponte di Primasole .bridge over 
the river Simeto.- In addition to these British operations the 82nd American 
Ai:rborne -Division under the command of U.S. 7th Army would also carry 
out attacks on D night and D + 1 night, to cover the landings of the American 
5th Army in S.W. SiciJy. -Any aircraft remaining Would be used to replace 
casualties in the 1st Airborne· Divisionz: 

It was ~ot ~ntil mid-J~oe that it' ~as decided to ·use gliders in the first 
operation near Syracuse ; py the.Q h was known that sufficient .gliders and pilots 
woJJ]d l;>e available and al's'.o that tµe,re were adequate landing plaqes nea~ the 
target area. It was ree:ommenc;led that the , number o( airborne troops to be 
lifted be restricted to .500 aircraft . ..Ajrlandiog troops were considered more 
suitable than parachute troops because more armoqr could. be carrie<,l which 
increased their fighting potential so No. 1 Airlanding Brigade was allocated to 
the operation near Syracuse. No. ,2 Parachute Brigade was aUotted to the 
Augusta operation ·and No. 1 Parachute Brigade to the Primasole bridge. 
No. 4 Parachute Brigade was ,retained in ·reserve:i. 

One of the primary· ,considerations in plannipg . this · op~ration was the 
routeing of aircraft to avoid flying over friendly shipping near the : beach.es. 
even il·it considerably lengthened the distances to be flown. Either this had 
to be done or' A.A. fire restricted completely when the aircraft were due to 
pass over . the shipping•. · 

The allotment of aircraft and gliders was decided oy Fifteenth Artoy Group 
and Mediterranean' Air Command. The allocation •of Wings to Divisions and 
the details of control and training we're carried .out by Tr~opCarrier Command 

1 1st Airbome Division Report. 
·· i Report by Major-General, Airborne Forces. 00/21<,(Appeodix D . 

3 C.0.S. (43) 81 (O). · ' ' 
4 T.A.F. File 53/1/Air. 
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under, the direction of the North West African Air Force. The responsibility 
of launching all airborne operations was that of the Air Commander-in-Chief 
or the .Senior Air Officer at the Air H.Q. controlling the operations concerned. 

The Waco gli9ers which provided most of the-Lift for the airlanding troops 
were sent direct .to Nortb Afdca by sea but the Waco could not carry all the 
Joads required by 1st A.B. D1vision so the problem of moving the Hema gliders 
aros.e. They could not be shipped .by sea so after-long distance trails had been 
cauied out in England: the Air Ministry, who at first refused to sanction. the 
attem.pt, finally allowed No. 38 Wing· to tow them to North Africa-a difficuJt 
and hazardous undertaking the • ultimate ·success of which was ·a tribute to 
the skill •and · courage of 'the 'Crews 1 . 

Operation Beggar2 • 

On -23 April 1943 No. 295 Halifax. Squadron ,were ordered to ferry 36 
Horsas to Sale in French Morocco by the end of -June3 • The difficulties 
involv~d iri this flight of 1 .400 miles were cohsiderable-the Halifaxes were not 
fully modified and training .was held- up while waiting for these to be carried 
but.-alSO- there was a shortage of crews; either they were ·qualified on Bali
faxes and had not experience of airborne work or vice versa, and trained . 
navigator~ h,ad to be obtained from Coastal Command. 

Over a period of about six weeks 30 Horsas left the advanced base at 
?ortreath and by 7 July 1943, 27 bad · reached Nprth Afi.-ica. Of these 
only 19 had arrived at Kau;ouan ; three landed · in the sea, three force landed 
in inaccessible pacts of North Africa and four crashed near Sale. The 
tow was by no means easy-the Halifaxes were at full load an'd none of 
the petrol was jettisonable. making .any forced landing extremely dangerous. 
Gliders had not previously been towed at this full load. For this trip the 
undercarriage was jettisoned and a spare one carried. The recommended 
speed' which was 130-135 m.p.h.' did not allow much margi~ of err'or aqove 
stalling speed·. Much time was "".asted in waiting for favo~ral;>fe ~e~th~r as tb.e 
combin_ations had ~o avoid cloud ; for this r~ason too the· flight ·was carried 
out by daylight. Despite these precau~i.ons several _pilots bad to fly through_ 
cloµd wrucb caused one glider to ditch fu the l3ay of Biscay due _to a broken 
tow rope. 'The pilot was _picked up , by a destroyer'. · · · 

' • I • .._ 

The later stages of the jo_utney from S'ale· to Froba :and thence to Kaitouan, 
totalling almost another, 1,000 .miles, h·ad their difficulties tqo. Low cloud often 
delayed the take-off from Sale and between. Froha and Kairouan mountains 
up to 7,000 ft. made conditions extremely bumpy and tiring for the pilots. 
The first ·-glider reach~d -Kairouan _on 28 June- 1943. Several conclusions 
were· ~rawn from this operation: - . _ ' . · 

(a) Oq all long distance_ ferry .~ows ~lider to jet_tison 'undercarriage .. 

(b) If blind flying instruments were used in gliders, trips could be done 
by night, thus safer fro~ enemy acttoo. 

I ~ - ' 

· (c). Ferrying gliders over; k>ng distanc~s was practical. but, not simple or 
quick. Considerable ground, qrga,njsa.tion and ,adequate inspection 
facilities were required at each stage. 

1 O .R-.B. No. 38 Wing. War Office: Narrative " Airborne :Forces ", Chapter lX. 
2 No. 38 G~oup Report, Appendix E, ·section Ill. · 
1 O.R.B. No. 295 Squadron. 
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Tne 1st Air-borne Division arriv-ed in North Africa in two main convoys 
- 2nd Parachute Brigade on 26 April 1943. and rst Airlanding Brigade on- 26 
May, and begao intensive training, also collecting from the various, ports 
equipment which bad been sent from the United Kingdom. Much of · this 
trafoing was done at Mascara .and an operational base was -set up at Kairouan 
near Sousse in Tunis and gradually the division established itself there. The 
mov~. a distance of over 600 miles, started on 19 June 1943, and , ended 
on 5 July. The Afrla'nding Br~gade, some .1,200 men, were transported in 
84 Waco gliders followed by more Wacos and by 8 J4ly there w.ere 140 
Wacos and 19 Horsas at Kairouao. Throughout · this period training con
tinued. There were six airfields at Kairouan each merely. ~aving one run
way strip and thes.e were shared by 51st Wing U.S. Army Air Force -and 
No 38 Win~ detac~ni~nt. 

The Glider Pilot Re,giment was out of training and the-majority of these 
pilots l:iad to be coi:iv~rted to .the American Hadrian (Wa.co C.G.-.4A) glider. 
The main 'difficulty in this conversion qoncerned the ,tug afrcraft. When 
being towed by an Alb~marle it 'was difficuft to keep .the , speed down ,to 
159 m.p.h. O~y three ·weeks ~ere _ available for . night frai,ning- scatcely 
long enough-but· 1,800 night fifts wer,e made without serious casl!alty\. , 

Parachutes . and, their containers .presentecL a problem at this juncture. _ 
No. 1 Mobile Parachute Servicing Unit was attached to each Brigade aod 
s1,1bseq'1ently eyents justified this to . be a correct aJlocation. In one period 
of six weeks prjor to 18 June _some 12,700 parachutes were used and °'re
packed. One M.P.S.U. could pack a maximum of 25.0 parachutes per day. 
The p,arachute containers were held ' by units. of the 1st Airborne Division 
on a scale sufficient for .one drop and .a-_ large reserve was held by various 
Army uni~s. The R.E.M.E. 'Y'ere responsible for modifications and_ mainten
ance. i.e. , painting containers .white · for night recognition. modifying .new 
lighting , sets and other smalL jobs which involved considetable work. 

Operation Ladbrooke 

Tlie first operation Ladbroke. against Syracuse on the night of n.·i /D. 
9-10 Ju1y, was 'undertaken by- No. 1 Airlanding ·Brigade. which comprised 
two battalions, anti-tank guns, Royal · Engineers and medical. It was a 
glide,rbor,ne operati0n and the- Brigade had at its disposal .a total of 109 
Dakota au;craft ,from Troop Carrier Command . with 28 Albermarle and 
seven Halifax . aircraft , from Nos. 296 and 297 Squadrons of No. 38 Wing. 
This proviqed tugs for 144 gliders, though eventually the number was reduced 
to 137 (127 Wacos and 10 I:Iorsas). The normal Waco payload was 3,700 lb. 
-mostly consisting of 1:4 men ~nd one)1andcart, whereas the Horsa, which 
was towed -either by a Halifax or an Albermarle, carried 32 men, a pay
load of 6,900 lb.2 

,In the early eveni.n,g of 9 July J37 au-craft,' each towing its . glider, to,ok 
off fro.m the si-x aerodromes at Xairouan. For various mechanical reasons 
su Waco gliders did not carry ti·ut their tasks and cast off or crashed between 

1 1st A.13. Division-Report. GliderPilo't Regiment~ 
1 Joint meqio. by (ftneral and Air Staffs, Sept~piber 1943. 380/M.S.66/I/Air-. File A .O.C./ 

264/I0/7/15/8. 



the aerodrome . and the coast. The timing ·of the take-off bad to be care
fully calculated owing to the varying distances and different speeds of the 
aircx:aft. They flew individually and not in formation. The route lay via 
the S.E. ,corn.er Qf Malta to Cap Passero on the S.E. corner of Sicily thence 
along th.e ·.E. coast to the landing zone, keeping 3,000 yatds out to sea 
to avoid A.A. fire'. 

Although the pilots had been correctly briefed as to the wind-strength, 
whlcb had increased during the afterrtoon to about 30 m.p.h., their navi
gational experience was limited and they were unused to handling gliders 
10 high winds. Severai factors contributed to the inaccuracy of this. drop. 
First it was necessary to judge distance from the shore by moonlight ; 
even experienced pilots tended to underestimate the distance. -Secondly, 

, map reading was difficult owing to the run-in being made down moon ,especi-
ally i.() view of the low ~titude of ,the flight. -'.Thirdly, the_ low altitude 
allowed little or no margin to correct any errors in release or to allow for 
increased wia,d spe·ed which in fact was th.e case. T111:1s it was that there 
were seriou·s miscalculations in judging the times of release, so much so that 
69 gliders landed in' the sea and 56 were scattered along the S.E. coast 
of Sicily. Owy 12 reached the correct landing zone, incJuding one Horsa 
which 1anded -300 yards from the bridgell. 

The probable cause of so many gliders landing in the sea was the fact that 
the Americans were unaccustomed to flak, that the CA7 aircraft were not 
armoured and had no self-sea.ljng tanks and that their navigation was not up 
to the standard required.- Major General Browning commenting on Group 
Captain Cooper's report which referred to American inex·perience of flak 
conditions stated that No. 38 Wing had air'craft armed and designed to face 
it. This was not en~irely so as tb~ two aircraft used by No. 38 Wing. the 
Albemarle and Halifax. · were not a'rmoured against flak out only against 
lateral fire. The majority of the gliders that landed on the shore were damaged, 
with casualties to equipment, but in view of the extremely rough ground this 
could scarcely be avoided3 • Despite the fact that only eight offic~rs and 65 
O.R.s reached the canal bridge that night, they managed to hold it· until 
15.30 on 10 July although they were surrounded a9d driv~n away from the 
bridge. ·However the enemy had not time to destroy it .and ,the, situation was 
reliev.ed by patrols of an jnfantry brigade_ who drove them North of the bridge. 

The remainder of the force Jook what offensive action ,ihey could -in the 
various places where they landed and succeeded in causing considerable trouble 
to tb:e Italians. ·The coastal defence battery which was one of the brigade's 
objectives was captured aftet daylight by seven officer's and about 10 men; 
they inflicted 12 casualties on the Italians and took 40 prisoners. Another 
small patty of six, survivors of a glider that landed i,n the se~, managed to 
rejoin · their battalion b·ut not before they had captured two piU bo.xes: 21 
prisoners and some .guns ; in fact the confusion caused to the l~liaos by these 
sca.ttered parties all of whom accom.plished what they ~ollld where they could, 
was sufficient to cause 'the Italians . 'to ,think that .a much la.cger, force h,ad 
\anded. wl:!ich natur~lly as.~iste~ tb_e , main operation~. 

I C, J2J53/46. 
i Report by Major-General, Airborne Forces. 00/216/Appendix D. War Office Narrative, 

Chapter _pc C.O.S. (43) 552 (a). . . -
3 Report of A.B. Forces Adviser. No. 38 Group Report, Appendix E, paragraph 49, 
4 1st Airborne Division Report. I,Jus]s:y. · 
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The cost in gliders and men was consi.derable although none of th,e 134 tugs 
was lost. It was indeed fortunate however that sterner o_pposition was n.ot 
encountered. Altogether the operatiol) could tie said to have been partially 
s uccessful if not entirely satisfact9ry. Tof? .t).meric_an force of 226 C.47s which 
dropped parachutists of the 8_2qd Airb9rne Division were also fortunate only 
eight failing to return. Bad navigation was responsible £or inaccurate dropping 
but the objectives, high ground and road__ junctions East of Hela, were 
captured. There is little doubt that both these airborne operations although 
they were not carried out accordil}g to plan, did very materially assist the 
landing and advance of the seaborne troops. The Commanders of the Seventh · 
and Eighth Armies both paid high tribute to the effect of ~he airborne operations 
oo. their advances and stated that they were considerably accelerated as the 
result of them. 

On the followi.ng night, 10-11 July, an operation against the bridge and high 
ground West of Augusta was scheduled to be ca·rried out by the 2nd Parachute 
Brigade. However the speed of advaqi::e in Sicily by the 5th Division rendered 
the operation unnecessary and it was cancelled. - Meanwhile the Americans 
bad a disastrous experience. The U.S. IXTroop Carrier Command who bad 
dropped the first lift of the 504th Regimental Combat Team on the night of 
9-10 to capture high ground and road junctions six miles East of Gela operated 
again on the following night. Twenty-three aircraft were lost out of 144, and 
many others were damageq. . Tbis was mainly due to the route being taken 
too near tbe coast- the air.craft were subjected to heavy A.A. fire from enemy 
and frieoclly sources both from land and sea. This ca1.1sed much concern to 
Admiral Cunningham an~ General Alexander and resulted in strong action 
being taken to improve · Naval fire control and discipline. Although control 
of Naval gunfire might,.not always ·be feasible clearly defined time limits during 
which fire was tocilly prohibited should be laid down. Either that or route 
the convoy away fr9m_ the Navy1

• It is interesting to note that on the day 
previous to this -operation Ait Chief Marshal Tedder strongly advised its 
cancellation and state<hl:iat-be considered it to be "serious misuse". He was 
o( the opinion that the tasks could have been carried out by orc;iinary troops~. 

1fhe Chestnut Operatioiis ' .. 
Minor S.A.S. operations w.ere carried out on night of 12-13 July when two 

Albemades of No. 38 Wing dropped two detachments of twelve men each at 
Randazzo· and Eona to harass and disrupt enemy communications in Northern 
Sicily. 

On tlie following night two Al~emarles were to drop 36 re-inforcements but 
the ground signals were oot visibre and the aircraft returned to base. Supplies 
were however successfully dropped on the next night by two Albem1,1rles. One 
aircraft was lost on the first rught~. 

, ......... , 

The last of the airborne operatiops , (in . the Medit~rranean· area) Fustian 
took place · on the night 9f th~ 1 J~ 14 July and the objec.tive was a most 
important bridge over the· River._Simeto. This bridge was the only crossing 
over the obstacle which controlled the exits from the high ground into the 

1 R.D./S.54/4/Air/T.R.G. C.A.S. File J.S. 2026, Encl. 31A. 
2 A.C.M. Personal File, l943. · · 
1 Report on Husky. R.D.M./29. S.C.O.R.13.4. A.H.B.11. J.S./81. 14lF/80l3/SF. 

29,Juoe 1943. ll J.S./86/154. 
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C;ltania plain. I t was vital. that it be kept jntact until Jq.II Corps .could reacb. 
it. For. this_ ~s~ ~liachute troops and gliders. were used a~d .the force, which 
numbered-in ~ll -some :1,.900 qien, consisted ot: ls.t Pl\rachuJe Brigii,eie .. (le_ss half 
a battalion), Gliderborne Anti-Tank_ Q1ins, Royai Engit;ieers an~ w1e Parachute 
Field Ambulance. One hundred and seven aircraft, Albemarles and Dakotas 
did the parachute dropping and the 17' gliders, 11 H~rsas and 6 W~cos were 
towed b_y Halifaxes and Albeqia,rles\ 

The route via Malta was carefully arranged so that it should not pass too 
near Sicily-at least 'five miles off shore was the neat'est- aod the Navy had 
been fully warned of the times that friendly aircraft might be expected. A.A. 
fire was expected to :be heavier than prev.iously but was-not wholly responsible 
for fifty-five pilots reporting that they had been fired on, whilst _ten miles out 
to .sea. It was fairly obvious that they were much closer to the coast than 
they realised. It is probable also .that an enemy raid on shipping about this 
time. made the _Naval gunne.rs more trigger-4onscious than they would have 
been. and caused them .. to fire at all aircraft not i(Dmediately -identifi.ab.le as 
frienclly. Despite_ furtp.er opposition fro!1) the ground ;in_ .the vicinity of the 
target area 56 ~ircraft managed to do their dropp_ing in the vicinity of the 
D.Z.s. 

Twenty-seven airci:aft failed to· drop owing · to being Jost :and 19 returned 
to base without dropping because of tbe intensity of the flak which according 
to observers; was not more than was generally anticipated. This was 
undoubtedly due to the fact that the Americans had not bad the same oppor
tunities of -becoming accustomed to flak as the No. 38 Wing pilots. Tbey 
were mostly transport pilots and could therefore in some me~sure be excused 
for their aversion to flying · through it. In addition American navjgational 
training em.phasised Pead, ReckQning and Celestial navigation rather than xpap 
reading ~d usually t\lei:e w~s only one na,vigator per three aircraf,t. Also the 
Ameri-cau1 transport .pil<;>ts were _mostly• us~d to flying ,OlJ. radio _ beams and 
beacons. , Had oper{ltiona1ly e_xperien~ed pil~~ b~en used there is litt)~ doubt 
that <tpe r.eslllt~ w<;ntlcl h.~v~ _ ·been ~ar better~. 

The remaining 24 aircraft dropped their troops· more than half:a-mile 
from the ,dropping zones. Ten aircraft were lost. The gliders had a higher 
proportion of success, 13 landing m the correct area, although one crashed. 
Qf the 9ther four, . three w.ere damaged .during take-off, one landed jn ,the 
sea, two were missing. One of the tug aircraft was lost. About 200 ·para, 
chute troops and five anti-tank guns soon captured the bridge and removed 
ex,pl9sjve charges from it. Although th.e ground operations could not proceed 
as -pla_m1~d owi11g -to the inacc,urate dropping the bridge was ;•sav.~d. .EQemy 
counter-attacks by German. parachute troops {!.ecessitated •a _withdraw~. t~ 
the. southern bank of the _river .bqt they failed to reacl~ the brjq.ge. Early Qn 
the morning of 15 July XIII Corps ar~ived and the o_bj~ct of l-0,e oper~tic;>n 
h11d been ,achieved, so much so t,hat both Ar.my Commanders, ,U.S .. Seventh 
and. Brifisq Eightb, said that their advances had been greatly accelerated. 

It could not be said that the qperation was successfw. from the airborne 
aspect alone. As on the previous nights there wi:,.s Jar too mt]ch inaccurate 

1 R.A.F./Med.ME. File J.S. 2026, Bncls: ·22A and 23A. 00/216/Appendix D; 
2 Report by Major-General, Airborne Forces. 00/216/A-ppendix D . . 
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dropping and far too many unnecessary c;asuaities to men and aircraft 
However, valuable lessons were learned in time for the preparations for 
subsequent and larger scale operations in Europe. Apart from a few small 
demonstration qrops there were no further airborne operations by the British 
in the Mediterranean area, 

The 1st Airborne Division was re-concentrated by 20 July, though there 
was some de\ay in obtaining reinforcements ~~om England, and held back 
in North Africa pepding possible future airborne operations ; whereas the 
82nd Americ~n A.B. Divisio_n stayed in Sicily and carried out ordinaiy ground 
divisional duties. Thus they were ready and available for paracbute opera
tions , at Anzio1 , 

1 Although this narrative is concern6d with airborne operations jt is worthy 
of note tbat the -lst Airborne Division. acting in their ground ~apacity 
captured Taranto on 9 Septc;mber 1943 and moved on to Foggia where 
they were batted- while other divisions continued the 'advance. On 1 October 
1943 the division was- notified of its pending return to England and in 
November sailed, 1ess 1st Airlanding Light Regiment which. rejoined the 
division three months later. , Meanwhile the Hali(axes of No. 295 Squadron 
had already return~d to England for Borsa ferrying but No . 296 Squadron 
remained in North Aftica and. Sicily ·tor a further three months and was 
used for training 51st T.C. Wing1 • 

Operation Eliboiate 

Between 15 August and 7 October 1943 reinforcements were being ferried 
to North Africa. Tbe requirements were 20 Albemades,- 10 · Halifaxes and 
crews and 25 Horsas. The Halifa-x-Horsa ~0D,1binations took off from -Port
teath for Sale and of 23 gliders which left England 15 reached North Africa; 
three landed io Portugal, five in the sea due to bad weatber and enemy action. 
Only two of the eight Halifax tugs finished in North Africa ; three forced 
landed in Portugal and one in the sea. The Albemarles of No. 297 Squadron 
were more successful and 19 arrived safely in North Africa only one being 
lost en route due to enemy action. The squadron returned to U.K. in 
October 19433 • 

Oo M July the Chiefs of Staff -decided unanimously to cancel all future_ 
parachute operations. Their use North of Catania had been discussed but 
General Alexander agreed that commandos would carry out the task more 
efficiently\ The publication on 28. July 1943 of' Group Captain Cooper's6 

report on the operations an:d the events prior to them caused a sharp differ• 
ence of opinion on several points between the Airborne Forces and the R.A.F. 

' . ' . 

• I st Airborne Division Report. 
2 O.Ops/J/509. . ,, 
, O.R.B.s Nos. 295, 296 and 297 Squadn.ms. 
• A.R.F./MED.M.E./File J.S. 2026, Encl. 40A. 
, Group Captain Cooper had succeeded Sir Nigel Norman as Airborne Forces Adviser in 

North Africa. · 
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The conclusion to be drawn from the controversy was that insufficient liaison. 
existed between the services concerned and that the co-operative spirit which 
so characterised later operations was to a certain extent lacking1 • ·• . ' ' 

When Air Commodore Norman -returned to England from North Africa • 
in May 1943 he had stated that there would be no large-scale glidet: operations, 
but Group Captain Cooper after arriving in Algiers on 23 May, found that the 
first operatio_n -was planned to be entirely a glider one. His opinion and that 
of otbe-r experts was that a night glider operation was unsound even for 
highly trained crews ; the crews were not, nor was there time for them to 
become, highly trained. Two experienced pilots, Squadron Leader Musgrave 

· and Colonel Chatterton had successfully experimented with remote release by 
moonlight and without a flare path, -but they were experts and proficient to 
a clegree not to be expected from the main body. Squadron Leader 
Musgrave's opinion was that, although the landing zone chosen for the 
first operation South of Syracuse was satisfactory, there would be considerable 
difficulty in findfog the oth~r two even for ex;perienced No. 38 Wing pilots2 

Group Captain Cooper presented his reasons , in writing for preferring para
troop operation, to G,O.C.1 Airborne Divisioh staff on 29 May, but despite_ 
this the glider plan was pu} into operation_. The Group Captain also pressed 
for the use of Barton flares to assist tugs in locating dropping zones, but the 
Army considered that they would cause confusion on the ground jf other 
fires were burning. The· R.A.F. did not consider this to be likely as the 
flares bad been especially constructed to overcome such a contingency. Never
theless, they were never tried out in North Africa. 

In Group Captain Cooper's eventual report on the Hus!ry operations. he 
suggested that they would bave been more successful- had the following 
conditions been observed:-

(i) Glider release should have been made overland and into the moon. 

(ii) A rendezvous shouJd have been selected some 10 miles from the 
release point and the nm-in from there done by map reading, or 

(iii) Flares. ground aids. etc., ,put out by the Independent parachute 
company to assist tugs in finding D.Z. 

(iv) The briefing was too hurried. Some crews had to be double briefed. 
Several' days must be allowed for briefing and adequ.ate models, 
films and other aids provided. 

(v) Each individual aircraft should do its own naviga-tion3 • 

An examination of results acb,ie.ved in the two operations in which No. 38 
Wing participated showed that they h~d achieved very cr.edita_l:;>le results. 
Out of 134 a'ircraft taking part w the first operation onty 32 bel~mg~d to No. 
38 Wing and 26 of these released their gliders ever the .correct zone. In 
the seC-9nd ' operatfon No. 38 Wing towed all 17 of the gliders and, apart 
from those shot do~. released the· rest over the zone. 

1 Report by Major-'General :Browning to DiJ:ector of Air, 8 August 1943. MGAF/M.S./ 
1003/1/G. Air Commodore Primrose's lette-r to A.O.C. T.A.F. 38 Wing/MS56/5/Alr, 
6 August 1943. · 

2 No. 38 Group Report, Appendix D, Section 3. 
3 Group captain Cooper's letter to l{.Q. 30 Group. No; 38 Group FjJC? T~272/M. 
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Experience gained -from . Husky 1 

General Eisenhower · sta.ted in his report on Sicily that tbe outstanding 
tactical lesson · of the whole campaign was the potential value of airborne 
operations2 • Many l~sons . were learned .,from o~r~tion : .Hu~ky and -were 
sµmmarised , at ·the _time as_ follows _:-:::-

, (i) All airborne operations are air operations and must therefore be the 
responsibility · of the Air Commander · n ·Chief. This factor was 
stressed repeatedly· but ·nevet ·inet with full Arro.y approval. -

-

(ii) _ There must be better planning and greater co_-ordi.nation between 
the -t!Jr~ Ser\'.ic~s. , A hig4 percentag~ of lossl.')S ,caused by 
"friendly" A.A. fire was due tQ faulty co~ordi.patiqn. Technical 
experts ID\lSt be -available a,od a<;lequate time allowed for pre
·paration. 

(iii) Very thoroµgh and intensive training i,s absolutely vital. The 
· a:ssumption that· parachute operations clln be ·carried out by crews 

lacking, in opeq-1.tional experience is fallacious. Apai:t from pre
liminary operational experi~oce .the crews nee<;i •partic).llar training 
jn low flying, navigll,tion over sea · and judging dist~nce~ hy mooµ
li~):it. Ioabilit~ in the latter ca~sed many pilots to fly too near 
tb..e _coa~t during t)Je last Si~ilian _operation wi,th costly results. The 
general standard ,of navigation J:;>y eotb }3ritish a9d American crews 
·was poor througqout ;, _approximately pO per cent, of , the _ pilots 
lbst their way and only 30 per ce.nt. found their d_estinatjon~. 

(iv) Suitable me.ans of aircra.(t "id~ntification roust ·be provided (I.p'.F. 
and Verey, Lights). The onus. ,of ipentific!!-tion is: aJways with .the 
aircraft. 

(v) Corridors for the ai_rbor.Q.e fqrce -to f.ollo'# shouJd be mi;lde at . least · 
. fly~ ,miles wi9e a,nd marked if possible by , naval. _craft-. , 

(vi) • 1t was -considerei:1 important to provide "'patb•finder aircraft to Jead 
in the force, w.bi"ch would coAsiderably facilitate find-ing 'the· ,Drop
ping or Landing Zone. · - ,: 

(vii) :~onteing was ,of ·ex.tre~e importaric~ . . \\'.herev·~r P,Ossi~Ib convoys 
should be 'avdided. · ' 

- I ; : 

(viii) Th.e glider force should be prec~ded ~y -~ par~chute party to provide 
flares, beacons or flare path : and ' to provide . homing devices, 

' · lights or •other signals· to indjeate - the release point and, landing 
• zones. -

1 After the ·Sicilian Operation H ,Q. Major-General Airborne Forces 'is~ued a pamphlet con
.tainiilg• certain standing Operating Procech1res for use by airborne forces based on 
-experience gainC<I up to that time. The Americans, having no Staodiog Operating 
Procedure of their own borrowed the British version and adapted it for their own use. 
_Later .op a COl!l;!Jioed.British and Amerl_can yersion was published by J3Jitis!;i.and AmE;rican 
A.rtny and Alf Force staff officers and when Gener.al E1senho~er's _headquarters _was 
established· for the control of operations in north-west E\lrope this Anglo-Amencao 
Sta_ndio,g Procedure was reproduced by Supreme I:I_.Q._ A,llie!i Bxp(?ditlqnary For_ce as an 
operation!,ll µist r:.uction. (Si:e Appen~il_( 3:) · 

2 J.S. 20:P, Encl. 38A 2& July 1943. 
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_ (ix) Th~. dropping zone should be an easily recognisable area rather .than 
. , a pj,n-point chosen for tactical reasons. 

(:11:) The Dako~a (C.47), although an ideal aircraft (or the task must ·be 
fitted with self-sealing tanks and protective armour for the pilots1

• 

Conclusions . . . 
(i) The operation of airborne force.s should_ pe $~ _plann~xl that -th~y i{a·ve 

a strategic or. major tactical effect on the operations in support of 
whjch they are l~unched. .. - . 

(ji) Airborne forces are vulnerable by day and ,wo,uld therefore be more 
-. adv~ntage,ously used at night which was infi,o.itely less to the 

enemy's ' ,likipg. 
(iii) They ·shouJd fly as coocehtratedly as possib_le to ensure landing in 

a short time aod in -a small area. In ·training as many as 128 
gliders have been landed in a square mile at night. · 

(iv) As airborne operation~ were la.rgely deperioen{ ~r(the weather they 
sbould be regarded as an aid to the main effprt . ratber tha.n an 
essential part of it. · 

'Gliderborne troops have a great advantage over parach\1te- troops l>ecaust 
they are compact uniis ready for action. · They ·can .carry more equi,pment
heaviei weapons.:._more ammunition a·nd can more nearly .fulfil. the jdeal of 
landing'incor;ice~tration 10 a short time. _ . - · 

'This .advantage more than yorppensates for· tlieir drawbacks: -
(i) The operation ~j~ gli<ler~ is .more difficult for rti.e Air J:orce. 
(ii) Tbe.inumber of gliders to be used may .be limited by the-number of 

available landing· .areas. 
(iii) Gli'ders are 1iable to damage With consequent 1difficulty in ·unloading 

· heavy equipment and lastly the 9peration of gliders is dependent 
. on cloud conditions. - ' . 

-. ' ! I / I II 

General Eisenhower in 'a training 'memo, iSSl!ed 2 Augu..~t 1943 ·from 
A.F.H.Q. also stressed the· foregoing points ano di,rected Jha.t a thorough 
study of the Husky operations be made by all Services .and· auns in the 
Mediterrapean theatre2

• ' 

The operations in Sicily appeared to sbow that small numbers of _airborne 
forces 'could cause as much confusion and chaos to the enemy as a much 
larger ground force. Subsequent events tended to disprove this statement as, 
Jn later operations, the enemy provided sterner and better organised opposition 
tba ntbe Italians. Even if, as -in Sicily, the dropping is inaccurate those troops 
who land miles away create very effective diversions- a lesson already 
learned in Java in 1942 when small forces of Japanese ,para-troops bad a 
similar effect3 • 

It was realised after Sicily that airborne forces could be used in many 
ways-:-in direct support of landings by sea-the capture of forward aero
dromes for our own use or to deny the enemy the use of them-an attack 
1 File O.Ops. 1/509. D.D:Ops.{f AC ·12 Joint Memo C.0.S. (43) 38G/MS60/l/Air. File 

C .0.S. (43) 552 (o). 
2 A.F.H.Q. Training Memo. No. 43. Encl. R.D.S./54/8/Ak T.A.G. 
3 Joint War Office/Air Ministry Report on Sicilian Operations. 
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against the enemy's flanks or rear in conjunction with frontal attack -by our 
own forces-seizing and holding bridgeheads over rivers and valleys-attack
ing enemy reserves before they can be bropght up and intercepting retreating 
enemy forces 1 • • 

Operations in the. Aegean , 

In August 1943 eight 'Dakotas of No. 216 Group were d,.iv~rted to Ramat 
David to und~rtake tactical exercises with No. 11 Parachute Battalion and 
although there was an hiatus while the Dakotas were required for operations 
the training was completed by -17 October 1943. The operations concerned 
were. those. oii the island of Cos during September. On the 15th of that 
month six Dakotas dropped paratroops of the 11 th Battalion Parachute 
Regiment· on Cos. The drop was completely successful and three days later 
14 Dakotas and three Hudsons dr:opped supplies. One aircraft landed in 
the sea but the crew were picked up by a Turkish ship and after a short 
period of internment returned to base. Four subsequent supply drops took 
place, two of ·them by night; until on 25 Septembet the - paratroops were 
taken off the island :i. 

Another operation A!:Colade was planned for September 1943 against the 
island of Rhodes in the Aegean sea but it was cancelled on 12 September 
when it became known that the Germans were jn complete control of Rhodes. 
A successful night operation was carried out on the nights of 31 October-
1 November and 1-2 November When 2.00 troops of the G~eek Sacr~d 
Squadron with little or no experience of parachuting were dropped on 
Samas. Five Dakotas dropped 100 troops on each night and a sixth 
aircraft followed up with supplies3 • Training continued at Ramat David 
during the winter of 1943-1944. Many supply dropping exercises were carried 
out in March and April 1944 to give practice to infantry in securing and 
indicating dropping zones and arranging for the recepti9n and collection of 
supplies dropped by air. By 31 March 1944 109 courses had completed train
ing at No. 4 M.E.T;S. In May, 1944. die unit was <li~nded4 • 

t Minutes of Meeti.og, C.O.S. (43) 552 (o). 
2 O.R.B. H,Q. Ramat David. . • 
J R.D./S.50/2/Airops, 216 Group Report. 
• Detailed accounts of expe.rimental work in the technical development of No. 4 M.E.T.S., 

and the el{ercises, training programmes, etc., can be ·referred to in Ramat David Piles 
A.H.B. l. . · 
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CHAPTER 6 

_ AIRBORNE FORCES IN -PREPARATION 
FOR OVERLORD 

Formation of Headquarters, Major General Airborne Forces 

Major General Browning, the commapder of 1st Airborne Division had 
long held the view that a separate Airborne Headquarters wa,s necessary to 
relieve the staff of 1st Airborne D ivision of much extra work. He maintained 
that. in addition to their normal duties as divisiona_l staff officers, they bad 
to ,deal with the numerous problems of research and experiment connected 
with airborne forces. From 17 June 1942 onwards Major General Browning 
stressed this point until on 21 November 1942 in reply to his letter of 19 
November, G.H.Q. Home Forces -asked the·· War Office to approve the 
appointment of a Brigadier and staff in an advisory capacity to deal with all 
air matters. This did not satisfy -Major G~neral Browning who insisted that , 
a specialist staff was essential to deal with airborne problems, but it was not 
until April 1943 tbat the War Office finally approved ,the formation of Head
quarters Major Gener~l Airborne Forces•. Later in 1943 the Jessons of 
Husky made apparent the necessity for a separate H.Q. and t he formation 
of six -Airborne -Divisions (which started in July 1943) made its inception 
even more urgent. · 

Final authority to form · the HQ. was _giver\ on 5 May 1943 and Majoc 
General Browning was ·appointed as the first Major General Airborne Forces. 
On 12 June- J943 a charter was issued setting out the duties of Major Gener~l 
Airborne Forces but after some weeks Major General Browning, having bad 
time- to form an opi.Qion on the new lay-out, forwarded a letter to the War 
Office on 20 August 1943. In it be stated ih full bis views on the organisation 
and gav~ bis .recommendations -for its iroprovemeot~. 

Some time elapsed before the War Office ;put -llhese suggestions 'into force 
but on 8 Oct0-ber 1943 a new cba•tter for Major General Airborne Forces 
was issued3 • • • 

Charter for Major-General, Airborne Forces 
1. The Major-General, Airborne- Forc~s, was responsible to the War Office 

Director of Air. 

2. His duties were : -
(a) To advise the War Office on all a_i,rtiome matters, including policy, 

doctrine, planning, ' organisation; ttai.ning, equiprbent, research and 
development, both tactical and techniGal. 

(b) To be available for consultation on all -ru'l'botne tnatte:rs; including 
planning 1by -Supreme Commander, Commander!l-in~Chief .. and 
other- interested authorities at b.oml and abroad. 

(c)' To keep the War Office informed on all points . connected with_ the 
training and effi:ciency for war of all awborne' forces. He was 
empowered to carry out -inspections for this purpose. 

l W/O'File 20/Gen./59:;7, -\00/Misc./1359 (S.D.I). 
i WIO File M.G.A.F./M.S11001/1/G. 
J W/0 File ,100/Misc;/1359 (S,b.1). , , 
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(d) To assist Allied airborne force commanders at home and abroad 
in co-ordinaition of ,their training and equipment. 

(e) To coaordinate in consultation: with the R.A.F. tbe aUotment of 
R.A.F. training capacity for anmy .airborne training, 

(/) To command all training, holding, depot and army experimental 
es~blisbments in connection with airborne forces, except those 
trainJng in es,~ablishµients whioh .were the dome.stic coi;icem of 
airborne formation_s as such. 

Later in 1943, on the 26 D"cember, Major-General Airborne Forces was 
disbanded and Headquarters Airborne Troops was formed under the com
mand of T,weo.ty-first Army Group. The rank of the Commander .Major 
General . Browning, was. raised to that of Lieutenant General. 

The Formation of 6th Airborne. Division 
The story of the formation of 6th Airborne Diyision really · began in 

the late months of 1942 when there existed some divergence of high level 
opio.i9n regarding the increase of airborne . forces 1• The Army were con
vinced that large scale operations would be· essential ,to the successful 
cootinua~ion of the war; p~incipally the invasion of Western Europe. They 
were ene<nJraged in this view. by the increase in supplies of Troop Carrier 
aircraft from Am~rica a.Qd -later on by the experience of 1st AiTborne Division 
in Sicily, On 21 October 1942 the War Office decided that the Army 
Order of Battle for 1944 should include one awborne division in Western 
Europe. o,ne in Britain and one in India . . The extent to -whkp. the Air 
Ministry disagreed with this decision_ and Mr. Ohurchill's aJ:1bitra-tioi:i on the 
matter has already been discussed_in defail2. 

The position was that a final decision regarding the ·increase · of airborne 
forces rbe left until th.e Tesults of operation Husky becam~ known, -although 
planning was to be carried out for the increase of glider pjlot training. 
In April 1943 a Cbie.f.s of Staff Sub-committee, appointed for the purpose, 
examined the estimates for the increased· training and requirements ,necessary 
for the forma.tion of a second airborne divi-sion3

• Eight hundred extra glider 
pilots would be required and the folJowing additional resources for training 
and practice were essential: - · 

·• (a) _ 18 Elementary Training· FUgb.ts. 
(b) 2J Glider Training Schools. 
(c) ½ a Heavy Glider Conversion Unit. 
(d) 473 Ljght Training. Aircraft. 
(e) 67 Transpoi;t or Mediu!D Bomber aircraft. 
(f) 9 Airfields. 
($) 425 officers and 5,360 Airmen·. and Ai.I'women. 

These ,increases were very little' altered after 1942 except for the greater 
numbers of aircraft' •and ~sonnet req1:1ir_ed and it was expected . that they 
would ·be completed by July· 1944'. Mead.white the War Office ·issued ·orders 
on' 23 April 1943 .for the formation: of 6th Airborne· D ivisioh on a phased 
programme. The numoer 6 was ·chosen for security reasons: The phased 

, c .d.s. (43); 37th,meeting; 
2 See Chapter 3,: · . . 
l A.M. File C.S. 17553, April 1'943. 
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programme allowed for 30 per cent of H.Q, 6th Airborne Division to be 
formed immediately, 30. per cent. -to be formed- on 1 July 1943 and the 

· remainder to be reviewed in September 1943. The· H.Q. was s~tU'ated at 
Syrel).cot~ H ouse, near Netheravon·, and on 3 May 1943 Major General R. H. 
Galll was given command1

• · · 

H.Q. 6th Airlanding Brigade was also formed on 3 May 1943 at Am~sbury, 
consisting of 2nd Battalion Oxford and Bucks Light I'nfantry and 1st Battalion 
Royal Ulster Rifles. In addition a third battalion (12th 1)evonsbire's) allocated 

-to the division on 18 September ·-1943 ; "this -was the result of a: lesson learned 
from H usky that tbree battalions were necessary for an Airlanding Bi:igade. 
Th~ Brigade was uµder the command of Brigadier H. 'KN. Kindesl~y2

• A 
new parachute brigade and two parachute battalions _were formed by the 
1 June 1943 and tlie third battalion was composed of the 1st Canadian 
Paiacbute battalion which arrived in England on 27 July. A new parachute 
squadron and parachute field ambulance. wer~ also formed. Most of the 
divisional troops• were formed oo 1 June 1943 and on 22 September 1943 
the remainder of the division was ordeted to form, less the second composite 
company R.A.S.C. which was to fo.rm later3

• During this formation period 
uojt training was being carried out and, despite the unavoidable strain upon 
all c.oncerned, many ex.ercises were held. On 23 December 1943 the division 
was ordered to mobilise. This was completed by 1 February 1944, the given 
date, which was a very creditable achievement as by that time the division 
was less than a . year old4 

• • 

. Formation of No. 38· Group 
. 'The, first sµggestion that No. 38 Wing be made into ·a Group came from 
'Air Commodore Groom; s·.A.s.a . of the Special '.Planning Staff for operation 
Rouncf-up, in August 1942. He propose\! tpat the group ·be formed under 
Bomber Command. Tbe suggestion was rejected5

• On 13 February 1943 
the Air Officer Commandjng Army Co-operation Command .'wider whose 
control No. 38 Win~ was at that time forward~d a letter to the Air Ministi:y. 
In 'it he detailed the functions and duties . of No. 38 Wing and pointed out 
that, although the formation WfiS not necessarily a very large one, it bad a 
great deal of planning, operational control and administration req\liring con
siderable judgement and discretion. on the part of its C_omma~der0

• The 
A.O.C. propbsed therefore that the Wing q·e reconstituted as a Group and 
the rank of its Commander up-graded to Air status. These proposals wei:e 
considered 15y tlte Establishments Committee who recoinmerided the up
grading in rank of the Commander No. 38 \-Y_ing to ,Air Commodore but 
turned down · the suggestion of raising the Wing to Group status on the 
grounds that it would be too expensive jn personnel7. · 

When the lesSOllS. of Husky were known, and the t~COI)lmendations arising 
out of them bad been generally accepted, it became. increasingly obvious 
that No. 38 Wing would have to be considerabfy expanded and re-organised 

1 C.O.S. 11076. A M. File S.O. 1/Cfl 7A/43, Appendix A. 
i 20/Gen./6094 S.D.1. · 
3 20/Gen./6094 (Air/2). 
• War. Office Narrative, Chapters VITI and X. 
' A.E.A.F./M.,S/80. 
6 A.M.S.0. File:--- Encl. ACC/S.1006/149/Org. 
1 L.M. 398 D,D .O. Est. 1. 
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in order to provide facilitie~ for ,the training and practice of the airborne 
forces. lt would also be necessary to co-ordinate the various and scattered 
training establishments under one headi. For several months during the 
summer of 1943 Air Commodore W. H. Primrose, Air-Officer Commanding 
No. 38 Wing since the unfortunate death in a flying accident on 1°9 May 
1943 of his predecessor Air Commodore Sir Nigel Norman, pleaded in vain 
for the return of his detachment fro!ll Noi:tb. Africa. In view of tb.e fact 
that time was running short for all that had tQ be done in preparation for 
the operations in 1944 he recommended that No. 3~ Wing be re:equipped 
with suitable aircraft and be screened from all extraneous com.mitro.ents2

• 

These recolll.J1lendations were made in detail in a letter written by Air 
Commodore Primrose to the Air C.-ici-C. on 1-5 September 1943. However 
on the 6 September 1943 a conference had been ·held at Headquarters Tactical 
Air Force under the chairmanship of Air Commodore Hardman D (Ops) Tac. 
to discuss the expansion and· future organisation of the Wing. No. 38 Wing 
were asked to prepare a plan for the formation and re.-eq:uipment of squadrons 
within the W,iBg3

• . • . 

This plan provided for tbe return of the North African detachment to 
Britain ; the re-equipping of N-o. 295 Squadron with Albemarles and No. 297 
Squadron with .Albemarles and Venturas, the latter to be split off later to 
form another sq1.;1adron; the formation of a HalifaJI. squadron from the 
already existing flight in No. 295 Sqµadron and the division of No. 296 into 
two squadrons. Tbe aircraft strength of the Wing would tl;l.en be I 80 and 
it was estimated that it would be ready for large scale operational exercises 
by 1 January 1944. As a result of this proposal a meeting was held at the 
Air Ministry on 28 September 1943 to decide on the modus·operandi of the 
expansi6n of No. 38 Wing. The meeting was attended by the Allied Air 
C.-in-C.\ tbe A.O.C. Tactical Air Force, the A.O.C. No. 38 Wing and the 
Director of Air from the War O.ffic-e5

, 

It was agreed that No. 38 Wing be expanded to a group and a minute 
was sent on 11 October containing instructions for the phased expansion of 
the Wing. Firstly the Wing to be disbanded and H.Q. No. 38.Group formed 
in the- Tactical Air Force, Fighter Command and . situated at Netheravon. 
ln view of the increase in size of the group and the extra :responsibility 
entiailed the rank o{ the .AO.C. was upgraded to' that of Air Vice-MarShal 
and on 6 November 1943 Air Vice-Marshal L. N. Hollinghurst was appoint~d 
to the position in the place of Air Commodore Primrose. Secondly the oew 
Group was to absorb entirely all stations and units of No. 38 Wing and was 
authorised to a strength of nine squadrons_. These were to comprise four 
Albemarle squadrons. one H~lifax and four Stirling and the target date for 
their formation was 1 February 19446

• • . 

The first phase, to .be completed by 4 November 1943, involved the re
equipping of Nos: -295, 296 and ·297 Squadrons with Albemarles, No. 298 
was to be the Halifax squadron and in mid-October the Halifax. flight of 
No. 295 Squadron moved from Hurn to Tarrant Rushton to form the nucleus 
1 No. 38 Group Report, Appendix E to Section III. 
2 T.L.M/M.S/150. 
, 38W/M.S.l/6/Ai,, 
• Air _Marshal Leigh-Mallory was 8t th.is time Allied Air G.-in-C. ·designate-he was not 

formally appointed until November 1943. 
s A.E.A.F./M.S./80. l.. ', · 
' L.M. 2S64{D. of 0. A.t:,.A.F./M.S./80. A.M.S.O. File 30A/7. D.O. Est. Folder No. 186. 
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of it. No. 299 Squadron was to have Venturas until it could be converted 
to Stirlings. This · conversion was to take place by · 15 February 1944. 
Nos. 295 and 296 Squadrons were to be located at Hurn, No. 298 at Tarrant 
Rushton and Nos. 297 and 299 at .Stoney Cross.' . Meanwhile during -October 
No. 42 Operational Training Unit at Ashbourne and Darley Moor (and 
No. l P.T.S. Ringway) were transferred from No. 70 Group Fighter Command 
to No. 38 Group. Both these units wete re-establishe<P. 

On 16 November 1943 the formation at Hurn of No·. _570 Squadron was 
authorised using Albemarles, established at (16 + 4) and the personnel were 
drawn from No.s. 295 and 296 Squadrons. A week later, as a result of a 
conference between the C-in-C. Bomber Command and tbe Air Ministry 
Nos. 196 and 620 Stirling Squadrons were transferred from No. 93 Group 

. Bomber Command to No. 38 Groupl',. Sfirlings were chosen because they 
could more easily be spared, being obsolete for bombing were large enough 
and had a lower airspeed, more suitable for airborne work, although Halifaxes 
would have been more acceptable. This move was effected by 1 December 
1943. These t.wo squadrons were equ-ipped with Stirling Ills, complete with 
fittings for glider towing3 and were established to (16 + 4) aircraft. Eady in 
the New Year Air Ministry authorised tbe formation at Leicester East of 
No. 190 Squadron (16 + 4 Stirlings) and also the re-equipping of the Ventura 
Squadron No. 299 to a similar establishment. This completed the nine 
squadrons in the Group-they were established at 16 + 4 aircraft and 
were -as follows : -

Stirl'ing Halifax Albemarle 

299 298 295 

190 296 
196 297 
620 570 

On 30 December 1943, it was decided at A.E.A.F. to allocate new airfields 
to No. 3.8 Group- the four Albemarle squadrons to be at Aldermaston and 
Greenham Common-the four Stirling squadrons at Fairford and Keevil and 
the Halifax squadron at Tarrant Rushton. On 1 January 1944, No. 81 O.T.U. 
at Tilstock was transferred to No. 38 Group and on the 14th R.A.F. Fairford 
was also transferred from No. 70 Group. These changes completed the 
programme of centralising control of all airborne · training establishments 
under the G~oup. 

There were many difficulties fo_r the A.O.C. No. 38 Group to 'face jn these 
vital early months of 1944 principal amongst which was the difficulty in 
drawing experienced crews from . Bomber ,Command to form a nucleus for 
the Stirling squadrons. Eventually tl;l,is problem was referred direct to the 
Chief of Air StafI4• The A.O.C. was also compelled to deal directly 'Yith 
the Ministry of Aircraft Production to en.sure getting• the necessary aircraft 
in time. · Even ~n ai~craft promised by mid-March were not allotted until 

1 380/S.201/30/10 Org. L.M. 2638fD. of 0. 
2 No. 38 Group O.R.B. 
> All heavy bombers were produced with fittings for glider towing in order to be readily 

ava·ilable for airborne wor~ if.required. R~quipment to Stirling Mark IV took place 
in the early months of 1944. , . . 

4 A.E.A.F.{f.L.M./31, 
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weeks later. .Study of the O)inutes of the A :E.A.F:. Com_manders Weekly 
Conferences shows the extent of the diffic.ulties which bad .to be overcome in 
order. to provide crews, aircrift._ and. airfields in .tin).e for .. ·train.ing to be 
completed for Neptune. '.fhe main proplem was that of providing crews 
particularly as. the extent of the oper·ational colD.II)jtmeots Wa$ n,ot decided 
defo:iitely until the spring, when it was broadly· estimated that -No·. 38 Group 
would have to be trained up to an equivalent of 248 aircraft hy aj:Jout D + 90·. 
The great difficulty always present in planning aircraft operations was the 
fact that large numbers of men, a ircraft aod much equipment had to be 
tied up in ---expectatioo of operations tha t might never -ta ke place. This 
could not' be a voided if the essentially high standard of training was to be 
reached. 1 • 

' ' -

By 16 March 1944. No. 38 Group had co,n1pleted their movements to the 
- ' various stat ions and the Orde,r of Battle (excluding _training units) was as 

follows2 : - · 

. Station Squadrons Aircraft Gliders 
' 

Brizenorton ... .. . 296 22 + 4 Albemarle 50 ,Horsa:s 
297 22 + 4 Albemar le .. 50' Horsas· · 

Harwell ... ... 295' 22 + 4 Albemarle 50 Horsas 
J 570 22 + 4' Albemarle 50 Borsas 

--
!(eevil ... ... 196 22 + 4 ~tiding 50 Ho.rsas 

299 _22 + 4 Stirling 50 I-1.orsas 

}?airford .. . ... 190 22 + 4 St1rling · 50 ·Horras 
620 22 + 4 Stirling 50 Horsas 

Tarrant Rushton ... 298 I 8 + 2 Halifax ·70 Hamilcars 
644 18 + 2 Halifax :S-0 Horsas 

\ . 
Meanwhile, as explained in a later section, ~o. 46 Group had been forming 

to an establishment of. J 50 Dako~s plus 25 reserves. · The group consisted 
of five squadrons giv-ing a ,total· .of 15 · under the ·operation"-! control of No. 
38 Group1 - The total number of Qperationl!.1- aircraft available was therefore 
362 + 61. 

Operational prganisation 
When No. 38 Wing was formed on the 15 January 1942, it was placed under 

the co_ntrol of Army ~o-opera,tioi;t ,Cqmmaod .bee.a use its sole fun~tion was the 
operation.al traio.mg of 1st Airbor:ne Division. AU the ofber ~ainiog organisa
'tions- t)le Whitley ftigbt for training replacement crews- No. l P.T.S. at 
Ringway- tbe Glider Training School a~d t;he Heayy Glider C~nv"ersion Unit 
were controlled. by No. 70 Group Fighter Commaµ<;! or F:Iy_ing Training 
Command'3 . Such dispersal of control mili\ated against an efficient or:ganisa
tio_n., especially in yiey., oi the_ .prbbab:le exp~si<?D:, and .the AO:C. No. 38 
Wing · Air Commodore Primrose proposed in a memorandum Jo · the Allied 
C.-in-C. on 16 May 1943, that a new organisation was needed, in order 

1 A E.A.F./'F.L.M./Folder 17. 
2 38 and 46 Group Joint Report on" Overlord' ' . 
' L.M . 583/D. of 0. 
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that all the R.A.F. elements of Airborne Forces be placed under one 
commander1 • - In June 1943 the Air Ministry decided to transfer No·. 38 
Wing to tbe control of 2nd Tactical •Air Force2 • 

When the 'Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Air Force wa~ -formed on the 
15 - November 1943, under Air. Marshal Sir Trafford Leigh-Mallory ·at 
Staomore, No. 38 Group H.Q. and all -its tl,llits wei:e transferred simultaneously 
to his command from 2nd T.A.F. 8 • The Air Commander-in-Chief wapted 
direct control of No. 38 Group because its purpose was largely strategic 
rather tha,n ta~ticaJ and be was responsible for a11 ai~bo.r~~ operations. 
Because of the static nature of the Group--it would not move overseas
it was placed on 10 January \944, , under A.ir Defence o~ Great Brfrain for 
administrative purposes but remained under A.E.A.F. for cont.rol -of opera
tions and training. This was not changed until the aµt_umn of 1944 when 
the Group w~ incorporated i,o.to the 1st Allied Airborne Army. · 

· In order -to ensure fullest possible co-ordination ,between U.S. IK Troop 
Carrier Command under Brigadier-General Williams, who were ,to supply the 
lift for the American Airborne Divisions, and No . .38 Group a Combined 
Command Post was-formed at Eastc0te. ; This Post was convenient to both 
Uxcbridge and Stanmore and·from there the British and American Commander:s 
cont_rolled their operations. 

Thus 't1:~ org~nis~tion qJ the commands ·was a~ fallows : ---: 

A.E.A.F. 21st.Anny Group, 
Main. Stanmore Main. Portsmouth 

CM,bined Troop Catr'ier Command Post', 
' • '' E.astcote - · --

1 
. . 

I ~ < '' ' • -,_ . .. ' : 
I ._. ·, · . ·· - 1-

No .. 38 Group, No. 46 Group,_ 
Netheravon _ .Stann:ore 
.' ,_ 1 ·· · .. _.., 1 - . 

---~--~ I,; 
Nos: 38 · arid ~6 Group -Sta~io~, · 

. ' ... 
' ! ~ 

F,ormaf!oo -and Rol,: ~( NQ: 46 Gro1;1p 

Rear. St. Pauls . I - -

I 

--1 . . I .· 
'H.Q. Air,bonie . .: · 2nd Army, 

Troops, Moor Park ·· -Poi:tsmouth -
; I j 

' . 

' < 

:: .. _, 'l ;. _··_ 
. • 1· ' .-, : ' 

, 1 •.Corps, • , 
Port:~outh , 

. ,-
6th Airborne Division 

As:-tbe , .time -drew n.ear for the deta_iied .air planning for the invasion of 
Europe one of the major considerations was to ensure an adequate supply of 
aircraft for ttie'.' airborne operations and preliminary training. , No. 38 Group 
was obviously not -going ·to be large enough, with only 180-aircraft, to cope 
with the demands likely ·td be made upon it and so the formation of a new 
Group' (46) was authorised. -This Group was formed ,, on 17 January 1944 
within Transport Comoiand ; the reasou for .. this was because operational 
needs, heavy and inte.nsjye though they were likely· to · be, were in{reqµent and 

-, M.S.fA:E.A'.F./80. 
z 380/S.201/42/0rg. :· · 
l S.D:/155/1943. - -
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it was neither feasible nor- -possible to keep large numbers of aircraft idle 
during the periods between operations. Thus No. 46 Group when not 
employed on operations or in the training for them. when: it would •be under 
the operational control _ of No. 38 Group w~,s to carry on With normal 
trans'port_' putjes1 . . The ·group -was _formed with a ()nit Equipment 0~ 150 
Dakotas at Harrow We-aldstone. Very little spa'ce was a:yailable there and 
in February the H.Q. moved to · the '' Cedars;" Uxbridge ,Road: Air Com• 

-- modore 'Fiddaroent was appointed A.O.C.2'. · - · - . 

It was realised even at this early date that the 150· Dakotas, which Were 
expected to be available from No. 46 G~oup, would nqt be sufficient and 
that probably twice as mahy aircraft would be required. Despite this it was 
not intended· to withdraw any aircraft from the bard-pressed Bomber' Com
mand except perhaps in cases of sheer emergency ; Transport Command 
would be called ltpon to · supply the oeeds3

• In view of the very limited.- time 
remaining and, the fact ·that scarcely any of the crews were experienced · in 
airborne operations basjc training was .started immedi~tely by the two original 
squadrons· of the group. No. 271 at Doncaster and No. 512' at · Hendon. 
No. 271 squadron consisted i of Harrow/ Sparrows and although Jt · began to 
re·equip with Dakotas in·-Marcq it was decided to retain a fl.ight of Harrow/ 
Sparrows. These were to be used for casualty evacuation and ~n fact djd 
remain in service until almost the _end of the European war. Harrow/ 
Sparrows were more suitable . than Dakotts for landing on some of the 
temporary airstrips on the . continent•. 

Owing to the unsuitable location and weather of the aerodromes at Don
caster and Hendon Nos. 512 and 271 were transferred to new stations wh,ich 
bad been allocated to the Group. These three airfields- BroadweU, Down 
Ampney . and Blakehill Farm-were chosen mainJy be9a~e . of their CQn
venience to the other stations which were to be used 10 the ·launching of the 
airborne operations,lj. Apart from their geographical advantages these air
fields were at first most unsuitable. They had been in.tended for use by 
Ameri<2an Medium bomber squadrons and while the runways- tracks and 
dispersal points were good the remainder was incomplete and much work 
was involved erecting and improving accommodation- laying roads, parking 
places, etc. The airfield nearest, completion was Broadwell and No. 512 
Squadron moved there, where early in February No. 575 Squadron was also 
formed by taking ~ flight from No. 512. No. 27.1 Squadron moved to Dowo 
Ampney and the Group was completed with the transfer, on' 1 March 1944 
o~ Nos. 48 and 233 Squadrons (to Down, ~pney-~9-d_ Blak~~Ql,~a:fil. ~espec
t1vely) from Coastal Command, where they had taken pact in the- Battle 
of the- Atlantic. With-·tbese five squadrong, the: group began: training. • 

I - j _, I 

The prin~ipa.l duty_ !of No. ,46_ Group was to operat~ .umd~r th~ control -·Qf 
N_o. , 3&_ Group ~s part.of. the ariti~ll -lif~ fq_r ~irporne a~sa-ult.--ti:ai11ing -gliders 
-dropping.parach_utis,ts and: tactical-re.-supp~y by air. The Dakota sq.uadmns , 
we.re .exc~usively res~rved ~or the,re-supply. role. _The M1:mal lift ,was Jo ,be 

.....,. 1 1 •• .',;. I~. ,-. - .·J ,. J ,- ;, j ' ·-·• ... , _- 1 ,-,♦ , r-, ,,, . • ( , • .r 

, ~.S. A,,E.A.. f./8f),14,December194;3.,_ , .· . .. .. .. :- _ .. - . . _ ; .- • -· ·· 
2 Filel:,.M:/JI/Org'. I. · ·. · · ., · -· ,. ·· , , ,. _, - · · · .,, _ 
• File A.C.A.S. (P) 5604', I Jaouary ,1944.. 1 A,~, File C.S. 8503/11/A.C.A.S./Ops. 
• F ile 46G/T.S. 4562/1 Org., 26 Apr,i.( !94+. ,. ' .,, 
s No. 46 Gmup O.R.B. Unofficial History, N9.,46 Group. · 
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300 ,tons-the maximum not to exceed ·700 tons per day:· not that this latte!" 
figure ·Was ever reached. Orr 26 April 1944 the A.O.C. in a letter stated that 
it would not be possible t0 lift 600 tons per day without outside assistance1• 

Training during . the early months of . 1944 consisted Qf conversiqn on to 
Dakotas, basis and · squadron training and combined exerci~es · with Army 
Airborne Units2• Although the weather was often unsuitable dropping exer
cises were planned almost daily and for the most part took. place. The 
training was thorough and before crews - were ·considered to · be up to the 
standard necessary for participation in combined exercises they had to do 
mote than 50 hours in addition to 25 hours ' Dakota ·conversion. This period 
included . glider towing- formation flying_;paratroop dropping- navigation 
and supply dropping. Night vision training centres were opened at Blakehill 
Farm, Broadwell and ·Down Ampney-'-in view of the importance of crews 
being able to navigate accurately in little light3 • 

On 3 February 1944 at a meeting of the '' Support " committee (formed 
within Transport Command 21 January 1944) it was decided to form an 
advanc;ed H.Q. of No. 46 Group at No. 38 Group H.Q. Netheravon to facili
tate the closest possible co-operation between the groups. The advanced H.Q. 
would be near to the aerodromes -in the group and would .deal entirely with 
op~rational matter~ leaving Adm_inistrative and Personnel- questions- to be 
dealt with at H '.Q. No. 46 Group. . The new H.Q, was formed · in time to 
control the first large operational exercise on 16: ,:M;arcb- 1944, apd remalned 
at Netheravo~ un~il 23 July 1944, when it returned to No. 46 Group H.Q4 • 

'. Apart froni its role jn airborne operat1oni which took· priority over all els~ 
No. · 46 Group played a considerable 'part in Supply by Air. j.e., fetching and 
carrying. for the forward areas: Every conceivable .type of cargo was trans
ported in the period· following D 'ctay-medicai supplies-armament--:-ai(craft 
spares- vehicles- bombs and personnel:. In fact . on 20 Juµe the group carried 
lo'ads totalling m~re than I00,000 pounds5 • . 

FoUowing the Normandy operations it seemed as if No. 46 Group would 
revert to its transport duties but airborne commitments were the first priority 
and the Group stood by for s·everal operations which were planned. a.r}d later 
abandoned. ·when- First Allied Airborne Army Group was formed in August 
1944, No. 46 Group came under its control. · 

- ' ' --➔ : I 

' , 
• • ' ' J 

Casualty Air Evacuation · . ,. 
Tbroughout :the latter months of 1943 there badbeen much ~gumeot and 

discussion over· the. arrangements for evacuation of ·casualties · a~d it was 
not until 22-May 1944 that a definite policy was: ag(eed upoh, a& a result 
of a-V(ar,Office conference. •It was decided that 'six Sparrows, •from No. 271 
Squadr6n. and 'JO Ansons -from Flying Training Command were · to be 
a11ailable for use in forward areas for casualty evacu~tion. A casualty rate 
of 600 per day, , by D +40 was allowed for and these were to be accepted 

- - - . 
1 46G/Memo, Adi.nu).. Plans; 21 :February L 944. · ' · · ·: • . 
1 The combiiJed exercises,' are dealt with·· in rdore detail in. the' nekt section of tlli's 'narrative 

entitled " Mass Exercises ". · ' , •. · 
3 46G/T,S. 4562/Org.; 26 April-1944:. ' 1 '' 
i • 46G/0 '.R.B::, ·2f January 1944: · ' •-
' File 460/S 235/2/Air. 
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at 200 per pay at Broadwell-Blakehill Farm and Down A.mpney. A control 
H.Q. was set up at Swindon: io direct contact with the airfields, hospitals and 
ambulances.- No. 46 . Group did its .first job of casualty evacuation two 
weeks after D day when Dakotas flew 23 Army and one R.A.F., casualty 
from France "to Blakehill Farm,'. By 28 July 10'.000 casualties bad been 
transported back tq England1. 

Ansons were detailed. from Flying Training Command for use in cases of 
emergency and tpe.se were modified to , carry fr.eight or casualties. A reserve 
pool of 50 aircraft was stationed at Watchfield but they were scarcely ever 
used. Three other Anson fl ights were authorised to fom1 by the end of 

..March 1944 to provide transport for crews and spares to 2nd T.AF. Later 
these flights ibecame Nos.· 4 and 5 O.A.D.U.s to serve Nos. 83 and 84·0roups 2 • 

The remainder of the story of No. 46 Group and the part it played in the 
'great operations in Europe is shown in later chapters. 

Large Seale Exercises . 

Throughout tbe early mouths of 1944 training for t_he invasion of Europe 
was carried on until with the coming of Spring large scale exercises were 
held by N0s. 38 and 46 GroupS' in conjunction with the airborne divisions. 
On -6 February 1944 the first airborne· exercise in wliich both British and 
American forces took part was carried out by No. 38 Group in conjunction 
with a transport group of the U.S.A.AF. The ·aim of the exercise was to 
drop troops of the 3rd Parachute Brigade "Group' from C.47 -aitcraft of No. 435 
Group u :s.A.A.F. and No. 38 Group 'R .A,F. on to the dropping zone at 
Winter-bourne Stoke. Ninety-eight aircraft_ actually took _part in a successful 
exercise in which good concentrations were made- but mainly owing to bad 
weather the supply dropp.ing by two Stirlings and the glidei: exe,rcises were 
not so successful. In the. latt~r 45 , Horsas carrying troops qf tb.e 6th Air
landing Brigade took part but owing to poor navigation maqy 9f the releases 
were ill-timed·1. 

The first ·1;uge scale pa:rach.ute-dropping exercises to be carried out .by 
No. 46 Group took plae<? on 16. 17 and 18 ,Mar~h. Thirty Dakqta.s were used 
io each of tbese and the .general result was -satisfactqr;y-the dropping being 
accurate both as to time and_ positi0n. A week later another paracbo~ and 
glider exercise, '' Bjzz II ", took place. Forty-two Dakotas from No. 46 Group 
squadrons dropped 480 troops of the 7th Parachut~ Battalion at dusk on the 
O.Z. at Watcb6eld. The aircraft took off from Broadwell in 10¼ mi.o•utes. 
Jn add~tion W.T. contain.er, bicycles and even a. dog wer-e dropped". Every
thipg was woll within. the :D.Z. Meanwhile 88 _Dakotas of the ·American 
53rd Troop Cfl,rrie_r Command were ·also eogaged fo dropping· parachu.te 
troops. The glider towing involved the use as tugs of Dakotas, Albemarles, 
Halifaxes,. and S\irlings, 154 -in all, .and the exercise was carr•ied out in two 

1 It is beyond the· scope of this narrative to; detail file story leading up to 'tbe fonnation of 
Casualty Air Evacuation Units. It is dealt with more comprebensively in "Liberation 
of North-West Europe", Volume JI, C)lapter XIV B and in tbe "Unofficial History 
of No. 46 Group".-H.Q. A.B.A.F. O.R.B. P.M.O. Branch, Appen~ix Yil.1. 

1 A.E.A.F. f'ileS·. 17021, Part n, Encl. 27B. 
s No. 38 Group Report. No. 38 GFOup O.R.B. No. 46 Group O.R.B. 
• One collie dog "Rob" made over 20 operation8l parachute jumps in North Africa aod 

Italy. He received the Dicken MedAI. · · · 
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lifts,• Both the~ -were successfully accomplished and . completed the largest 
single exercise up o that date and tlie first attempt to simulate a real airborne 
assault1. , - -

Apart from actual\ tropping several navigation -exercises both by day , and 
night were planned anci\carried out. The importance of navigation had been 
amply illustrated in Sicily and North ,Afri<;a- io fact good navigation was 
certainJy one of the mosL vital factors ·to the success of an airborne operation·. 
Exercise Dreme on the 4 April J 944 was planned as a night navigational 
test but the results wei:e spoiled by low cloud and deterioration of the weather 
during the evening. Nevertheless 137 out of 165 tug/glider combinations 

. managed to land safely at Harwell or Brizenorton but naturally the concentra
tion was not good. , One Stirling· and its glider hit some frees on high ,ground 
resulting in the deaths of' both crews but the remainder who were unable 
-ta 'find the D.Z. cast off and forced- lan~ed ·without casualties. The 9 April 
1944 ~aw another attempt at a night navigation exercise in -"Tour " · out 
the weather was still unkioc,i ahd many aircraft had -to be diverted. This time 
no paratroops or gliders were used and only four out of 1,88 aircraft failed 
to find the D.Z., though the timing ·was by no means good 2 • 

Nickel Operations.-
After a meeting at Norfolk House on 14 April .1944 H.Q., A.E.AF., agreed 

that . No. 46 Group· should take part 'in Nickel Operations ·. as. ·part :of their 
trainfog but subject only to the following conditions:- -

(a) AU operations were to be -cout:rolled by Nb.' 38 Group · Operations 
· Room'. · ' · 

(b_) Aircrew should normally be limited to one ~ortie each. 
(c) Targets were to be ~lected in c9mparatively safe places. 
(d) If casualties resulted then the decision was to be reconsidered. 

Following this decision several successful Nickel Oper:ati9ns were carried out 
before the end of April 1944. · -

Me~w.bile __ No. 38 Group we~e _gaining expefience of fly fog . 9ver en_emy 
territory by- carrying out S.A.S. operatiqns at frequ~nt intervals with a very 
fair proportion of success3 • During May approximatelY, 200 sorties ,were 
flown over France and of these 60 per cent. compkted their missions and 
on1y tw • aircraft were lost'1 •• It · was during this very active period that 
many training a-nd operational instructions were produced. At the outset 
there had been very little guidance in the form-of· publications and it' was a 
question of co-ordinating experience and k.nowledg~ gained whilst ~raining 
was continuing: · Orders on glider-ma{shalling and take-off. ·also the. landing 
of aircraft in rapid succession aod the co.r:rect qiarshalling to ·enable them 
to take-off rapicily. were evolves in this manner. - A demonstration of ,a 
fast take-off resulted in 18· ·aircra~; -which had been marshalled .in vies of 
three a~ the end of the runway, being airborne in -56 · secorrds". 

1 No. 46 Qroup Unofficial Bistory. 
2 No. 46 Group O.R.B. 
'The res1.1}ts of these S.A.S. operations enabled a close ch~k to be made on the individual 

abiJiti~ of the airc.rewi taking part. This. was v.luable wh~ tlie time ~m_e to .select 
crews for operations. . -

• O,R.B. N<l. 38 Group. , -
s No.- 46 Group Unofficial fJistory. 
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April 1944 was a busy month for training and culminated' in Mush on 
the 21st; an Airborne Corps e,x:ercise · which was. a:s nearly as possible, a 
dress-rehearsal for Neptune. · As such it was by far the largest exercise held 
and took place over an area stretching from the Severo estuary to the border 
of Wiltshir.e and Oxford. Approximately 700 aircraft from Nos.- 38 and. 46 
Groups and U.SJX Troop Carrier Command took part in glider towing, 
parachute dropping and re-supply exercises. 

Following a discussion between No. 46 Group Training ap_d Ops (3) 
A.D.G.B. on 13 April 1944, it was decided to undertake exercises favolving 
searchlight co-operation. Very few of the crews in No. 46 Grot\p bad flown 
0ver enemy defended areas and these exercises wer~ designed to simulate, 
as nearly as possible, conditions they qiight have to faoe on real operations. 
A series of night ~ross-country -flights were planned sirpilar to Bomber 
Command "Bollseye" exercises. Several of th~se took pl~ce satisfactorily, 
during the last days of April ; the se~rchlight.~o-operation was provided by 
No. 10 Group ~md the Royal Observer Corps_plotted and analysed the tracks 
of the aircraft, thus providing a check on the nigl,lt navigational ability of 
the crews. 

Tbe majority of the crews required for the D-Day operations were ready 
by the end ·of April i944 but' training conti.nued throughout May-if not at 
quite the same tempo as· in April. Night phrachute dropping exercises took 
place early iJl May and werf carried out most suci;:essfully using the Polish 
Parachute Brigade. who did not take . part in the Normandy operations. 
Their Majesties the King and Queen and H.R.H. Princess Elizabeth visited 
Netheravon on 19 May }944 to watch a ' demonstr:atipn exercise Exeter. 
GUders were landed- a tank was u.n1oaded from a Hamilcar that had landed 
after being towed by a Halifax and parachute troops were dropped. 

' 
The last large scale e:x.ercise before D-Day was in the fotm o( a concen

tration practice on 21 May when 74 Horsas landed by night in 12½ .minutes 
on a small landing zone at Netheravon. This excellent resl!lt was all the 
more· creditabJe in view of most unfavoural:He weather. A repear exercise 
the folloWiog night r·~sulted in 31 gliders being wihten off, due · to landing in 
the wrong dw:etion.. · · · · 

In addition to the normal parachute a:nd · glider exercises special training 
was necessary for the · coup de· main ,pai::ty which was to land .near the• bridg~ 
at Ranville. A large number of rehearsals. were cauie'd out at night,. using 
a smaU eocl'osed landing zone on Salisbury Plain, under · conditions approxi
mating as· closely as possible to those which ·would ·prevail in the actual 
operation.- As can be: imagined these exercises , wer~ .difficult and dangerous ; 
there were casualties to gliders, and crews. · Notwithstanding this both Major 
General :l3ro~niog and A-it Vice-Marshal H0llinghurst were · of the opinion 
that it was preferable to take risks i,n. training, . in order to simulate opera
tional conditions than to send half-trained and inexperienced crews into 
battle. Events proved their decision to be a wise· one . . , I .,· '., ·~; , , '. :. . 
-• ' ' , ~ .. , , I : ' C - ' I I - , - ' • • ' I 

.. _ 'this' aecount of tbe'.•!training-·in preparatjon for -D-Day, while giving an 
overall picture of the principal exercises carried out, would IiQib'e ·_co.Q1ple~e 
without mentioning the intensity of the work·• iovotved; for • the , g:round 
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organisation. The plan for the airborne phase of the operation called for 
an extremely concentrated lift and drop. The purpose of this was to utilise 
the surprise element to the full and also to accomplish the tasks before 
the enemy could organise resistance. In order to obtain this cop.centration 
the greatest possible accuracy in tbe preparations on the ground was essential. 
Correct take-off times had to be maintained to a matter of seconds involving 
perfect marshalling arrangements. 

Jn the words of the Air Officer Commanding No. 38 Group, Air Vice 
Marshal Hollinghurst, who, when discussing the operation later; said, '' The 
interval between take-offs was of pai:amount importance as we were worlcing 
with very little margin of range. The use of different types of aircraft, and 
different types of combinations, complicated matters because of the different 
speeds and approach periods. All this pointed to the ground crews working 
to split seconds and to the aircrew doing exactly as they were briefed. One 
of the biggest jobs of the whole show was the instilling of this appreciation 
of the time factor. The ground crews responded magnificently." Without 
perfect co-operation from the ground crews the operation could never have 
been effectively launched and no appreciation of the success of any airborne 
operation can 1gnore the fact that the ground organisation to provide the 
lift and enable it to take•off according to plan played almost, if not equally, 
as important a part as the aircrews. 
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CHAPTER 7 

.OPERATION NEPTUNE (OVERLOIU)) 

General Situation 

for a loqg tu;ne prior to th~ invasion. o( ·~u~ope th.~ fact t)lat ·ultfriiately it 
was inevitable, failing an unexpected and alm_ps\ total.' collapse of Gen.11an 
res-istance, was realjsed, , but it could not be said that any r_eally practical plan
·ning ·took plate until April 1943 'when Lt. General F. E. Morgan, Chief of 
Staff to the Supreme AUied Commander was instructed to plan for the invasion 
of Europe1 . On 27 May 1943 a directive ·was issued which set -~e requ.irements 

· for na-val. land and air forces ,which were to be available by 1 May 1944. 1;,he 
plan for Overlord was to be prepared and rea·dy by 1 ·August 1943. The aim 
of itbe proposed invasion was to land .large forces of -British and American 
troops somewhere on the coast of Europe so as to make the destruction of the 
Germ!,ln forces in N.W. Europe strategically possible and eventually to la1,1.ncb 
lan ori.slau.ght against Germany itself. · _ 

There were two good reasons_ ln, ~upp,orl of landing on the Normandy coast. 
· Firstly the bridgehead had to b~ within 'fighter r~nge so that the landings 
m;gh t be covered· from the air,. and secondly" France had p_orJs on the Atlantic 
coast· which ~ould be required for the landipg of further supP,li.es an,d troops 
on'ce the Al.lies became es'ta,blished on the continent. It was this latter factor 
which influenced the cholc:e of the Caen I area in ,preference to Calais . as a 
suitable bridgehead. The Germans had somewhat naturally concentrated their 
defensive measures at the most vulnerable positions such as Calajs, Le Havre, 
Cherbourg and Brest. therefore it was up to the planners to choose an area 
within .fighter range, possessing adequate beaches and yet as lightly defended 
as possible. The Caen area was also suitable geographically for an e·ady 
attempt to capture the ports of Cberbourg and Le Havre ; it offered suitable 
sites for the-establishment of •airfieltjs and finally the ground inland from Caen 
did not lend itself to counter attack. - Thus on 19 Jarie 1943 this area was 
finally chosen by a meeting of Principa1 Staff Officers2• • 

· ·The 'military plan for Overlord (as 6nally settled _fu 1944) had as its main and 
immediate objectives the cap'tur_e of airfields .in , the · Caen are-a ; the construc
tion---'' of airs'trips for'. the landing of supplies aQd the forward operation of our 
aircraft as the battle progres~ed; the capture and opening up 9f .the p_ort of 
Cherbourg and generally tbe preparation for the eventual landi'ng of upwards 
o~ a million men. Broadly ·speaking the Cherbourg area was allo~ted _to the 
Americans and Caen to the British. 'ihe main British forces, 2nd Army, who 
were_ to land on the beaches between Ashelles-sur-Mer a'od ·Ouistrehao at the 
mouth of the river Orne would have on their left flank the Canal de Caeo and 
would also be overlooked by high ground E~( of' the river Orne. ft was 
_therefore essential that the enemy be dispossessed of this high ground as early 
as .P._ossible ; _if not they would be in a positido to covei: most of the British 
assault with artillery fire and considerably jeopardise the success of the' opera
•tion: Tbe task of safeguarding against this eventuality was given to the · 6th 
Airborne Division ; 1st Airborne Division was t9 rematn , in . England as 
reserve3 , 

~ C.O.S. (43) 214, 26 Apnil 1943. -
1 T.L.M./M.S./136. - · : 
1 C.O.S.S.A.C. (43), 11 tb meeting. Section m. 
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Since•December 1943 when the first .meeting of the ·Joint Commanders-in
Cbief was held, the question of selecting a date and time for ,the D-Day 
assault bad caused consldei;able "Controversy between the .three ·Services\ It 
is outside the , scope of this -narrative to dwell on the problem except 
in so far as airborne forces are concerned. The deciding factor j n selecting 
a date was naturally the weather and tbe following limitations had to -be 
considered with regard to airborne operations: -

(i) For · parachute dropp-ing tbe wind should n:ot e~ceed 20 miles an 
· hour if at all possible. Thirty miles ' ao bo1µ was the absolute 
limit and this would almost . certainly ·Jead to ao increase in 
casualties. 

(ii) For gliders winds of 25-30 miles per hour were strong enoogh but 
a steady wind of 40 miles an hour was not impracticable. Finally, 
there was not to be any risk of fog. __ 

The final decision was based entirely oi:i the weather and starting on 
2 June 1944 conferences attended by Commanders and their Chiefs of Staff, 
were held at tlie Supreme Commanders Forward Headquarters at 
Portsmot1th2 when the meteorological reports were considered. Although 
4 June had been chosen as D-Day, · a sudden change for the worse in the 
weather on Saturday 3 June rendered the next day impossible. After two 
more meetings on Sunday 4 June, when an unexpectedly improved forecast 
bad been received, General Eisenhower gave the order for the invasion to 
be launched on the night of 5-6 June 1944: 

The Cover Plan 
The pur_pose of toe -cover plan was two~fold. Firstly, to disrupt the enemy 

radio warning devices thus preventing them receiving early warning of 
approi!,ching forces and also to prevent the use of radar controlled gunfire 
against surface forces. S,econdly, the airborne operations were to be assisted 
by producing threats of diversionary attacks with the intention of dividing the 
enemy fightei: forces and delaying movement of enemy reserve ground forces. 
The most effective method of radio counter measure was to destfoy enemy 
apparatus and installations by air attack, but where this was not possible 
jamming devices had ·to be employed. These could either be "physical" 
(window dropping) or " electronic" (transmitters). 

'The Titanic Operations ... 
Bomber Command were given the task ot jamming the German radar 

systein. Ten aircraft _ were to ~op ''window" which would create images 
on the enemy receiver screens and give _the illusion of an airborne i,\Ssaalt 
taking place near the &!ine Estuary. These aircraft. sev~n of which com
pleted their tasks, were sent off in pairs one of each pair carrying 325 lbs. of 
N. Type "window" and the other with 1,200 lbs. of M. Type (b) "window". 
Dropping wa~ to start QD the outward and finish on the return journeys at 
a point 60 miles from the French coast. Other airci:aft dropped t , window " 
further to the West: There is no doubt that these radio counter measur~ 

1 A.B.A.F. File T.L.M./Foldcr 18. 
2 T.L.M,/M.S. 136/39. , 
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contributed in no small way to the comparative lack or e.qemy air inter
ference ·with the ~irborne ~peratioos, resulting in far less casualti.es than had 
been anticipated\ 

Intense attacks on radar installations were carried out prior to D-Day by 
Spitfires and T,yphoons with such efficiency that seven of the ex,tra long 
range stations and at least 15 others were rend~red useless. · Bomber 
Command also attacked the mo t important W /T stations putting most of 
them out of action. Particular success was a'chieved on the W /T centre 
Cherbourg, Urville, Hague, which was completely destroyed, The Oboe 
pathfinder tecpnique was primarily responsible for the high degree of 

• ·precision attained on these raids. Several minor operations were planned 
and carried out during the early hours and evening of D-Day to assist the 
main tasks and create confusion for the enemy. One hundred Lancasters of 
Bomber Command were to attack the battery at Merville, dcopping 4,000 
and 8,000 lb, bombs immediately (10 minutes) before the main body of 
paratroops were due to begin their attack. Unfortunately, as will be seen 
later, the bombers completely missed their target2• The six tug aircraft 
towing 'the gliders for the qoup de main attack. on the bridges at 
Benouville were each to drop two 500 lb. bombs on a powder factory a short 
distance South East of Caen. It was hoped that this would mislead the 
enemy as to the purpose of the aircraft~. 

The Airborne Plan. (Operation Neptune) 

Early in 1944 it became apparent that the tasks allotted to the airborne 
division were definite enough to permit detailed planning to proceed. Broadly 
the airborne plan then was as- folJows. The reasons for its amendment are 
shown later : -

Prior to D-day - l 

S.A.S. missions to be carried out. 

D - 1 / D. On_e American Airborne. Division to land in the area East 
of .Carentan (Carentan-Ste Mere Eglise). Two British Parachute Brigades 
to land i.n the general area East of Caen, apaft .f 1'.0ID a small .force detailed 
to the vicinity _of the bridges at BenouviUe. 

DID+ 1. One Am'erican Divis.ion in the area East of Barneville 
or in area La Haye Puits-Lessay. 

This plan was the result of a meeting betwe~n the PJanning Committee and 
the Army C. in C. regarding the employment ot: airborne forces . A memoran
dum was issued defining the tactics to be carried out, the forces necessary and 
their subseq9ent allotment as well as a general guide tb the construction of the 
plans(. HQ. No. 38 Group were ordered to start detailed planning of the 
British Airborne tasks with the units concerned and IX T.C.C .. the American 
tasks with the U.S. Airborne units concerned. 

1 A..E.A.F. File T.L.M./M.S. 136/58/ 1. 
2 Notes of Preparation and Plano.i.ng of A.E.A.F. for Overlord, Part N, Section 10. 
J A more detailed account of the cover plan can be fouo,d in. " Notes on the planning .and 

preparation of the .K.E.A.F. for the invasion o( North, West France in June 1944, Part 
V, Section 10," . 

4 Minutes, 5th meeting A .13. P,anning Committee, Appendix A. A.E.A.F./Ops. 3, 28 February 
1944. 
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Joint Planning 
In order that the planning ·sho-6.ld be as co-ordinated as· possible between 6th 

Airborae Division and o. 38 Group Air Staff a co,mbined planning room was 
open~d jn a private house, ug.der conditions of great security, at Mil_sto11; near 
Netheravon and 6~ Airbor~e Divjsion planning ·staff moved there in mid
April. At the same time a War room was opened at NetheEavon where the 
final air planning was completed 1. ~lan.ning for an airborne operation is neces
sarily i:at.b.er complex. The first step is · to deci'de upon the dropping and 
landin~ zones according to both army and air, re-quirements. Once these have 
_been agreed upon, with ~llowances made for the air problems of navigation and 
suitable landing grounds for gliders anc;I. the army plan havj.ng allotted troops -
to the vari~us objectives, .then th~ fligbt plan can be worked._out. 

The selection of suitable dropping and landing zones for Overlord presented 
no great difficulty. Sin{:e February 1944 very close inspection of the ground 
bad revealed that the Caen area was excellent for airborne landings as the fields 
for the most part were open, large and level; there were plenty of distinctive 
features to assist map reading and the general estimate of the opposition from 
Flak and ground defence was favourable. · The only dropping zones, where the 
terrain was likely to present any problems were those near the bridges at 
Benouville and the battery at Merville. ' 

The main task of 6th Airbor.ne Division as prev.ious1y stated was to ensure 
that the enemy did not retain possession of the high ground East of the river 
Orne. In order to accomplish this the following subsidiary objedives were 
allotted. The Division was to capture the area between the rivers Orne and 
Dives, North of the road Troam-Sannerville-Colombelles They. were also to 
.attack and delay enemy. reserves and supplies approaching Caen from the. East 
and South East:1-. The objectives involved in carrying out th,is latter part of the 
operation were the bridges over the Canal de Caen and the river Orne at 
Benouville. These had to be captured and, if possible, maintained intact. 
The bridges over the river Dives had" to be destroyed. Finally, and most 
important of all, -the battery at Merville had to be captured o'r destroyed. 
This ·heavily ai:moured and defended battery held a commanding position over 
the beaches nea( Ouisttehan and -was 'tberefore a serious menace to the landihg 
of tbe seaborne forces. · 

. ' " In addition to tbe British operations two Ai:nerican airborne divisions were 
to drop paratroops on the night of D - 1/D. The··l'Olst , U.S. Divisio[!. in the 
area St. Mere Eglise and the 82nd U.S. Division in the area St. Sauveur le 
Vicom~e. Glider oper~tions jn support of these _landings involved the landing 
of 50 io each ~rea :Oy first light of D-Day and not more than 200 .in the 
St. Sauveur le Vicomte area by last light3 • 

Br:iefing 
Briefing for Overlord wa~ carried out under conditions of the strictest 

secrecy and began three days before D-Day after which all units and transit 
camps were sealed from any contact with the outsicle world. The principal 

1 No. 38 Group Report " Opetatioa. Neptur\e ". 1 • 

2 Minutes, 5tb meeting A.B. Planning Corruruttee, 25 February 1944. A.E.A.F./M.S. 
628/Air Plans. -

, Append.ix A to Minutes of meeting on 2~ April 1944. A.E.A.F./T.S. 628 Airborne PJans. 
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features, of -the briefing were ,• the aids ·to -ground -recognitioo in ·the ·shape 
of models, particularly the scale model (1 (5,000) of '._the · Neptune area 
erected at Nethera'lon by the , Cl. U .. . Medmenbaoi from -ph0tographic 
reconnaissance. Owing t.o t_he impos.sibi).ity of ,providing sufficient models 
fot ,alf ·a~crew ,t~ ma!c,e ~ detailed study, a coloure~ film was made ,both 
from the Meomenham model and _othe,rs , produce9 by 6th Airborne . 
Division. ' By mov"ing tb·e · cam~ra ·o\'.er the models at vadous cal~ulated 
Ii.eights it was possible to sjJ:ijulate actual tracks in- from the ~oast to the 
dropP.ing~~ding zo~(?S. Thi~ .cµetbod .proved most effective and as there 
were ,adequate s,upplies . of the film_ they could be ~tu~iied fo det{lil at some 
lengt,h l;>y the cre~s1 • 

I • 

Routeing , . 

. The principal. factors influencing the choice of routes for the invading aircraft 
were as follows 2 : -

(i) To avoid flak especially that near Le Havre and fire from friendly 
naval forces. ·· 

(ii) To ensure the longest possible straight run on to the landing or 
· dtopping zones and to minimise as much as possible the number 
of turns to be made, 

(iii) To obtain the best use of radio aid ·Gee and also to avoid detection 
· by enemy radar. · 

(iv.) To make use of ground aids in friendly territory. 
(v) To co-ordinate with U,ie other CommM}ds operati.µg at tlie same time. 

As the Americans yvere . in action as w_ell as _ bomb.er ,and fighter 
forces it meant that an enormous m1mber of aircraft were airborne 
over a ' comparatively small 'area thus the tracks had' to be very 
carefully chosen: · ' · · 

(vi) The route~ were ,to be a's straightforward as possible to . avoid con-
. fusion, facilitate n,avigation and expedite briefing. · 

Before the problem of routeing the airborne forces was finally settled some 
difference of opinion existed between the Navy, Headquarters A.E.A.F. and 
No: 38 . Group3 • The J\ir Commander-in-Chief, Air Marshal Leigh:Mallory 
opposed routeing the large glider force• on the evening of D Day (Operation 
Mallard) directly .over the Navy and suggested that it would be less risky jf 
it were routed over enemy territory. Air Vice-Marshal Hollinghurst Air 
Officer Commanding o. 38 Group disagreed on the grounds that it was not 
justifi_able to accept casualties over enemy territory merely because it was 
not safe to route aircraft O\-'.er our own forces, and put forward the fo llowing 
suggestions' : ~ 

(i) Tl;ie. invading forces should not be routed directly over the Navy. . 

(ii) The time of landing should be 2100 hours, thus the aircraft would 
be approaching out of the sun ' making acc~rate opposition from the 
ground more difficult, and also sufficient daylight would be available 
for the fighter cover to return to base. 

. . 

1 38 and 46 Group Joi.Qt Report, Operation Neptune. 
~ 38 and 46 Group Qfficial Report Operation Neptune. 
1 Minutes; ~th Meeting, A-irborne Air Planniog Comrriittee. 
• 38 Group/T.S./62/1. · · · 
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(iii) The aircraft shQuld. fly in at a low altitude (800 ft.) in order to minimise 
_ -risk of anti~aircraft fir.e. 

(iv) ,The aircraft should fly out at an even loweralti-tude (200 ft.) 

Th'e passage -of the aircraft over the Navy would take approximately 17 
minutes. Fifty per cent. of the tug aircraft were four-engined and th1.1$ ·easily 
recognisable by the Navy and also tliey could be painted if it were considered 
necessary. In the light of these suggestions the Air C.-in..C-. held a meeting 
with Admiral Ramsay the Naval Commander on 2 May and a-s a result it 
was agreed tha't the operation be planned to take p1ace at 1ast light ; thereupon 
Air Vice-Marshal Hollinghorst dcafted the air route plan -for addition to the 
Naval Operation Orders. The low altitudes as suggested above were incor
porated and the force was allowed 21 minutes to pass any given point. . This 
plan was forwarded to the Navy but no definite timings were included until 
Admiral Ramsay had confirmed the· plan. A week later Admiral Ramsay 
undertook to withhold fire by naval forces within the prescribed limits of 
time and distance1 • 

On 1 May 1944 the timing and routeing for the operation were finally decided 
upon but not before Admiral Ramsay - in a ,letter to the ·Ai:r C.-in-C. had 
pointed out that as the aircraft would be flying very low, if thek passage 
happened to coincide wjth a low flying enemy attack. tbey would be in danger 
·of being fired. upon. He _also complained th<!,t there b,ad been alterations in 
the routeing s_ince the plan bad been agreed 2. In reply to _this letter Air Marshal 
Lejgh-Mallory denied that there ,had been alterations made in the plan and 
stated that he was qµite prepared to take the risks mentioned pro,vided that 
Admiral Ramsay 1ssued the orders regarding the withholdihg of fire in the 
immediate vicinity of the aircraft and during the . agreed, time limits. In the 
final route plan three rendezvous points at Worthing, _ Littlehampton and 
Bogno"r Regis were chosen for toe a ircraft operating from the No. 38 and 46 
Group bases. From these points there was only one altera_ti_on in course to 
be made over mid-channel in order to a void Le H,wre before crossing the 
French coast3 • · - • ' • -

Aids to Navigation 
Jn ,addition to the' n0rmal navigation devices all aircraft of ,N-os. 38 and 46 

Groups were fitted with Gee and Rebecca II' , a radar device for homing 
on t0 a pinpoint and to assist in , finding target areas. On- all the main landing 
zones Eureka beacons were to •be placed and these acted as the "equivalent of 
a ground station to the Rebecca II instrument in the aircraft aod were· to be 
put into position by the indepe·nctent · parachute company. Eureka beacons 
were also placed at Group• :rendezvous points in addition -to the coded 'lights 
.and at all the base airfields for homing purposes. During the flight outwards 
navigators were to check their sets by testing with the home and,,the rendez
vous beaco~s to ensUie proper working and !hen switch off ;until within 
10 miles of the target. Coding was not used on Eureka, beaconst _Throughout 
the· operations the use of J.F.F. _ was 'banned. _ . . 
1 A.E.A.F.R./M.S. 841/9544. - - · 
z 10th Meeting, Airborne Air Plal;l.lling Co01mittee. A.E.A.F./T.S./628. 
l A detailed route diagram is shown at fig. 2. 
4 For fw:tber details regarding the use of radar see Appendix- 8. , . , , 
5 Air Signals Report Operation Neptune. H.Q. A.E.A.F. /S/¥024/A.S.O. in C., July 1944. 

· 38 and 46 Group Report on Operation Neptune. , , . , · - · 



. Where possible . .routes were planned so that the . tracks might -run along 
the whole-rtumber Gee lattice lines and new frequencies were introduced on 
D - 1 to minimise the risk of jamming. 

Air-Sea Rescue 

. In view of the probability that .some gliders could be expected to land 
in the sea, instructions were issued aqcordingly. Where possible a glider 
was to land ip. front. of_ a friendly . vessel anc:J the tug aircraft, after (bung 
the position of the glider, return. to base as soon as possible. Air Sea 
Rescue was the responsibility _ pf No. 11 Group. 

Prov_iding the Lift. 
- During the early months of 1944 whilst the planners were at work, the 
R:A.F. were ex.periencing difficulty in obtaining aircraft in time for the opera! 
tions. Much of the responsibility of providing the lift' fell upon · Air Vice 
Marshal Hollit;1gburst who, as A.O.C. No. 38 Group, was having no little 
difficulty in. bringing his Squadroq.s !-IP to strength. Study of the minutes 
of the weekly Commanders Conferences at A.E.A.F. H .Q. shows a gradual 
alleviation of the fear. that the establishment might not be reached in time 
for .-training and preparations to_-be .carried out for the opera~ions1

• 

Each of the four types of aircraft to be used provided its problems ; in 
January 1944 the formation of No. 299 Squadron and the re-equipment of 
Nos. 196 and 620 was held up for lack of Stirling IVs. To 'overcome this, 
the A.O.C. No. 38 Group requested permission to deal direct with the 
Ministry of Aircraft Production\ and as a result of his personal contact with 
the Chief Overseer the Stirlings were obtained • by the middle of March, 
although paratroop modifications on the aircraft were not ·completed until 
the end of April. 

- , I , 

At the A.E.A.F. H.Q. Meeting on 2 February 1944 it was decided that 
the Halifax Squadron be• re-equipped_ with Merli!).. 22s as experience had 
proved them to be considerably superior to the Merlin 20$ ; . in fact the 
unserviceability rate of the 22 was only ab~ut a qua_rter that of the _20. 
When Air Vice-Marshal Rollfnghurst pressed for this change he was told 
to pursue the question with Air Member Supply & Organisation and to obtain 
the diversion of Merlin 22s from Bomber Command to No. 38 Group. The 
very next day the A.M.S.O. agreed to supply Merlin-22s·to No. 298 Squadron. 

~ However, re-equipment progressed very slowly and by. 23 March only 25 
Halifaxes of the Unit Establishment of 40 ba.d been provided owing lo .the 
shortage of Me.din 22s. Although No. 41 Group had promised to bring the 
Squadrons up to strength by 7 April i944 it was not ·until Air Vice-Marshal 
Hollinghurst had stated on 5 April that, unless the re-equipment was com
pleted by-15 April it would not be possible to traip crews in time for Overlord, 
that the ,A.0.C.-in-C. took up the. matter personally with A.M.S.O. T~e 
reason-' for this was not due to any failure _on the _part of No. 41 Group or 
M.A.P.. but rather to ~he -reluctance . of Bomber Coµimand to release tpe 

1 A.E.A.F./T.L.M./Folder 17. 
2 This request was made on the suggestion o~~Sir William Free,mao, then C.E. ~f M.A.~ .• 

in order to save vital time. A.M.S.O. F1le 10/A/17 Albemarle Production. Eocl. 
S.85591. 
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Merlin 22s.. The Albemade • V, situation·: was. also troublesome.; by mid
March 92 aireraft 0ut of· 104 U.E. were available. · - Production· Was slow and 
the shortage entailed over use of those aircraft available:· 

· The period May to July 1944 output fell below estimates. ~y q aircraft 
despite the urgent need. This was mainly caused l?y a shortage of eleca 
tricians', many ··ot whom compulsorily transferred to ·their jobs, were bad 
workers and bad to be · released. When D-D;ty. was over, fortunately with 
far less ·wastage than had been anticipated, produc\ion of' Albemarles was 
reduced to 20 per month with· further reductions in 1945. · However, there 
still existed a shortage of spares and on 16 June 1944 it was decided, despite 
possible political repercussions, to use main-planes of 50-60 Albemarles 
intended for Russia which . were scheduletl to be produced early in 1945: 
The reas~m for this was that all Stirling. IVs produced -in 1945 would be 
required for ,Special Duty ·quotas aRd the Albemarles· -would be the onl~ 
tug aircraft available, thus tµose intended, for .Russia could m· be •spared1• 

Corresporide~ce betwe·ep A.M.S.O. and Washington March to · May 1944 
shows that of the 500 Dakotas. originaily asked for only 350 were forthcoming: 
In view of the ·high estimated wastage, a bid for 150 moi:e ·aircraft was 
made to cover the continuous. series of airborne operations2

• Eventually 
87 Dakotas were promised and it was ' suggested that the deficiency be' over
come by divertip.g 79 others from -M,A.A.F. which were .on loan to India, 
but on 12 May C.O.S. decided that it- was impossible to divert aircraft from 
India 3

• A.M.S.O. in a letter on:13 ,May wished to bring pressure to bear on 
the Americans for the 150 aircraft in . view -of the fact that IX U.S: Army 
Air Forp~ had 30q more Dakotas than the amount agreed upon. However, 
A.C.AS.{P) advised against this argument• being ·used as the American plans. 
for the subsequent maintenance of their Squadrons were not- known and 
it might be that our reserves would eventually prove to be higher in propor
tion than those of the Ameriqm Squadrons4

• A revised estimate of require
ments for Overlord was · then pro_duced on 22 May' and this was deemed 
sufficient. Subsequent events thus involved much lower wastage than antici~ 
pated an4 the Dakota position improved, especially as by 13 J~e.- 1944 the 
promised allotment was -compfeted. ' · 

American Troop Cdrrier Command. America proposed to send four 
Groups of transport aircraft to England early in 1944 to -assist No. 38 Group 
in: training airborne forces. This .proposal -was soon enlarged and accelerated ; 
by December 1943 there were two Groups of American transport aircraft in 
the D.oncaster area ;·· four-and-a-half ·more Groups were due to ·arrive in 
Jan,uary 1944 from N. Africa and seve_n Groups from · the ·u .. S.A. at the 
rate of_ one Group· every _14 days starting 1 January 1944. 

Available British ·Forces 
The total nuinbe~ of a'ircraft available in Nos. 38 and 46. Groups for 

Overlord consisted of 1s· squadrons wiJh 362 Unit Equjpment aircraft and 
61 Reserves. By 16 March i 944 all the ~quadron moves having been com
pleted it was possible ·to publish an Order of Battle for the two groups-with 

1 Ibid. Encl. S.85593. 
2 AlJoC!\tion of Transport air~raft, A.M.~.o. File 10/5. 
3 c.o.s. (W) 55. . . ' , . ' 
• A.C.A.S. (P) File 7590, 13 May 1944. 
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the allocation of gliders to each ,squadron, By 6. June· 1944, this was as 
follows1 ; -

' . - -
Group Station Squadron Aircraft Gliders 

38 F:airford ... . .. . J90 22 + 4 Stirlirig. 50 Horsas 
620 22 + 4. Stirling _ 50 Horsas 

38 Keevrr ... ... ... 196 . 22 . + 4 Stirling 50. Horsas 
299· · 22 + 4 Stirling: 50 Horsas 

38 Bri,ze Norton . .. ·•• · 296 22 + 4 Albemarle 50 Hoi:sas 
I 297 22 + 4 Albemarle 50 Horsas 

38 Harwell ... .... ' 295. 22 + 4 . Albemarle 50 Horsas -
570 22 +' 4 Albemarle 50 Horsas 

38 Tarrant Rushton · ' · 298' 18 + 2 'Halifax · 70 Hamilcars .. . 
644 18· + 2 Halifax · 50 Horsas 

46 Broadwell ... .. . 512 .30 + 0 Dakotas 40 Horsas 
575 30 · + 0 Dakotas 40 Horsas 

46 Dowp .An.lpney , i ' ... ,48 30 + O Dakotas - ' 40 Horsas 

Blakehill Farm 
27.1 30 + 0 Dakotas 40 Horsas 

46 ... z3j 30 + 0 Dakotas 40 Horsas 
- ' ' Reserves· .. . ... 25 400 

·1 TOTAL Ill I ... 362 + 61 - . 1,120 Gliders 

The Final Plan 
The whole airborne operation was divided into three subsidiary operations 

Tonga, ~fallard a.od Rob Roy in that order. Tonga entailed th~ dropping 
of the two paracbute. brigade groups in the early hours of ·1>.;0ay, Mallard 
took · place ·on the evening of D-Day when the inain ai.nborne · force in 
gliders wa~ launched and-~ob- Roy covered _the re-supp]y missions .. 

Originally the tasks of capturing the bridges ·over the Canal de Caen and 
the River Orne and the seizing of hi'gh ground at Ranville were al10tted to 
6th Airlanding, Brigade as .their heavier armour was better suited to holding 
the positions. than were the paratroops. It was intended that the parachute 
brigades should carry out the more dispersed tasks and that they would follow 
in the second lift as there were not enough aircraft . available to lift the whole 
division at once2 • 

However it _ was _ discovered on , 17 April J944. by photographic 
reconnaissance that the Germans were erecting . obstacles, mainly poles, as 
anti-landing devices on all the probable landing .areas and so .the plan had 
to be re-considered as it was -no longer feasible to land tbe main body of 
gliders by night. It was then decided to land the ·paratroops. before the •main 
glider force in order to remove some of tl;ie obstacles and, improve the chances 
of a safe landing for the gliders. The tasks were then allotted ~s followsj :-

Sth Parachute Brigade Group, under th.e command of Brigadier J. H. N. 
Poett, D.S.O .• were to 

(a) Seize the bridges over the River Orne and the Canal de Caen at 
13enouville and Ranville. This was to be accotnp!ishe'd. · "by a 
coup de main using gliderborne troops. (Landing Zones " X '' 

- " y ".)• 

No. 38 Group Report . Appencli.x A, Operation Order soo: Appendix E, Operat ion 
Order 500. . 

1 Minutes, 9th meeting .Akborne Planning Committee. JAppendix A. A.E.A.F./T.S./628, 
i No. 38 and 46 Group Report o.n Nep,tune. No. 38 Group Ope~at.ion Orders, 500, 501. 
• See Figure 3. -
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(b) Secure and hold .the .high ground in the area -Benouville-Ranville 
-Le bas de Ranville. 

(c) Capture or destroy -th(fbattery on the river Orne opposite Ouistrelian. 
(Dropping Zone '° W ".)1 -

(d) Clear the landing zones North of Ranville sufficiently to -allow some 
70 gliders to land qefore dawn on D-Day and 246 on tbe evening 
of :o'-Day. (Operation Mallard.) (Dropping Zone "N ".) 

The Brigade was also responsible for protecting this landing zone. 

3rd Parachute Bi:igade Group, under the command of Brigadier J. S. L. 
Hill, D.S.O., M.C. were to drop at the sa10e time as 5th Parachute Brigade 
Group on the dropping zones ai "K '' and " V " and 

(a) Capture ~d destroy tb.e _ battery and its eq1,1ipmeot at Mervllle 
(Salenelles) one and a half hours before the first landing craft were 
due to reach the beaches. (lovolving the landing of three glid_ers.) 

('b) Destroy the bridges over the river Dives at Yaraville, Robehorane, 
Bures and Troam. 

(c) Having completed the above tasks the brigade were to hamper the 
.enemy:s commW1ications by denying them the use of the roads 
entering the Ranville area from the south and east. 

As far as the R.A.F. were concerned th.e lift for Operation Tonga was to 
be carried out in three stages and it was iri three sectio'QS -that it left England, 
apart from the special force of three gliders intended for the Merville battery 
(at 0020 hours·D.B.S.T. 6 June)z.. 

The first stage. Six Albemarle path.finder aircraft were to locate the main 
dropping zooes- two to each. At the . same tune the coup de main party 
to atta~k .the bridges at "X" a0:d ' ' Y" were to be carried in six Horsa 
gliders-tl;iree to each. .bridge~towed by Halifax aircraft from Nos. 298 and 
64~ squadrons. , The remainder_ of -the advance party were to be lifted in 21 
AJbemarles from No. 3·8 Grau.I? squadrons taking transport, guns and equip• 
ment to prepare for the main landings. 

Seconid stage. At 0050 hours D.B.S.T. 6 June the main body of the two 
brigades was to be dropped using aircraft from both groups, 3rd Parachute 
Brigade were to be dropped on the D.Z.s at .. K !' and " V " from 108 
Dakotas, a.nd 11 Albemar1es ·were to be used for ' heavy equipment; 5th 
Parachute Brigade were to be dropped by 21 Dakotas, 91 Stirlings and 19 
Albemar.les on the main zone "N ". 

• 
Third stage. At 0320 hours' D.B.S.T. 6 June the Divisional H.Q., which 

included H.Q.'s of tire R.A., R.E. and 4th Anti-Tank Battery \\!ere to be 
landed in p8 Horsa and 4 Hamilcar gliders, towed by Albemarle and Halifax 
aircraft -

The Special G_lider Operation3 

The timing of the Ian.ding of three gliders. on the Merville battery was not 
finally agreed upon without some misgivings on the part of .the Air C.-in-C. 
Tb.e · timing as planned meant that, as the thre·e gliders would be travelling 

1 See Figure 3, 
i A.E.A.F. File OPS/T.S. 841 Airb_orne Ops._ 
l A.E.A.F. File T.S.841/24544. 
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alone and forming a separate sortie, tbey would- be liable to many risks. 
They · would . pass nearer to t.he Navy than the · earlier sorties and, as the 
main opei:ation would then have been -taking · place for more · than four 
hours, they would be io greater danger from enemy opposition. The ·Navy 
bad prohibited , fire over the corridors and at tbe tiroes when the first three 
columns were passing, but could not gl.!arantee to hold fire for three ·gliders 
arriving much later. Finally, the bombing of the batt~y by the Lancasters, 
if successful, would probably render it unsuitable for glider lat:iding. -The 
Air C.-in-C. recommended that the bombing be postponed until immediately 
before the -paratroop attack on the · battery so -that it might act as· a bar
rage, but in bis opinion the glider operation as now suggested by 6th Air
borne Division was out- of the question-. ' However two days later Major
General Browning convinced · the Air C.-in-C. of its absolute neces•sity, despite . 
the 1very obviou~ dangers. and on 31 May, the plan was altered accordingly 
by H ,Q. A.E.A.F. 

Operation Tonga 

First Stage 

The Events of S-6 June 19441 

As darkness was falling over .England on 5 June 1944, the loog awaited 
invasion of Europe began when the first pathfinder aircraft, piloted by 
Squadron Leader Merrick, D.F.C., aod carrying 'Air Vice-Marshal 
Hollinghurst as passenger, took off at 2303 hours from Ha1;welL The Path
finder, Advance Parachute aircr&ft and the coup de main party were due 
over their respective target zones at 0020 hours 6 June. Tbe weather for 
this initial stage was fair. Visibility was aibqut three miles ; cloud 10-10 
at 4,000 ft.-6,000 ft., and wind v~rying from 10-30 m.p.h. from ·the west. 

Six Albemarle aircraft of No. 38 · Group carried the men of the 22nd 
Independent Parachute Company ,to the · three main dropping zones " K ", 
'' N ", and "V ". These were the Pathfinders and jt was their duty 
to set up Eureka beacons and illuminations oo the D.Z.s to .guide in the 
main forces following behind. Two aircraft 'were allocated to each zone 
and all went well until they reached their areas when four of the aircraft 
were· delayed owing to exit difficulties necessitating extra runs over the zone. 
One of the aircraft detailed for zone "K" mistook its whereabouts and 
dropped its men on the S.E. corner of '' N" where they erected lights and 
beacon jntended for use on "K." Although the error was soon rea lised 
and the lights and beacon switched off it was too late. Fourteen sticks of 
3rd Parachute Brigade intended for zone ·" K " were dropped on to ' N " 
before the "N" pathfinder party, 'who had unfortunately been dropped some 
1,000 yards away. arrived and set up, the col'rect signals. The outcome of 
this · mistake was that " K " was short ' of equipment as several of the men 
wrongly dropped on '1 N "· wer.e iaken prisoner before they were able to 
reach their proper zone. · · 

1 The accounf of operations -Tonga; Mallard and Roh Roy is based. upon information 
obtained from the fcllowi.og main Sources: '' Report on BriUst\ Airborne Effort in 
Operation Neptune" by No.•38 and 46 Groups, R.A.F.; "No: 38 Group Operation 
Ore.lets 500, 501, 502, 503 "; " Analysts of British Airborne Operations (Tonga and 
Mallard) No. 38 Group "; "History of No. ·46 Group " ; "Report of 6th Airborne 
Division "; " War Office Narrative of Airborne Op~rations "; " Glider Pilot Organisa
tion, Training and Operations ' '; "0.R.B.'s Nos. 38 and 46 Groups" (and their 
Squadrons); "A.E.A,P. Files", 
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The third zone " V " proved ,be an -unhappy _ ehoice. . Although appar
ently quite suitable when vjewed from the air the area, being .in a valley, 
had beeome .extremely. wet and treacherous owing to the flooding of the 
river. The ground was like ,a bog and all the equipment. of •<me stick was 
lost or damaged while the .other stick was. dropped wide and. did not arrive 
until the main body was due to drop. There were also• many irrigation and 
other ,ditches which prevented rapid concentration. · Although a later air
craft reported that Eureka . beacons were working on "1( " and ""N-" and 
lights wete . visible on all three .zones there is no doubt that those on '' V " 
were inadequate and it ,was this zone which had the highest . proportion ,of 
scattered drops .. _ 1'he work of the Pathfinders can have far-reaching reper
cussions but the fact that ,zone "V ,, was ,unsuitable mad~ it, fo:ipossible-for 
them, to carry out their tasks.• The-mistaken· choice of the ground for .zone 
'' V h might. have bad ve~y serious consequences had enemy resistance been 
stronger: 

The advance parachute partie_§ 01et _with .µiixed success • .rather to be ex
pected as they were operating without ground aids. Two Albemarles (Nqs. 
295 and 570 Squadrons) dropped a small party of 3rd Parachute Brigade 
on zone "K" but the containe.rs in one aircraft were not dropped owing 
to losing sight of the D.Z. on the second run in. The sec_ond party of 3rd 
Parachu-te Brigade was carried _in fourteen Albemarle~-se"'{en each from 
Nos. -295 and 570 Squadrons-and underwent various -adventw:es. .One air
craft, unable to find .the D.Z. _' '. V ", made seyen . uqsuccessfµl runs, was. then 
hit by flak ~ausing a paratroop to fall into and- jar:p. tl1e ex;it .hole. Th~ 
aircraft was f9rced to return to ,base witbou:t. droppiQg anyone. _ Two o~hers 
dropped only three and nine men respectively while from a .third six jumped 
far too soon near the French_ coast. F;illure of the Gee apparatus caused 
another aircraft to lose time but despite these troubles 106 out of 140 troops 
were dropped accurately . . This- did not help overmuch as the lighting 'and 
Eureka: equipment having been lost {in the flooded area of 2:one '1 V ''), the 
advance party were unable to exhibit more than two green lights on the 
D:Z. before the main body of the brigade began dropping. 

- • I I ' 1. ' I .I \ 

Tbe situation on D.Z. "N " . was little better ;. the wind had risen and the 
drop was scattered. , Five Albemarles of,Nos. 296 and 298 squadrons carried 
th.e -advance p(lrty . of 5th Para<:bute Brigac:le and although two of the air~ 
craft had exit difficulties 4.e out .of 47 m.en were dropped, Fortunately the 
inaccu.rate drop aid not , mat~er because the -enemy were .co01pletely .sur
prised and ' the gliderbowe coup de main troops struck so swiftly that 
the two bridges were ~asily captured. This glider operation was extra
ordinar,ily successful. Of the six Halifax-Horsa combinations three from No. 
644 Squadron landed, as .briefed, -within a few yards of _ the east end of 
the swing bridge . across - the _Canal ' .de Caen, on landing zone "X ''. 1 

The other three from No. 298 Squadron were not quite as accurate· ; · one 
glider had to make a blind release on orders from the: tug and 'landed eight 
miles west of the L.Z. "Y ", another landed about 400 yards from the bridge 
and the· last witbin·. 150 yards. ·· The gJid_ets w,ere releas·ea at .an altitude of 
4.500-5,500 .ft . . about five. to , six miles from the L.Z.s. The visibility in 
this -area was good (10 miles). The cloud ·was 6-9/ 10 at 5,000~6.000 ft'. and 
the wind'between ~8-40 i:n.p.h.~ (rom the west at release heigpts. 

J See Figure 3 
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It would appear that the· Germans did not rel,llise anything was about to 
happen until the gliders· were ·over .the -landing zones as no flak was encoun
tered. The defenc~s were rapidly overcome ; the bridges were .seized intact 
an~ a small ):>ri_dgehead ~as _fprllled on t~e West bank of the river._ The 
succ.ess of this part of the operation reflects great credit on the navigation 
an<;! extremely a~curate timing of the. hJg crews. -

OPE~TION TONGA . 
NORMANDY 

CAEN CANAL AND RIVER ORNE 

FIG.4. 

Second Stage. Subsidiary Glider ·and Main Paratroop Landings 
Almost immedia'tely after the landing of the. advance . parties Plor:sa glider:_s 

began to arrive carrying heavy equipment, deq101ition charges, guns, jeeps, 
etc., to.wed by 13 Dakotas of No. 46 Group and four Albemarles of No. 38 
Group. The weather was on1y fair when six of the. Dakota$ took off from 
Blakehill Farm (No. 233 squadron) to release their gliders on zone " K" at 
0045 hours. Five of the combinations rea~hed the ·area as they thought 
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correctly 'but, owing to the error wjth the lights on zones_ "K" and "N ", 
three ,of the gliders landed near " N " and onJy two .on " K ''. . The s~th 
crashed some distance away. 

The ,remaining 11 gliders scheduled to land on "V" at the san1e time, 
carrying heavy equipment for the Merville raid, were mostly unsuccessful. 
The weather was unfavourable with low cloud and bumpy conditions and 
several pilots reported that the Lapcaster bombing raid on the Merville 
battery bad caused considerabie d'ust and smoke which obscured the landing 
zone. The outcome was that four gliders 1anded jn a semi-circle 1 ¼ miles 
from the landing zone while, of the remainder, tbree were compelled to 
cast off owing to cloud over the French coast; two landed on zone " N " and 
two others nearby. consequently most of the equipment was not available 
for the attack- on the battery, though as will be seen later this .was not as_ 
serious as it might have been. -

CJose behind the gliders came the main bodies of tlie two parachute 
brigade groups. The weather was much the same except t,hat lower cloud -
(2,000 ft.) was experienced over zone "V" where no ground aids .wereworking. 
The bog-like nature of the ground in this zone ~ade the landings by the 
main body extremely hazardous ; it impeded movement and .rendered the 
task of mustering the troops at their rendezvous points all the harder. One 
man Jost his life, being sucked down into_ the bog_ before-he could be rescued. 

3rd Parachute Brigade. Zones " V '' and " K " 
The main body of 3rd Parachute Brigade transported in 71 Dakotas from 

Nos. 271, 512 and 48 Squadrons, No. 46 Group: experienced the same 
difficulties in finding zone " V " as. had their preqecessors fo the gliders. No 
ground aids plus the after effects of the Lancaster raid still impaired the 
visibility and by then the enemy Flak had begun to f unGtion. The dropping 
was not a_ccurate ; only 17 aircraft dropped their sticks · on the D2. ; nine 
were within one mile and 11 within 1 ½ miles. -Nine sticks of the 1st Canadian 
Parachute battalion lartded near the river Dines, five in the Breville, area 
and the others far and wide over the countrysidel. The lack of accuracy 
in thjs drop, including as i~ did two-thirds of the ·strength of the Brigade, 
was aU the more unfortunate as it jeopardised the chances of what was the 
most vital task of the airborne forces on this night- the attack . on the battery 
at Merville. 

Dako tas from Nos. 233, 271 and 575 Sqoadrons provided the lift for the 
cemainder of. 3rd Parachute Brigade to drop on zone " K " to operate in 
the Troam-Bures area. Two aircraft were lost on the way to the zo.oe and 
35 _dropped their troops but not' where they should have been. The errqr of 
the Pathfinders on zone "N" again had its effect and 13 sticks fell 011 "N" 
and only eight on "K ". Fortunate1y tbe objectives of the drop were attained 
-two bridges at Bures were destroyed by R.E. detachments and 8th Parachute 
Battalion, thus impeding enemy movement from the South and, at Troam, 
despite opposition apd thanks to precipitate action by the R.E. detachment 
the bridge was blown up and a gap created. · 
1 A possible contributory cause of tlie inaccuracy of this drop was tbat the Nq. 46 Group 

aircraft flew in loose formation of" vies ' ' of three, thirty ·second_s separating each •• vie ". 
Keeping accurate formation was extrer:ncly difficult, ~pecially without lights, and it is 
possible tl)at if the leader of a " vie " of three r:nade an error of nayigatiop the othec 
two members would also be wrong. - . 
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~tb Parachute-•Brigade.. Zone " N ·" -1 · 

This' drop, carried out by 131 aircraft, 110 from No. 38 Group and 21 from 
No. 46 Group, was ori" the whole successful. Unhampered by the vagaries of 
fate experienced by 3rd Parachu~e Briga{le on their zones the crews here 
ha,d the additional aid to navigation provided by' •signs of the ' fighting for 
the bridge over the canal and the Orne riv_er. The lights and· Eureka beacons 
were· correctly •placed. Six aircraft were lo-st ,before reaching the · D.Z. and 
two failed to take off due to uoserviceability but 123 carried out their drop 
accurately although a high wind· did result in some being scattered more 
widely than expected. Most of the troops dropped wide man~ged to rejoin 

. their units by dayiight in time for the enemy counter-attacks which had begun 
to develop during the early hours. However, 7th Parachute Battalion aided 
by the glider force managed to repulse these attacks and enlarge the bridge
head to a depth of 800 yards. They held their position despite further 
counter-attacks until relieved by seaborne forces at ,0300 hours, 7 J uo·e. 

Meanwhile 12th and 13th Parachute b~ttalions, although only at 60 per 
cent. strength when they moved to their 'areas ma~aged to capture the Bas 
de Ranville and Ranvi.U_.le Mariquet area. Subjected to attacks by tanks 
and self-propelled guns (of 123rd Panzer Gren. Regt) the posi(ion by noon 
was critical but due to the _diversion of 1st S.S. brigade .to their assistance the 
position was saved, until the ·arrival in the evening of 6th Airlanding Brigade. 
Out of a total of 2,125 troops carried in the first two phases 2,026 were 
dropped and 702 out of 755 containers. · 

Third Stage. Landing of Main Glider Force 
As the night of D-1 /D day wore on the weather deteriorated and it was in 

unfavourable flying conditions of rain and low stratus cloud with a rising 
westerly wind that the main glider force of 68 H oisas and' four Ha.milcars 
left England, towed by No. 38 Group aircraft. They were carrying tbe 6th 
Airborne Divisional H.Q. troops to landing zone "N" in the Ranville area 

. near the site where the Divisional H.Q. was to be situated. Identification 
lig_bts and Eureka beacons were functioning and 50 of the Horsas were 
released over the landing zo11e between 1500 ft. and 1600 ft., 48 of them 
landing on or near it between 0324 and 0334 hours. Conditions were not easy 
and many of the landings were made across wind-resulting in collisions with 
obstacles on the ground and other aircraft. Flak was active by · this time and 
25 of the combination,s reported being hit, fortunately without causing casual
ties to their passengers. The Hamilcars towed by Halifaxes were more success
ful ; · two landed on ·the L.Z., one a mile away ~nd one forced landed in 
England due to a broken tow rope. This breaking of tow ropes also caused 
seven of the Horsas to cast off between the French coast and Ranville, four 
others casi off over England, the troops- joining theit units in France later, 
an5i three more _in· cloud. Once the gliders had landed. their pilots were soon 
involved in tbe fighting, digging themselves in to defend against attacks from 
the South West. 

It could not be _pretended that this part of the oper3;\ion was entirely 
s_atisfactory from the air viewpoint but fr9m the military aspect it sufficed. 
Toe arrival of· the Divisional troops was most opportune as German counter 
attacks were developing in intensity · with the coming of toe l(ght and the 
Airborne troops ·were hard put to hold their positions. That: Jhey did so, 
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although sustaining considerable casualties. was highly , ¥redit;ibl~ _ao,d_ cwi
ti:ibuted greatly-tp the wonqerfully ~uccessJul landing of 6tq Ai~b_oroe ijr.igade 
on .. the, evening of. D-Day. . , 

l'h~. glider. operatio~ against the Me~e battery -
- ·_ one ~f the· m~st ~~mor-ii,ble"operatjons ~Ver accomplisµed by an airJ,;rne 
,unit was the capture, by 9th Pitracb1,1te Battalion. of' the. battery at Merville. 
The extreme _ importance _ of -this _objective_, to the success of Overlord has -
already been montioned and to ensur!'.') its being ta~en many weeks o(detailed 
and speci~l tra_injng were , spent jn Engl~11d 1• _In support of the attae_k on 
the battITT"y three H orsa gliders, t9wed, ~y Albemarles of No. 297 Squadron 
.and piloted by .voh).oteers were to undertake the 4.ighly, da,ngero~s 41sk _of 
landing on the battery wi~h .. c1,1rgoes .qf anti-tank gups, j_eeps and_ special 
stores; they ·also carried , 58 officers ct9d men of 9th Parachute Battalion 
and eight officers and _men of tµe Royal Engineers. . _ 
. Ta.king on from En_gland in time to. arrive . at MervilJe by, ()430 hours, 
when .the assault should have reached its :climax. the gliders encountered 
bad weather, .involving-almost continuous cloud flying with 10 / i O at 1000 ft. 
The wind, w·as still westerly but had · increased to 28 rp.p.h. , , Soon after . the 
trio were airborne. one of the t9w ropes· broke ancl the glider was compelled 
to .for¥e-land in England, which _it ilid successfully. The other two were 
crossing . the Channel when the arrest.er parachute gear2

, a-device_ for retard
ing speed when landing, of one of them opened and caused the coinb.ination 
to stall and lose height. The arrester gear was jettisoned but the tail of 
the glider bad been damaged. - l3otp. gliders w,ere hit b_y flak after _reachin,g 
the French co,ast and experienced much difficulty in identifying the battery 
as there w.ere no fl_ares or st.ar shell~ to assist them,., the platoon with the 
mortars having landed too far away tp join in the attac.k. One glider how
ever _ did man.age to land about 350 yards from the ba ttery but the tug of 
the opier, mistaking the viijll,ge 'of Merville for the battery, ·released :his 
glider: The glider pilot havjng descenµed to . 500 ft. befo,re realising the mi~take 
was unable to land nearer than three miles away. · · · -

The battery had _to b~ destroyed by 6450 hours and at the t1rue . wnen 
the Commanding Officer gave the order to advance only 150 out of a battalion 
strength pf 600 . haq .reached the rendezvous. The majo,rity of the -heavy 
equipment ~ad ·no_t arr,ive.d (owing ,to t}).e _ failure of _the. glider operatiqn) 
there were no_ jeeps .or glider stores, no three inch- mortars, n_o sappers. no 
mine detectors and no 6 lb. guns. Despite these tremendous handicaps and 
the fact alsQ that the .100 Lancaster . .raid on the battery_ had completely missed 
its target,. almost wiping .out parl of the reconnaissance party, the suq:ess 
signal . was ~ed at 0445 hours. The batt~ry.,had been· put out of action 
and its garrison of 22 killecl. The casµalties in this operation were 70 of the 
150 participants. T,he fact .that the operation was successfully accomplish~d, 
with such seriously depleted forces and : an .almost complete· fai!ur~ of the 
glider opei:ation, is a tremendous testimony to tlie courage and ·dete~mi.n1ttion 
of the small force wbo took part. -

Th~ was th,e last of the . airb:orqe activitilis Jn the ear1y hours ~f 6 June ; 
the foundation . sto~e of . victo~y. _qad bee!J. laid an_d !he crews returneq to 
1 See -war Office •~ H istory, of. Aii,;bome ,F0rces ". . ., - : . .. , . 
i The arrester par?,chute gear WllcS developed by Airspeeds iil a commendably short t.ime 

during Whitsun 1944. · · · ' - · - · ' 
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England to rest prior to the briefing . .for opera•tion,., Mallard on the afternoon 
-of the same day. Many of the ·crews too\ part" in"b.Oth Tonga aricl" Mallard 
with on1y 15 hours r~st between _them. By 1700 )1.ours the tugs and gliders 
w_ere marsha1led ready for take-off1 • ' · _ 

Operaf:ion Tonga. Summary of Results . • 
Parachute Sorties 

· 266 aircraft were detailed. 
· 264 aircraft (99.2 ,per ceb.t.) took off. -

255 aircraft (95.8 per cent.) reported.successful drops 
7 aircraft (2.6 per cent.) were missing. 

4,512 tr.oops were carried. 
4,310 troops (95.5 .per cent.) were dropped. 
1,315 containers were carried. 
1,214 containers (92.4. per cent.) were dropped 

Gilder Sorties 
98-combinations were detailed. 
98 combinations took off. (100 per cent.) 
74 gliders or (75.5 per cent.) were sµccessfully released. 
57 gliders or (58 per cent.) landed· on or near L.Z.s. 
22· gliders or ·(22.5 per cent.) were missing. Of 196- glider pilots 12.5_

returned .to U.K., 4 were lcilled 14 wounded and 53. missing. 
611 ·troops were carried: 493 successfully released. 

5~ jeeps were carried, 44 successfuUy released. 
69 motor-cycles were carrie,d, 55 successfully released. 
17 guris, 6-poundets, were carried; 15 succ·essfully rele~sed. 
4 guns, 17-pounders, were carried, 2 S\lCcessfully released. 

One bul1doz~r w.as $UCCessfully release<l. 
Ooe·tank was' no.f successfully released : . 

The following figures, based on plots made _by H.Q. Airb9rne Division. 
give a concise . if rough picture pf tbe acc"uracy ·Qf' the drops. The . succes~ 
perce.ntages , however give no indication. as to $e military_ aspect as many 
of tb:e troops, drnpped outside the two mile limit, contributed to the success 
of the operation. The percentages are -based on all those. dropped .within one 
mile as being considered successful a~d .those -within ~wo, miles as 50 per cent 
successful. · 

On L.Z-. ... . .. 
WithiQ I mile of L.Z. .. . 
Over I mile from L.Z •... 
AbortJve • ; . . .. 

Detailed ... 

Perce~i.age Success 

.. 

-

X 

3 
0 
0 
0 

3 

ioo 

Tonga 
Glider landings 

Landing ,Zope 

i1 
y N 

I 46 
1 . 3 
0 6 
I 17 

3 72 II 

66 68 .- 9 

a See Appendix 3. 
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{j 3 

· .33 .33 .. 

-

.. 
Total 

52 
6 

' 15. 
25 

98 
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. 5lb Parachute Brigad.e on ',' N " 

5Bde- ~.% 7 Par.a. 12 Para. 

OnD.Z. ... ... . .. 
Within I mile of D.Z. , . .. : , 
Over 1 mile from D.Z. . .. 

C 13 Bo. 

29 
18 
4 

Aircraft detailed ... 

Missing and abortive 

Percentag~ Success 

~ 

Bn. 

7 
15, ~ 
-

I 

j 
. 

Bn. 

15 
7 

-

I 31 

16 

7J 

3rd Parachute }lrigade on "_K" and "V" 

I D.Z ... K" H.Q. i I Can. 
8 Para. Para. Para, 

Bn. Bn. Bn. 

On D.Z. ... ... --- 6 l 7 
Within l mile of D.Z. 2 •. I 5 ... 
l to 2 miles from D.Z. ... 4 3 6 
Over 2 miles from D.Z. ... 21 I 16, 
Missing ... ... ... 4 

Detailed ... ... ... 37 r-: Percentage s ·uccess ... ').7 

Operation Mallard 

-

9 
Para. 
Bn. 

8 
8 
6 
0 

' 

I 

I 
I 

Total 

51 
40 

4 

95 , 

-

' I 

To-ta! 

16 
14 
15 
17 
8 

70 . 

54 

. 

The glider operation on the evening of' D-Day whjcb transported the 
remainder of 6th Airborne Division to France was 'an al.most unqualified 
succesg.'.....'..-246 gliders out of a total of 256 which took off landing on their 
correct zones. This· was the first daylight glider operation of any· ·magnitude 
and vindicated 'the opinion of those who favoured daylight to riighL It was
feared that a huge force of tug-glider ' combinations stretching over a vast 
oistance -and ··of necessity flying low and slowly would'· be an 'id~al, a-I most 
sitting target for ground defences. However when planning- the operation 
it was not as though previous night operations (Husky) had created a 
successful precedent. Far from it-and so after coos.ideriog the respective 
risks of day aod night operations. i.e. the dangers of flak against those of 
collision, crashes, navigational dHficulties and · wide disposal; the chance was 
taken. The Jiming of the operation was most important. To ensure the 
element of surprise and the protection of darkness on tbe return journey 
the release was timed to take place at dusk when the sun would be in the most. 
favourable · position. (Protection 'against enemy fighters was arranged by 
No. 11 Group, Fighter Commao.d1 .) The results exceeded all e;xpectafion's and 
went far towards proving that, given definite air superiority and good flying 
conditions, the odd~ were in favour of da-ytime for this type of opera_tion. 

, (a) Close fighter escort by 15 Squadro11s of No. 11 Group. _ 
(b) Routine high. and low le.we! figllter cover over the beach-head . 

. (c) Escorted bomber operations and fighter. ·sweeps to .the South and South-East of tbe 
bcacb.-head area. _ · , 
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The lift was carried out by Nos. 38 a'nd: 46 Gtoups using Horsa gliders for 
men, jeeps and trailers· and Hamilcars for heavy armour and guns. All the _ 
squadrons of both groups were empfoyed with the exception of No. 233 
(which was detailed for the first re-supply mission Rob Roy I). The object 
of the lift was to land the full fighting force of 6th Airborne Division jn 
support of,. and in-somr. ~es to· relieve, .tho~e who had lan,ded in. the-;i;arly 
hours of D-Day. · ·The forc~s _ ,transported were · 6th Airlariding .. Brigade, 
the Airborne Armoured Reconnaissance Regiment and 2 ll th Light Battery 
R .A. Two zone$ were chose'n for the fanding:.._" N v north of Ranv1!le used 
in 9pera~ion ." Tong;i." and· a new, one "W ". between Oµ.istre~ao .. and 
Bei:J.d uville west of the- Canal de. Caen. 

Th; force was scheduled to Jand at 2100 hours and by _even~ng the ;'l'teaiher 
bad improved so that when the ,time came ·to take off the visibility . was 
excellent (10-15 miles) with only scattered. patches of high cloud. The wind 
was ligQt at the release height. 10-15 m.p.h./320.· In those conditions the 
ground marki.hgs and Eurek.a beacons on the landing · zones were found __ to 
be. scarcely necessary and few pilots repm:ted using them, . During 6 June 
landing strips were cleared in readiness._ 

Landing· Zone "N u 

A to.ta! of 146 tug'-glider combinations were sent to zone" N ". Of these, 
74 Horsas were towed by Dakotas from No .. 46 Group, and 42 Itorsas and 
30 Hamilcars' by Albemarles and ·Stirlings of No.-38 Group. 142 combinations 
landed successfully on zone , t N" between 2051 and· 2123 hours. Of the 
remaining• four-two broken tow-rope~ caused forced la:ndiogs in England
one combination ditched in-the Channel and the fourth was missing. The only 
other casualty was a Dakota tug shot down by flak near the landing zone-
all the .other tugs safely returned to base. · 

Landing Zone " W '' 
- The six. teniaining squadrons of No. 38 Group provided the lift .for IU 
Horsas on zone "W ", and although two became unserviceable prior to 
take off only four of the remaining 110 failed to land successfully on the 
tzone. , Two forces -landed in England and two gliders cast off, over the 
Channel. one dfrclung and one landing in France. but a J_ong way from' the 
L.Z·. The operation w,as accomplished in 28 minutes the last glider landing 
at i.120 hours. There was however some confusion at the L.Z. as several 
of the leading gliders landed in the wrong directi(:)n· with the result that the 
majority did the same_. The concentration was very good and showed that 
given ample practice this standard could be improved, upon. In-the whole 
operation Mallard only ten gliders failed to reach their' ·zon_e; a percentage 
su~ss of 95.3 per cent. 

The position on the ground by th~ evt>,oing of D-Day was tight though 
not critical nevertheless it was with considerable relief · that the men " of 
6th Airborne Division saw their comrades ai;riving in. what was up to that 
time. 'the .most impressive display of air power ever seen. After two days' 
fighting the 6th Airborne Division hi.Id gained all .its , objectives _except for 
a &mafl section on the coast near Fr~nceYille. The scadered d-rops had 
not materially affected the military outcome. and dC6pite none too favourable 
weather the ~ir plan had de.finitely worked. Thus the main ai:rborne effort 
in Overlord ended on a high note of success. The only remaining operations 
were those of re-supply to· the forces on 'tile ground and the S.A.S. 
operat-ions which No. 38 Group haµ been doing throughout the early 
months of 1944. 
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Operation• Rob Roy-;-Re--supply 
The first of 11he re-supply ti!issions wa·s · caru-ied out by 50 Da.lcot.as of 

No. 46 Group oo. the· evening of D-Day. Thirty aircraft . of No. 233 
Squadron at Blakehill Farm, w-bioh had not taken,. part in the earlier 
tasks and ten each from Broadwell· and Down Aµ\pney were detailed to drop 
116 tons of 1supp1ies, consisting of food, ammunition, radio sets, e:it:plosives, 
medical stores, petrol and other items qb. ,llbe propping ~one . "N " just 
before midnight1• ·, 

All the aircraft took off satisfactorily and flying in vie. formations of three 
reached the French coast. Unfortunately the crews had been briefed not to 
expect shipping -0n the route whFreas, in fact, there were sev.era,l friendly vessels 
anchored off the mouth of the Orne, who opened fire on 1Jbe low-flying 
airer.aft. Many were hit, two so badly :that they were forced to turn back, 
one having 10 ditch in Vhe Channel. Fi we ot:her ai1"craft were missi,ng from 
the operation. Naturally the formatio.ns were split 'llp and the dropping 
suffered accordingly with the result thai 6th Airborne Division Depot 
only received 24½ tons of .the supplies. 

The reasons for this unfortunate oocurrence were the same as in earlier 
operat i.ons, namely- joability to recognise .friendly aircraft, failure of the 
aircraft to identify ,themselves immediately and the fact that the Naval 
forces bad been bombed by tibe Germans shortly before and thus were rather 
aircraft conscious. All this was a further indication ,to tlhe fact that bad 
the operation been carried out ,by day the drop might have been far more 
successful, although night dropping did afford protection from enemy flak 
which might have caused equal casualties. This operation concluded the 
No. 46 Grol.l/p contribution to Overlord and they reverted to ilieir true 
role of transport. Throughout the summer months they fetched and carried 
in ever-'increasing loads to and from Burope". 

' The remaining re-supply operations in Overlord were carried out by 
No. 38 Group. ln Vhe early hours of 8 J'llne six Sti{liogs of No. 190 Squadron 
took off from Fairford and successfully dropped their loads on D.Z. "N " . 
Afl 1he crews recognised the DZ. wi:llhout m~rkings or use of navigational 
aids and dropped from 600 ft. as the v.isibility was not {oo good owing to 
smoke and sea mi9t. Lator the same day· twelve Stirlings- six from No. 196 
Squadron and six from No. 299-took off on a similar mission to D.Z. " N ". 
Unfortunately the weather ih:ad deteriorated considerably during the evening 
low cloud covering· most · of the ·route (as well as a possibility of fog over 
base airfields). A general.recall signal was sent out and seven of the aircraft 
returned to England. The other five howeve£ being near the French coast 
when tlle signal·was received decided to carry on. Recognising the dropping 
zone visually they dropped l 12 containers and nine panniers before return
ing safely to their bases. 

At da,wn on JO June No. 38 Group again dropped supplies on the D.Z. 
'' N " . . Six flalifaxes from Tarrant Rushton dropped -containers, jeeps an<l 
six-pound guns without mishap from 1,000 ft. and nine Stirlings from 
Keevil were similarly successful. Little or no opposition· from the ground 
was encountered, the weather was still cloudy but not enough to hamper 

1 These were carried in 18 _CO{\tainers, 609 panniers and 88 parcels. At a meeting at A.E.A.F. 
H.Q. on 28"Febtuary 1!}_44, the airfields to be used for re-supply ·were chosen- Blakehill 
Fann, Broadwell, Down Ampney and Fairford. File 2A/A.E.A.P./778. 

2 Tbe activities of No. 46 Group during the, monlhs prior to Arnhem are described in the 
"History of No. 46 Group". ' 
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tb.e v~sibility. The fi!llal operaition under the- ·code name Rob Roy took 
place on the evening o{ 10 June \Wlen'. three Stklings dropped supplies 
on "N" and returned without difficulty. And so the great operation had 
been launched, the liberating armies were grii,dua.lly est~blished and daily 
grew st:ronger, 1Jbu_s bheir demand-s :increased. By the end of J.une, 26 ·separa,te 
supply dropping missions bad been successfully undertaken. The code 
name was changed from Rob Roy t-0 Townhall and for the rest of the 
summer re-supply was carried on1• 

Conclusions 
Judging by the eventual military outcome of Overlord a;d the fact that 

all the main objectives were seoured, the operation was s,uoce-ssful but from 
the pure1y air point of view there was a ce:r-tain proportion of failure which, 
y.nder less favourahle . circumstances of stronger opposition, might have 

· resulted in severe losses · and possibly the failure o.f the _whole operation .. 
Sev~ra,1 of the objectives,, mainly bridges captured by the coup de main 
party and the Merville battery 1were only ipossible to take with the use of 
aiI'borne .forces. Several factors, mainly weather, last minute re-dispos:ition 
of the enemy and some technical failures made it impossible to guarantee 
a completely successful operation. Too much depended on ciraumstances 
beyond human control; if the conditions were favourable such as for 
Mallard then -all · was well ; if they were not then l!be oQtcome was rather 
a gamble. Howeve-r, 1bear1ng in mind ,that Neptune was the first airborne 
qperation ever attempted on such a large scale and that the weather was 
by no means ideal, -th~ pl~n very definitely justified itself and provided 
invaluable experience for the furure. 

The lessons learned from Neptune can ·be categorised as follows:-

(i) No operational plan ·should call for too great precision in time and 
place from the airborne forces thus no one particular airborne 
unit or objectjve allotted to it should be of a nature vital to 'the 
whole operation. 

(ii) To ensure success air superiority over the whole area must have 
_been gained. However operations may be carried out any airborne 
forces cannot help be.ing a sitting target to either ground, air or 
sea defences. · 

6ii) P.rior to Neptune ,there was much controversy as to the relative risks 
of day and night operations. - Mallard proved beyond reasonable 
doubt that all circumstances being e-qual..the odds favoured daylight 
for tbis type of operation. In other words the dangers of flak 
were considerably outweighed by the increased safety from col
lision and crashes and the simpftfication -of navigation. From 
the tiaining aspect the idea of night operations should not be 
discarded. If crews are trained in the difficult art of night drop
ping then daylight operations will seem very much simpler. 

(iv) Tbe highest proportion of failures 'in Neptune was amongst aircraft 
detailed to the unsuitable difficult zone " V " wb.ere there were 
no radio aids and practically no visual ones. This did not altogether 
excuse the failures. Radio aids were " aids " to navigation and 
not sub_stitutes therefore crews should . have used them as such 
and-not relied on them to ·the exclusion of proficiency· in ordinary 

- ' .: • ' 

1 For description of equipment carried, method of stowing and dropping, see Appendix 9. 
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navigation. Individual navigational skill_ was -essenti,al. Th.e 
American airborne operations i,n Overlord provlcled excellent proof 
of this. It 'was no use relyjng on the leader of a formation so 
-that on his success or failure d()pendep that of the.formation. 

(v) When pos·sible the fewer different types of aircraft used the better. 
In Neptune the use of four types resulted in various disadvantages 
-the ·carriage of different loads at different speeds complicated the 
tasks of the loaders and fligh.t planners, which were difficult enough 
because of the varying speeds of paracbute dropping and glider 
towing aircraft.. Different speeds also caused " ·bUllch.ing... on 
the route. with aircraft in another's sBpstream and gaps in the 
continuity of arrival. 

(vi) There were several instances of tow rope breakages due mainly 
to losing position in cloud and flying in the slipstream of other 
aircraft. Other than by strengthening the tow ropes these were 
risks which had to be faced if a ,close formation was required and 
if any chance at all was to be taken with the weather. As regards 
other equipment there were so few failures that they could not 
be considered as contributory_ to any lack of success in the 
operations. 

(vii) More time should in future be allowed for briefi,ng; as it was 
only three days were aUowed, which was not sufficient. especially 
rn view of the shortage of models of the objectives. Only one 
was available for both groups whereas at least one per station 
should be provided to allow all the crews ample time to study 
it in detail. 

(viii) The rehearsals for the operations which took place during training 
were found to be most beneficial to all concerned and when pos
sible should always be carried out. 

Special Duty Operations 
The sto.ry of Special Air Service and Special Operation.s Executive is a 

long one and jn the case-of the latter covers the greater pact of the war. 
It is beyond the scope of this narrative, to describe these operations except 
in so far as they were in direct suppor:t of airborne operations. Their history 
has been covered in detail elsewhere•. 

In January 1944 H.Q. S.A.S. troops was formed under the command of 
Lieutenant General Browning2• The Brigade was commanded by Colonel 
McCloud and consisted of about 2,000 meo: 1st and 2nd, S.AS, Regiment, 
3rd and 4th Parachute Battalion. Belgjan Independent Parachute Squadron 
and "F" Squadron of G.H.Q. Reconnaissance Regiment, ~hicb acted as 
Brigade Signals Section.· Iri addition a special branch was formed at 1-lead
quar!,ers from the .airborne troop~ for ~he sti:;l-tegic and high level planning 
of the operations. The purposes of S.A.S. were n;iainly two-fold: Strategic: 
Operations in the rear of the enemy, sabotage of H.O .. dumps, transport, 
roads. bridges. etc. : supplying. assistjog and organising resistance movements. 
Tactical: Harassing the ·enemy movement towards a partjcular battle area 
or during retreat- the spreading of false -information or rumours, diversionary 
_raids and small scale attacks on part~cular. obje~tives. 

1 "History.of Sp~ial Duty Operations in Europe''. 
2 War Office Narrative, Chapter 18. 
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S.A.S. in relation to Overlord 
The operations were mainly designed to hinder movement of enemy 

reserves into the invasion area in the early stages of battle. They were 
however not allowe,d to interfere with· the· vital operations of the airborne 
divisions and were definitely- of a secondary · prjority. The general purpose 
of the operations· was to destroy enemy-. communication .in collaboration 
with the Maquis and assist the latter in gaining, contro.l of certain areas. 
From February onwards No. 38 Group took .part in 'the. Special Operations 
against the enemy. They were for the roost part very successful and few 
losses were sustained in almost a score of pperations. On 11 April 1944 
as many as 105 aircraft took part, only two of which were _lost; 88 com
pleted their tasks satisfactorily. All these operations provided excellent train
ing and when aft~r D-Day 1.t became necessary to drop S.A.S. jn support 
of Overlord, No. 38 Group bad experienced crews ready for the tasks1

• 

Special S.A.S. troops in N.W. Europe .were under,the command of Tweoty
fust Army .Group and their operations being strategic rather than tactical, were 
supervised by the G.3 (Ops.) Division of S,H.A.E.F. This supervision applied 
where the operations were connected with -resistance groups or where they 
were of a purely -tactical nature. These latter were not so frequent and were 
usually carried out by one or two Stirlings from No. 38 Group. who dropped 
small parties to attack objectives such as railway bridges, tunnels, airfields, 
etc.2 • Normally, :however S.A.S. activities were directly in conjunction with 
resistance groups1 to whom they supp~ied the nu,clei of trained leaders and 
experts~. · 

The first S.A.S. operations in direct support of Overlord were carried out 
on 5 June 1944 when two parti~ of three S.A.S. troops were dropped to 
assist io operation Titanic~ the landing of dummy parachutes io support of 
Neptune4

• On the same night 35 troops were dropped by a Stirling in 
Brittany, 18 in the N.W. (known as area Sam West) and 17 in the S.W. 
(known as Dingson). These troops were to· contact the Maquis and prepare 
bases for operation Cooney which took place two i;iigbts later,. when nine 
Albemarle aircraft from Brize Norton and Harw<:ll dropped 56 troops in 
parties of three in a line across Brittany. Despite auti-aircraft fire none were 
lost. Their task was' to sever railway lines at eighteen chosen points in order 
to cut oft' 'B_rest and Western Brittany ftom the rest of, France, and then to 
retire to bases previously prepared in Dingson and Saro West by the troops 
dropped two nights before. -

Also on this busy night two Stirlings of No. 620 Squadron dropped S.A.S. 
troops and supplies south of the Loi.re in the· area Bullbasket and another 
aircraft should bave dropped parties on the north side, but only the first 
two were successful. This was known as Operation Sunflower ll. On the 
night of 9-10 June three aircraft from No. 620 Squadron successfully dropped 
50 troops of the 4th French Para'cbute Battalion and equipment in area Sam 
West; two aircraft from No. 299 Squadron and one from No. 196 Squadron 
dropped ·a similar party i.11 Dingson. All .the aircraft returned_ safely. 

In op~rations of this nature a ve;cy high standard of efficiency was essentiaL 
The aircraft flew as independent units an_d the drop w.as usually don.e from 
low level, in Operation Cooney from ?00 ft., and f!O ground aids at all were 

1 N"o. 38 Group O.R.13., February. 
2 SHAEF/17240/8 (Ops:) (a), 24 May 1944. 
'A.E.A.F:/S./806/ E.l.; Appendix A. 
• Ibid, Part I , Encl. 26. 
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provided, Tbe motive behind. these operations. was to assist the main military 
plan for Overlord in which . it was intcmded to gain control of the Atlantic 
ports and develop Brittany as- an operational base, once the breakout from 
the lodgement area had been .accomplished. Apart from Brittany. other areas 
further south later became important-the Ardennes, the Vosges Mountains., 
the area between the Garonne and Bullbasket and the area between Lyon 
and Dijon. These places and others more distant were not easy to supply 
owing to the very short nights. Throughout the summer months following 
D-Day until October 1944 S.A.S. operations were carried out with a high 
degree of success. Each of these operations took place over several nights 
and although the daily effort might ·only involve the· use of one or two aircraft 
it was rare indeed that No. 38 Group failed to accompUsh. its spare .of the 
task. The aircraft nearly always succeeded in finding the drop,ping · zones 
and. the fact that sometimes the operations were not · c9mpletely successful 
could only be attributed to the inoate difficulties experienced by the people 
oo the ground. 

The Ameri~ Airborne Operations 
Whilst the 6th Airborne Division wer~ being landed in the Caen area the 

IX U .S. Ti:oop Carrier, Command were transporting the 82nd and 101st Aiz,
borne Divisions to tire base of the. Contentin penisular. In. th¥se operations 
the Amerieans were less successful than· the British.- Ii was true they had 
worse weather which, combined with inexperienqe, prevented iheir patbfioders 
from accurately locating the correct dropping zones but t)!is did not eqtirely 
account for tbeir widely scattered drops. 

The principal cause of their failure can be attributed to poor navigation. 
The American plan was that only the formation leaders need~d navigational 
training ; the fallacy of this follow my, leader principle was thoroughly demon
strated in the Normandy operations1

• In fact General Browning, Major 
General Airborne Forces, signalled the Air C.-in-C., ·shortly after D-Day to 
the effect that be "considered it essential for IX Troop Carrier Command 
to be ordered to train and operate 0:1 the same lines as No. 38 Group, · tha~ 
is in navigation and map reading". 

That the operation was only partially successful was not altogether. unex
pected- though for different reasons.. In a letter on 29 May 1944 to the 
Supreme Commander, General Eisenhower, the. Air C.-in·C. stressed the 
hazards involved 'in flying low by moonlight over the Contentin peninsular, 
where German troops were known to have concentrated, for a period of 
about three hours. He poinCed out that the aircraft to be used were. vuloer;
able, being without ·armour or leak-proof tanks ; tbat the landing of gliders 
by night-in the St. Mere Eglise area was dangerous ; and that generally for 
variaus reasons th'r operation would not be justified 2. In his· r~ply .General 
Eisenhower said that be was fully sensible of the risks· involv.ed but •that the 
operation must go 003

• 

' The· 101st Airborne· Divfafon was ·1and1ed S.E: of' St Mere Eglise from 0130 
hours 6 June 1944, and of 6,600 iroops cir6pped only 1,100 landed near their 
objectives a·nd 60 per cent. of their equipment was lost: The ~2od Airborne 

-
1 A.E.A.F. File T.L:M./M.S. 150. 
1 A.E.A.F ./Ops. 3, Appendix III/10. T:S-./8'41/Ops. 3. 
3 A.E.A.F./Ops. 3, Appendix III/12. 
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Divisio·n was also widely scattere.d west of Carentan Cb,erbourg -road from 
0230 hours:- The glider landings suffered casualties but managed to reinforce 
the airborne units (on the night 6-7 June) who were ;fighting gallantly and 
hard in ·capturing the town of St. Mere Eglise. Once again the dispersed 
drop did not prevent the attainment of all Qbjectives and-as in tbe British 
sector caused confusion to the Germans as to the ex.teQt and area of the 
landings. The Americans were fortunate in meeting with little flak opposition 
and what there was proved to, be ineffective. Out" of 1,656 Sorties flown on 
D-Day and D + 1 only 46 aircraft were lost. 

luvasion of Southern France 

Operation Dragoon-Anvil 
1 Tlie purpose of this operation was to carry out an assault landing 
between Frejus and St. Raphael about halfway between Touloo 
and <:'.anries on the south coast of France, to be followed ·by an advance 
up the Rhone Valley. This was to coincide with the advance of 
the main force in Normandy1 • AJthougih there was little opposition in the 
coastal areas the German had reserves 'inland and to delay the movement 
of these to the coast an airborne force was required. Thus iQ June 1944 all 
available airborne forces in the area, which incladed five Aniericaa. Parachute 
Battalions, one American Air Landing Brigade and the British 2nd Inde
perideot -Parachute Brigade Group, were c9mbined into the 1st U.S. Airborne 
Task force under Maj.or General Frederick. On 16 July 1944 Troop Carrier 
Commarld H.Q. was set up with . the airborne forces Headquarters in the 
Rhone area and the lessons of previous operations wer~ applied in wholly 
co-ordinated planning. ,An intensive tr:aining prograDJ.me which stressed the 
use of pathfinder aids and co-operation with naval, air and . ground forces 
was carried out. The task given to the British Brigade Group in the main 
operation was to capture the area betwee.P La Motte and Le Muy, prevent 
the-enemy -rrom reaching it -and hold it for fµrtber landings later in the day. 

The operation took place in the early hours of 15 August 1944 and the 
British. 1st Independent Parachute Platoon were the first Allied parachute 
troops to land in Southern Prance. They set .up Eureka beacons to guide in 
the main force. As a result of mJst and cloud th.e main drops were only 
about 60 per cent. accurate. Out of 125 aircraft of U.S. 51st Troop Carrier 
Wing carrying tbe parachute troops. only 73 found the correct dropping zones, 
but. as anticipated there was little opposition and the objectives were gained 
without difficulty. Meanwhile the an'fi-airborne. poles were cleared from 
the area in preparation for the landing , by Horsa and, Waco gliders later in 
the day. Th.ese also were carried out successfully. By the evening of 15 
August approximately one Division of Allied troop~ -were established in. 
positions covering all enemy routes to the sea. The American forces had 
captured Frejus and ,St.• Raphael by the morning of the 16th and contacted 
the British at Le Muy early on the 17th. · The whole _ op~ration was com
pletely successful ; there were no instances of frie,ndly fire against aircraft 
or gliders ; the selection of rputes was good as was the discipline ·of anti
aircraft ·crews. There _ was little enemi opposition. All objectives were 
captured and 2,000 prisoners were taken 2 • 

1 War Office Narrative, Chapter 16. 
z A.E.A:F.(r .S./22607. Encl. 2A, 
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CHAPTER 8 

DEVELOPMENT AND POLICY (June to September, 1944) 
Formation of the First Allied Airborne Army 

On 2 J une 1944 Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force, in a 
letter to the British and American Chiefs of Staff, proposed the formation 
of an organisation for the control by S.H.A.E.F. of airborne troops'. The 
purpose of this organisation was three-fold : -

(a) To enable the Supreme Commander to retain control of all airborne 
troops. 

(b) To simplify the unification of British and American airborne troops 
if required for use as a single striking force in one .or other of the 
Army zones. 

(c) To co-orqinate plannin& and <:ommand with the Alli~d Ex_peditionary 
Air Force and the ground force Commanders. 

It was also recommended that a Commanding General be selected by the 
Supreme Commander and that the Headquarters be· formed around the 
already existing British Headquarters airborne forces2• The functions of this 
combined Headquarters Airborne Troops, as it was then called, were agreed 
upon by A.E.A.F. and S.H.A.E.F. and listed as follows: -

(a) To supervise training and to allot facilities. 
(/J) To study and recommend improvements in airborne equipment. 
(c) To co-ordinate means of supply. 
·(d) To consult with the Commander-in-Chief, A.E.A.F., regarding his 

requirements, because an airborne operation is an air operation and 
thus tbe responsibility of the Air Commander-in-Chief. 

(e) The assembling of troops, equipment, arld supplies at designated afr 
bases. . 

(f) The prepar~tion and examination, in conjunction with S.H.A.E.F. 
Planning Staff, of the outlined plan for the use of air6orne forces 
and the preparation of, detailed plans for. their use in conjunction 
wrt~ grow,q and air force Commanders, 

(g) The direction and control of the. execution ot such plans untH the 
· ground force Commander assumes responsibility. . 

(Jz) To establish re-supply requirements, arrange for delivery to departure · 
air bases and to supervise re-supply. 

(i) PrO\jsion for the retum of .airborne u'tlits when released by the ground 
force Commander. 

◊) To reconstitute airborne forces. 
On 20 June, General Eisenhower, the Supreme Commander, approved the 

appointment of a United States L ieutenant-General, as Commanding General 
for th~ combined Headquarters. 

The Supreme Commander, in a message to General Marsball3. on 10 July 
194( stated his reasons for wishing to form the first Allied Ai.rborne Army. 
H<; said that there was at present "no suitable agency available to the High 
Comman4 to assume responsibility for combined planning between the Troop 

' A.E.A.F. File T.S./22518. End. IA. 
2 Ibid. Encl. 4e. 
i T .L.M. File S. 150/8. Encl. I. 
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Carrier Command and airborne forces ". This planning includes joint train
ing, development of operational projects and logistical support until its 
fiµ:iction coulc_l, be, taken over by oo~mal agencie.s ; also co-ordination.of grou,nd 
and naval forces, assuring a sufficiency of supplies and equipment. Thus, 
General Eisenhower wanted an airborne Commander to assume these respon
sib_ilities, not necessariJy to command the troops, but to provide all. logistical 
suppo1:t until the normal li~.es of commuoica_tion be opened. _ 

Alt'hougb in general the need for unification of coniro-i of all airborne forces 
under one Commander was approved by Headquarters, A.E-.A.F., the Air 
Commander-in-Chief (Air Marshal . Leigh-Mallory) said J1e thought that 
including the Troop Carrier units would merely complicate planning, prepara
tion and execution. In a letter to -the· Supreme. Commander on l;J' August 
1944 he commented on _ ea~h of th~ functions laid down for the new 
organisation 1• 

The main points stressed in this letter by tbe Air Commander-in-Chief we.re 
as follows : -

The Supervision-of Training and Allotment of Facilities 
Basic training must necessarily be cartied out on a national basis ; 

hence, supervision by the airborne Commander can only apply to com~ 
bined exercise ti:aining. · · ' · 

The Recommendation of Improvements in Equipment and_ Co,-ordination 
of Supply 

Such recommendations can only be made to higher authority, i.e. 
S.R.A.E.F., who would require additional staff to deal with them. 
Existing cqannels for ',the B,ritish Troop Ca,:rying Units, viz. Air Ministry 
and M.A.P., were working satisfactorily and it would only lead to 
confusion if they were disturb.ed. · 

Consultation with the Air Commander-in-Chief concerning A.E.A.F. 
R~quirements 

From the· time of take-off to landing, · an airborne operation being 
purely an air operation. must"be the responsioility ofthe Air Comruander
in-Chief. who must retain the power of veto. Thus, an airborne Com
mander merely interposes· another unnecessary uuit in the chain of 
communications. 

Preparation of Plans 
Experience has proved that detailed planping must be done at a low 

level. Previously, this was carried out satisfactorily and since the Air 
Commander-in-Chief would still have to be represented from the new 
Headquarters. no reduction or simpLi~cation of the ·present _procedure 
would result'. · · 

The Establishment of Re-supply Requirements, Arranging of Delivery 
and Departure Air Bases and the Supervfaion of Re-supply 

These arrangements have aJways been quite efficiently , carried out Qy 
existing Britjsh and American OFganisations, and the addition of another 
Headquarters to the chain between .the Service-Commands, War- Office. 
Air Ministry and airborne divisions, .would merely retard procedure. 

1 A.B.A.F. File T.S./22518/Al. 6ocl. 7A. 
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The· principal criticisms of the Air Commander-in-Chief fell undeJ; two 
main headings:- _ . 1 • , , 

(a) Increase in personnel, time and labour that. would be necessary. 
resulting in loss of efficiency. 

(b) A division of responsibility on purely air p·roblems. 

Previous events e.g. Overlord-had not shown the present organisation to be 
a failure and therefore any re-organisatio.n invblving such division of air 
forces was, he suggested, illogical and unsound. Id addition a general 
impression might be cr.eated that airborne operations were a special mysterious 
thing apart and as such be ignored _ by those outside them., 

T he Air ·Commander-in-Chief submitted that the re-organisation should 
include:- · 

' Inauguration ·of a Corps Headquarters for the ·American airborne 
divisions, to be located near: Eastcote. · 

T he ·unification ·under one Commander: of British and Ameritan 
airborne rroops. . Thus the Air Commander-in-Chief would remain 
responsible for all air aspects of airborne operations, while the airborne 
Commander would control all ground forces. · · · · 

In his reply to the Air Commander-in-Chief'.$ . proposals', the Supreme 
Commander, although recognising the ad_vantage.s proposed, felt 'that there 
was. a need for, the organisation as planned 'aotj that if it were to fulfil its 
purpose, tro'op carrier•'units must come 1,lllder the operational control of the 
combined Headquarters. As nea_rly all air transport used came from troop 
carrier sources, the most efficient operation possible would be to place the 
Combined Air Transport Operation Room under control of .the airbo111e 
Headquarters1• ' • • • • 

' The formation of F!!s~ Allie.q Airborne Army did not tally with the 
principle of a single theatre Air Commander, which was later stressed by 
Field Marshal Montgomery in his· b.ook High Command in War. It meant 
that the Commander directing the aj.r battle did not have control over the 
Air Transport force,' so vital to bis, and the Army Commander's plans. 

The final authority for the. transfer of th$! vario~s units to the Command 
of the Commanding General, First Allied Airborne Army, was issued by 
S.H.A.E.P. 16 August 1944. It was announced that U.S. IX T roop Carrier 
Command wa~ to be transferred from the operational control of A.E.A.f'.. to 
Cotl)Jlland of First Allied Airborne Army. The British units, including 
Headqttarters Airborne Troops, with 52nd (" L " Division) and one airborne 
division, S.A.S. t roops and No. 1 Polish ·Parachute Brigade. Group, were al1,o 
transferred to the command of the First Allied Airborne Arl!1)'2• Lieutenant
General Lewis H. Brereton of the United States. Army assumed command 
of . th~ First Allied Airborne Army, with Lieutenant-General B_cowni.qg, 
G.O.C., British Airborne Troops, .as his deputy, on 8 August 1944. 

The H~adquarters for the .new organisation was at Sunn-inghill Park, near 
Ascot, close to the rear Headquarters of the U.S. IX Air Force. An advanced 
H.Q. was later set up at Maison Laffitte, near Paris, where the plap.ning 
section were able to maintain close contact with S.H.A.E.F. H;eadquarters a t 
Versailles. Approval of the formation of the First Allied Airborne Army 

1 S.H.A.E.F. File 1728!/.0ps. (A). 
2 A.E.A.F. File T.S./2t.518. Encl. llA. 
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was expressed. by .the Chief of Air Staff, in. a Jetter to Air Chief Marshal 
Tedder, provided that the principles learned from operation flusky, and 
later . proved by Overlord, were obseryed1

• _ These were: - ! 

(a) Lieutenant-General Brereton should have a British Air -Deputy with 
suitable staff similar to any Qther integi:ated air comp1and. 

(b) The airborne operatjons should be under the general control of the 
officer responsible to the Supr~me Commander for air operations 
as a whole. 

The future of No. 46 Group was also discussed in this letter because, 
although the IX Troop Carrier Command was under First Allied Airborne 
Army, the 'Americans stjll bad transport aircra{t in the lX Air Service Com
mand and the United States Ajr Transport Command for use in normal 
transport purposes between France and the United Kingdom. Therefore 
it was suggested that No. 46 'Group should not come under the . First Allied 
Airboro~ Army except when specifically required for operations or training 
for op·eration-s. However, the position remained unaltered, although it was 
by no means stabilised as will be described later. As far as possible No. 46 
Group transport schedules were taken over by other units. · 

The effect of this fundamental change, in th~ organisation and , control 
of airborne forces, upon Nos. 38 and 46 Groups, was that they' came under 
the control of First A..Ille·d Airborne Army for airborne operations, operational 
training and for augmentation of resources for air lift, with the exception 
of aircraft required for S.A.S. o_r S.O.E: opetations, the control of which 
remained with the Air Commander-in-Chief. On 3 August 1944 authority 
was given to the A.O.c :·, No. 38 Group. to · use No, 46 Group aircraft 
(Dakotas) on S.A.S/S.O.E. missions; provided they operated only ·in ·areas 
where tl1e defences were relatively weak. All planning and operational 
control was vested ,in No: 38 Group. · The administrative 'cbntrol 'of these 
Groups still remained w.ith their respective R.A.F. · Conunands~. 

As No. 38 and 46 Groups were now under the operational con'trol of First 
Allied Airborne Army, it was felt in the RAF. that they should be repre
sented in the new .Headquarters. Air Vice-Ma:rshal H ollinghurst. A.O.C. 
No. 38 Group, in a letter ·on 31 August 1944 to the Air Commander-in-Chief, 
expressed concern as to the division of responsibilities under the new organi
sation3. He quoted the fact that No. 38 Group bad not been represented 
at the Conferences concerned with planning Linnet. He felt that as Nos. 38 
and 46 Groups were to have been actively concerned in the operation 
they should have been represented at the Conferences. The out
come of correspondence between the Air Commander-in-Chief and Lieu
tenant-General Brereton on this subject, was an agreement that the Com
mander of an airborne operation be chosen from th'e force particularly 
interested. 

Early in September, the inclusion of R.A.F. officers on the strength of 
the new establishment was ·discussed, when Group Captain Macintyre (Ops. 
3 A.E.A.F.) visited H eadquarters, Fjrst Allied Airbome Army. On 6 Sep
tember 1944 the Americans having eoncurred, an establishment was drafted 
which included some fifteen R.A.F. officers, a General and a Brigadier. · 

, D .S.C./T.S./100/14. , 
2- A.B.A.F./T.S./1317/0ps. 3. Encl. 27A. 
1 380./S. 18/9/Air. -
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Combined Air Tqmsport Operations Room• (C.A.T.O.R.) , 

The combined air transport operations room was established on 1 June 1944. 
at Stanmore~ to control the whole orgaiiisation ,of both American and British 
transport aircraft'. Its inception arose from a scheme evolved at S.H.A.E.F. 
Headquarters for co-ordinating the use of a~rcraft for supply by air2 • The 
scheme stated that all dc.;mands for ~ither scheduled air emergency transport or 
supply by air, must be submitted to C.A.T.0.R. which was to be controlled by 
-Headquarters, A.E.A.F. It was divided into two sections, an Operations Sec
tion, staffed by Headquai:t~rs A.E.AF., and a Supply Section. staffed by ·person-

. nel from War Offi~e. E.T.Q.U.S.A., IX Air Fore~ Service Command, ~d R.A.F. 
Equipment A.E.A.F. 3 

The Operations Section was responsible for allocating aircraft to scheduled 
or emergency supply tasks; to inform interested parties what air lift was avail~ 
able, to make necessary arrangements between Supply Section and airfields. and 
to request fighter escort if required. -The Supply Section was to arrange' for 
emergency supply demands and' to receive a detailed breakdown of demands 
from armies or air forces, who · would ·arrange for the supplies to be moved to 
the supply loading airfields. Liaison Officers_ in the Supply ·section of 
C.A.T.0.R. we.re also to be responsible for~ all packing, marking or,_ if necessary, 
despatching by alternate means of transport. 

. ' ' 
The Suprem~ Comma,nder's view was tbat, as nearly all transport work w~s 

carried out by IX Troop Carrier Command. the most' efficient operation would 
be. to place C.A.T .0.R. under First AUiecl Airborne, Artny. Thus. co{!trol of .. 
No. 46 Group by First Allied Airb.orne Army would be implemented through 
C.A.T.O.R. As C.A,T.0.R. was formed to accept bids for transport aircraft 
from 2nd T.A.F., Twenty-First Army Group, and A .C.F., the situation was 
that First Allied Airborne Army would control all allocation of air lift to these 
Commands, and could stop it at any e, even including the air evacuation of 
British casualties. 

When it was proposed therefore, in August 1944, to·move C.A.T.O.R. to the 
control of · the airborne forces Headquarters, concern was feit by the R.A.F. 
that the position of No. 46 Group might be jeopardised as regards transport work 
on the ~ntinent a~ter the Allies, were well es~blished. It seemed that lh:e 
whole of the pure air transport work would fall mto the hands of the 0.S. Atr 
Transport Cotps'-. However, the 'problem eventually solved itself because on 
18 September 1944, the Air Commander-in-Chief was able to announce tha't 
control of all ·air transport operations on tbe Continent had again been placed 
under him and that C:A~T.O.R. was to be taken outoftheFirstAJlied Airborne 
Army and.become a branch of -A.E.A.F. It was also to be extended ano a for
ward echelon was to be formed ' in A.E.A.F. (Main) alongside forward 
S.H.A.E.F. 

1 'A.E.A.F.{f.S. 911. Encl. 19. 
•2 S.H.A.E.P. Ops. Memo.• No. 29, 29 ,Aprrl 1944. 
3 B.Q. A.E.A.F./O.R.B. C,.A,T.0.R. Branch, Appendix 1. 
• File T.C./S./300950/C.-in-~. 
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Opt,r.JtiOQB Pl.~nned and Canc~ed-During tbe Period 13·Jurie and 
10 September 1944 

Th!! tremendous,-progress of tl;le l_ibei;!:l,ting a.c:mies acro§S France and Belgium, 
following the breal(out from the, Normandy pocket, called ,for considerable 
activity from the _airborne force~. Thr~_ughout the months following Overlord, 
S.A.S. and S.O.E. operations, vital to the advance of fhe armies, were carded ,out 
almost 'nightly by No. 38 Group aircraft. At the same time, the air~orne plan
ning staffs were continuously employed in planning airborne operations, aQ of 
which 'were subsequently cancelled. No less than sixteen separate operations 
were planned to take place at short u-otice by Headquarters First Allied Air
borne Army and First Airborne ·cor\)s, between 13 June, and 10 September 
1~~ ' 

On 20 May 1944, ,S.H.A.E.F. He~dquarters had asked Twenty-first Army 
Group c,tnd First U,.S. Army Group, to specify their _airborne requirements 
subsequent to D Day, and sugge~ted, as a basis, that three airborne divjsions 
would require to be used every sixt,y days. The former replied that their 
possil:;>le requirements were approximately 'five airborne divisional operations 
between D Day - and D + 90 and &fte.r D + 90. four divisional operatiqns 
every ·sixty days. Trus expectation was highly optimistic and A.E.A.F. 
explained that the re-equipment . problem of the airborne divis_ions used 
in Overlord had been fully conside1e<i and that they wo'uld 'not be 
available for a second operation until -the period between · D + 45 and 
D + 90, and a third operation ,not " before 1945. Despite this, 1st 
Airbdrne Division were · kept in a constant state of r~adioess from 
6 June until 17 September, when the Arnhem operation to-ok place.' No-

- one was to blame for-this state of affairs, but the effect on the moraie or' the air
borne troops was-unfortunate. · To be in a condition of preparedness for weeks 
on end with the natural feeling of pre-operation tension, constantly giving way to 
the anti-climax of cancellation,, was bound to have its effect on keen, efficient 
men. The most serious r~sult, however, of this permanent state of·preparation 
for :;iirborne operation. was the tying-u f large numbers of aircraft. It was 
not possible to lay on an airborne operation at short notice unles_s the aircraft 
and crews were immediately available and prepared. Thus, the major part 
d the transport support force was virtually- gro~ded. This force included 
the two R.A.F. G.roU;ps Nos. 38 iind_ 46 with a tota] of approximately 450 air~ 
craft. No. 46 Group,, wp.9 bad .between 175 and 185 serviceableDakotas (C.47) 
were only able to use small numbers of their aircraft each day for normal trans
port 'services between the Wnite~ Kingdom and the Normandy landfag fJe!ds. 
During the pe!iod 1 July to 10 Septel1!,.ber, Nq_. 46 Group were require$1 to b~ye 
130 aircraft in readil)ess for any of the operations which_were planned and late, 
~ancelled 1• poce No. 38 GrouP. Q.a~.ct:ased re~supply missions to the Normandy 
beaches, they were occupied witb ·S.A.S. /S.O,E .. opera~ions ,until 16 September 
19.44, but also bad, to stand ,by in readiness for airborne opt;r,.,t-ions .. The United 
States iX 'Troop Carrier Cemmand, with a ,unit establishment of 986 Dakota$ 
plus· reserves would have been called upon to provide the major portion 0f the 
lift for any of the operations during_.this period, e.g. operation Swordhilt, the 
demand for which was IX T.C.C. L0SQ, No .. 46 Group)S0, and No. 38 Group 
300. Nooe of these operations called-for a total of less tban-500-Dakotas. . . . 

1 C.A.T.O.R. O.R.B., August-September 1944. 
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- The ultimate effect of this " freezing " of transport' air~raft was far reaching. 
Smooth deliveries of supplies and urgent daily·scheduled freight to both British 
and U.S. Armies io the field were constantly being upset. · As the armies 
advanced further into Europe, so their lines o'f communication lengthened add 
their need of -transport aircraft grew until · eventually the point was reached 
where they had not e-uough supplies to begin a neW assault. When airborne 
operations did take place at Arnhem, it was not until an adequate reserve of 
air transport and supplies had been built up. 

It might appear that ·this negative' use of aircraft was the fault of i.nsiifficieot 
co-operation between the army and tb~ airbor!i~ forces bu:t tb,i.s was n6f so. 
The real difficulty lay in anticipatip.g the progress of the groutid forces and 
judging whether airborne operations might be necessary. It i;ould not be 
known exactly where or when the Germans might make a determined stand, 
thus creating an obstacle for the overthrow of which airborne operations 
might be · essential. Therefore. a series of planned airborne operations was 
maintained as .nearly as possible abre~st of ~he current military , situation. 
in the .event of one being required. 

' I 1 ' 

The indecision existing regarding the future use of airborne_ forces prompted 
the Air Commander-in-Chief, Air Marshal I.,eigh-Mallory, to write to the 
Supreme Comroan~er on 3 July 1944 asking. for information regarding the 
locality, dates, and size of force which might be required for any future 
operations in support of Overlord1 • The reply on 15 July was that a definite 
answer was impossible but that planning was proceediog to cover eventu
alities in three main areas, Brittany, ormandy and the Seine crossing. The 
approximate dates given were dur,ing the period A'.ugust to. October, which 
shows that there was little idea jo mid-July of -the rapid -progress about .to be 
made by tbe Allied armies 2 • 

' . 

The .first of the projected airborne operations suggested by the army for the 
employment of 1st Airborne Division. wlticb had taken no part in Overlord, 
was that the division be dropped on 13 June in an area soutb-West of Ca.en, 
behind . the German lines, to assist in encircling the enemy in. that, ar~a. A 
conference was called a:t Headquarters; A,..E.A.F., on 11 June 1944 _to discuss 
this p1an3 • It was presided <:iver by the Air Commander-in-Chief, and attended 
by the airborne and air chiefs who decided that the operation was not feasible 
for the following reasons : -

(a) The area was too heavily deknded. for parachut~ troops to b.e d.rQpped 
i.Q. daylight. 

(b) The night of 12-13 June wa·s not in a favourable moon period. 
' - I - • 

(c) The operation would involve flying over the Fleet for three bouts and 
no guarantee could be given by th~ Allied Navaf Commander," X" 
Force, or by tbe Co;mmandjng Officers on the be~ches tb~t the air
craft would not be fired upon. 

(d) An approach over the Coquentin Peninsula WQuld favolve crossing a 
hostile territory without navigational aids. 

1 T:L.M./150/M.S. Encl. 3. 
~ Ibid. Encl. 5. 
3 T.L.M./M.S. 150. 
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The army did not agree that the operation was impracticable but the dif
ference of opinion was .settled when. immediately prior to n June, the 51st 
Division and 7th Armour.ed Brigade encountered-very heavy resistance and the 
military plans- had to be revised. The operation (code-name. Wildoats) was 
cancelled on 17 June. It is of interest to consider briefly the main operations 
which were planned but not carried out following the canceUation of Wildoats. 

Swordhilt 

Tltis operation was planned to assist in the capture of Brest during J ulyl. 
From the air point of vjew, the pla.o .was. sound from all aspects. Howeve:r, 
the successful break-through by the American Forces from the St. Lo area dur
ing tbe last days of July rendered the airborne ~peratio,n superfluous and it 
was cancelled on 29 July. 

Hands-up 
This proposed amphibious airborne operation was to capture Quiberon Bay 

for use as a port. The operation was not sound from the Naval point of view, 
because the route lay too near convoys and U-boat bases. It was unlikely that 
sufficient forces would be available also three weeks preparation was necessary 
and operational conditions could not be forecast that far ahead. Thus. it was 
agreed at a Chiefs of Staff meeting on 15 July~ to cancel the operation, but to 
file the _plan for reference2• 

Beneficiary 

Intended 'to q1.pture St. Malo. Planning for this , operation continued 
throughout June but Headquarters airborne forces 'advised against the final 
plan for the following reasons pointed out by General .Browning in a report 
dated 7 July 1944. The landings would have to be made too close to enemy 
flak positions; the Navy would not be able to use St. Malo harbour until 
seven days after its capture and thus. if the weather was bad, maintenance 
would have to be done by air. It woold also involve using the only available 
airborne reserves and the First United States Army Group considered that the 
area could be captured without difficulty by approaching from the south and 
south-east. 

Lucky Strike/Transfi,gure 

hese were to be large-scale operations in the north of the Paris Orleans 
Gap. They were planned to land behind the German lines in conjunction with 
an attempted break-through by, the Allied ar~ies from the Leval area, to cut 
off main escape routes for the Germans west of the Seine. The military pro
gress by General Patton's 3rd Army on .the ground was suffic-ienUy fast, how
ever, not to require this operation and it was cane.ell~ on 18 August, but 40 
S.A.S. jeeps and gliders were landed and moved through the enemy lines to 
Auxerre (operation Wallace). This was the first operation planned by the 
combined airborne Headquarters (later First Allied Airborne Arroy)3·. 

1 A.E.A.F. Pile 22536. Eocl. 21A, 
2 Ibid. File 22537. Encl. 13A. 
J Jbid. File 22557. En,cl. 42A. 
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Linnet 1 and I I 

Linnet I was planned to take place near Litle but was later changed to 
Linnet II. and involved landing in the Liege Maastricbt area to seize the Meuse 
crossing. Planning proceeded throughout August and D f)ay was fixed for 
3 September. The operation was cancelled on the 3rd, but warning was issued 
that similar arrangements might be needed in the near future ' . 

Comet 

The operation Comet was planned to ca.r-ry out Rhine crossings in the 
Arohem/Wesel area, but on 10 September the operation wa~ caoceUed and all 
fqrces i11cluding Nos. 38 ai;i.d 46 Group stations were ordered to stand-by for 
further operations. At long last the period of waiting was nearly -over. A 
week later, the plans for operation Comet were amplified and became operation 
Market,-known to the world as the Arnhem operation. 

Lessons 

Projected operations, beginning with Lucky Strike-Transfigure, which w1:re 
planned by 1st Allied Airborne Army, brought to light several lessons. Firstly, 
whether or not .an operation took place the amount of staff wo1k and planning 
to be done in preparation for it was the same. Therefore, much time and 
labour might have been saved on divisional and lower levels if the planners 
could have been informed jn advance of the degree of µrgency of the opera
tion. It was essential that an Airborne Headquarters be in tbe closest possible 
touch with ground operations and that neither unnecessary time be wasted 
nor aircraft kept sta.odiog by which· might be better employed in · training or 
other operations. As it was, some duplication in the plan rung -work was 
inevitable. Tbis might have been avoided, if 1st Allied Airborne Army had 
had a similar planning staff, because, in any case all details bad to be worked 
out at Army or Airborne Corps Headquarters. -

Extension Qf No. 38 Group Responsibility 

By - the time the airborne operations in Holland were launched,- the full 
responsibility for the development and control of airborne operatioii_s and tbe 
dissemination of information relative to them was delegated to No. 38 Group. 
On 16 September, 1944 a directive, detailing the policy regarding organisa
tion of airborne operations and training, was issued by tbe Air Ministryz. The 
salient features of this directive as far as No. 38 .Group ·were concerned. wel;'e 
as follows: -

It was decided that the status of No. 38 Group was to remain the 
same, i.e. the Beadquarters of airborne assault operations and training 
in the R.A.F . 

. The A.O.C. No. 38 Group was to be responsible for st1pplying informa
tion both- technical and tacti.ciµ on airborne development to R.A.F. 
Commands concerned. He was to be available to advise the Air Com
mander-in-Chief in operational theatres -of all &.spe'cts of airborne assault 

1 Ibid. File 22642. Encl. 45A. 
i A.M. File G .S. 8503/2-. Encls. W2A and e. 
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operations and training, including types of equipment and organisation; 
He. was also responsible . for training personnel for staff and Command 
apP.qintmi;:.nts con~erped ~Ith ·aif bo_n;e as_saul~ overseas. 

Jn order that basic training in aii:borne assault operations might be 
kept 'up to date, the A.O.C. o. 38_ Group's advice on 'this matter was 
to be taken as a basis. 

In overseas theatres, airborne assault Wings with similar functions to 
those of No. 38 Group, were to be formed, one in M.A.A.F. and another 
in A.C.S.E.A., and to consist of the minimum force required for normal 
airborne assault _training ~itb the Army._ The 'A.0.C. No. ?8 Group was, 
if desired, to advise Air Commanders-in-Chief upon · the- capabilities and 
experience of the staff of the airborne assault wing. · 

In view of the possibility that the majority: of ·squadrons taking part 
in future airborne operations were drawn from Transport Command, it 
would therefore be necessary from time to time to attach units of 'I'rans
_port Command to No. 38 Group for advanced . training. Especjally 
would this be necessary prior to the launching of airborne operations, and 
in these instances the units would be temporaily transferred froni Trans
port Command to No. 38 Group. If a very large airborne operation was 
contemplated, it rnigp.t also be nec~ssary to form a special transport group 
for the operation, similar to that already in existence in western Ewope. 

All air<.>rew joining Transport Command other than those who were 
over age for military operations or who had dnne two operational tours, 
were to be given basic training in the airborne assault role under Transport 
Command arrangements ba·sed on the technique already evolved by No. 
38 Group1 • · 

Policy and Planning £or. Operation Market 

General Military Situationi 
• I • - • • • 

The military situation in Western Europe by mid-September 1944 was 
briefly as follows : -

The 1st United States Army had advanced as far as the Siegfried Line : 
the 3rd United States Army, under General P3:tton, had establish.ed bridge-

- heads over the Moselle river, and the British Second Army had advanced 
from the Seine against . stiff enemy · resistan~e and was being organised 
on the defensive lines of the Albert and Escaut Canals from Antwerp to 
Maastricht. In the rear · of the enemy three rivers, the Maas, the Waal 
and Nederijn, and the Maas-waal Canal, formed natural lines of defence 
against any northern thrust by· TwenLy-fust Army Group. 

The intention of Field Marshal Montgomery, Commander-in-Chief, 
Twenty-·first Army Group, was to ·advance across the three rivers, secure 
crossings of the Rhine in the area Grave-Nijmegen-Arnhem in order to out
flank the Siegfried Line and · to attack towards northern Germany. · T.he out
come of this would mean a retarding of effort along the · whole front and 

1 See Section JI, Development and Training, No, 38 Group R~port. 
2 "Suprel)le Commanders report to combined Chiefs of Staff oo. operations in Europe". 
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also involve freeing the port of Antwerp. as all resources Y{ould be needed. 
Although there were disadvantages to this plan, , General Eisenhower and 
Field Marshal Montgomery considered that the advantages of such an opera
tion rendered it worth-while. There were several reasons why it was decided 
to attack north eastwards. Firstly, the majority of the German Army were 
there ; secondly, if the attack was successful it would capture the area whence 
the flying bombs were being launched against England ; also it was essential 
to obtain airfields :in Belgium. Finally, General Eisenhower considered that 
the area of the lower Rhine was the best for an advance ,into Germany. 

Objcd of British Second Atmy Plan 
The plan was _to position the 2nd Army across the rivers Maas-waal and 

Nederijn in the area Grave-Nijmegen-Arohem, and to control the country as 
far as the Zuider Zee in order to cut German communications to the Low 
Countries. The main axis of the advance, Eindhoven-Grave-Nijmegen and 
Arnhem, was allotted to XXX Corps. The task of capturing and holding the 
main river and canal crossings on this axis, was given to the First Allied 
Airborne Army who were to lay " an airborµe carpet " over the-area. There 
were available for this operation 1st British Airborne Division, 82nd United 
States Air-borne Division, 101st United States Airborne Division. 1st Polish 
Parachute Brigade Group, 2nd British Airlanding Light A.A. Battery, 52nd 
British (Lowland) Division, and 1st British Air Portable Division. The 
planning for the airborne operation was carried out at a Headquarters at 
Eastcote by a combined British and American staff. 

Main Plan 
The tasks. for the First Allied Airiborne Arm,y were allotted as foll<YWs1 

: 

(a) 1st Airborne Division wi,th 1st Polish Parachute Brigade Group to 
capture bridges at Arohem and establish a bridge-head a.round 
them, to enable land forces to move nort;bwards. 

(b) 82nd Airborne Division to capture crossings at Nijrii.egen and 
Grave and to hold the high ground between N ijmegen and 
Groesbeck. The advanced headquarters of the Airborne Corps 

. were to fly in with the first glider lift of tQis division. 
(c) 101st Airborne Division were to seize the bri<lges and defiles between 

Eindhoven and Grave. 

(d) 878th Aviation_ Engineer Battalion and 2nd Airland.ing Light A.A. 
Battery, io land in gliders and to prepare and defend landing strips 
north of Arnhem. · 

(e) 52nd Lowland Division to be transported in Dakotas to the Iand,ing 
strips provided the military situation permitted. 

In the Arnhem Sector the lift for the airborne forces was allotted as 
follows2 

:-

Nos. 38 and 46 Groups, Royal Air Force, would undertake all path 
finder dropping and all gHder towing as well as . subsequent re-supply 
missions. The IX United States Troop Carrjer Command to undertake 

. t-38 Group/T.S. 10/80/Air,'12 September 1'944. 
2 A.M. File C. 32058/46. · 
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all main parachute drops and the later flying in of airfield engineer and 
defence units. In t•be Nijmegen-Grave Sector 1X U.S.T.C.C. wou1d be 
responsible for all tasks except the towing of the glider-borne British 
Airborne Corps Headquarters which would be towed in by No. 38 Group. 
In, the Eindhoven Sector IX U.S.T.C.C. were to be .esponsible for the 
, whole lift. 

The Terrain 
The 'town of Arnhem (population 100,000) lies on the rising ground which 

forms the northern bank of the Lower Rhine. The terrain north of the town 
rises to over 100 ft. above sea level and consists 01ainly of 9pen heath and 
arable land interspersed with thick belts of pine forest. The southern bank 
of the Rhine opposite to the town and for some considerable distance on 

, either side of the bridge is meadow or polder (fen) land so low lying as 
to be subject to flooding· should the river rise· mm;:e than a few feet. This 
was one factor that dissuaded the planners from choosing the• landing and 
dropping zones in this area because it was feared that if the ground were 
flooded then landings might be both dangerous and difficult, resulting in a 
similar loss of effort to that caused by dropping on sodden ground in 
Normandy (Landing Zone " V ''). This area was also very exposed and 
could easily be covered by fire from the slopes of the opposite bank. The 
other factor was the network of irrigation ditches which, it was thought, 
might jeopardise the safe landing of gliders and paratroops as well as 
hindering the concentration of men and vehicles. ' 
· · Thus the main landing and dropping zones were selected on the high 
ground west north west of the town at distances varying from 5-8 miles from 
the bridge. The terrain in trus area was excelle_nt for landing both paratroops 
and gliders. It consisted of open clearings of heath country not dissimilar 
to that in the Cambedey- Bagshot area of Surrey and mostly covered with 
heather which provided a cushioning effect for landings. 

Tbe fact that all the zones were screened on two and often three sides 
by t hick belts of pine woods coostituted a mixed blessing. From the airoorne 
forces point of view the surrounding woods provided an effective screen 
for unloading and rendezvous activities and because of the clear demarcation 
between thick wood and open country the zones were easily discernible from 
the air. However, once the surprise element of the operation no longer 
existed the woods assumed a menacing aspect-from their obscure depths 
the enem).' could effectively cover the open sweeps of territory. 

Further disadvan,tages were that one of the zones lay in an enemy training 
area and the most easterly was within flak range of Arnhem and Deelen. 
Reconnaissance made a few days prior to the operation showed flak to be 
covering all the zones. Ev~n.ts were to prove that the zones selected were far 
too distant from the objective and that the terrain to l.2_e traversed to reach 
it was more difficult to advance over than to defend. 

Intelligence 
Information regarding enemy movements was scanty but .it was known 

tbat the whole operational area was being prepared for defence and the 
enemy was expected to fight hard ·on the line of the river Rhine.' Information 
prior to June showed that the. ar~ was an important training centre, 

1 H.Q. 1st Parachute Brigade IntelJigence Summary No. I, 13 Septembet 1944. 
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particularly for armqur_ed. ~nd ,motorised .. troops-S.S'. _Herman Goering re
inforcement 1,l.illts. It was considered that the whole area might contain some 
15,000 troops-8,000 of them .in the Ede and Arnhem area- jtls0 that Arohem 
would be strongly defended as it was a vital centre of communication to the 
German defensive line on the river Waal. 

The majoi: part of the information available was from official Dutch sources. 
but was not up-to-date. Estimates of enemy movements in the area subsequent 
to June were largely based on surmise and there was · no direct evjdence in 
support. The consequences resulting from this ·incomplete intelligence were 
very serious -and there is no doubt that failure to obtain an accurate apprecia
tion of the enemy strength. immediately pr_ior to the operation largely 
contributed to its failure. 

The problem then arose as to whether the operation should be undertaken 
by day or by night. It was expected that the German night fighter force 
would provide more effective resistance than .the day fighters but, on the other 
band, the flak would be much more accurate by day than by night. Li(;utenant
General·Brereton decided in favour of a daylight operat.ion, io. the beli~f that 
the supporting air forces could knock out flak positions jn advance and 
destroy them during the airborne operations. A further reason for preferring 
to operate in day)ight was the fact that the Americans, as yet inexperienced 
in night navjgation to the high standard -required and used as they were to 
the formation follow-my-leader principle so ineffective jn Normandy. 
aatural1y preferred to operate by day. The risks involved were that the 
flak was known to have increased by 35 per cetlt. in the Market area, th.e 
troop carrying aircraft were unarmoured, were not equipped with self-sealing 
tanks and flew at slow speeds. This decision to operate in .daylight prompted 
the AO.Cs. of Nos. 38 and 46 Groups to offer the opinion that the casualties 
involved might reach 40 per cent. b~t this risk was considered to be justified1 • 

The opinion of these officers was founded on the fear of a leak in security 
measures, for which the Americans were responsibje but fortunately this did 
not happen. However, initial losses of aircraft en route and at the dropping 
zones proved to be only slight and General Brereton's contention that concen
trated bombing of flak positions immediately preceding an airborne operation 
would greatly reduce casualties, was justified. 

Air Forces Available 
Lieutenant General Brereton was in command of the First Allied Airborne 

Army and on 11 September, Lieutenant General Browning was designataj. 
as Comman<ler of ,the Initial Task Force. The United States IX Troop 
Carrier Command tMajor General Paul L. Williams) comprised 42 Squad
rons. I Path-finder School and Hadrian glide.rs. No. 38 Group, under Air 
Vice-Marshal Hollinghurst. had 10 Squadrons. made up of 2 Albermarle. 
2 Halifax and 6 Stirlings. also Horsa and Hamilcar gliders. No. 46 Group 
(Air Commodore L. Da,rvall) bad six Dakota Squadrons and Horsas. 

1 T.L.M./S. 150/7 Eng. E.9, 6 September-1944. 
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Tbe Landing and D~oppiog Zou,es 
In all, six zones were chosen1 _ Three of them, "Y -' ', . "S " an9 "L '' 

lay North of the railway running West-North-West from Arnhem and two, 
"X" and "Z ", immediately opposite, on the south of !the -railway. A supply 
dropping point " V •~ was selected some two miles nearer to Arnbem and. 
as it turned out, in a most convenient position for the dermans who received 
all the supplies dropped on this zone. To the enemy's credit however j't is 
now known that . a large proportion of these supplies were distributed .to 
the local Dutch inhabitants. 

Once the dropping zones and landing zones had been $,osen the a)lotment 
of forces to them was designed to conform as far- as possible with :the 
inevitable withdrawal towards ' Arnhem·. ·Landing zones "S ", "X ", '' Y ,; 
and "Z ", -could not be used after D + 1, and on D + 2, gliders. would be 
la'nded only on the forced landing zone " L ", and troops dropped only on 
dropping zone t , K " immediately south of the river at Arnhem, whlch 
although unfavourable land, would 1be used for tihe sake of concentration. 
Another small supply dropping point " V " on the outskirts of Arnhem was 
chosen for use on D + 2 and. it was hoped that iby then. or shortly after, 
relieving forces from Nijmegen would have contacted the division at Amhem2 • 

The airborne movement was to be carried out in •three main lifts by 
daylight on three successive days, , followed by re-supply operations as 
requested. The ' detailed tasks in the Arnhem sector were· allotted as 
follows: -

(i) First Lift D Day 
Dropping Zone X 

Six aircraft fcom No. 38 Group to drop i:p.atker forces of the 21st 
Independent Parachute Company at H - 00.20 hours Arnhem sector 
were allotted as follows : -

149 aircraft of the lX U.S.T.C.C. to drop the main body of 1st 
Parachute Brigade _at H. hour. 

Landin8 Z..one S 
Six aircraft of No. 38 Group to drop marker forces as above at H -

00.20 hours. 
130 aircraft of No. 46 Group and 23 aircraft of No. 38 Group to tow 

153 Horsa gliders, releasing 'them at H hour and carrying parts of 1st 
Air Landing Brigade Group. -

Landing Zone Z 
167 aircraft of No. 38 Group to -t!i)w 154 Horsa and 13 Hamilcar 

gliders with more elements of 1st Air Landing Brigade Group. 

'[otal Aircraft and (1-~iders Employed 
First Lift-161 parachute aircraft 

320 tug aircraft 
320 gl_iders. 

Total 801 
--- ---
1 See Figure 6 . · - . , 
• No. 38 Group Report, Operati0[! Market, Append.ix N .. No. 38 ~roup Operation Order 

Market and H.Q. Troops Carner Force, U.S. Army Air Force Field Order Market. 
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Also on D Day the R.A.F. were detailed to deliver H.Q. 1st British 
Airborne Corps in the· United States sector at Nijmegen and 38 aircraft 
from No. 38 Group were to tow 32 Horsa and six Hadrian gliders to 
land at H + 00.50 - 00.58 hours on Landing Zone N. 

(ii). Second ;LiffD + 1 . 

Dropping Zone Y 
126 aircraft of the IX ' U.S.T.C.C. to drop the main body of 4th 

Parachute Brigade. 

Landing Zone X 
160 aircr;lft of No. 38 Group and 48 ai,:craft of No. 46 ,Group to tow . 

189 Horsa, four Hadrian and 15 Hamilcar gliders, carrying elements of 
1st Air Landing Brigade Group. 

Landing Zone S · 
62 aircraft of No. 46 Group to tow 62 Horsa gliders carrying elements 

of 1st Air Landing Brigade Group. 

Dropping Zorie L 
35 aircraft of. No. 38 Group were detailed for-supply dropping. 

Total Second Lift-126 parachute aircraft. 
270 tug aircraft. 
270 gliders. 

35 Supply a/ c. 

Total 701 

(iii) Third Lift D + 2· 

Dropping Zone K 
114 aircraft of the IX U .S.T.C.C. to drop the main body of 1st lndepen• 

dent Polish Parachute Brigade Group. 

Landing Zone L 
' 45 airorafit of No. 38 Group to tow 35 Horsa gliders carrying elements 

of 1st Polish Independent Parachute Br;igade Group, and 10 Hamilcar 
_ gliders carrying elements of 878 U.S. Aviation Engineer Batt~lion. 

Supply Dr_opping Point Y 
100 aircraft of No. 38 Group and 63 aircraft of No. 46 Gro\.lp to drop 

163 supply loads. 

Total-217 parach'Ute and re,supply aircraft 
45 tug aircraft 
45 gliders 

Totaf 367 
Subseq_uen,t re--sup.ply of the gro~d forces was to be order~ as 

required. 
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. The Flight Plan 

The combined flight plan for the R.A.F. and United States Air Forces was 
drawn up by the Joint ·Planning Staff of No. 38 Group and IX U.S. T.C.C., 
at the Troop Garrier Command Post, · Eastcote. The base airfields for the 
complete operation formed two distin~t groups- a soutbe,;n group of eight 
British and six U.S. airfields and a,□ eastern group of eight U.S. airfields. 
Aircraft fu-om -the southern group would form up over Hatfield and those 
from the eastern group over March. On b Day from these initial rendezvous 
points streams ·of aircraft for the Arnhem and Grave-NiJmegen sectors would 
form · up over . Aldeburgh before taking the northern route, . and those for 
the Eindhoven sector over the North Foreland _for the southern route. 

' ' 

The sea crossing on the northern 'rourte was from the rendezvous· at 
Al<leburgh direct to the eastern end of Schouwen Island, thence .direct to 
a fin.al rendezvous at S'He.rtogenboscb, thence diverging to the varipus 
dropping and landing woes at Arnberu, Grave and Nijmegen. From _ the 
in~tial rendezvous at Hatfie1d the aircraft ,were to fly in three parallel sfreams 
one-and-a-half miles apart. The total time length of the co1umn on D Day 
would be .a.bout 65 minutes. Gliders would ,be towed and would release 
at 2,500 ft . On -the secgnd .lift all aircraf\t would use :the south-em rnuite ·via 
Nor,th ;Fo~elaad, Ostend. Gheel and the Eindhoven area in similar streams .. 
The total time len,gth' of the column on D + l would be a:bout 20 minutes. 
After release or drop all aircraft were to -turn left and return on reciprocal 
courses at 5 /7.000 ft. 

The main reasons for designing this flight plan as such were to avoid 
as fair as possible 1the known heavy 6~ .areas and after D Day to pr_ovlde 
a ioute aloog the occupied corridor from Eindboven, ,but it was evident 

' that the fljgbt of 100 miles each ·way a~ross enemy occupied territory would 
be dangerous. Flak in "" the ,target ftrea was being rapidly 1built up in the, 
week before the operation, ancl although anti-flak bombing sorties were 
ordered, it was expected that losses would be appreciable. 

The main factors to be taken into oonsideration in selecting t_he routes 
were 1 : - · 

(a) The shortest dist,ance to the tairget with regard to prominent land 
·features. 

(b) Traffic control in the air. 

{c) Anti-aircraft and operation zones in the United Kingdom. 
(d) Enemy an,ti.,airoraft • and searoh-1,ight batteries. 

(e) Tihe avoidance · of turns over the sea. 

(f) Choice of prominent features on 1ihe coast for land falls. 

(g) The shortest distance over enemy tern-itory. 

The most direct rou,te to Arnhem ,was one ·that passed over the Dutch 
Islands. involving some 80 miles of 'flight over enemy occupied territory. 
The alternative was a longer route to t he south over friendJy Belgian ter-ritory 
most of the way, with the maximum of 65 miles over enemy <territory. The 
northern route ,was exposed to flak from the barges in the area of the Dutch 

1 Air Ministry-Pile C. 32058/46. 
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Islands and the southern route kom ,the flak of the enemy front lin'e troops. 
Both routes were used which avoided the necessity of having one very long 
column, thus exwsi.ng tbe rear portion to danger or. having parallel columns 
with a necessarily wide corridor ,betweeri, rendering them very vulnerable 
to :flak. 

' In addition to the normal aids, Eureka beacons and ·occults were to be set 
up at all turning points in England. Half way across the sea a Eureka 
be<!con and a coded Holophaoe light were to be set up on a ship. In addition 
Eureka beacons were to be placed on all dropping and landing zones by 
21st Independent Parachute Company. These were to be supplemented by 
Verey signals,, ground strips and coloured smoke signals1 • 

Once the basic decisions regarding landing zones and routes had been 
made it was necessary to arrange for air support.' A conference was held 
at Headquarters, A.E.A.F., on 12 September 1944 followed by another 
meeting on 15 September, in which representatives of the VIII Air Force, 
lX Air Force. R.A.F. Bomber Command, Air Defence Great Britain, Coastal 
Command and the Allied Navies were present. in addition tq General 
Brereton and Officers from Headquarters, First Allied Airborne Army and 
its subordinate Headquarters. At this meeting the assignments for attacking 
airfields. dive-bombing of flak positions which developed during the 
operation, for fighter covet along the routes and -for a fighter s.creen east and 
north-east of the Market area, for diversions by Coastal Command, night 
fighter pa-trols, and dummy drops. were made. 

Air Support · 
The following supporting air operations were ordered.2 :-

(a) On D-Day all flak positions along the -route were to be attacked 
by VIII U.S.A.A.F. and Air Defence of Great Britain Sq~adrons · 
immediately before and during the operation. · 

(b) Throughout the whole operation VIII U.S.A.A.F. were to provide 
light escort over the • north-east and -the heaviest cover possible 
over the rest of the route, both to and from the dropping zones. 

(c) After the air landings. cover was to be maintained ov~r the landing 
area ,by the IX U.S. Ar.my Air Force in the daytime and by 
A.D.G.B. at night. 

(d) Bomber Command aircraft were . to attack enemy day fighter air
fields and fixed flak positions on D- 1. 

(e) Forty .aircraft of Bomber Command were to drop dummy 
parachutes west of Utrecht, east of Arnhem and .,.at Emmerich on 
the night of D/D+. l. . . 

(.f) Aircraft of No. 2 Group were to attack parks in the dropping and 
' landing zone area, their attacks to fillish by H ,- 25. 

(g) 2nd T .A.F., R.A.F., to ·carry out armed reconnaissance in the 
dropping and landing· zone area. · 

(h) Aircraft of Coastal Command to carry out diversionary missions 
outside the area of airborne operations. 

1 No. 38 Group Report, Operatim;i Market. 38G/I0/80/AJr. Para. 34. 
2 No. 38 Group Report, Operation Market. 38G/l0/80/Air. Para. 35. 
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The British First Airborne Divjsion and the Polish Parachute Brigade 
were located on the airfields where they bad been marshalled for Operation 
Comet, the former in the Swindon. area and the latter in the Grantham area. 
The 82nd U.S. Airborne Division was stationed near Nottingham, easHy 
accessible to the aerodromes of the IX Troop Carrier Command. and the 
101st U.S. Airborne Divjsion was in the Newbury area, where the American 
troop carrier aerodromes were also · situated. The troops began to move to 
their respective take-off aerodromes on 15 September 1944 and were sealed 
1n at daylight on 16 September. In all, seven British and 17 American aooelds 
were used in Operation Market. By the evening of 16 September, the 
detailed plans for the whole operation were complete; the weather was 
favourable and at 1900 hours Lieutenant-General Brereton gave the order 
for .the operation to begin the next morning1• 

1 No. 38 Group Repo(t, Operation Market. 380/10/80/A -
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CHAPTER 9 

OPERATION MAR.KET1 

The First Lift. 17 September 1944 

Early morning fog whicb bad bee1.1 forecast for D day djd not delay the 
take off of the 358 tug glider combinations comprising the first lift of what 
proved to be the most historic of all airbotne operations. The 'weather. how
ever, was not ideaJ during the first two· hours ; many combinations encountered 
low c;:loud before reaching the English coast and this was' mainly responsible 
for 24 gliders being compelled to .force· land io various ,parts of the country
side. 1 However, the loads of 22 of these were recovered intact and transf~rred 
to the second lift. Visibility over the sea improved, and apatt from five 
gliders :being forced down due to tow rope and Lug engine failure, four of 
which ditched. but whose crews were subsequently rescued, the great stream 
of aircraft moved smootb1y towards its destination. Only slight 9pposition 
was eacountered over Holland-a light flak barrage was soon silenced by 
fighter aircraft and no enemy fighters troubled the airborne formations-but 
eight more· gliders were lost on the way across Holland probably due tq 
difficulti~s caused by the slip stream of the aircraft ahead. 

. Meanwhile the Stirling pathfinder ai.rcraft rWibich had taken off frorn Fair
ford 20.minu~es before the m.ain: force, had easily1ocated the Dropping Zones 
and six aircraft each on zon,es ".S" and "X." succes~lly dropp!Xi elements 
of 21st Indepenqent Parachute Company, Onlf one aircraft was damaged by 
flak and the groond signals wei:e all disptayed and werking by \he ti.rpe tlhe 
main force arrived. Heavy and light flak was encduntered near the dropping 
zones but although six air~raft were damaged none wer~ 'lost and the land
ing took place without aoy serious mishap. There was a tendency for -the 
~liders to- overshoot in the 1ight wind causing close concentrations oa. th~ 
north end of landing zone "Z" and the west end of landing zone "S ". 
A few gliders were damaged jncl'uding two Hamikars which overturned on 
zone "Z" due to the soft ground involving loss of two 17-poundec guns. 
Apart from scattered rifle and machine gun fire the unloadin·g of the gliders 
met witb littfe interference from the eneiQy. There · were, however, some 
roechaoical difficulties and the average time for unloading was about tb..irty 
mloqtes. Complete surprise was achieved. d4e, in ~ome measure. to th.e 
time chosen-ea'rly Sun.day afternoon: · Apart from 38 ~ircraft which towed 
gliders to landing zone "N '' fu the Nijme,gen Sector. ~he remainder of the 
glider force towed by Royal Air Force ,aircraft lande.d n zones " S" 
and " Z •• lying north and south respectively of the railway running west, 
nortbwest from Arnhem. 

1 The following principal soUJ'ces were used in compiling this account of Operation Market;-
No. 38 Group Report on Operation Market (386/10/80/,Nr). · 
1st Al.lied Airborne Army Report on Operations in Holland (Air Ministry file C. 

32058/46). , 
1 Airborne Division Report. 
Wai' Office Narratjves. 
A.E.,\.F. Files T.S. 2.2650 and 35108. 
No. 46 Group-Unofficial History. 
Nos. 38 and 46 Group and Squadron O.R.B's. 
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Landing Zone ' ' S '' 
153 gliders 1ncluding a complete No. 46 Group effort of 130 Dakota-Horsa 

combinations were detailed to •land on this zone ·and 132 landed either on -
or very near it. 

Landing Zone " Z " 
152 gliders of 167 originally detailed made -successful releases: 116 landed 

on the zone and 27 very close to it. In fact 25 of the near misses landed 
on the immediately adjoining zone at "X ". 

Dropping Zone "X '' 
The main body of 1st Parachute Group we.re transported in Dakotas of 

the U.S. IX Troop Carrier Command and dropped successfully. 

La,nding ?one ' ' N " 

Only tb,ree of the 38 gliders destined for this zone and carrying Head
quarters 1st Ai~borne Corps failed to reach their objective-one was lost 
over England ; one over the sea and one over :Holland. Of the remainder 
it was definitely esm,blisbed that 28 of the 32-Horsas towed by No. 38 Group 
landed on the zone and that the -six Hadrian gliders all landed successfully. 

This first day of operation Marl<et involved the largest number of aircraft 
ever to take part in any one operation with the single exception 9f D Day 
Nor.mandy. No less than 3,887 aircraft and 500 gliders became airborne 
during the morning of 17 _September. In addition to the 1,534 tran·sport 
and tug aircraft of Nos. 38 and 46 Groups and U.S. IX Troop Carrier 
Command who towed rhe gliders and dropped the paratroops, 1,240 fighters 
and 1,113 bombers were used in support. 

During the night _and morning 9f 16117 S,e~ember, British . and American 
bomber aircraft undertook tactical JVissions -on the route ,from the , coast of 
Holland inwards, attacking flak positions and enemy fighter airfields from 
which defensive patrols might be expected. The decision to soften flak 
positi.ons on the route was justified. by the lack of effective ground air inter
fere nee experienced ·by the invading force. Dummy par.a chutes were dropped 
west of Utrecht, east of Arohe!ll and at Emmerich QP. the_ night of D /b + 1. 
Other diversionary missions were Wldertaken by aircraft _ of Coastal Com
mand, whilst 2nd . Tactjcal Air -Force -_carrjed out armed reconnaissance in 
the Landing Area. The figh.ter cover . .for tbe a.µ,poCQ.e fo,rce was proviq~ 
by 371 Tempests •. Spitfires. and Mosquito~ from 33 Air Defence of . Great 
Britain squadrons and 166 fighters of the IX U.S. Air Force. This fighter 
support was Ui1.doubtedly a deterrent to the,enemy fighters for .comparatively 
few were seen or engaged and none of the,se attacked_ the airborne .formations. 

The American Operations 
In the Nijmegen area, the landing and dropping was carried. out with a 

similar degree of success to that at Arnhem. The 101st U.S. Airborne 
Division were transported to their zooesi by 424 U.S. aircraft and 70 gliders 
using the southem route. The 82nd Airborne Division were carried by 
480 aircraft and 50 gliders using the northern route w~th the British. In all 
lt>6 gliders and over a thousand Americ'an aircraft reached their objective. 

1 See Figure 7. 
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The Ground Situation 

Arnhem' 
\ . 

The posi~ion of , the troops after Ja_oding soon becarµe difficult, eJJemy 
resistence was stronger than ,antkipated and sopn qeveloped with the arrival 
of German· reinforcements from the east, who before night falJ, were already 
attacking the airlanding brigade defending the zone. Probably the IQost 
serious feature of the day's operations was the cutting off from the ma.iil 
body of the majority of the. 2nd Parachute :Battalion who had reached the 
approaches of the main bridge across the river. · 

Nijmegen / Eitulhoven 
As at Arnhem ene.my resistance was considerable and the _disadvantage _of 

ha".irig a fair sized defended town lying between landing zop.es a:n~ the.objec
tive' was at once apparent. H owever, the Americans took the bridges at 
Grave and Vegbel near.Eindboven but could not prevent the Germans cutting 
the line of the advance in three places during the night. An attack towards 
the brldge at Nijmegen was stopped outside the town and generally the 
schedule . of the whole advance was retarded. 

The Second Lift. 18 September 1944 

The fact that bad weather delayed the take off of the second lift for five 
hours was one of the major contributory causes of the failure at Arnhem. 
During this vital gap the position on the ground deteriorated to such an 
extent that it could not be redeemed. The Meteorological report for the 
morhing of D + 1 caused ·a change in plan. It had originally been intended 
to use both routes . but the rain and low cloud which was predicted would 
affect the southern rnute so it was decided by 1st Allied Airborne Army to 
send all troop carriers by the northern route. 

~Y 1100 hours the weather was fit for the take~off to begin but there were 
still patches of low cloud in eastem England' and this caused seven gliders 
to force land before reaching the coast. The crews, however, were all right 
and took off in -the next lift Weather conditions improved over the North 
Sea but two gliders were forced to ditch. Over Holland visibility was good 
and generally better than forecast ; to the south could be seen low cloud over· 
the southern route as· bad been predicted. Opposition along the route was 
heavier than on the previous day-more light flak bei~g active <\S well as 
heavier guns at Hertogenboscn where several gliders were damaged. In all 
15 gliders were lost over Holland . . Only one tug aircr,aft was m,issing. Another 
from No. 575 squadron had an extraordinary escape. The Pilot was killed 
and the navigator wounded but the second navigator, after an attempt to 
complete the missiGn bad been abandoned and the glider forced to cast off 
due to its ailerons being shot away, managed to fly the aircraft back to 
England and make his first ever la11ding a safe one. •The fighter co\ier was 
again provided . by Air Defence of Great Britain and the U.S. Eighth Air 
Force. · Nineteen Spitfire, five Tempest and three Mustang Squadrons were 
used. Losses were Hght-two Tempests and four Spitfires . . 

The weather was fair in the area ·of the dropping/landing zones and despite 
some opposJ.tiou the pathfinders ·set . up all the ground aids. They also laid 
out "T's" to mark the landing direction as being different from the previous 
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day and t.o utilise the remaining clear spaces. _However, most of the gliders 
landed in the original direction but very few were damaged although there 
was some congestion. Trouble was experienced on t.he ground from the 
enemy ·using machine guns and mortar fire and thus rendering the glider 
unloading dangerous and difficult. Some of the gliders were damaged and 
some of the loads bad to be destroyed to prevent them falling into enemy 
bands. · 

Landing Zone " X " 

This zone had not been used oo the first day and of 223 gJiders despatched 
189 land~d on or near the zone and 12 on the adjoining zone "Z ". These 
two zones suffered the most frqm opposition after landing an.d almost 50 

, glid~rs were burned out although some of the loads were saved. 

Landing Zone '' S " 

Seventy-three gliders carrying elements of 1st Air Landing Brigade were 
despatched to this zone on the other side of the railway. This number 
included 11 of those who bad failed to leave England on the first day. 
Sixty-nine aircraft successfully released their gliders and photographic recon
naissance shows that out of 215 gliders despatched to thjs zone, 189 were 
actually on it ~nd 13 very near. 

DrQpping Zone " L '' 

The first re-supply mission of operation Market was undertaken by 35 
6tirlings from Harwell (No. 38 Group) who were detailed to drop oo "L ". 
Approximately -85 per cent. of the supplies were dropped on the zone- the 
remainder drifted into enemy territory. The drop was carried out at 500 feet 
and of 920 panniers and containers carried, · 803 were dropped. One crew 
dropped on zone " S " and four others failed to drop. 

Dropping Zone " Y" 

The main drop of 4th Parachute Brigade was successfully carried 0u.t by 
127 American aircraft of IX U.S. Troop Carrier Command. 

The Ground Situation 

Arnhem Sector 

The delay in landing reinforcements, owing to bad weather in England, 
allowed the Germans valuable time to build up their defence forces and 
thwart the attempt by the 4th Parachute Brigade to reach the high ground 
north-west of Arnhem and thus gain a d.ominating position. During the day 
the 1 st Airborne Division was split into three parts-one at the northern 
end · of the bridge-o.oe on the western edge of Arnhem and one west of 
Oosterbeck. The situation, therefore •was worsening at -Arnhem and, ajthough 
fierce fighting continued during the next few days, 1st Airborne Division· 
were in a desperate situation before the British forces were able to reach 
the lower Rhine and assist them with artillery fire on 23 September. 
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Nijmegen/ Eindhoven Sector 

By 1.3.00 hours on i8 September the 101st U.S. Airborne Division had 
captured Eindhoven and made firm contact with the British Guards Armoured 
Division which had. advanced north to Grave.· The 82nd U.S. Airborne 
Division captured Grave and held the area between .it and Nijmegen although 
the latter itself was held. by the enymy. Th~ important road bridge across 
,the Waal was also held by the Germans until taken by the 82nd U.S. 
Airborne Division and British Units on 19 September. 

' 
The Third Lift. 19 September 1944 

The situation ·on the third day was extremely serious and enemy_ resistance 
was , increasing. 1t was ·decided to · postpone the dropping of the Polish 
Parachute Brigade on zone "K ", south-east of the bridge. Apart from 35 
gHders carrying equipment and elements of the· Polish Independent Parachute 
Brigade Group the day's air activify was devoted to re-supply. Although 
weather reports indicated that . conditions might be better ·on 
the northern route it was decided to use the southern route in ordei; to avoid 
using the , same· o~e .on thre~ · successive days. O~~r England· the weather 
was ul).favourable ,with extensive areas of low cloud which grounded gliders 
detailed for the 4ansport of the )>o).i.sh units from the Grantham area by 
U.S. aircraft. 

The take off was again delayed until ifter ·noon, and of the glider mission, 
seven __ broke from tow ropes-two in cloud over the s~a. Although flak 
t>,pposition was not severe, probably ,owing to weather, one glider was 
:forced to ditch with a shot away tow rope and another was shot down, 
while both pilots of a third aircraft were hit but managed to reach the landing 
zones where they landed successfully. In th~ area of the landing zone, 
flak was much heavier. Because communications were so inadequate wjth 
fighter bases on the .contiµeI_lt an error was made in the timing at the 
rendezyous, consequently tbe~e was no escort for the airporne missions. One 
hundred and twenty-seven Spitfires of. Air Defence -of Great Britain and 
one Mustang squadron of the U.S .. Vlli Air Force arrived at the rendezvous 
but, meeting no transport aircraft, assumed that the operation had been 
cancelled· ·and returned to base. 

Landing/ Dropping Zone " L" 

The last of the glider operations transported the Polish Independent Para
chute Brigade Group in 35 Horsa-s to zone " L " and 28 released success
fully. .The .area on the ground was heavily c.overed by enemy fue and 
some of the loads were lost when the gliders burned out. Two parachute 
aircraft of No. 38 Group both successfully dropped supplies on, this zone. 

Landing Zone r• X" 

Seven glider missions in addition to those already planned were · flown, 
but only two reached the zone. Three of these gliders became available 
owing to failures on previous· missions. 
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Supply Dropping Point " V " 

During the afternoon of 19 September, 163 aircraft from Nos. 38 and 46 
Groups flew into the area, using the southern route, on the first Jarge 
sca1e re-supply mission. Despite intense and accurate flak they carried 
out the drop with com01endable accuracy. One hundred and forty-five 
aircraft dropped their loads on the supply dropping point and five on zone 
"S ". The remaining thirteen aircraft were lost and no fewer than 97 others 
were damaged by flak. 

The courage and devotion to duty of the crews of these aircraft was 
remarkable. They flew jnto the deadly zone of anti-aircraft fire at a thousand 
feet and, without exception, maintained accurate courses until their loads 
were safely released. The story of the heroism of one Dakota crew-that 
of Flight Lieutenant Lord (271 Squadron}-is attached at Appendix 5 and 
serves to exemplify the at6tude of mind of the airmen who braved the 
perils of the flak to drop their supplies. The tragic irony of their sacrifice 
was revealed later when it was learned that the supply dropping point 
was held by the Germans. A;lthough the forces on the ground bad done 
,tbefr utmost to keep the point within their area, they were not able to do so. 
Communication with base was impossible. There were several reasons for 
the sometimes partial and often total failure· of communications with base. 
The radio frequency chosen was unsatisfactory, clashing with that of a power
ful British station. Early, on the first day-of the operation, heavy interference 
as well as technical failures caused difficulty in communications. On D + 3 
it was possible to receive but not to transmit, owing to the sets being sur
rounded by woods. This created physical interference and screening and all 
the low-powered sets became unserviceable. As the battle increased in 
intensity on subsequent days, the injuries to W /T personnel, the effect of blast 
and the destruction of battery charging S!!tS, thoroughly disrupted' all com
munications. The only method left to avert'a useI.ess sacrifice was to attempt 
:to attract the attention of the aircraft to a new zone. This was marked with 
ground strips and a Eureka beacon was set up on a tower nearby but. 
owing _ to the weather, the exact time pf the drop was uncertain and during 
this interval the enemy " strafed " the area where the ground signals were 
displayed. The Eureka beacon could not be left on indefinitely or the batter,ies 
would have been exhausted and although Verey lights were fired the attempt 
was in vain. The new supply dropping point was not distinctive from the 
air. being obscured by trees, and those on the ground bad the mortifying 
experience of watching nearly all the supplies fall to the e-nemy1. 

The Fourth Lift (D + 3) 20 September 1944 

During the late ·afternoon of 19 September, news of the ground situation at 
Arnhem was received at the Command Post at Eastcote. It was then known 
that supply dropping point "V" was in enemy hands and the 1st 
Airborne Division would require re-supply for·,several more days. A new 
supply dropping point was therefore chosen, the location of whjch bad 
been signalled through during the night from Arnhem. It consisted of 
small fields a>bout one mile south south-east of landing zone "L ". 

1'First Airborne Divi ion Signals Report, Apnexure T, Part 5. 
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1n the Amerjcan sectors of Nijmegen and Eindhoven little p_rogress bad 
been made ; it was not until late on 20 September that the bridge at Nijmegen 
was captured by a brilliant feat of arms of American aiid British troops. 
The whole advance was well behind schedule and it became obvious that 
the problem of re-supplying and relieving 1st Airborne Division was becoming 
hourly more urgent. 

The Airborne message of the 19 September aJso stated that landing zone 
" Z " was still being held and so it was arranged for a supply drop to take 
place there in addition to that on the new supply dropping point 691785. 
Similar weather conditions persisted over England to those of the previous 
day. whilst over the sea -visibility was down to one to two miles with six 
to eight-tenths cloud and haze which increased in the afternoon. F ighter 
coyer was again provide<l by Air Defence of Great Britain squadrons 
and U.S. Vlll Air Force and no enepiy fighters were encountered. The 
southern. route was used for the fly-in in order to fly over the ~rea of Eind
hoven and Nijmegen which was o~upied by the Allies. 

Dropping Zone "Z '' 
Thirty-three Stirling aircraft of No. 38_ Group were detailed to drop sup

plies on this zone and all but three found the zone and dropped success
fully. Once again the supplies fell into C?nemy hands because jn the 18 hours 
elapsing since the message bad been sent to England concerning the tenure 
of the zone it had been retaken by the Germans. 

Supply Dropping Point 69]785 
One hund,red and twenty-two out. of 131 aircraft dropped tl1eir supplies 

successfuliy but, unfortunately, in vain. Seven aircraft were lost. The 
enemy soon realised the location of this new zone and attacked, with the 
tesu1; that the Divisional line was pushed back ·and many of the supplies 
failed to reach the British although a certain amount was salvaged after 
dark. Flak in the target area was again ·severe and great difficu1ty was ex
perienced on the ground in marking out the new zone. Each time a ground 
signal was laid out it attracted heavy mortar fire and the men were fired 
upon by snipers. Despite the bad visibility. •fierce opposition from the 
ground and lack of aids, the drop was reasonably accurate but in the day•s 
operations nine aircraft were lost. and 62 damaged. 

The F'.ifth L~ (D + 4) 21 ~ptember 1944 

In the early hours of 21 September, the portion of the 1st Parachute Brigade 
(L1eut.-Colooel Frost) who had been holding out on the northern approaches 
to the bridge at Arnhem against strong opposition and without any re-supply, 
were finally overcome. All were either captured or casualties. Further to 
the west ,the remainder of· 1st Airborne Division was being forced into an 
ever diminishing area and their plight was desperate. It was hoped that 
the Polish Parachute Brigade might be dropped south of the river and thus 
help to relieve the situation but. although about a quarter of the force were 
successfully dropped by U.S. IX Troop Carrier Command, they were unable 
to break through to the Rhine. Meanwhile, further south, the Guards 
Arincured Division endeavoure<l to advance along the nine-mile road from 
Nijmegen to Arnhem but were heid up by strong enemy anti-tank defences. 
The country adj,acent to the road was net suitable for tlie passage of armour. 
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A variation io the :flight· pJan for the re-supply Was introduced ; instead 
of one long wave the 117 aircraft were despatched in four waves in . the 
hope of reducfug flak damage to thy aircraft. The southern route was used. 
Weather conditions were still unfavourable, with haze and low cloud over 
England. U.S. ajrcraft in the Grantham area were again delayed, but the 
R.A.F. transports were able to take off on time. For the first tune ·weather 
adversely affected the· fighter force and, altho'ugh the first wave of trans
ports was covered and the second partly so, the last two were not and the 
enemy took full ·act vantage. No less than seven out' of ten aircraft of No. 190 
Squadron and 23 ·transports altogether were lost. This was the first tj.me 
the enemy fighter force · bad really been in evidence: · 

Supply Dropping Point 693785 
This new point was selected 200 yards east of the one in use on the pre

vious day, making the task of recognising it even more ·difficult for the 
aircraft. dn the ground, it became impossible to put out markers and, 
although the Eureka beacon was still functioning and Aldis lamps were used, 
they proved of little assistance to the aircrews, few of whom reported see- · 
ing them. Ninety-one 'aircraft .reported successful drops, but few of the 
supplies reached the desperate men on the ground. In all 61 re-supply 
aircraft (52 p,er cen~.) ·were Jost or damaged 'in yet an?the_r ~ain effort. 

When considering the results , of · _these three days' re-supply op~rations, 
two outstanding conclusions became apparent. First_:_lack of communications 
-resulting in inability to obtain up-to-date tactical information of the ground 
situation at Arnhem. Secondly. the high rate of casualties to aircraft caused 
by transport airer-aft and fighter cover ,not flying from Within the same weather 
zone. With these two problems in mind, Air Commodore barvall, Air Officer 
Commanding No. 46 Group; who had 'witness\!d part of the unfortunate re
supply effort on D+4, conferred with the Air Officer Commanding. No. 38 
Group and then flew tQ Europe. After visiting the Air Marshal Commanding 
2nd Tactical Air Force, and ·No. 83 Fighter Group, he went to Nijmegen 
to consult with the Commanders of the Ajrbo.rne Corps and :XXX· Corps. 
As a result of these meetings No. 575 Squadron, No. 46 Group was sent to 
Brussels to undertake re-supply operations under control of No. 83 Grnup. 
This plan had the following advantages: -

• (a) The latest information regarding the tactical situation would be 
available. · · ' · 

(b) Close support by fighters and fighter bombers would be possible. 
(c) Shorter flights would . enable a quicker tum-around and therefore 

more sorties to be made. 
(cl) Last-minute alterations to the supplies car.ried could be effecte~. 

No. 575 Squadron arrived in Brussels on 2l September and carried out 
the remaining re-supply operations for Arnhem on tb,e two following days. 

The Sixth Lift (D + 6) 23 September 1944 
• 1 I • 

The weather on 22 September (D + 5) had been so ba.d with very low stratus 
cloud over England, most of the route and the target area that no transport 
operations were possjble. There was little change in the ground situation 
at Arnhem-tbe weary troops fought_ on bravely with the Germans calling 
for surrender over loudspeakers. Favoura:ble progress had been made bytween 
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the Waal and lower Rhine on the previous night, and during the day a Guards 
Brigade, with assault boats, fought its way to the Rhine. Although the line 
was at first cut, by nightfall contact bad been made south of the Rhine with 
units of 1st Polish Parachute Brigade which bad been dropped on the previous 
day. At 20.20 hours the Second Army gave per,mlssioo to withdraw the 1st 
Airborne Division from Arnhem if conditions permitted. 

Meanwhile, in England. preparations for the last re-supply from the United 
Kingdom were being made. The weather forecast was more promising and 
better conditions were expected over the target area i.n the afternoon. For the 
first time -Since 19 September, gliders of the IX U.S. Troop Carrier Com
mand were able to take off for the Nijroegen and Ei.ndhoven sectors. The 
R.A.F. re-supply missi6n flew o:ver the southern route in column with U.S. 
aifcraft, giving a time-length of one and a half hours. A very Jarge fighter 
escort of 854 aircraft provided an effective cover and very little fighter opposi
tion was encountered in the area. Flak, however, · was again severe and 
more than half of the R.A.F. transports were damaged or lost. 

The Drop 
One hundred and twenty-three aircraft were despatched with the difficult 

task of dropping the supplies in the ·right place. By then the situation on 
the ground was such that it was no Jonger possible to use Eureka beacons, 
as the batteries were dry, or to lay out ground signals. The only method 
of identifying the zone was by visual signals and, as the enemy were aware 
of this and also used similar signals to confuse the issue, it was not surprising 
that the dropping was inaccurate and most of the supplies fell into enemy 
hands. Sixty-three aircraft were damaged by flak and six lost. 

The· Seventli Lift (D + 7) 24 September 1944 

No re--supply operations were flown tram E ngland, but 21 aircraft based 
at Brnssels were despatched to the Arnhem area. Four of these went to the 
west of Arnhem, but two did not drop and the other two saw no signals in 
the dropping zone. All four were damaged by flak but managed to return 
to base. The remaining seventeen aircraft re-supplied the U.S. 82.nd Airborne 
Division- fifteen dropped successfully and two landed on an airstrip west 
of Grave. None of the aircraft was lost and 36 Spitfires provided escort 
without incident. 

The Eighth Lift (D + 8) 25 September 1944 

. The last re,SUJ?ply mission to Arnhem was undertaken by seven aircraft of 
No. 575 Squadron at Brussels. Six of these dropped medical supplies and 
food on to a dropping zone west of Arnhem at Heaveadorp 682768. One 
aircraft was destroyed and three damaged by flak. 

On this day it was fi11ally decided to evacuate 1st Airborne Division across 
the river because it was not possible for the Allies to cross it in force ; the 
enemy were too strong below the R hine and the Allied supply corridor had 
been cut. During the afternoon 1st Airborne Division_ were told of the plan 
to evacuate them. At 21.40 hours the operation began and was completed 
~s far as was possible b y 06.00 hours on -26 September. The exhausted 
remnants of 1st Airborne Division n:1-~de their way from their perimeter across 
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an enemy-held stretch to the riyer whilst covering fire . was given from the 
south batik.· Assault boats, barges and rafts were used and, in the cover of 
rainy darkness, the survivors made their way to safety, many of them swim
ming, the fast flowing Rhine. The following numbers were evacuated on this 
night-1,741 men of 1st Airborne Division, 160 of the Polish Parachute 
Brigade, 75th Dorset Regiment and 422 glider pilots. A few more crossed 
the river on the following night. 6,400 did not return. 

On 28 September 1944 the 1st Allied .Airborne Army informed Twenty
first Army Group that, as the link-up had been made betwe~n Airborne forces 
and ground troops, the operation was considered completed and no further 
re-supply was to be scheduled as ' an operation i,n support of Market. In 
futlu;-e, supply of Airborne forces was to be considered as supplying ground 
(orces and handled through C.A.T.O.R. This decision released the U.S. VIIl 
and IX Air Forces, 2nd T.A.F. and Air Defence of Great Britain from fighter 
escort duties for re-supply operations1 • · 

Thus ended the Battle of Arnhem, the story of which will live always as 
one of the most gallant undertakings in the annals of .British military history. 

'' D" J)ay: \ 
Pathfinders 
Gliders .. . 

'' D" + 1: 
Re-supply ... 
G liders ... 

'' D"+2: 
Re-supply : .. 
GJjders 

' ' /J"+J: 
... 

Re-supply . , , 
" D'' +4: 

Re-supply ... 
"D" -1- 6: 

Re-supply · .. , 
"D '' + 1: 

Re-supply ... 
"D" + 8: 

Re•supply ... 

Totals: 
Pathfinders 
Gliders ... 
Re-supply ..• 

~ 

Operation Market 

Air Movement Summary (R.A.F.) 

Despatched Successful ' Unsuccessful Casualties 

12 12 - -
358 3]9 • 39 6 

33 30 3 14 
296 272 24 30 

165 147 18 ' 97 
44 30 14 9 

164 152 12 62 

' 117 91 26 38 

123 115 8 63 
.. 21 21 , - 4 

7 6 J 3 

12 12 - -
698 621 77 45 
630 562 68 281 

1,340 I 1,195 145 326 

Glider Failutes not due to Enemy actt'on 
Towing faifote '28 

· Tug failure J 3 
Glider failµre 5 
Navigation failure 2 

·'Total . .-. 48 

J A.E.A.F. File T.S. 35108. Encl. 124A. 
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Lost 

-
' 

-
8 

13 
11 

9 

23 

6 

-
1. 

-
J9 
52 

71 



Total British and American Aircraft and Gliders 

Aircraft 

Gliders 

Conclosioos1 

Despatched 

1?,997 

2,598 

Lost 
238 

139 

An analysis of the results and execution of operat1on Market revealed the 
following principal points: -

(a) Whenever possible operational control of the Air Forces in support 
of an Airborne operation should l,2e vested in the Air Officer 
Commanding of the Tactical Air F3rce in whose area the force 
is to be landed. Generally be was in the best positiort to assess 
the air situation and organise supporting· operations. In the 
subsequent crossings of the Rhine (Varsity) the operation was 
planned by S.H.A.E.F. and executed by 2nd T.AF., who provided 
all necessary fighter cover, escorts and anti-flak operations as we_ll 
as offensive air support. These operations wece completely 
successful. 

In operation Ma.rket. however, air support was first arranged 
through First Allied Airborne Army and later directly with No. 11 
Group. It is doubtful whether. in view of the large numbers of 
aircraft involved and the slowness of communications between 
Belgium and the U.K., control by 2nd T .A.F. of air support for 
the air operations would have improved the position. · The fact 
that in Market the re-supply aircraft suffered heavy casualties was 
due not so much to any failure in the control system for supporting 
operations but rather to the unavoidable dangers of flying into a 
small area which was bound to be well guarded by an already 
forewarned enemy. 

(b) As much time as possible ~hould be allowed for ma.king preparations 
for the operation. Seven days were allowed for the planning, 
issuing orders, briefing, etc., for operation Market. Although this 
was an adequate time interval for 1st Airborne Di-vision, who 
were well practised .ii::! these methods, it would riot have been 
sufficient for a division inexperienced in Airborne operations, rapid 
planning and issuing orders. 

(c) Importance of dropping in one lift 

Owing to the lift berng split, the eff~tive strength was reduced 
to that. of a brigade because part of the tirst lift had to be used 
to protect the landing of the second lift. 'Fherefore, all troops and 
supplies essential to the success of the mission mus.t be landed on 
the first lift. Complete surprise must also be gained and, to 
achieve this. swift progress is essential on tb·e first day and if this 
is not maintained then the enemy" has time to r·ecovei. · Had it 

I A.M. Fil~ C/32058/46. 38 G File 10/80/7. War Office Narrative. No. 46 Group History. 
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been possible . to .. carry out the firs~ lift be{ore dawn and the second 
at midday, 'then, the ·surp"_iise elemen·t would probably have been 
maintained, and the landing zones beld long enough to be 
consolidated. 

(d) Dropping and landing zones always to be selected as near as possible 
to the ob1ectlves 

Subsequent examination of the terrain in the vicinity of the 
biidge, together with information obtained from the Dutch, indi• 
cated that it might have been· possible to land gliders• and/or 
paratroops on the south side of the river within one mile of the 
bridge. Although the ground in this area-known as Polder Land 
- was subject to flooding when (he fast•moving Rhine was at 
high level, it appeared that 'during the few days immediately pre
ceding the operation there was no flooding. The real disadvantage 
of this plan, however, lay in the existe_nce of networks of irrigation 
ditches1 which would have jeopardised safe glider landings. These 
might have been possible if the glider undercarriages -had been 
jettisoned but this always involved the possibility of not being 
able to swing the glider ·tail open to unload vehicles. Because of 
this and also the difficulties of concentrating troops and moving 
vehicles, due to the ditches; the glider . pilot regiment decided 
against tak~ng the risk. 

In previous operations the maximum dropping distance from the 
objectives was five miles : in operation Market tt was seven to 
eight miles. The choice of landing ·zones as far from the objective 
as they were . detracted to a certain extent from one advantage to 
be gained from Airborne operations-that of surprise. Although 
jn. the case of Market the surprise element was- limited by reason 
of the approach of the Airborne forces in daylight over a con• 
siderable stretch of enemy occupied territory. 

In view of the terrain to be traversed between the landing zones 
and the bridge--invoJving fighting through dense pine woods, easily 
defended by the enemy, and the suburban areas of Oosterbeck, 
it was extremely difficult for the attacking forces to reach the 
bridge in sufficient numbers and within a short enough time to 
capture a point which _natur~y would be the first concern of the 
defending forces. 

(e) Intelligence 
Intelligence appreciation of the flak defe~ces around Arnhem 

was extremely pessimistic. It was both thin and inaccurate and 
there was little information c·oncernio'g enemy~ roops in the area. 
There' was no knowledge of the presence of II S.S. Panzer Corps. 
cdnsisting of IX and X Panzer Divisions, who · were refitting in 
tiie neighbourbood2 • - : 

• The land here is divided by ditches into areas of 50 to 100 metres in width and 100-200 
metres long. The ditches are 2-3 metres wide and 1½ deep with usually ½ metre of water 
in them. · ·· ' 

z Subsequent information from Dutch sources also revealed that at the Lime of the operation 
there were three Oennari , b~~lion~ -in the town. 
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(f) Offensive_ Air Support 

There was a, lack of close offensive air support,-especially during 
. . the first day, and also when the airborne troops were moving in 
- towards Arnhem 1 • 

' . 

(g) Oper.ati9n Market again confirmed the lesson that all personnel of 
Airborne Divisions must have maximum inf,!ntry and weapon 
training. 

(h) Re-supply 

There were many aspects of this problem. Firstly, lack -of infor
mation regarding the flight plans of the re-supply aircraft adversely 
affected the provision of figbte.r cover. 2nd T.A.F. were uoaware 
of the plans due to .jnadequate communications . . thus quite (re
quently immediate air support was lacking for periods of three .to 
four hours. In spite of tb,is, whenever the weather was at all 
favourable the r<;-supply mission had to go on _in view of tbe critical 

-position of the -ground troops. Although some support was given 
by No. 11 Group it was not sufficient, whereas more complete 
cover might have been able to silence to some extent, the )..ight 
anti-aircraft fire which was responsible for most of the casualties. 
Secondly, the question of air defence by day ; lack of information 
again aflected fighter support and the proximity of enemy airfields 
also aggravated the situation. As regards air defence by night, 
Fighter Command was responsible for the mgbt defence of the 

· dropping and landing zones for the period D + 1 to D + 4. After 
this No. 85 Group took over. The method employed by Figbter 
Command was to fly in a G.C.I. unit which, when set up, would 
enable the aircraft to revert to •1 close control with the ground". 
This _method Glasbed with No. 85 Group night defence organisation 
-which could easily have absorbed the dropping/landing zone com
mitment and could have undertaken to provide close control from 
the first night on. Tbjs became obvious when, owing to the ground 
situation, it was apparent that :the G.C.I. unit was unable to operate. 

It was recommended that when fu ture Airborne operations were 
. planned . a T.A.F. representative be present Jo advise and make 
provision for the very close liaison n~cessary between First Allied 
Airborne Army and the . Tactical Air Force prior to and during 
an operation. It wa~ agreed . by S.H.A.E.F .• First Allied Airborne 
Army· and 2nd T.A.JF. that future plans were to include the estab
lishment of a small ltiaison ·co-ordinating group on -the staff level 
of the First Allied 'Airborne Army with th-e Army and Tactical 
Air Commanders of the zone, and a sing1e pla.n agreed upon 
between the Troop carrier Command, the Area Air Commander, 
the Airborne Forces Comma'nder and the Army2• 

1 One of the major reasons for. the failure of Market was that the Germans were able to 
bring up reinforcements, including tanks, to Arnhem without undue interference. 

2 File 2nd T.A.F ./30317/Sigs. Ops., 6 January _1945. 
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No arrangements were made in advance for emergency re-supply 
from the continent in the event of non-operational weather in tb.e 
United Kingdom until it was too late due to lack of equipment, 
trained packing personnel and adequate supplies: At Arnhem there 
were instances wh.ere the supply dropping po,ints could have been 
changed at the last moment had it been possible to notify the 
aircraft and also to confirm the exact location of the dropping 
points. It will be seen, therefore, that one of the principal lessons 
arising out of Arnhem was that adequate and well organised com
munications were a fundamental necessity to success in an Airborne 
operation. Information receive,d · after the war from the Dutch 
Underground Moveme~t revealed the fact that a complete and 
efficient secret communication system wa~ in operation prior to the 
battle and the use of it was offered to the alijed forces. This system 

-provided a direct contact to Nijmegen and thus to the allied 
headquarters. Jn view of the extreme poverty of communications, 
especially with regard to re-supply, it might seem that some use 
could have been made of it, but for reasons of security it was 
decided not to use it. 

There were several other factors which contributed to the failure 
of the re-supply at Arnhem. The anti-aircraft defences were stmng 
causing losses to the aircraft and the consequent evasive action 
resulted in scattered dropping. An elaborate anti-flak plan is, 
therefore, necessary if re-supply js to be carried out under unfavour
able conditions such as those prevailing for operation Market. 
Generally, however, low level re-supply into an area heavily 
defended by A.A. is not a practicable risk1 . No. 46 Group lost 
30 per cent. of their aircraft engaged in re-supply and 80 of the 
remainder were damaged. 

The size of the perimeter in which the ground forces were- con
tained was very small and flying in.to such an area ,against strong 
enemy oppositio.n was not satisfactory, but if it had to · be done 
then the latest tactkal and 'topographical information should be 
available and perfect-co-ordination with Fighter escorts and Fightet 
Bomber or low firing aircraft maintained. This was scarcely 
feasible in operation Market where the participating air forces had 
to operate from scattered areas- France, Belgium and various parts 
of England-and wh.ere communj~ations were slow and inadequate. 

When possible the re~supply aircraft should be stationed as near 
as practicable to the Airborne Forces in order iliat advantage may 
be taken of changing weather conditions which may become more 
suitable for re-supply work and Jess suitable from the view-point 
of the enemy defences. Another advantage of basing re-supply 
aircraft as near as possible to th.e operational area was that of speed. 
It enabled a quicker turn-round to be made facilitating_ rapid con
centration of dropping. This again was not possible in Market 
where the probl~m of .inteb ·ve urgent re-supply was not envisaged. 
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To have done so would have bee» tantamount to planning for 
failure; - · On the ground, constant shelling and mortaring of the 
perimeter by the enemy as well as the lack of available vehicles 
made collection and distribution impossible in the later st'ag~ 

(i) Height of Fly In 

It might be that the aircraft would be less vulnerable against 
flak if they were to fl.y at low level. climbing to dropping height 
only wh,en near to the di;opping zone. The disadvantages of this 
were the difficulty of map reading at low level and the reduction in 
effective range of radio visual aids. · 

(J) lt was noticed that when fighter cover was lacking losses due to flak 
were higher than · the average, also, of course, 'fighter cover kept 
off the ene~y fighters. The air losses sustained during one lift 
and part of another were due in the first instance to lack of air 
cover caused by the breakdown ,in communications with fighter 
bases on the continent, and -in the second case by the tact. that 
it was not known that bad wea·fher had grounded the fighter force, 
otherwise the re-supply aircraft probably would not have been 
despatched. 

(k) Towropes 
Some trouble was again experienced with broken towropes 

caused mainly by cloud conditions and tlie slipstream effect of 
the tug' aircraft. There did not seem to be any antidote for this 
unless the· problem of co-orclinating tug and glider movement could 
be perfected by the production of a composite aircraft. 

([) Glider becoming redundant 

As heavy equipment could ·be • dropped by pail!chute the use 
of the glider became less. Parachute aircraft wei--e less dependent 
on weather and light ; they were faster, more manceuvrable and 
more economical of equipment and crews. Only the Harnilcar 
really retained its value because. of its size and the weight of 
cargo it was able to carry. 

(ni) Once more the· value of N~e bakota as an a11-round aircraft was 
demonstrated. · It could be used ejther for transport or for Airborne 
tasks, thus it did not need to lie idle between operations as was 
the case with some of the Bomber type aircraft in No. 38 Group. 
The ideal aircraft for Airborne operations would appear to be 
the four-engined Bomber type, able. to carry and drop heavy loads 
and also to tow the HamiJcar. In order to simplify maj.ntenance 
and administration, thjs aircraft should be of a similar type to 
those employed in Bomber Command. 

(n) The ground aid~ to navigation were satisfactory but not necessarily 
reliable. Visual aids could not be too distinctive. Ground signals 
should be as large as possible and smoke.dense and lasting. 

From the No. 38 and 46 Group viewpoints, operation Market wa!"> 
undoubtedly successful. Of the 1,340 sorties flown during the eight days, 
almost 1,200 carried oµt .their tasks s~ssfully despite •the severe opposition 
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encountered by th_e re-supply missio.ns. On the fust th!J _ days R.A.F. air
craft ca~ed 4,500 men, 9~ guns and 544 jeeps or larger vehicles across 200 
miks, of sea and enemy territory, droppipg them distances of up to 60 miles 
b'eb.ind the Front lµle. , -

The following message was sent by the G.O.C., 1st Airborne .Division. 
~ajo~-General Urq~art to the Air Officer Commanding, No. 38 Group: -

- '' We were given a very good start by the R.A.F .. The. result of the 
dropping of the paratroops and glider landings was quite fu.st-class, it 
was easily the most successful and accurate of any previously achieved, 
either in operations or in exercjses. All units were able to move on to 
their tasks directly at full strength, and in a very short time after landing. 
We must thank you also for the efforts made to re-supply us during our 
nine days' battle on the ground. We are full of admiration for the way -
in which aircraft faced the initi~l flak, which thickened up considerably 
after .the initial stage. The Division was by tht?n occupying a very small 
area, which was thickly covered over by trees and ,4ouses, ·arn;i this made 
the re-supply task extremely difficult and hazardous". 

German Reaction . to Operation Market1 

The Germans admitted surprise and thought that the attacks against anti
aircraft positions were an attempt to _destroy the bridges. They considered 
that we used too much of the Air Force to protect' Airborne Jangings instead 
of interfering with movements of German reinforcements. 

They attributed the failure of the Arnhem operation .mainly to: 

(a) Ti.me interval of the landings, caused by weather conditions. 

(b) The landing places being too far from the objectives, resulting in 
tbe loss of the surprise element. 

The Germans assumed that with the futur-e Allied A.irfborne Operations 
therefore, a stronger, more timely, strong-point ibuild-up must be .reckoned 
with- and in connection· therewith, a s·tronger attacking aibility by the 
Allied Air Force against the A.A. defences of the objectives must also be 
expected. (It is revealed from captured documents 11hat the Allies were well 
informed regarding the strength and disposition of German A.A. defences.) 

1 Translation from German documents. No. 38 Group Report, Appendix 0 . 
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CHAPTER 10 -

FURTHER OPERATJONS JN, E_U~OPE . 

Developments Prioi:: to . Operation Varsjty 

Control of No. 46 Group 

Shortly after Operation Market bac:i' been completed, the question of ·quali
fying the operational relationship between the First Allied · Airborhe Army 
and Nos. 38 aiid 46 Groups was again raised_ -by General Brereton in a 
signal to S.H.A.E.F. Forward Headquarters. on 30 September 1944': It 
was desired to have a_permanently clear relationship to facilitate the training 
and planning for future projected airborn'e operations. The available resources 
of Nos. 38 and 46 Groups were, therefore, placed under the control of the 
First Allie'd Airborne An:ny, after allowing for the demands on No. 38 Group 
by SAS/SOE commitments and on No. 46 Group by transport work. _ The 
latter group screened two aircraft per squadron from transport operations 
to carry oµt airborne training. 

Naples i( 
During September 1944 the outlin~d plan for Operation Naples ·n was 

produced by First 'Allied Airborne Army2• The object of this operation 
was to assist the advance of the central group of Armies by -seizing a bridge
head on the East Bank of the 'Rhine in the gener~ are,;l- K~ln/Bonn, and 
to achieve thjs the use of airborne troops was considered necessary. It 
was intended to use 6th Airborne Division, which would be ready for 
combat during October and the XVTI U.S. Airborne Division. which haq 
arrived from tb·e U.S.A. in September. For the purpose of Operation 
Naples TI, all No. 38 Group aircraft: except 25 which were to be retained 
.for SAS/SOE operations, were- made available and, with the exception of 
40 serviceable aircraft for transport purposes, a)l _No. 46 Group aircraft as 
well3. ' · · ' · , 

It was .originally intended to launch ·Naples II in November, but in view 
of the ·strategic situation it •was decided at S.H.A.B.F. Chiefs of Staff Con
ference. on 20 November 1944-, that Varsity and Naples II should take place 
on 1 January 1945 and be operated from the U.K.'. For operations beyond 
the Rhine, however, airfields on the continent would be required, but the 
earliest date by which these would be available was 1 February 1945. 

The whole situation was altered by ,the German offensive in the Ardennes 
in December, after which it became apparent that the assault over the Rhine 
could not be undertaken until the Spring of 1945. When the operation for 

1 A.E.A.f: File T.S. 22518/A.3. Encl. -i6A, · 
2 H.Q. F.A.A.A., File A.P.O. 740, 21 September 1944. _ 
3 The 25 aircraft of No. 38 Group might be available for the initial lift of Naples II, but 

not the 40 aircraft of No. 46 Group. It was the int.ention to maintain all scheduled 
air services to 2nd T.A.F. and Twenly-f).st Anny Group, at all times, but this did not 
preclude the possibility of No. 46 Group aircrafl being required for ao airborne 
operation if it were deemed impo.rt~knough . . T.,bus all No. 46 Group air and gJide.r 
crews were kept fully trained an<tavailable. AE.A.F. File T.S. 22518/A.3. Encl. 32A. 

• D.S.C./T.S,/100/9, Part UJ, Encl. 18A. 
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crossing the Rhine assumed reality, th~ First Allied Airborne Army requested 
operational control of the total slrengtb of the two R.A.F. Groups, dating 
from 1 March 1945. This was granted, with the e;11.ceptjon of one squadron 
(25 aircraft) of No. 46 Group, which was to be retained for air transport 
work. A further 25 of the 125 remaining aircraft were reuuned on transport 
work until three days before the operation. 

As the operations jn Europe moved further to the east, the range foe 
aircraft based in Britain greatly increased and, at a meeting of the A.E.A.F. 
Airfield Committee on 23 September 1944 it was decided to ·move No. 38 
Group and its squadrons to East Anglia, in order to facilitate flying for 
any future operations1• 

The moves took place during the early part of October and were as 
follows: -

H.Q. No. 38 Group to Marks Hall. 

All No. 38 Group Units at Brize Norton to Earls Colne. 

All No. 38 Group Units at Fairford to Gt. Dunmow. 

All No. 38 Group Units at Harwell to Rivenball (including the satellite at 
Hampstead Norris). · 

All No. 3,8 Group Units at Keevil to Wethersfield (later to Shepherd's 
Orove due to unserviceable tuoways). 

All these stations were in Essex. 

Pre-Crew Training for SAS/SOE Operations 

During July 1944 an attempt was made by the Director of Oper'ational 
Tr~ining, Air Ministry, to alter the Tr_aioiog Syllabus of No. 38 Group to 
conform to that in use at a Bomber Command Wellington Operational Training 
Unit~. Air Vice-Marshal Hollinghurst, AO.C.No. 38 Group, stroogly opposed 
this suggestion and in a letter dated 29 July 1944 expressed the absolute 
necessity for a high standard of , training. which was in no way diminished by 
the use of No. 38 Group crews in SAS/SOE Qperations. This lesson, he said, 
had been outstanding from previous airborne operations. The A.O.C. ,pointed 
out that tlie problems confronting No. -38 Group were different from those of 
Bomber Command and that ,there was · no point, therefore, in standardising 
the training. The very nature of the work in;volved in SAS/SOE operations 
rendered individual pre-crew training of the highest standard to be more 
essential than in any other phase of air activity 3 • The emphatic defence by 
the A.0.C. No. 38 Group of the training method then in use had the desired 
effect. H.Q. A.E.A.F. supported his view that no economy in pre-crew 
training could be effected in No. 38 Group without coosiderabJe detriment 
to -the future operational success of the Group, and no devjation from the 
high standard then maintaim;d was permitted". 

1 _A.M.S.O'. File L.M. 273/D.DJk{P). 
1 Section U. 38 Group Rep0rC . 
i No. 389/T.S. 3/Air, Part U, Encl. 67A. 
• Ibid, Encl. 69A. 
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All training in No. 38 G:(OUp was now_ being carfied out in order to fit 
aircrews to complete their duties as laid down in. the Standard Operational 
Procedure1 and training became more or less static2 • On 18 October 1944 
Air Vice-Mai:sbal J . R. ScarJett-Streatfield was appointed AO.C. No. 38 
Group in place of Air Vice-Marshal L. N. Hollinghurst, who was due to be 
posted to South-East Asia. Previously, however, Air Vice-Marshal Holling
hurst had foreseen the necessity of revising the method of supply dropprng. 
It had been demonstrated in Operation Market that low level supply dropping 
could prove extremely costly. Therefore he ordered experiments to be 
made in dropping supplies from medium altitudeS8: 

Throughout the winter months oi 1944-1945 No. 38 Group continued to 
carry out SAS/SOE operations, although bad weather caused many cancella
tions. Normal training in 1arge scale glider and parachute exercises took 
place. designed in preparation for any operations which might be called 
for in crossing the Rhine. 

It was decided by the A.O.C. No. 38 Group and the Commanding General 
IX Troop Carrier Command that at least one wing of the IX T.C.C. 
would have to be available for lifting any British airborne . division from 
the United Kingdom to Europe. A large scale combined exercise was 
therefore planned i,:i which both British and American aircraft would come 
UDder the control and command of the A.O.C. No. 38 Group. Exercise 
Eve was carried out on 21 November 1944, and compr.ised a large scale 
parachute landing by day from both British and American aircraft together 
with a glider landing, the gliders being towed by British aircraft. Although 
there was some delay in take off, the exercise was fairly successful and was 
used as a basis for the plan.ning of Operation Varsity. Exercises in D.R. 
Navjgation were also held under the code name Quiver as it was apparent 
that many crews were relying too much on radar as a means of. rather 
than an aid to, navigation.-

Re-Organisation of Training Units 
On 12-December 1944 the Director of Operational Training, Air Ministry, 

wrote a letter on the re-organisation of No. 38 Group Training Units. To 
the proposed re-organisation, No. 81 O.T.U. was to expand in order to reach 
the output of 26 trained crews per month. It was also to be equipped with 
Wellington X aircraft. The re-equipment of the O.T.U. with the Wellington 
X. fitted with radar and other .s_p'ecialist equipment and capable of carrying 
pre-crew navigators doubled up with the crew doing advanced training, was 
intended to dispense with a certain proportion of the pre-crew training then 
being carried out on Anson and Oxford aircraft. It was also thought that 
the pilots' flying time on the Service type at the O.T.U.s could be reduced 
to nearer 80-85 hours instead of the 102 already in existence'. The 
Director of Operational Training also ordei:ed a revised Training Syllabus 
for the re-organisation of No. 81 O.T.U. to be prepared. On 5 January 1945 
H.Q. A.E.A.F. agreed to this proposal. The new syllabus was drawn up· and 
remained in force until af.ter the end of the war~. 

1 See Appendix. 3. 
1 No. 38 Group Report, Section IT, Paras. 76-80. 
3 A fuJI description of this is attached in Appendix 7. 
4 A.M. File S. 95943/11/T.O. 3 dated· 12 December 1944. 
s File S.Ff.A.E.F. A.RS./72081. , .,,-' 
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Crossing the Rhine-Operation Varsity 
• '• - I 

General Situation 

During tb._e autumn -0f 1944 while the Allied Armies moved inexorably 
towards Germany the Planning Staff of the First Allied Airborne Army 
were engaged· in preparing plans for the potential use of 'Airborne- Forces 
in support of the ground advance. On 15 October 1944 General Eisenhower 
stated that the First Allied Airborne· Army would operate in support of 
the Central Group of Armies for the crossing of the Rhioe1

• Meanwhile six 
airborne operations were planned- three to breach the Siegfried line and 
three to assist the Rhine crossing-before the first outline plan for operation 
Varsity was produced on 7 November 19442

• · 

The area chosen for the operation was the general one of Emmerich
Wesel, as it was found to be roost suitable for airborne landings. It con
sisted of a flat plain some five to ten miles wide, similar. to Dutch "1mlder 1' 

land but, unlike Arnhem, the baoks of the Rhine were high and reinforced 
against flo9ding. In nrder to establish a bridgehead, two Airborne Divi
sions would be required and the bridgehead would have to be five to ten 
miles wide and approximately five ,miles deep to avoid hindrance by enemy 
artillery. On 17 October. the United States IX Army had been moved to 
the left flank of the U.S. Army Group in order to be in readiness for. a 
crossing of the Rhine. However, many months were to pass before ·the 
last great airborne operation o~ the European war could be launche~ . . 

The German counter attack in the Ardennes in December · effectively 
destroyed anY, hopes of ~ Rhipe crossing before the Spring of 1945. By 
mid-February 1945 the plan for operation Plunder (the ground assault across 
the Rhine) began to take shape. The main Allied effort involved the use of 
three Allied -Armies under the command of Field-Marshal Montgomery. 
The U.S. IX Army on the right flank and the British Second Army on the 
left were to attack between Rheinberg and Rees, capture the communication 
centre of Wesel and then expand southwards to seize the roads' through 
Wesel and northwards to secure a firm bridgehead for future operations. 
The U.S. IX Army with its bridging area at Rheinberg were to attack south 
of Wesel and the British Second Army north of Wesel. The latter, in · 
a<!_dition to capturing the town, so that the IX Army could create bridge
heads there, were also to bridge the river at Xanteen and Rees. To assjst 
the Sec,ond Army advance th'e First Allied Airborne Army was to·· drop 
the U.S. XVIII . Airborne Corps, comprising the U.S. XVII and the British 
Sixth Airborne DivisionS-'--north and north-west of Wesel in order to seize · 
key terrain in that area3• 

Airborne Planning 

The plan for this Airborne operation was promulgated on 10 F.ebruary 
1945, and differed from the original plan of 7 November 1944, in that the 
Airborne Forces were to operate a few hours after the ground assault across 
the Rhine, whereas in the original plan a simultaneous attack by ground and 
airborne forces had been proposed. This change of plan was caused by the 

1 Dep. Sup. Cmd.r. File T.S. 100/14, Part I, Encl. 13A, 
2 See Appendix JO. 
1 Supreme Commander's report on operations in Europe, 6 June 1944 to 8 May 1945. 
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discovery of strongly established enemy positions a few miles east of the 
Rhine from which counter attacks and artillery opposition might be expected. 
It was also feared that a night attack would expose the airborne forces to 
opposition by German night fighter aircraft without the chance of protec~ 
tion by Allied aircraft. On the suggestion of the British Second Army the 
revised plan provided for a one-lift simultaneous drop, by two airborne 
divisions east of the Rhine during daylight, a few .hours after the assault 
across the river had been made under cover of darkness by ground forces 1 • 

The British 6th Airborne Division were to .secure the northern part ot 
the assault area : seize high ground east of Bergen and bridges over the Issel 
r_iver; capture the town of Hamminkeln, protect the northern flank of the 
U.S. XVIII Corps (Airborne) and establish contact with the British XII 
Corps and the U.S. XVIJ Airborne Division. · 

I 

The U.S. XVII Airborne Divisjon were to land on the southern part of the 
area, seize the hi,%h ground east of Diersfordt and bridges over the Issel 
river, protect the southern flank of the U.S. XVIII Corps and establish cqntact 
with 1st Commando Brigade, British XII Corps and 6th Airborne Division. 
The Commanding General U.S. XVIII Corps, Major-General M. B. 
Ridgeway, was ordered to be prepared to marshal airborne troops for th.is 
operation to take place by 24 March 1945. 

The modus operandi of the airborne operations involved in crossing the 
Rhine differed essentially from those in Neptune and Market. In these 
operations airborne forces played a strategic role in advance of the main 
military effort: the success of the whole ,operation in each case depended 
upon the airborne troops being able to obtain their objectives In opera
tion Varsity the airborne forces were ancillary to the ·main assault ; their 
use was tactical rather than strategic. The airborne tasks were sub-divided 
and allotted to smaller groups and units which were to be landed as near 
as possible to the objectives. Unlike any previous airborne operation the 
forces arrived after the ground assault had been joined . . 

The decision to use airborne troops in this manner was made by the 
General Officer Commanding 6th Airborne Division and the Air Officer 
Commanding No. 38 Group after detailed study of the terrain around 
Hammink.eln bad been made by the Commander of the Glider Pilot Regi
ment. l{e was of the opinion that units of the airborne division could be 
landed in gliders close enough to their objectives to accomplish their tasks 
immediately after landing. This was taking full advantage of the lesson 
so drastically learnt at Arnhem that to land airborne troops a consider
able distance from their objectives was to court disaster. 

The advantages of the method 1.lsed for operation Varsity were that the 
enemy would be less likely to anticipate the points of landing and even if 
they did, would be unable to organise any large scale counter attack because 
of the scattered nature of the opposition. Subsequent events justified the 
plan. The enemy were confused and unable to co-ordinate their defences, 
with the result that the objectives were taken before they could organise 
effective opposition. 

1 Revised outline Plan for operation Varsity. First Allied Airborne Army APO. 740. A.M. 
File D.S.C./T.S./100/14, Part 2, Encl. l lA. 
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Detailed Airborne Planning 
The detailed airborne planning was jointly assigned to the Commaoding 

General XVill U.S. Corps (Airborne) who was in control of the U.S. 
XVll and the British 6th Airborne Divisions and Major-General Paul 
Williams, Commanding U.S. IX Troop Carrier Command, who controlled the 
"British and American Troop Carrier units. Further division of plrinning was 
necessary for the· air lift as the U.S. XVU Airborne Division were based on 
the Continent and were to be lifted from there by U.S. XI Troop Carrier · 
Command, whereas the British 6th Airborne Djvision were stationed in the 
United Kingdom and were to be lifted by the RAF. Groups, Nos. 38 and 
46 and 52 Wing of U.S. IX Troop Carrier Command1 • As in former opera
tions, the control of the R.A.F. share of the lift was vested in the Air Officer 
Commanding, No. 38 Groop. Each of the troop carrier formations was, 
therefore, responsible for issuing its own operational orders:1.. The British 
6th Airborne Division in the United Kingdom comprised 3rd and 5th 
Parachute Brigade and the 6th Air Lan.ding Brigade Group. All glider towing 
was to be undertaken by Nos. 38 and 46 Groups and all parachute dropping 
by three groups of No. 52 Wing U .S. IX Troop Carrier Command, which 
was also stationed in England. Early jn lyfarch, the final decision as to 
where and when the operation was to take place was made, and the opera
tional staffs of .the formations concerned began their task of preparing for 
the largest airborne operation of the war. 

Providing, Aircraft and Crews for tile Lift 
The provision of sufficient transport support aircraft and crews to 

accomplish the movement of 6th Airborne Division · in one lift provided a 
considerable problem for the Commanders of Nos. 38 and 46 Groups4 • The 
production of transport aircraft had, for some time, been allocated a low 
priority, so to find 500 serviceable aircraft for the operation strained the 
Group resources to the limit. 

The Air Officer Commanding, No. 38 Group, in a letter to the Air Ministry _ 
on I March 1945, requested an additional 50 Halifax Ills and 54 Stirliog .IVs 
to increase squadron establishment to 34 aircraft. Although the Director 
General of Organisation, Air Ministry was not able to fulfil this request 
completely,- bis promise that 35 Halifax.es and 32 Stirlings would be available 
by 15 March 1945, and that the remainder would be forthcoming as soon 
as possible but probably not quite in time for the operation, was accepted 
by the Air Officer Commanding, No. 38 Group5 • The aircrew shortage was 
overcome by retaining tour expired crews in tb·e squadrons and using every 
crew within the limits of the Group, by this means 320 crews became available 
for the operation. 

• No. 38 Group Report, Operation Varsity, Section 3, Appendix S. 
1 It is nol proposed to detail the American Troop Carrier share of Operation Varsity except 

in so far as it directly concerns the lift of British forces. The overalJ military and air 
tasks of Varsity were largely interdependent but it is beyond the scope of this narrative 
to describe fully the American operations. For information orr this phase of Vars-ity, 
reference should be made lo " Air Operations in support of Rhine Crossing"• the H.Q's. 
F .ii:st Allied Airborne report on Operation Varsity, etc. · 

i Narrative. Operation Varsity, H.Q. F irst AJlied Airborne Army, page 3. 
• No. 38 Group Report, O{'lerat1on Varsity, Section 3, Appendix S. 
• No. 38 Group T.S./10/94/1/Air. 
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No. 46 Group also had its problern1 • In addition to having to maintain 
essential transport schedules, the Group was committed to provide 120 
Da.kotas for the Airborne Operation2, and approximately 60 tor possible 
resupply on the same day, In order to increase the availability, crews and 
aircraft from the Operational Training Unit had to be called 10. The R.A.F. 
contingent was thus finally able to -provide 440 aircraft and crews for• a 
simultaneous lift of 6th Airborne Division. 

After the Arnbem Operation only 48 officers aod 666 other ranks remained 
in the Glider Pilot Regiment and as approximately l ,000 crews were required 
for the British Airborne effort in Varsity, tbe deficiency had to be made 
up from R.A.F. reserve of aircrew3, These pilots were given glider .z-efreshet 
courses-First pilots oo Horsas and Second pilots on Hotspurs- and a military 
c9urse at the Glider Pilot Depot. Although the R.A.F. element wei;e 
operationally inexperienced this was overcome by jµdicious mixing of Army 
and R.A.F. personnel in tb.e squadrons and ex(?ellent results were achieved. 

ORDER OF BATTLE (AIR FORCES) 

6th British Airborne Division Lift 

(a) No. 38 Group (R.A.F.) 
Airfield 

(i) R.ivenball 

(ii) Shepherds Grove 

(iii) Great Dunmow ... 

(iv) Earls Colue 

(v) Woodbridge4 

(vi) Matching 

(b) No. 46 Group (R.A.F.) 
Airfield 

(i) Gosfield . . . 

(ii) Birch 

1 No. 46 Group History, page 88. 

Glider Towing 

Squadron 
295 
570 
196 
299 
190 
620 
296 
297 
298 
644 

O.R.T.U. 

Squadron 
512 
575 
271 
233 
437 

48 

2 S.H.A.E.F. (forward) H.Q.'s meeting, 28 Februacy 1945. 

Aircraft 
Stirlings 60 Stirliogs 
Stirlings 
Stir1ings 60 

Stirlings 60 Stirliogs 
Halifaxes 60 
Halifaxes 
Halifaxes 12 
Halifaxes 48 
Stirlings 20 

Aitcra/t 

C-47 60 C-47 t 
C-47 
0-47 
C- 47 . 60 
C-47 .J 

3 Glider Pilot 'Regiment Report on Operation Varsity, pages 42--43. 
• Woodbridge was used by Tarrant Rushton to enable Tug/Glider Combinations to reach, 

their objective .. 
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Paratroop Carrying 

(c) 52nd Wing IX U.S.T.C.C. 
Airfield 

Borebam 
Wethersfield ... 
Chipping Ongar 

Supporting Air Ellort 

Group 

315 
316 

61 

Aircraft 

C-47 81 
C-47 81 
C-47 81 

The overall air planning was initiated on 28 February 1945, at a conference 
at S.H.A.E.F. H.Q. attended by representatives of Twenty-first Army Group, 
Brttisb Second Army and First Allied Airborne Army. The basic air tasks 
were allotted to the various American and British formations, and Second 
Tactical Air Force was given the responsibility of making. detailed air plans 
and controlling all co-operating air foi:ces. The final plan was completed 
by Second T.A.F. and submitted to S.H.A.E.F. H.Q. on 20 March 194.51• 

The fact that tb~ control of all air operations jn connection with airborne 
assault was again· vested in the theatre air commander, Commander-in-Chief 
Second T.A.F., Air Marshal Sir Arthur Coningham, was another instance of a 
lesson learned at Arnbem. This principle ot: theatre air commander being in 
control of all activity in support of an airborne operation was adhered to in 
subsequent operations :in the Far East. 

The two main objectives of tbe supporting air effort were the neutralisation 
of enemy air forces and flak positions. Special attention was t-0 be given to the 
latter, both by artillery fire and by fighter and fighter bomber operations. 
A special anti-flak committee was -set up to study aJl flak prob1ems and 
collect up-to-date information in the area. Artillery fire against flak posi- . 
tions was to be continued until the first elements of the troop carrier stream 
crossed the Rhine. At the same time, fighter bombers and fighters were to 
attack all flak positions which were then known. Do.ring the landings a 
continuous patrol of anti-flak fighters was to be maintained in the area to 
deal with any flak positions which might provide opposition against tbe 
troop carrier aircraft. 

Fighter Cover 
Operation Market showed that with overwhelming fighter cover airborne 

landings could be made with little or no interference from the German Air 
Force2• Up-to-date apprecia~ions of the German fighter strength led to the 
foUowing conclusions: -

(i) The German Air Force was not strong enough to offer effective opposi
tion to Operation Varsity. 

(ii) Jet propelled aircraft, aJthough technically superior to our own, were 
not in sufficient numbers serious]y to affect the position. 

(iii) The German Air Force would be better able to interfere if the opera
tion were to be mounted at night 

1 H.Q. First Allied Airborne Army Report on Var~jty, A.P.O. 757, page JO, 
.i Dep. Sup. Cdr. T.S. 100/14, Part II, Appendix E. 
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Air Defence of the Dropping Zones 
It was thougbt that the Germans might employ about 600 aircraft to -

oppose the operation. Therefore, a fighter screen would be necessary east 
of the dropping zones as well as heavy bombers to attack airfields from which 
jet aircraft would operate. The Second T.A.F. were responsible for the 
defence of the dropping and landing zones by day and night, and were also 
to provide squadrons to be employed on ground strafing of enemy troop move
ments'. 

Allocation of the Tasks 

The various tasks in support of the Operation were allocated as foll~ws2
: -

Fighter 
(a) Tbe U.S. Vlll Air Force were to provide a fighter screen east of the 

landing area during the period of the landings. 
(b) R.A.F. squadrons were to provide air escort of Troop Carrier Com

mand columns from the United Kingdom until they were relieved 
by Second T.A.F. 

(c) The IX U.S. Air Force were responsible for the air escort of the Troop 
Carrier Fonnations from the French airfields until it was taken 
over by Second T.A.F. 

Second T.A.F. were responsible for fighter cover during the 
final stages of the fly in. 

Bomber 
(a) The U.S. VTII Air F orce were to attack jet airfields prior to the 

operation, flak positions near the area, communication targets east 
of the battJe area, and also carry out diversionary attacks. R.A.F. 
Bomber Command were to bomb other targets and attack com
munications not already undertaken by the U.S. VIII Air Force. 

(b) Radar counter-measures. 
(c) Coastal Command were also to provide day and night diversionary 

operations. 

Two major diversionary operations were conducted on 24 March. Berlin 
was bombed by U.S. XIV Air Force based in Italy and R.A.F. Bomber 
Command attacked the rail centre of Sterkrade as well as oil tai:gets in 
the Ruhr. 

The Flight Plan 
The combined flight plan was drawn up by the Joint Planning Staff of 

No. 38 Group and IX U.S. Troop Carrier Command at the latter Head
quarters, Maison Lafitte, near Paris3

• Two groups of base airfields for the 
operation were to be used : j.n the United Kingdom eight British and three 
American airfields and, on the continent, fifteen American airfields. The 
Troop Carrier Formation based in the United · Kingdom were to a.ssemble 
1 This was the result of a lesson learnt from Germ.an comments on the Arnhem operation 

criticising over-concentration of defence against air attack aod iguoring the danger of 
ground attack. 

2 A.M. File C.M.S. 754/D. Ops./TAC. 
3 No. 38 Group Report, Varsity, paras. 45-46. 
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north and east of London, converge to cross the channel near Folkestone to 
Cap Gris Nez. tum south-east to Bethune, then east-north-east to Wavre, 
where it would join the U.S. XVII Airborne Division from their bases in 
France. The whole stream would then proceed north-ea~ to Weeze. It 
was decided in this operation that American and British aircraft should fly 
in on paralleJ streams. These streams were kept respectively one mile north 
and one mile south of the route, maintaining a s:pace of two miles between 
the columns until the target rendezvous was reached. From this point the 
colur:nns were to diverge on to their respective dropping and landing zones 
and tum left or right respectively after their release or drop1. The American 
paratroop aircraft were to fly in formations of 81, nine formations of nine, 
and their glider towing aircraft in formations of three. The British aircraft 
towing gliders Were to fly in pairs at ten second intervals. 

Navigational Aids 
In addition to the Ust.1al navigational aids, the Eureka beacons and Compass 

beacons were to be set up at tbe various turning points, with fldditiooal 
beacons mid-way between Wavre and the target area. There were no ground 
markings to be put on the dropping/landing zones, but immediately prior 
to crossing the Rhine the Eureka beacons and coloured strips with djstioctive 
letter panne]s were to be set up for the guidan~e of all foi:matioos. This 
was considered to be sufficient io view of the dose proximity of the Rhine to 
the zones. · 

The Choice of Dropping/ Landing• Zooes 
Once the dec;ision. to use the airborne forces in a tactical manner bad · 

been made, the next step was to select areas for landing near to the objec
tives. Photographic reconnaissance had shown that suitable areas existe~. 
Below the town of Bonn the Rhine Hows through a flat almost featureless 
plain, averaging 45-80 feet above sea level, and closely resembling Dutch 
polderland. The immediate terrain was firm farm Jand consisting of meadows 
2-300 yards in length and of combined farOJ.ing areas from 5-600 yards jn 
length. highJy suitable for glider landing. For the dropping and landing of 
6th Airborne Division, six zones were chosen-'' A ". " B ", "P ", " 0 ". 
·' U " and • .. R "3 • Of these, dropping zones " A " and " B " were for the two 
Parachute Brigades, 3rd and 5th, and the other four landing zones for the air 
landing Brigade gliders 1 • The zones presented little difficulty for identification 
from the air. The towns of Hammin.keln and Wesel, the Isse1 canal. the double 
track railway from Emmerich to Wesel, a large woodland area and the main 
road running nortb from Hamtninkel.t1 all provided excellent land marks. 

The Lift of 6th Airborne Division 
The tasks of the 6th Airborne Di~ision were sub-divided as follows~: .

(a) Tbe first stage of the operation was to be the dropping of 3rd and 
5th Parachute Brigades on landing zones " A ' 1 and " B " from 
aircraft of 52 Wing U.S. IX Troop Carrier Command. Their task 

1 See figure I 0. 
z H.Q. No. 38 Group, Varsity Report, paras. 25-26. 
i See Figure J 1. ' 
• U.S. LX T.C.C. Field Order No. 5, Reg. No. ABS. 
s H.Q. No. 38 Group Report, Varsity, para. 21, 6th Airborne DMsion Report, Varsity, 
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was to hold road crossings, pa,trol the general area and capture the 
high ground overlooking the river crossing. This drop was to 
begin at 1000 hours. 

(b) Prior to the main glider landing of the 6th Air Landing Brigade 
Group two coup de main parties were to b~ landed on zones " 0" 
and " U ., to capture one road bridge over tbe river Issel at 
Ringenberg and another about one mile east of Hamminkeln. 

(c) The main glider _landings on zone-s "P ", '' 0 ", "U" and "R" 
involved the carrying of elements of 6th Ajr Landing Brigade 
Group. These troops were to be carrjed in 321 Horsa gliders and 
34 Hamil.cars and released immediately following the paratroop 
drop. Their task was to capture Harominkeln and road and rail 
bridges over Issel river also to s~ure D.Z. on which the 6th Divi
sion H .Q. Would land. 

(d) At -1057 hours, 46 minutes after the last paratroop drop on dropping 
zone " B " the re01ainder of the remaining elements of 3rd and 
5th Parachute Brigade Groups and 6th Air Landing Brigade Group 
were to be transported to dropping zones " A " and "B " in 56 
Horsa and 14 Hamilcar gliders. 

Re-supply 
As in previous airborne operations. plans for re-supply were made as part 

of the original plan. Again, a lesson of · Arnhem influenced the planners 
lo change lb.e method of supply dropping. Instead of having one supply 
dropping point as at Arnhem, six were chosen and their positions were given 
to all crews of the supply dropping aircraft. On the day of the operation, 
however, only ooe supply dropping point would be used for both British 
and American Jilts. and it was intended that this point be detailed at the 
briefing. As an emergency measure, the aircrews were instructed to carry the 
pin-points of all six supply dropping points so that, if necessary. the main 
one could be changed even as late as after the aircraft were airborne. Arrange
ments were also made for a Master Supply aircraft to direct aircrews by means 
of R/T to their correct dropping zone. Three Master Supply Halj.fax air
craft were fitted for this purpose and the procedure was laid down that the 
leader of the supply aircraft, when within 50 miles of the target area, was 
to call up the Forward Visual Control Post1. which was to be flown in with 
the airborne force, and verify the supply dropping point ; when within ten 
minutes from the target the Forward Visual Control Post would broadcast 
by VHF ,to the re-supply aircraft the location of the supply dropping point. 

The Re-supply Tasks 
The fir t re-supply immediately following the landings was to be carried 

out by 240 Liberators of the Second Bomb Division. VIII U.S. Army Air 
Force. who were to drop 24 hours supply of food and ammunition equally to 
each airborne division. 
1 Forward Visual Control Posts were R.A.F. Units consisting of one Squadron Leader 

controller and two wireless operator mechanics with a jeep and trailer fitted with three 
radio sets and generators. One Forward Visual Control Post was allocated to each 
airborne division, and that attached to H.Q. 6th Airborne Division was set up within 
an hour and a half of landing. Forward Visual Control Posts could also be used for 
directing Second T A.F. aircraft on to targets selected by tbe forward troops of the 
Airborne Division. (For full report on F.V.C.P., see Appendix A, 38 Group Report, 
Varsity). 
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Further re-supply, if required, was to be carried out by six Halifax: aircraft 
0£ No. 38 Group. who were to load six jeeps and six-pounder guns. and all 
other serviceable aircraft in the Group were to load containers and stand-by 
at one-and-a-half-hours call from 0700 hours on D + 1. Three squadrons 
of No. 46 Group aircraft, after the airborne lift, were .to land at Nevelles 
and load supply panniers. These aircraft were for emergency re-supply only 
and were to be at two hours call from dawn on D + L If after D + 1 emer
genc, re-supply was required, it was to be carried out by I 00 aircraft of 
No. 38 Group1 • 

The Master Supply aircraft were to be Stirlings .llrom No. 570l'ISquadron, 
fitted with the necessary Rebecca sets capable of making R/T contact 
with the specfal Eureka sets carried by the Independent Paratroop Brigade. 
The re!llainder of No. 570 Squadron, which was tbe only one fitted with the 
necessary GH equipment, was scheduled for medium altitude supply dropping, 
details of which are given in Appendix 7. 

The Final Stages of :Preparatlon 
Weather: Owing to the nature of ,the operation the final decision as to the 

suitability of the weather could not be made until about 1700 hours on 
b - 1. The Commander. Twenty-first Army Group, was prepared, jf neces
sary on accot.i.Ot of bad weather. to postpone the Rhine crossing up to se'i'en 
days in order to ensure support of the airborne forces. The decision as to 
whether the operation would · take place was made by the Commanding 
General First Allied Airborne Army and Air Officer Commanding Second 
Tactical Air Force. It was ·then the responsibility of the Commander of 
tbe Troop Carrier Formations to decide the timing of the operation in the 
light of the weather forecastz. No difficulty arose on this score as a very 
favourable forecast was issued for 24 March 1945, and no alterations were 
necessary. Everything was in readiness for the spearhead of the airborne 
assault to begin dropping at the originally chosen "P" hour (10.00) 24 March 
1945. 

Briefing : The briefuig of Stati-0n and Squadron Comm.anders lby tihe Air 
Officer Commanding No. 38 Group took place on 19 March 1945, at Head
quarters No. 38 Group, Marks Hall. fodiv~dual aircrew briefing followed 
on 21 March 1945. Once briefing had started aJl stations were sea}ed3 • 

In view of the possibility that the vi,.sibility might be bad in the battle 
area, all glider pilots were individually briefed as to their own landing point. 
This was no small task as each pjlot had to know the air plan. their own 
glide plan and any alternatives, as well as the exact tasks of the troops they 
were carrying in the event of them themselves being called upon to assist. 
This meticulous briefing was undoubtedly justified because. on the actual 
day, although the area was largely obscured with smoke and haze, accuracy 
of the landings was remarkable. Many glider pilots landed within 20-30 
yards of their objectives despite not seeing the ground until they were within 
a few hundred feet of it4• 

1 No. 38 Group Operation Order, Varsity. 38G/T.S. J0/94/Aff. 
2 Lecture on Varsity to· SchooJ of Air Support by A,O.C. No. 38 Group (A.M.W. 13), p. S. 

H.Q. F.A.A.A. Report, A.P:O. 740. 
J The weight of maps, photographs and briefing material involved was in the vicinity of 

five tons. No. 46 Group O.R.B., No. 38 Group O.R.B., 19 March 1945. 
4 Glider Pilot Regiment Report on Varsity, page 7. 
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Operation Varsity1 

The Air Offensive, preparatory to the launching of Operation Plunder, 
the crossing of the Rhine, began on 21 February 1945. when the plan ro 
isolate the Ruhr area was put into operation. From that day until D Day 
large scale heavy and medium bomber attacks were made on rail bridges 
and viaducts, road and rail traffic and marshalling and repair yards along a 
line from Bre'men southward to Coblenz. Fighter-bombers carried out 
extensive armed reconnaissance and attacks on bridges and trains west of this 
line. Jn the first 20 days of March 1945 Allied Air Forces flew 3,966 
sorties2 • This air onslaught. unsurpassed since the Invasion of Normandy, 
culminated during the three days prior to D Day in tremendous attacks on 
rail and road communications. airfields. enemy troop concentrations and 
targets inside the Tactical Zone. The town of Wesel was smashed and, by 
the dawn of D Day, the whole area bad been effectively ' 1 softened". The 
result of this air preparatio;n was shown on D Day by the fact that. although 
Allied Air Forces flew more than 8,000 sorties and over 1,300 gliders were 
airborne over Germany, less than 100 enemy aircraft were seen. An indication 
of the comprebensive nature of the air cover provided cao be obtained from 
the following account by 2od Tactical Air Force of the day's operations3 :-

" The very large total of 2,100 sorties by fighters and fighter-bombers 
of Nos. 83 and 84 Groups, and Mitchells and Bostons of No. 2 Group, 
during the day concentrated on supporting and hastening Twenty-first 
Army Group crossing of the Rhine. In the morning 71 Mitchells and 
Bostons attacked four flak positions under M .R.C.P. control and claimed 
good results on two of them. They were followed by fighter-bombers 
attacking similar flak concentrations io the area of the airborne landings. 
Others flew immediate support missions from the Cab Rank and und~r 
F.C.P. control against gun positions, factories and centres of enemy resist
ance . Previous to this three headquarters behind the battle area bad been 
~ttacked by Typhoons with good · results, and Tempests had swept the 
North German airfields without finding any activity to deial with. On the 
turn round the Bostons attacked three medium gun positions and the 
Mitchells bombed a troop concentrat:ion ·at Raesfeld and Brunen with good 
results. All the time relays of four Typhoons kept attacking flak posi
tions, gims and hutted camps, and fighters flew free lance aod defensjve 
patrols in the battle area. Reconnaissance aircraft also put in a full day 
on Tac R, artillery reconnaissance, contact reconnaissance and photo 
reconnaissance. 

i Principal sources of m;iterial:-
O.R.B. Appendices to Nos. 38 aod 46 Groups. 
No. 38 Group WeekJy Inte11igeoce Summaries. 
No. 38 Group R. eport on Operat ion VarsilsY. 
Glider Pilot Regiment Report on Varsity. 
No. 46 Group Unofficial History. 
6th Airborne Division Report. 
Headquarters 1st AJlied Airborne Army Report on Varsity, A.P..O. 740. 
IX Troop Carrier Command Report, A.P.0. l33 . 
IX Troop Carrier Command Field Order No. 5. 
Deputy Supreme Commander's Airborne Operation Files, 
M iscellaneous 2nd T.A.F. 
Nos. 38 and 46 Group Files. 

2 For detailed description of AA Preparations, see "Air Operations in connection with 
Rhine Crossing ". (Prepared in A.H.B.) · 

• File 2 T.A.F./S. 74/10/0ps. 
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Total sorties divided as follows : -
Nos. 83 and 84 Groups 

Armed Reconnaissances 212 
Immediate support 254 
Pre-arranged support (Mjtchells, Bostoos aod 

escorts) 550 
Nos. 83 and 84 Groups 

:Reconnaissance .. . 180 
Fighter operations 904 

The following message was sent by A.O.C. No. 38 Group to A.O.C. 
No. 83 Group on the evening of 24 March:-

' Thank you and your chaps for the magnificent cover we had today. 
No enemy fighters and little flak.' '' 

The Airborne Operation 
The weather was perfect on the morning of 24 March 1945, aod everything 

was in readiness for the greatest airborne offensive in hjstory to begin. Gliders 
had been marshalled overnight and the launching of the force proceeded 
without hitch or delay. The efficiency and well-timed control of the ground 
organisation on the eight Royal Air Force airfields will be appreciated when 
it is realised that, out of 440 tug glider combinations scheduled to operate, 
all but one were on their way within one hour of the first glider being towed 
off at 06.00 hours. · In addition, No. 46 Group were compelled to operate 
from two strange airfields at Gostield and Birch, from each of which 60 gliders 
had to be towed. Simultaneously. from their three airfields-Boreham, 
Wethersfield and Chipping Ongar, 242, out of 243 scheduled aircraft of 
52 Wing U.S. IX Troop Carrier Command, were airborne, carrying the main 
paratroop elements of the division. 

The long journey to the Rhine was wteventful. The weather remained 
excellent with clear visibility and no enemy fighters were encountered-so 
effective was the b.uge fighter umbrella that protected the whole route, which 
lay over British occupied territory- hence there was no flak opposition until 
the area of the Dropping/Landing Zones was reached. When the stream of 
aircraft from Britain reached Wavre it was joined by that carrying the 
17th U.S. Airborne Division from Continental bases and the huge mass 
of more than 1,500 aircraft and 1,300 gliders flew on in parallel streams 
to the target. It took 2½ hours to pass one given point. 

The Paratroop Lift 
Three Groups, Nos. 61, 315 and 316 of 52 Wing, IX U.S. Troop Carrier 

Command were used to carry out the lift of 3rd and 5th Parachute Brigade 
Groups and also to make the jettison supply drop. Two hundred aod forty-two 
C-47 and C-53 aircraft took off from East Anglia on schedule and successfully 
dropped 3rd Parachute Brigade Group on Dropping Zone " A " and 5th Para
chute Brigade Group on Dropping Zone " B ". Both ·these drops were 
extremely accurate and the supply containers fell to hand and were retrieved 
without difficulty. Although ooly eight aircraft were lost in this phase of the 
operation, 115 were damaged by .flak from defence positions in the target area, 
especially heavy gun batteries North of Rees and Ringenberg. 
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The Glider Lift 

Of the 439 tug glider combinations that took off, 34 failed to cacry out · 
their mission. Eight of these wece due to technical failures, 16 to slip stream 
trouble and nine to broken tow ropes. The slip stream failures were not 
altogether unexpected in view of the extremely close concentration of the 
flight. Two of tbe gliders ditched in the North Sea but were picked up 
by Air/Sea Rescue. No interference from the enemy was experienced until 
the target zone was reached, when considerable opposHion from the ground 
was encountered; the enemy were using 88 m.m. and S.P. guns as well as 
anti-aircraft. 

Although the weather was still perfect over the target area, the smoke 
from the enemy guns in addition to that caiused by the Allies anti flak 
ban.rage and also by tbe .general fighting on the ground, created a thick haze. 
This proved to be a mix,ed blessing for, although the smoke had the advantage 
of confusing the enemy gunners who were• unable to see where the landings 
were taking place, it created some difficulty for the gJider pilots in finding 
their Lauding Zones after they had been released and tended to spoil what 
would have otherwise been an almost flawless performance. Notwithstanding 
this handicap and th_e unenviable task of being raked with fire from the 
ground whilst slowly gliding earthwards, the 1andings showed a remarkable 
percentage of accuracy. Almost 300 of the gliders suffered damage from 
fire from the ground, although only 10 were actually shot down. 

The Coup de Main Landing Zones---" 0 " and " U' '' 
The 15 aircraft responsible 'for towing the gliders carrying the coup de main 

pa:rti._es acbieve.d 100 per cent successfully released. The landings_ were 
accurate, complete surprise was achieved and the two road bridges over the 
Issel were ·easily captured. 

Dropping Zones "A " and ' ' B " 
In addition to the paratroop landings, 24 gliders were detailed to land 

on Dropping Zone A and 46 on bropping Zone B. These 56 Horsas and 
14 Hamilcars carried the remaining element of 3rd and 5th Parachute Brigade 
Groups and a portion of 6th Air Landing Brigade Group. On Dropping 
Zone " A"· 22 gliders were successfully released, but on " B " some flak was 
eocountered~ two aircraft were shot down and :five others damaged. Thirty
eight gliders were correctly released. The landings on these zones, especially 
on" A ", were perfectly ooncentrated. 

Landing Zones, " 0 '!, " U ", " R '' and " P " 
A high percentage of successful releases was also achieved on the other 

four zones where elements of 6th Air Landing Brigade Group and 6th Air
borne -Division Headquarters (Zone " P '') were landed. Out of 354 aircraft 
detailed to these zones, all but 27 reported successful releases. Photographic 
reconnaissance on D Day shows the excellent concentration achieved which 
resulted in all objectives being captured within two hours of landing. Seventy 
aircraft of No. 46 Group returned, after fulfilling their missions, to bases 
on the Continent to prepare for the resupply should the need arise. 
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THE RlllNE CROSSING 

GERMAN CHILDREN WATCHING DAKOTAS 
PASSING OVERHEAD ON 24 MARCH 1945 

FIG. 12 
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THE RHINE CROSSING 

HALIFAX A/C TOWING HORSA GLIDERS OVER 
THE FRENCH COAST ON 24 MARCH 1945 

FIG. 13 
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l 7tb U.S. Airborne Division 
Simultaneously with the dropping of 6th Airborne Division, the 17th U.S. 

Airborne Division were being dropped on their four zones of the Soutbern Sector 
by U.S. IX Troop, Carrier Command. This lift was carried out by 298 
paratroop aircraft ' and 908 Waco (C.G./4A) gliders towed .in single and 
double tow by 610 tug aircraft. Of this number, over 200 were. damaged 
and 32 shot down by enemy action. These losses were entirely due to 
opposition from the ground as considerably less than a score of enemy aircraft 
were seen. 

Resupl_)ly 
Almost immediately following the landing of the last glider, · the automatic 

resupply aircraft began dropping their cargoes on the Supply Dropping Point. 
This mission was carrjed out by 239 Liberators of U.S. VIII Air Fo,:ce. By 
using heavy bombers for resupply, advantage was taken of another lesson 
learned in previous operations- that as many men and as much equipment 
and supplies should be landed in the sbortest possible time. If the Lib~rators 
had not been used, delay would have been cau_sed whilst aircraft employed 
in the actual operation returned to their bases and loaded with supplies. Th<r 
resupply, in this instance, cost 15 Liberators shot down and many others 

· damaged by flak, but-as approximately 85 per cent. of the 600 tons of supplies 
dropped fell in the areas of the two airborne divisions, the result more than 
justified casualties. 

Further resupply was not found to be necessary, owing to the extremely 
favourable progress on the ground and the arrangements which bad been 
made for air resupply to both airborne divisions were cancelled on D Day 
and D + 1 by the General Officer Commanding the Second Army. It 
was possjble to under(.ake the supply by normal surface tr,.nsport. By the 
evening of D + 1 the operation was complete. The Germans had been 
overwhebned and both ainhome divisions joined in the advance to North 
East Germany. 

Enemy Opposition 
Although enemy opposition from the air had been completely negatived 

by the magnificent work of the Allied Supporting Air Forces, there was 
appreciable opposition from flak. This was not as bad as bad been an tici
pated but a considerable amount of damage was done to gliders and aircraft 
by small arms fire as well as flak weapons. One 1esson was apparent. Air
craft flying at -low level (600 feet) were liable to suffer as much damage 
from these small arms as from heavier guns. Th is was the case io Varsity. 
The U.S. IX Troop Carrier Command, flying w·ell below 1,000 feet, lost 
46 aircraf t shot down by ground fire and 348 damaged, whereas the R.A.F. 
Groups, flying at 2,500 feet, lost only four aircraft through _flak and 32 
suffered damageL. 

Glider Loading and Unloading 
Apart from the d1fficulties experienced in carrying out the loading ou 

schedule due to the aircraft rfrom Tarrant R'llsbton and No. 46 Group 
having to move to stagi_ng airfields. trouble was again encountered with 
lashings for the Hamilcar loads 2 • This was due to three factors :-

(j) Types of loads were constantly being changed, requiring different 
types of lashings. 

1 No. 38 G{bup O.R.B. Weekly fotelli_gence Summary, Appeadix 77. 
• No. 38 Group W.I.S., A{>pendi){ 77. 
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(ii) Old types of loads underwent modifications which were not notified. 
(iii) Modifications to loads were made without notification of tbe new 

lashing requirements. 
A great deal of delay and unnecessary work could have been avoided were 
it possible to decide, on standard loads for Hamilca1·s, the responsibility for 
ensuring that these standards were adhered to and also that changes in load 
were notified in order that new lashings might be designed. 

In Operation Varsity the Horsas Mark TI were used principally for all 
vehicle loads and the Mark I for troops. The advantage of using Mark II 
for equipment was tbat it could be unloaded through. the nose as well as 
the tail and side. This saved valuable seconds after landing. 

Glider and Glider Pilot Casualties 
A distinct disparity between the glider pilot casualties in the British sector 

of 27 per cent. and in the American section of approximate1y 11 per cent. 
was apparent'. This was probably due to the fact that the British gliders 
were released from 2,500 feet or above and the Americans from about 600 
feet, thus the former were exposed to fire from the ground for a much longer 
period. · Conversely th.e Americans suffered a much greater proportion of 
parachute and tug aircraft damage than did the British. The conclusion to 
be drawn from this was that a low release height exposed the tug aircraft 
to damage as opQosed to the gliders. Whereas a high release had the opposite 
effect. However; one reason for the heavier casualties to the British gliders 
and pilots was that owing to the shortage of glider crew available, many 
inex.perienced men had been pressed into service and thus the standard of 
training was not up to the high level of the previous operations. Three 
additional factors also contributed to the high casualties: -

(i) The difficulties of attempting a tactical landu1g in conditions of bad 
• visibility and a more severe concentration of enemy fire than the 
Americans experienced. 

(ii) Several of the tug glider combinations arrived at the target area 
at 3,500 feet instead of 2,500 feet ; the gliders were released too 
high causing a ,tendency to overshoot. 

(iii) Damage to gliders also caused on the ground by landing too fast due 
to lack of experience. 

'rhe success of this Transport Support Group, in spite of the fact that 
all its squadrons bad to move from their home stations on to two unoccupied 
airfields whence they launched their quota of the lift and that the Group 
carried out all its transport commitments until D - 2 indicates that, pro
vided facilities are always available for glider training, the launching of even a 
large scale airborne operation such as Varsity does ,not present so many fear
some problems of organisation for air transport as had been previously 
experienced 2 • 

This last of the great airborne operations to take place jn the European 
war was, undoubtedly, the most successful. The glider landings and para
chute drops were carried out with great accuracy and almost 100 per cent. 

1 Glider Pilot Regiment's Report on Varsity. No. 38 Group Report on Varsity, para. 130. 
2 No. 46 Group Unofficial History, page 94. 
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of the supplies dropped were rec.overed. The tinting of the airborne attack 
achieved the surprise as planned and the rapidity with which the force re
formed and established positions after landing resulted in the objectives 
being taken without delay and ca•sualties being extremely low\. In the 
words of the Supreme Commander bimself; General Eisenhower, ·' The great 
operation of forcing the Lower Rhine proved successful to the fullest extent 
of my desire''. 

Conclusions 

The planning and execution of the operation •was an outstanding example 
of profiting from experience gained in earlier operations and attention beiug 
paid to enemy criticism of these operations. It can be stated, without fear 
of contradiction, that it was cmnpletely successful and this can be entirely 
attributed to the adherence, by the planners, to certain principles now 
fundamental to airborne operations. The main conclusions drawn from the 
operation were as follows :-

(a) Air Commander 
The importance of the appointment as Air Commander for the 

operation of tbe Tactical Air Force Commander of lhe theatre was most 
emphatically illustrated. The highly effective air operation during tbe 
month preceding the operation over the whole area and the huge 
cover provided for the actual flying completely negatived any attempt 
at air defence by the enemy. 

{b) Cne Lift 

The operation was carried out in one highly concentrated lift. the 
whole force being lartded in one hour. The enemy were thus unable 
to recover from the -initial surprise and prepare for any subsequent 
landings as at Amheru, but were overwhelmed almost before they were 
aware of what was happening. 

(c) Resupply 

Resupply followed· immediately after landing and was carried out 
within one hour. Results indicated that one day's resupply should 
always be flown in as soon as possible after the landing. 

(d) Tactical Landings 
Possibly the outstanding feature of Varsity was the landing of the 

airborne forces in a tactical manner. · The tasks of the division were 
sub-divided and allotted to units within the Brigades and these units 
were landed as close as possible to their objectives. In previous opera
tions the troops had been landed all together at one or more zones 
and divided after landing. The speed with which 6th Airborne Division 
captured its objectives, within two hours of landing, can be attributed 

'largely to the tactical landings causing completed oonfusion ,to· the enemy 
who had antkjpated a concentrated landing in the vicinity of an aero
drome near Hamminkeln. 

1 Supreme Commander's Report to Combined Chiefs of Staff on Operations in Europe 
of A.E.P. 
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(e) Artillery Support 

For the first' time an airborne landing area was within allied artillery 
range. This was of valuable assjstaoce until the actual landings began, 
when it had lo be withheld. If resupply had been needed, an awkward 
position might have arisen as to wbiqh was most important, -resupply 
or artillery support. Fortunately, resupply was not needed because of 
the success pf the operation. 

(f) Communications 
No difficulties were presented by communications and the whole 

system operated most efficiently despite the distances <between the 
Commands and the- number of Headquarters and Control Posts in· 
volved. Three factors were mainly responsible :-

(i) The operation was carried out in a very short time, thus ·there 
was no widely fluctuating ground position as atArnhem. 

(ii) The weather was very good. 
. (iii) A large practice communication exercise Token had been 
held on J 6 March 1945·. 

Minor Airborne Operations 

Amherst and Keystone1 

As the Canadian First Army advanced into Holland, Twenty-first Army 
Group proposed to· use S.A.S . . troops to create confusion in enemy rear areas, 
stimulate local resistance and generally assist the Canadian First Army. 
S.H.A.E.F. did not consider that the operation could be launched before 
5 April 1945 and preliminary planning conferences were held on 2 April and 
3 April 1945. The first of these conferences was between No. 38 Group and 
Headquarters, S.A.S. Troops and the· second was held at the Canadian First 
Army Headquarters between representatives of all formations concerned, 
including No. 84 Group R.A.F., who were the controlling Tactical Air Force 
in the area. The plan was finalised at a further meeting between No. 38 
Gtoup and S.A.S. Headquarters, Essex, and, on 5 April 1945, operational 
instructions were issued by He adquar ters, First Canadian Army2

• 

The Plan 

Amher§I 
Forty-seven Stirlings of No. 38 Group, R.A.F., were to drop 2nd and 3rd 

Regiments de Chasseurs Parachutistes on 20 selected Dropping Points with 
the task of securing airfields at Steeowijk. Helve and L eeuwarden, is road 
and 3 railway bridges. Simultaneously 18 Halifaxes of No. 38 Group were to 
drnp the same number of jeeps on six of these Dropping Zones. 

Keystone 
Seven Stirlings of No. 38 Group were to convey troops of the 2nd S.A.S. 

Regiment, with two Jedburgh wireless teams and three jeeps carried in 
three Hall.faxes to four previously selected Dropping Zones. Thejr task was 
to take the airfield at Teure and seven road bridges. The area of the 

t 2nd T.A.F ./File 30317/86 Ops., Encl. 2A. No. 38 Group Report. 
z Ibid, Encl. 27 A. 
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Dropping Zones was that east of the Zuider Zee, south of Groningen and 
north of Zwolle, and • was chose1J by planning staffs of S.A.S. Headquarters 
and No. 38 Group1• 

Contra! 
A combined Headquarters, with representatives of Nos. 38 and 84 Groups 

and the Commander S.A.S. Troops was established at Headquarters, First 
Canadian Army on 5 April 1945. Decisions regarding the air force rested 
with the Air Officer Commanding No. 38 Group, Air Vice-Marshal J. R. 
Scarlett-Streatfeild at bis Headquarters, Marks Hall, Essex2 • 

Cover Plan 
In order to exaggerate the size of the operation in the mind of the 

enemy, it was decided to drop simulators (dummies) from the parachute 
carrying aircraft and for Bomber Command and No. 100 Group to operate 
io the areas as they would in the event of a normal airborne landing. In 
this connection, permission for direct contact between No. 38 Group and 
Bomber Command was granted. A special bomb-line was agreed upon, 
beyond which the First Canadian Army would not advance between the 
hours of 21QO and 0600 on the night {)If the operation3 • 

Route 
The flight plan, drawn up by No. 38 Group, routed the aircraft in from 

a southerly direction via Dungeness and Cape .Grisnez, over friendly territory 
returning djrect from Holland to their bases in East Anglia. Allied anti
aircraft defences en route were restricted for the night and prohibited within 
a corridor 10 miles wide of a line B.russels/ Goch / Enselde/Emmen for 45 
minutes before and after ce.rtajn fixed times. 

Re-supply 

Although S.A.S. Headquarters did not wish to plan for re-supply, the 
R.A.F. representative stated that, as aircraft we.re available, provision for 
re-supply should be made. Daylight re-supply by fighter aircraft of No. 84 
Group was agreed upon4 • 

The final decision as to the date of the operation was made on 7 April 1945, 
for it to take place on the same night- the operation having been postponed 
24 hours due -to the rapid advance of the Canadian First Army. 

Execution- Amherst 
The weather was poor on the night of the operation with low stratus 

cloud and fog over the Dropping Area. No. 38 Group accordingly warned 
the Canadian First Army, No. 84 Group and 2nd T.A.F. that the drop 
would have to be made "blind" from 1.500 feet above the cloud and fog, 
using Gee fixes and · that dropping errors up to three miles might be expected. 
ln view of ground reception lights for dropping the j'eeps from the Halifaxes 
not . being visible from the air. it was decided to cancel this part of tb.e 
operation and drop only the troops. 

1 For details and map references of the Dropping Zones, see No. 38 Group Report on 
Operation Amherst/Keystone, Reference 380 Files; 10/114/Afr. 

2 Ibid, Encl. 4 and 13. 
3 Ibid, Encl. 24A. 
4 Ibid, Encl • .JA. 
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Forty-six of the 47 Stirlings dropped their loads of troops successfully 
on the n,ight of 7-8 April 1945, and the remaining aircraft carried out its 
mission on the following night. No interference was encountered and all 
aircraft returned safely to their bases. Subsequeut analysis of the drops by 
Brigadier J. M. Calvert, Comm,anding S.A.S. Troops, showed an average 
error in drop of slightly more than three miles, which was not unsatisfactory 
in view of the fact that there was insufficient time for special deployment 
of Gee stations and that there was poor Gee cover in the area. The 18 jeeps 
were .flown to an airfield in the Canadian sect:ion on the following day and 
driven overland to the operational area1 • 

Keystone 
Operation Keystone was postponed until the night of 11-12 April 1945. 

Five Stirlings and three Halifaxes were detailed. The aircraft took off as 
;uranged but, owing to bad weather and consequent inability to make contact 
_wjtb the Amherst ground parties, the operation had to be abandoned. Similar 
conditions on the following night again prevented the operation being carried 
out. On the ground the situation progressed favourably ; casualties were 
pot high and reports from the S.AS. Headquarters indicated that the opera• 
tion was successful. There were ;r;io casualties in No. 38 Group, R.A.F. 

Conclusions 
Operation Amherst proved that it was possible to plan and execute an 

airborne operation of this nature within three days, provided the Army and 
Air Force were co-ordinated in one Headquarters. 

Although, at the time of planning, resupply might not appear to be neces• 
sary, it was always advjsable to plan for it, lo this case it was found to be 
necessary, 

Selection of Dropping Zones in an operation of this nature may not always 
be possible in time to brief crews without a Jast minute rush. It was recom
mended that a small committee of Army and Air Force personnel should 
coutiuually be reconnoitring for suitable Dropping Zones ahead of the 
advancing armies·. so that an immediate decision might be taken, thus expedit
ing ·the launching of the operation and simplifying the problem of briefing. 

The jeep dropping part of the operation bad to be cancelled owing to bad 
weather preventing the ground reception being visible to the aircraft. This 
could have been avoided had parachute teams been dropped simultaneously 
with the jeeps. 

In order to facilita·te linking up on the ground without delay, paratroops, 
when dropping at night, should always be dropped in as short a stick as 
possible. The reason for this was that it was impossible, at night- and 
possibly under unfavourable weather conditions. for the aircraft to guacantee 
to drop two separate sticks of drops in the same place. Even in the event 
of the drops being made " blind " on a Gee fix, it would be almost impo$Sible 
to roake the two drops in the same place. Lastly the safety of the aircraft 
was jeopardised by having to make more tba.n one run over the Dropping 
Zone. 

LJbid, Encl. 39A. No. 38 Group Report on Amherst, Ref. 38G/S. 10/114/Air. No. 38 
Qroup O.R.B., Appendix 86. 
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" Blind " Paratroop Dropr,ing 
Operation Amherst proved that. when it was necessary to drop paratroops 

" blind ", with oo assistance from the ground, use of Gee fi:x.es was probably 
the most effective navigational aid. In view of the fact that the target area 
was badly placed for Gee coverage and as the angle of cut of the lattice Jines 
were 16 degrees the error of ·drop of three miles was not uoexpected. How
ever. even aJthough it were possible to create tbe best possible conditions 
for the use of Gee- resuJtiug in an. accuracy of drop of approximately 100 
,Yards, this would be scarcely practical, · as i't would involve setting up a 
special Gee chain which would take anything from one to six months, 
ae<:ordiog to the area. 

Operation Schnapps 
On 8 May 1945, personnel and equipment of 1st Airborne Division were 

landed jn Copenhagen by 33 Stirlings, nine Halifaxes and 10 C-46s of U.S. 
IX T.C.C. The operation was ca.rrjed out without undue incident and sub
sequently re-supply was maintained at intervals during the remainder of 
the month1 • 

Operation Doomsday 
Although hostilities had ceased in Europe on 8 May 1945, and Operation 

Doomsday did not take place until .the following day. thus scarcely coming 
under the category of operations against the enemy, it is worthy of mention in 
view of the fa.et that more than 7,000 troops and over 2,000 tons of equipment 
and supplies were transported by aircraft of No. 38 Group across several 
hundred miles of sea_ 

The object of tbe operation was to land Allied troops ;in Norway as soon 
as possible after the German surrender. The purpose of this was to provide 
support for the Norwegian Resistance Movement and to provide for the 
arrival of the main forces. It was also possible that minor operations might 
have to be performed against stray elements of Germans or Norwegians. From 
the poli tical view point it was nec.essaty to establish Allied control w Norway 
without delay in view of the fact tb,at Sweden and Soviet Russia might also 
have aims in this direction". 

Plann;rtg 
The first suggestion of the air _landing of a force in Norway, after the 

German surrender, was made at a conference held at Headquarters, Scottish 
Command on 21 November 1944. Arising out of this meeting, a Special 
Planning Committee was formed and a draft plan was preparecP. On 23 
April 1945, a conference at 1st British Airborne Corps decided that, as 
S.A.S. troops were fully engaged at that time, it would be better to employ 
one of the British airborne divisions in the landing. Final orders to carry 
out Operation Doomsday were received by First Allied Airborne Army 
from the Supreme Command on 5 May 1945 and, on the following day, 
No. 38 Group were ordered to furnish the lift, assisted by C-46 aircraft 
from IX Troop Carrier Command. 

1 No. 38 Group O.R.B., Appeodix 109. 
2 No. 38 Group O.R.B., Appendix 152. No. 38 Group Report, Operation Doomsday. 
, Ibid. paras. 15-20. 
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The Air Officer Commanding No. 88 Group~ R.A.F .• was appointed Air 
Commander to co-ordinate and control all Air Forces for the operation. 
The Air Officer Commanding No. 38 Group was appointed Commander 
of tbe troop carrier forces. 

The main objectives of the operation were as follows 1 : -

(i) OsJo, capital of Norway and centre of administration-both German 
and Norwegian. 

(ii) Stavanger. because of its good airfields and having one of the nearest 
good harbours to the United Kingdom. It was aJso suitable for the 

operation of fighter aircraft. 
(iii) Kristiansands, because of its importance as a mine-sweeping base 

in the Skagerrak. After detailed study had been made of the air
fields choseA, for these objectives, it was decided to use only Garder
moen, near Oslo and Sola. near Stavanger, becaw;e they were the 
only suitable airtields on which four-engine tr;ansport aircraft might 
safely be landed. Any troops i,ntended for the Kristiansands area 
were to be landed at Sola and make the rest of the journey by road. 

It was not considered that there would be any enemy fighter opposition 
to the operation, but, as a precaution. 12 Mustangs were to cover Gardermoen 
iµr.field and six Mustangs Sola airfield, during the initiaJ landings. 

Execution 

The operation was carried out in four phases between the 9 and 13 May. 
Delay was caused by unfavourable weather conditions and the operation 
took 36 hours longer than bad been intended. As no enemy opposition 
was expected, the shortest possible route was taken by the aircraft and the 
landings were successfully accomplished. Three aircraft were - lost, one 
containing the Air Officer Commanding No. 38 Group, Air Vice-Marsha] 
J. R. Scadett-Streatfeild, on 10 May 1945. Despite an .intensive search and 
special air-sea rescue being carried out througho-ot the Whole period of the 
operation, no trace of the missing aircraft was ever found 2• Tbe fly-in of 
maintenance and S.A.S. troops, in addition to supplies, was carried out by 
Stirlings, Halifaxes and C-46 aircraft when the weather permitted oo the 
subsequent days during the month. The operation was completed and the 
last maintenance was flown into Norway on 27 May 1945. 

Conclusions 
Although No. 38 Group had had little experience in transport operations 

it proved itself capable of carrying them out3• Using Halifax Mk IlI and VII 
and Stirling Mk. IV. in addition to C-46 aircraft of U.S. IX Troop Carrier 
Command, it was found possible to make the return flight from the bases of 
the United Kingdom direct to the Norwegian aerodromes without having 
to refuel. 

The Halifax and Stirling bomber aircraft were not entirely suitable for a 
transport role. They were not designed to land with a heavy petrol and 
freight load, therefore the all-up landing weight had to be carefully con-

J No. 38 Group Report, Operation Doomsday, paras. 25-35. 
• Ibid., Paras. <i3-67. J Ibid., Paras. 6&-96. 
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sidered when planning, so that, after la.IJding at their destio~tio,os in Norway, 
the aircraft had enough petrol for the return journey. Some of the freight 
was carried in parachute containers in the bomb bays and jettisoned before 
landing, thus overcoming the danger of landing witll an excessive all-up 
weight. 

Summary 

Aircraft D estination Numberor l Number of Number Number 
Aircraft ' .Aircr aft Successful Un-
Detailed Airborne successful 

No. 38 Group ... . .. Gardennoen 815 714 613 100 
abortive 

I lost 
ll.S. 52nd Wing ... .. . Gardermoen 77 50 50 0 
No. 38 Gi:oup ... •!• Sola ... .. . 84 83 83 0 
U.S. 52nd Wing ... ... Sola ... ... 322 322 322 0 

Total ... .. . .. . - 1,298 1,169 1,068 100 
abortive 

I lost 

It will be seen from these figures that the C-46 aircraft, employed by 
U.S. 52 Wing, was more successful than the HaHfaxes and Stirlings in an 
operation of this o.ature. 

Loads Carri~d 
Between the 9 and 27 May 1945 tbe loads carried to Norway included 

7,139 troops, 654 jeeps, 503 trailers, 234motor cycles and 710 tons of supplies. 
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CHAPTER 11 

DOMINION AND ALLIED AIRBORNE FORCES 

Australia1 

In September 1942 the Australian Army H.Q. acting jn conjunction witb 
the RoyaJ Australian A~r Force decided to raise an independent Parachu~e 
Company for use in jungle operations. However the difficulties of carrying 
out parachute training under jungle conditions led to the project being trans
ferred to AustraJia itself. · In October the United Kingdom was asked to 
provide instructors for the new Parachute Train,ing Centre which was formed 
on 3 November 1942. at Leverton. Victoria. 

lo April 1943 Wiug Commander W. H. Wetton, R.A.F .• arrived from 
England to take command of the training centre. the weather conditions and 
training facilities were not adequate and on his recommendation the Centre 
was moved to Richmond, New South Wales on the 13 April ; from then 
onwards th,e training Centre was organised on similar }jnes to No. 1 P.T.S. at 
Ringway. Also in April 1943 it was decided to raise a parachute battaJion 
less. one Company and a Parachute Troop Royal Australian Engineers and 
on the 15 Augast the first Australian Parachute Battalion was formed while 
No. 1 Parachute Troop was raised at tbe same time. 

By December 1943 770 officers and men had been traiued for the 1st 
Australian Parachute Battalion whilst output of the training scale was 50 
Parachute Troops a month as reinforcements for the battalion plus additjonal 
personnel for otber arms and special agents. By May 1944 the battalion and 
the parachute troop .bad been completely formed with their first reinforce
roents and carried out operational training wherever possible until September 
L945. 

The 1st Australian Parachllte Bat!Ahon consisted of a Battalion Head
quarters, a Headquarters Company and three Rple Companies. Each Rifl~ 
Company consisted of Company HQ. and Anti-Tank section. a Mortar 
Detachment a11d three Rifle Platoons, the total strength being 637. The 
Parachute Troop consisted of Troop H.Q. and three Sections. a total strength 
of 40. Although none of these un.its ever went into action th.ey provided 
a large number of trained parachutists for operations with tbe " E " Force 
(special agents) which was used j.n the South West Pacific area. Tbrougho.ut 
their history these Australian Parachute Units were an essential part of Jhe 
airborne forces and wore a maroon beret and the airborne forces sign. 

Canada2 

It w.as early ,in the war-November 19,40- that Canada first considered the 
possibility of raising airborne troops and the suggsetion was forwarded to the 
Canadian Military Headquarters in London. However at this time the 
general use of airborne forces was not envisaged by the War Office and it 

·1 Australiiiu Army H.Q., Canberra. 
"- Canadian Army H.Q., Ottawa. 
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was not until August 1941 that the question of raising Parachute troops in 
Canada was again considered. 

Several months elapsed before the final decision ~o form a Canadian para
chute battalion was taken. In November 1942 the War Establishment was 
published. It was to consist of a battalion H.Q. Company and three Rifle 
Companies with a total strength of 616. The original members of Canadian 
airborne forces were volunteers who between August and September 1942 
had attended a parachute course at No. 1 P.T.S. Ringway. and these officers 
formed tbe nucleus of the 1st Canadian Parachute Battalion in Canada. By 
22 March 1943. the battalion had completed training at the U.S. Parachute 
Training School, Fort Benning. and 97 per cent. had qualified for their para
chute wings. 

In April 1943, after discussions between the Canadian Military Head
quarters and the War Office, ,it was decided that the 1st Canadian Parachute 
Battalion was to be placed under command of the 6th Airborne Division at 
the same time remaining part of the Canadian Army in Britain. The battalion 
arrived in the United Kingdom on 28 July 1943, and on 11 August became 
part of No. 3 Parachute Brigade under the command of Brigadier S. J. L. 
Hill. Their training continued; by detachments, at No. I P.T.S. to familiarise 
them with British methods, as their original training had been by American 
methods. 

la Qctober 1943 it was decided to provide a Parachute Training Company 
for reinforcements for Canadian Units in Britain. The 1st Canadian Para
chute Battalion took part in all the operations of 6th Airborne Division and 
served with considerable distinction. After takjng part in the Rhine crossing 
they returned to Canada and were the first unit to return there from overseas. 
Field Marshal Lord Alan Brooke, Chief of the Imperial General Staff, io a 
message to the Canadian General Chief of Staff, paid high tribute to the dis
t.iguished part which the battalion had played in its operations with 6th Air
borne Divjsion right up to the end of hostilities. 

New Zealand 
Owing to the very limited manpower resources of New Zealand and also 

to the fact that the country was in danger of Japanese invasion, it was not 
foun·a possible for them to raise any airborne forces. but individual New 
Zealanders did serve with British and Indian a.irborne units in various parts 
of the world. 

South Africa 
South Africa, like New Zealand, was also short of manpower and did not 

therefore raise any airborne forces. However jn 1944 the 2nd British Inde
pendent Parachute Brigade Group was short of officers whilst serving ih Italy. 
Volunteers from South African forces were called for and between 30 and 40 
officers joined the Brigade Group. They served in operations in Italy, France 
and Greece and some accompanied the Brigade on its return to England 
and then joined the 6th Airborne Division in Palestine. Individual S. African 
officers and other ranks served with airborne forces in other theatres. 
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United States of America' 
In view of the fact that, in North Africa and in many of the subsequent 

phases of the war, the American Airborne Forces were very closely allied 
to the British ~t is of interest to regard briefly their history. The 82nd All 
American Division, after service in the First World War, returned to the 
U.S.A. where it remained until 5 August 1942. On that date it was con
verted into 82nd Aitiborne Division and motivated as such. Ten days later 
o.n 15 August one element was discarded to form, 101st Airborne Division, 
which remained in the U.S.A. until August 1943. It then moved to England 
and went into camp near Newbury close to where 6th Airborne Division 
were training. The 82nd Division went to North Aftica in August 1943 and 
joined 1st Airbome Division in training for the operation against Sicily. 

The camps for the reception and training of 101st Airborne Division were 
prepared by parties from the 6th Airborne Division. From then until the 
Normandy invasion in June 1944 a very close liaison between the two divisions 
was maintained and an almost identical similarity of training was achieved. 
Everything possible was done to promote friendship and understanding 
between the two Divisio~ iby means of juter-unit, exchanges and visits to 
each ~thers' messes. 

By .December 1943 there were four more airborne divisions training in 
the U.S.A. and it was generally anticipated that they would -be operational 
one year after their formation. These divisions were:-

llth Airborne Division formed 25 February 1943. 
17th Airborne Division formed 15 April 1943. 

13th Airborne Division formed August 1943. 

15th Airborne Division formed September 1943. 

During 1943 48,276 Airborne Troops started training and 29,719 graduated. 

Other Allied Airborne Forces2 

By the end of 1943 there were several Allied Airborne contingents in 
BriMin. The strongest of these was the ·Polish Parachute ·Brigade, consisting 
of an Headquarters, a parachute squadron of Engineers, a parachute field 
ambulance, a signals section and ,four parachute battalions, three of which 
were formed initially, the fourth being formed with recruits from the Middle 
East. There were two French parachute battalions of the Special Air Service 
Brigade, a Norwegian, a Belgian, a Dutch and a Czechoslovakian parachute 
compaoy. U.otil Headquarters Major General Ail'borne Forces was estab
lisbed it was impossible for these contingents to obtain the as<oistance they 
required. However they di.d accomplish much useful work- for example 
the Belgian company volunteered for and assisted with experiments for the 
Airborne Forces Experimental Establishment. 

The Polish Brigade were rather inaccessible, being stationed in Scotland 
with no transport aircraft availa1Ja1e, their own bombers being employed in 
Bomber Command. A solution was found to most of these problems when, 
late in 1943, Headquarters Airborne Forces was formed and training 
facilities were provided. · 

1 Infonnation from Ma,jor-GenQral J. N. Gavin, A.C. of S. G.T., 82nd American Airborne 
Division. • 

2 W.O. File/20/Gen./597 
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CHAPTER 12 

AIRBORNE FORCES IN INDIA AND FAR EAST 

The story of Airborne Forces in India and Burma covers a long period 
l 940-45 and although no airborne operations took place in Eastern theatres 
of war io any way comparable in magnitude or significance to those in 
Europe. it is of interest to examine the events leading to the formation of 
airborne units in India and to review the difficulties with which the pioneers. 
both Royal Air Force and Army, had to contend. 

It is n~cessary at the outset to define Airborne Fprces as such because 
during t~e campaigns in Burma thousands of men were transported by air 
as distinct from being airborne troops. The account of the great part played 
by R .A.F. transport support squadrons in the conquest of Burma is told else
where1 ; this nai:rative is concerned onJy with the training, development and 
operation of airborne forces and the means to lift them. 

As early in the war as Autumn 1940 the Commander-in-Chief. India. 
General Sir Archibald Wavell, authorised the formation of a nucleus of 
parachute troops with the intention of expanding it later to brigade status. 
On 22 January 1941 a telegram from the Defence Department of India notified 
the Secretary of State, that this plan wa~ being put into operation subject to 
approval from the War Office and the Air Minisl.fy. Subsequently Lieutenant 
Colonel W. G. H. Gough, who was to command the establishment. was 
attached to Ringway to study methods at No. 1 Parachute Training School. 

· On his return he asked for a limited number of personnel to be sent to India 
to fo~m a training nucleus2

• 

High level approval was not immediately forthcoming, The question of 
whether aircraft, equipment and trained personnel could be spared from the 
slender resources then available in the United. Kingdom required careful con
sideration. The delay proved irksome to those in India who were anxious 
to proceed with the development. Accordingly on 16 April 1941 an Airborne 
Troops Committee was formed at Air Headquarters, India, to "draw up 
proposals on all points affecling the fdrmation., organisation', equipment, 
location and training of an airborne brigade and an airJanding school" also 
to "work out details and further procedure of the scheme when it was 
approved.'' Ou 15 May 1941 General Wavell decided to proceed with the 
formation of the brigade3

• 

It was. not until L3 J une 1941 that the Chiefs of Staff approved in principle 
the formation of an airborne brigade in India and also the despatch to that 
country of two R.A.F. oflj.cers, two Sergeant instructors and two parachute 
packers4 • On 8 July l941, these personnel were posted to Inaia. Later in 
the same month approval was given by Air Ministry for the establishment of 
a Wing Commander. as Officer Commanding, a chief ground instructor, a chief 
landing.instructor. two more. sergeants as landing instructors. and one airm_an5

• 

, A.H.:S. Monograph Air Transport Support Operations io the Campaigns in Burma, 
1942-1945. 

2 A.M. File CS. 7725, Parl T, End. 7e. 
1 Ibid., Encl. 61c . Letter from A.H.Q. India to V.C.A.S. 
• A. M. File CS. 7725, PartI, Encl. 66e. 
' A.M. File CS. 7725, Part I, Encl. 98A. 
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As regards aircraft and gliders an Air Staff memorandum in August 1941 
stated that airborne training in India would have to depend on its own aircraft 
as none could be spared from the United Kingdom for any parachute or glider 
operations. The 400 gliders estimated as being necessary to transport an 
airborne brigade were to be produced by th.e Tata Company of India, but 
production could not start until 19431

• An order was also placed with the 
Hindustan Aircraft Co. for 10 ten-seater gliders but owing to shortage of 
timber the prototype was not ready until May 1942 when the first tests were 
made2

• 

In view of this unsatisfactory outlook as regards gliders, the Ministry of 
Aircraft Production in a wire to Washington on 3 July 1942 asked if the 
United States would supply 200 sets of Waco glider parts for assembly in India 
and also technicians to assist in this and to inspect the layout of the Tata 
Company as to the possibility of their manufacturing Wacos at a later date. 
Washington replied that no gliders could be made availabfe until January 
1943 but that it might be possible to allocate 200 to India in the period 
January to April 1943. 

A programme was then arranged allowing for 20 Waco gliders and 10 pilots 
to arrive in India in January 1943; for 200 gliders to be despatched from 
the U.S.A. in June and a further 470 gliders to be held as reserve in America. 
As this plan appeared to ensure an adequate supply, the contract: with the 
Tata Company was cancelled. However, tlie general shipping situation 
became so serious that the shipment of gliders had to be postponed3

• 

In October 1941 No. 50 Indian Parachute .Brigade was formed at Delhi' 
and authority was given by Air Headquarters, India, to set up an Airlanding 
school at the . Willingdon Airport, New Delhi. The school was to be an 
R.A.F. responsibility, as at No. 1 Parachute Training School, Ringway. 
Wing Commander F. M. Benito was appointed to command but owing to 
his Hudson crashing en route to India, be did not arrive in Delhi until March 
1942. The staff of the school consisted of eight R.A.F. officers, five Army 
officers, four fabric workers from Ringway, who acted as jumping instructors, 
and some N.C.0. airmen instructors. Tbe parachute packers were .British 
and Indian Army personnel who were trained by the fabric workers5

• 

The purpose of the Air Landing School was : -
(a) The technical training of parachute troops. 
(b) To carry out experiments and tests of equipment used for:

(i) Parachute troops. 
(ii) Their maintenance by air. 

(c) The training of glider troops. 

Air J:Ieadquarters, India, selected the Valencia aircraft. modified with a 
jumping hole in the floor of the fuselage, for the school but when it opened 
only one aircraft of an establishment of six was available6

• It had been 

1 A.M. File CS. 7725, Part I , Encl. l 19c. 
2 A.M. File CS. 7725, Part I, Encl. 182A. 
i AM. File CS. 7725, Part I, Encls. 66B and 67A. 
4 Under command of Brigadier W. H. G. Gough. 
s AM. File C3. 7725, Part 11, Encl. 52c. O.RJ3. Air Landing School, 22 September 1941. 
6 A.M. Pile CS. ,725, Part 11, Encl. 1511\. 
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intended to use Hudson III aircraft but it was not until October 1941 that the 
first one was modified at Ringway 1 • 

Owing to accidents and bad weather their arrival was delayed until May. 
In the interim the school struggled on with what Valencias were available; 
at one time there were none as the only five modified for parachute work 
bad been used in the evacuation of Burma. Progress was also very slow 
at this tjme owing to lack of statichutes and gliders as well as aircraft. 
So short were supplies in the United Kingdom where 1st Airborne Division 
,was in the embryo stage, that the diversion of any to India was out of 
the question. 

On 3 February 1942, the Prime Minister, in reply to a letter fi;om Mr. 
Amery urging the development of an airborne force in India stated " there 
ought to be an extra airborne division-or better its equivalent-raised 
in India as soon as possible. Pray consider Ulis and let me have some 
proposals ". To which the Chief of Air ~taff replied that to form a second 
division in India was not possible without jeopardising the o'Verall plans 
already in operation. The idea was then abandoned2• 

The vital shortage of aircraft and gliders; as well as parachutes (only 200 
had arrived from the United Kingdom against an order of 2 ,200) prompted 
a telegram on 31 March 1942 f.rom the Defence Department fo the War 
Office complaining that unless supplies improved it would be .. useless to 
continue the effort to provide airborne forces in present atmosphere of 
lethargy and indifference. Forces can be provided if we receive help and 
guidance asked for but both must be avajlable as soon as possible". General 
Wavell also signalled the Chief of Imperial General Staff that " I am 'now 
planning possible operations in Burma in the Autumn and essential to know 
whether a,ny prospect of being able to use parachutists or airborne troops. 
We have now been waiting 15 months for definite policy3 ". 

The outcome of these signals was summarised by the Secretary of State 
for India on 5 April 1942 under the following main beadings4 : -

(a) Parachutes 

4.500 man-dropping statichutes had been ordered for India. Of these 
250 left the United Kingdom in mid-February 1942-700 were awaiting 
shipment- and the remainder were being produced at the rate of 100 
per week. In addition 2,250 co,ntainers with statichutes were ordered 
of which 80 were awaiting shipment, the remainder. to be delivered at 
50 per week. 

1 A wooden slide leading from the centre of the fuselage through the under gun hatch was 
fjtted and trials were carried out. Tb.is slide method was not ve,-y satisfactory, except 
for agent and supply dropping, as it only accommodated five men, the remainder baving 
to scramble on to the slide after the first five had gooe. Ao aperture modification was 
tried, but only the first two men could sit fore and aft of it owing to the centre of gravity 
of the aircraft; the remainder had to drop from the focWard side of the aperture, making 
a very slow stick. Thus this method was only suitable for training singles and · pairs 
drops. These modifications were not completed until February 1942. 

2 A.M. File CS. 7725, Part I, Encl. 163B. 
' Ibid., Part II, Bocls. 3A and 6A. 
• Ibid., Encl. 11 A. 
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(b) Aircraft 
The promised six Hudson ills had been de]ayed by altered priorities 

due to the entry of Japan into the war, bad weather and ac.cidents. The 
supply of parachute operational aircraft was to be confined to the 
medium and heavy bomber squadrons io India-any balance that might 
be required would have to come from the Middle East. 

(c) Gliders 
The shipment of Horsas would not be possible as they could only 

be transported as deck cargo. The output of glider pilots in the United 
Kingdom was insufficient to meet demands there, Jet alone to send any 
to India. 

The. Jetter emphasised that the training of an airborne division must for 
these reasons be a Jong term project. 

On 3 June 1942 General Wavell admitted the difficulties of forming and 
training a glider borne force in India and recommended that airborne forces 
there consist mainly of parachute troops.1 . The first live jumps to be carried 
out io India were made in October 1941 using a small number of parachutes 
of the " X" type in use at the Airborne Establishment at Ringway which 
were available to start training. The first course started on 10 November 
1941- another course followed a fortnight later- during the month 208 Jive 
jumps were made and parachute training in India was launched. The first 
.Indians to train .in the school were included in the fourth course after 
wbich the intake was increased to 30 per course. By June 1942 the aircraft 
position bad improved- four Hudsous bad arrived and four Valencias were 
serviceable for training. fo addition a Lodestar, modified for door jumping 
and supply ejectioo was being used for special duties and a small parachute 
operation was carried out from Dinjan.. A party of 10 men, including 
seven Gurkhas from 153rd GU:rkha Pa:i:achute Batt·aJion, led by one British 
officer were dropped in the area of Myjtkina on 3 July 1942 to reconnoitre 
suspected Japanese troop movements. The party remained in enemy territory 
for 42 days and gained much useful informatio.0.2 • 

Also in July five Valencias and one Hudson were used to drop one company 
of 152nd lodian Parachute Battalion 1o co-operate with other forces in the 
area of the Sind desert against the Hurs-a fanatical Moslem trfbe-wbich 
had been terrorising the locaJ inhabitants. The drop was successful but no 
contact was made witb the Hurs. For some time prior to August 1942 a 
detachment had been maintained at Fort Hertz. Completely isolated., they 
were dependent on supplies dropped by aircraft of No. 31 Squadron. On 
13 August a small detachment of 12 paratroops, including three British 
officers, was successfully dropped at Fort Hertz to prepare the landing 
ground there so that an Infantry Company could be flown in later to act 
as ~arrison troops3 • 

Training continued throughout the summer months without undue incident; 
the length of the Course was shortened but the number of live drops bad 

1 A.M. File C.S. 7725, Part I, Eocl. 28A , 
2 O.R.B. Air La,oding School. 
l W,O. Narrative. Hist. of' Airbo.rne Forces, Chapter XXJV. O.R.B. 31 Sqdn. 
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increased to 700 per month. The Indian Parachute Factory, Cawnpore. had 
started production and 305 were received in-August 1942. By then 30 courses 
had passed through basic training. 

In October 1942 owing to the Willingdon airfie]d becoming overcrowded 
the school was moved to Cbaklala in the Punjab. This airfielq_ was not used 
to any extent by extraneous aircraft, there was good accommodation for the 
troops, a spare hangar for ground training and good dropping zones nearby. 
Immediately following this move No. 215 Wellington Squadron moved io to 
co-operate in the operational training of No. 50 Indian Parachute Brigade. 
Paratroops were flown for air experience and did single jumps to give the 
Squadron experience in parachute dropping whilst it was doing low level 
and map reading trafoing . . 

During this early period at Chaklala several fatal accidents occurred due 
mainly to faulty parachutes with the result that Wing Commander Newnham, 
Commanding Officer, No. 1 P.T.S. Ringway. arrived on 18 February 1943, 
to investigate the problem. The trouble was found to be in parachute 
maintenance where there was a lack of technical experience. To remedy this, 
two Flight Sergeants were sent out from Ringway with up-to-date training 
instructions to take over maintenance. The Wio,g Commander also revised 
the training syllabus and took over the duties of Chief Instructor for a short 
period as it was evident that a considerable improvement in ground training 
methods was necessary. He recommended that more experienced instructors 
were essential1• By this time-13 March 1943- the school had trained 2,206 
British and Indian officers and other ranks involving a total of 15,861 live 
jumps. Good progress had been made with basic training of No. 50 Indian 
Parachute Brigade despite the shortage of instructors and equipment. 

As a result of a Conference held at Headquarters. No. 223 Group on 19 
April l 943, between tbe Commanding Officers of the school, No. 223 Group 
and No. 99 Squadron, it was decided that the latter be trained for parachute 
dropping. This was carried out during the next month and followed by 
No. 62 Squadron (Hudsons). In each case all the Wireless Operator/ Air 
Gunners underwent basic training as jumprnastets in readiness for possible 
opera tions2 • 

In June 1943, the Air Landing School was allotted its first Dakota and 
modifications to make the aircraft suitable for parachuting were begun. 
During July the possjbility of a conversion course to door dropping from 
Dakotas was considered. Dummy drop trials were made and on 28 July 
the Dakota was passed for Jive drops. , The first descents were made by 
instructors of the Air Landing School on 7 August, the syllabus was finalised 
and four days later No. 1 Conversion Course began jumping from Dakotas. 

On 13 September 1943, Group Captain Donaldson assumed command of 
Chaklala in place of Wing Commander Benito, who had been in co:mmand 
of both the Station and the Air Landing School. Also during this month 
No. 177 (Airborne Forces) Wing was formed. consisting of a Headquarters 
and Nos. 31, 62, 117 and 194 Transport Squadrons. It also admioistered 
No. 5 Mobile Parachute Servicing Un.it. The Headquarters of the · new 

1 Report by W/Cd.r. Newnham on visit to India. 
2 O.R.B. Air Landing School, Appendix. 'A'. 
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Wing was at Rawa1pindi until 16 February 1944, when it moved to Agartala. 
On 14 October, Group Captain Donaldson took command of the Wing and 
Group Captajn Ommaney, R.A.F., Chaklala. 

Visit of Major General Airborne Forces to India 

The most important event at this time. was the v'isit to India of Major 
General Browning, who arrived in New Delhi on 17 September 1943. The 
purpose of his visit, as outlined by the Vice-Chief Imperial General Staff, 
was1 :-

(a) To report on the progress of No. 50 Indian Parachute Brigade. 
(b) To advise on the plans for the operational use of the Brigade during 

1943-44. 
(c) To arrive at an agreement with the Supreme Commander, S.E. Asia 

Command, as to the requirement for airborne forces against Ja pan 
when Germany had been defeated. 

(d) To advise the Commander-in-Chief, India, and the -Supreme Allied 
Commander as to the necessary requirements qf formations. depots 
and operational bases. · 

During the next few weeks as a result of several meetings of th.e various 
Coti1manders2 the following main conclusions were agreed :-

(a) One Mobile Parachute Servicing Unit was to be despatched from 
North Africa to Chaklala to augment parachute maintenance 
facilities. 

(b) A few experienced R.A.F. officers from No. 38 Group were to be 
posted to Chaklala to assist in forming an airborne winga. 

(c) An airborne staff officer was to be appointed at Air H.Q. India, plus 
an R.A.F. staff officer with airborne experience. 

(d) Tbe provision of R.A.F. equipment for ajrborne operations during 
1943-44. 

(e) The formation of an airborne forces depot at Rawalpindi. 
(f) The formation of an Indian Army Air Corps, as in England. 
(g) The fonnation of an Indian airborne division for . operations d,uriog 

the winter 1944-45 with a British parachute brigade, when available, 
to arrive in India by July 1944. 

Regarding future operations'. the Supreme Commander proposed the use 
of four airborne divisions in his theatre during the winter 1944-45, and of 
these one was to be formed jn India5 • This division was to consist of 50th 
'Indian Parachute Brigade then being trained, No. 2 Parachute Brigade from the 
Middle East aod an Air Landing Brigade. The divisional troops were to 

1 War Office Narrative. Hist. of Airborne Forces, Chapter XXlJI. 
1 Major General Wingate on the use of airborne troops in Burma; General Sir Claude 

Auchinleck, Commander-in-Chief, India; Air Chi_ef Marshal Sir Richard Peirse, Air 
Officer Commanding-in-Chief; Admiral Lord Louis Moun.tbatten, Supreme Commander; 
Lt. Oen. E. L. Morris, Chief of General Staff, India, and General Sir George Gifford, 

· General Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Eastern Army. 
1 Refer correspondence between Air Ministry, No. 38 Group and India on this subject 

(A.M. File C.S. 7725) resulting in four officers being sent to India in September 1944 to 
assist io the fom1ation of No. 238 Group. · 

• The most important of these projected operations was "Zipper " , the re-conquest of 
Malaya and the capture of Singapore. This would have involved t.he use of l wo Airborne 
Divislons-44th lndfan and 6th Airborne. 

' A.M. File, c.s. 7725/Pt. nr, Encl. 10A. 
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be raised itnd trai-ned before 1 October 1944. The position as to aircraft 
would depend entirely on the progress in other theatres ; it was probable 
that none would be available for the additional flying involved in training 
the divisional troops. 

The immediate result of Major General Browning's visit was the expansion 
of the 50th Indian Parachute Brigade and the subsequent formation of the 
9th Indian Airborne Division (later on 16 March 1944 the 44th Indian Air
borne Division) under the command of Major General E. E. Down of 
lst Airborne Division' . Although S.E.A.C. were of the opinion that operations 
io Burma would not necessitate the use of a whole airborne division, it was 
decided to proceed with the formation of 44tb· Indian Airborne Divisioo 2• 

Training continued throughout the winter 1943-44. On 21 October 1943 
the largest formation drop of parachutists ever carried out in India was 
made at Campbellpur dropping zone when 140 pupils were dropped from 
three Dakotas of the Air Landing School and four of No. 62 Squadron. 
More Instructors arrived io December and courses pa$sed through the school 
uneventfully, save for three fatal jumping accidents, until 21 January 1944 
when heavy rain flooded much of the accommodation at the· aerodrome and 
hindered training. On 16 February the first live jump was made from a 
specially modified long range Liberator aircraft. This aircraft had 1Jeen 
modified locally to meet the requirements of organisations for infiltrating 
agerits fato enemy occupied territory3 • 

On 28 February 1944 Mr. L. L. Irvin and representatives of the Ministry 
of Aircraft Production visited Chaklala to carry out drop testing of modified 
Indian "X " type parachutes4 and a few days later, after watching the tests, 
Wing Commander Benito and Squadron Leader Shields made descents using 
this new type. ' Wing Commander Benito then signed a certificate stating 
that parachutes made to the new specifications were satisfactory and that 
production could go ahead without delay. 

This question of parachutes was the cause of much high level correspon
dence in the early months of 19445 • Commitments for operation Ov~rlord 
naturally received priority over all other theatres, but the Supreme Comman
der S.E. Asja was concerned at tbe shortage and emphasised the necessity for 
parachutes to maintain the then limited operational progress in India. On 
22 January 1944 he stated the requirements for the period January to 
September as being 769,500. At that time there were only 20 days reserve 
of parachutes in hand . As a result, the initial shipment of Canadian para-, 
chutes started in the following month. Canadian parachute production for 
the period January to July 1944 was 100,000 18 ft. parachutes- these were 
to be sent to S.E.A.C. The Supreme Commander also pressed for the best 
possible delivery rate of equipment to increase Indian production, which was 
61,000 in January '1944, to 200,000 per month by September' . 

1 A.M. File C.S. 7725, Part IV, Encls. 100A, 107A. . 
i For detailed information on the developments i.n the formation and training of 44th Indian 

Airborne Division, its move to Bilaspur and the conditions there, refer to War Office 
Narrative "History of Airborne Forces", Chapter XXIV. Being of a purely Army 
nature reiteration of these facts in this account would be superfluous. 

1 O.R.D. Air Landing School, Cha.klala. 
4 The" X '' type parachute was the ordinary statichute as used in U.K. Tests were necessary 

in India owing to different climatic conditions. 
' A.M. File A.M.S.O.(Equip/I. 
6 C.O.S. File 62001. 
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In the two months ending 31 January 1944, 121,800 British and American 
parachutes had been sb.ipped to S.E.A.C. in addition to the 100,000 Canadian 
already promised. By 24 May 1944 it was expected that -requirements would 
necessitate continued supplies from Canada, and it was arranged to send 
15,000 per month from July onwards', However, once the major operations 
in Normandy and Arnhem were over, _it was found that the demand for 
parachutes had not been as great as was expected2, and a reserve of 40,000 
was created in addition to all requirements being met. A reduction in monthly 
production from 26 700 to 23.250 was then effected3 • 

The smooth running programme of the past months received a setback 
because on 26 February 1944 all five Dakotas of the Air Landing School 
witµ crews and ground staff were detached for approximately two months 
to ;1SSist in operations in Burma. Training ceased forthwith but by this time 
the whole of No. 50 Indian Parachute Brigade and its reinforcements bad 
completed their basic training on Dakota aircraft. The output of trained 
parachutists had increased and continued to do so. By December 1944 the 
output per course was 160 aod by August 1945 450; The total trained by 
then was about 20,000 with 31 fatal accidents. The following figures indicate 
the high standard of the men who passed tbe course and give an interesting 
comparison between British and Indian personnel: -

British 
Indian 
Gurkha 

Passed 
Basic Course 

Per cent. 
85.5 
90.8 
89.9 

Refusals 
Per cent 

5.3 
4.9 
4.5 

Early in April 1944 the aircraft and crews of the Dal<otas which had been 
detached to Burma returned to the Air Landing School and in May para
chute training restarted. Dakota conversion courses, involving 40 hours flying 
per crew. were also begun. Mean.while, R .A.F. Cb.aklala had been transferred 
from -the control of No. 223 Group to No. 229 Group and re-organised on 
a new war establishment as No. 1333 Transport Support Training Unit with 
the following policy : - • 

(a) Conversion of aircrews to Dakota aircraft. 
(b) Training of parachute troops. 
(c) Advanced training of glider crews. 
(d) Training aircrews -in supply and parachute dropping and glider towing. 

This, new policy involved ahnost too many. acti:vities on the one station. 
There were insufficient iraining facilities and accommodation for incoming 
crews for conversion, and it was only by most careful planning, rigorous 
economy in the allotment of aircraft, and the utmost exertion on the part 
of the training staffs concerned that the programme was fulfilled. Later, on 
19 June the Carlton Hotel, Rawalpindi. was taken ov~r to relieve the accom
mod.ation problem. The aircraft strength at Cbaklala had by this time 
increased to 14 Dakotas~. 

1 A.M. File Admin. Plans 2/Para./l. 
2 It was estimated in September 1944 that a deficiency of 38,000 parachutes was probable. 
3 A.M. Fi1e D/AMS0/135/2. · 
• Statement by Wg. Cdr. Benito, O.C. A.LS., Chaklala. 
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On 20 August 1944 a No. 229 Group conference held at Headguarters Delhi 
decided that two Royal Canadian Aic Force Squadrons Nos. 435 and 436 
were to be traioed by the Transport Support Training Uoit in supply and: 
paratroop dropping, glider towing1 and conversion on to Dakota aircraft. 
This began on 15 September 1944. Although by iben there were 25 Dakotas 
available, the training programme was so heavy that the working period 
had to be increased by 14 hours per week. During the month of September 
1,464 hours were flown. 

Glider 'fraining 

As the gljders were assembled at an airfield in Bengal and then had to be 
tow:ed to Chaklala, in addition to a shortage of tow ropes, glider maintenance 
personnel and tractors or jeeps for gr01md towing, the training programme 
was fraught with difficulties. Two hundred and forty glider pilots bad to 
be converted to the Waco glider in readiness for operations in Burma by 
February 1945. Waco C.GA gliders had been arriving jn India during the 
early summer at the rate of 100 per month and, although there was at first 
a shortage of manpower to use them, by ~ugust a further 650 were demanded 
for lodia 2• 

Although the glider supply difficulties were diminishing there was still the 
question of pilots to fly them. On 3 January 1944 the Commander-in-Chief 
India asked the War Office for sufficient glider pilots to bring the total up 
to 80, including second pilots, otherwise training would be very restricted. 
There were between 20 and 40 Dakotas then available for training. Mean
while, 30 glider pilots were sent from North Africa to carry out initial tests 
on the gliders at Chaklala, 20 Wacos having been received from the United 
States and two Hami1cars and four Horsas from the United Kingdom for 
trial purposes. It was not possible to release more glider p.ilots from the 
United Kingdom in view of the operations pending in Europe3 • 

Glider training was carried out during the summer months of 1944 and in 
August the detachment at Chaklala was established as No. 10 Independent 
Glider Pilot Squadron, but there were still not sufficient glider pilots. How
e~'er, when the ma_jor operations in Europe were over (Overlord and Market) 
many more became available and in the two months ending 6 January 1945 
740 R.A.F. and 231 Army glider pilots were despatched to India~. Two 
Glider Pilot Wings, Nos. 343 and 344, comprising three squadrons each 
668-673 were then formed under R.A.F. commanders with Army officers as. 
second in command. 

Training facilities were also available for 40 Army glider pilot-crews per 
month ;i.nd if the war bad not ended all R.A.F. crews would have been super
seded by Army personnel by September 1946. The Supreme Commander 

• O,R.B. 229 Group, 
2 A.M. File C.S. 7725/Pt. Ill, Encl. 119A, 
i A.M. File c,s. 7725/Pt. m, Eacls. 57a and 57c. 
• A.M. FileD.A.T.P.O., Folder AVF/24. 
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South East Asia agreed on 10 July 1945 to reduce the number of glider 
pilots required to 600 crews in a).I, to be avai)able plus a 10 per cent. reserve 
by December 19451 • 

Before· leaving England the glider pilots were told that they would be 
required on operations soon after arriving in India ; that the glider squadrons 
were to be entirely controlled by the R .A.F. and that there would be no Army 
training other than the normal R.A.F. small arms drill ; also that no pilot 
would be on gliders for more than 18 months 3• As most of these promises · 
di_d not transpire, some dissatisfaction arose and many complaints and 
applications to return to powered aircraft were received by No. 229 Group. 
This situation had been foreseen earlier by Air Marshal Hollinghurst, com
manding Base Air Forces South East Asia, who had protested against large 
numbers of pilots being sent out before there were sufficient aircraft available 
to train them. There was no antidote except to devise means of occupy_iog 
the pilots, but this state of affairs was fortunately cut short by the disband
ment of No. 10 Independent Glider Pilot Squadron. All pilots were then 
transferred to No. 670 Giider· Pilot Squadron and training continued for the 
remainder of the war. It was hampered to an extent by the Dakota/Horsa 
combination proving unsuitable owing to climatic conditions. Tests proved 
that four engined aircraft were necessary and as these were not readily avail
able large scale exercises were not possible3• 

Formation of No. 238 Group 
When operations in the European theatre ended the demand for airborne 

operations in the Far East was expected to be greatly _increased\ and in a 
message to the War Office on 31 JuJy 1944 A.C.S.E.A. pointed out the 
desirability of building up a controlling formation for the planning and execu
tion of them. It was therefore necessary that a nucJeus of experjenced officers 
be sent to India to study and advise on airborne problems and to plan the 
development of an R.A.F. Airborne Forces Group Headquarters with an 
organisation resembling that of Nos. 38 and 46 Groups in the United 
Kingdom 5. • 

On 13 September 1944 Air Ministry approved the establishment of one 
Group Captain, one Wing Commander and two Squadron Leaders to form a 
nucleus of a planning and executive staff tor airborne operations in A.C.S.E.A. 
Later, on the 24 September, the Group, which was to be a Transport Com
mand formation, was al;lotted to Eastern Asia Command but obtained its 
doctrine and policy from No. 229 Group. Similarly, the R.A.F. elements 
of the Combat Cargo Task Force, although a Transport Comp:iand formation, 
were controlled for the purpose of operations by Headquarters A.C.S.E.A. 
and for training and administration by No. 229 Group8• 

1 A.M. File C.S. 7725, Part V, Eocl. 197A. 
1 War Office Narrative, Chapte~ XX{V. 
l A".M. File C.S. 7725, Part IV, Encl. ll IA. 
4 The first large-scale airborne operatfon in the Far East was to have been a two divisional 

assault to recapture Singapore between December 1945 and March 1946. In all , six 
divisional airborne operations were envisaged before December 1946. The planning 
at this time as to disposition of forces and equi-pment was influenced by tb.e assumption 
that the Japanese war would outlast that io Europe by some considerable time. 

-, A .M . File C.S. 7725, Part JU, Encl. 141A. 
-.i A,M. Flle C.S. 1725, Part III, Encls. 26A and 53A. 
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Whilst the R.A.F. formations were being developed the Supreme Com
mander South East Asia formed in bis Headquarters a small airborne ape.ra
tions division to (a) study airborne operations technique with reference to 
S.E.A.C. (b) to advise ou ajrborne training policy and (c) to advise tbe 
Joint P lanning Staff in airborne operational planning. A Wing Commander 
R.A.F. joined the Unit for airborne operations staff duties. Although it had 
been desired to keep the R.A.F. airborne formations separate, as jn the case 
of No. 38 Group in the United Kingdom, this was not feasibJe in A.C.S.E.A. 
due to local conditions involving the necessity of immediately foJlowing up 
any airborne operation by 'air supply and transport of Army and R.A.F. 
Units into the operational area. To ensure flexibility of control it was. 
therefore, essential to place the whole transport force under one head. The 
Combat Cargo Task Force thus had an American Commander and an 
integrated Bdtish-American Headquarters Staff to control oper~tions of all 
transport units both British and American for Airborne assault and transport 
support operations in Burma. · 

The Supreme Commander, in a letter of 15 February 1945, stressed the 
necessity of sending out elements of No. 38 Group to assist in developing air
borne forces. Also an Airborne Corps Headquarters would be required 
to control the two airborne divisions (one .of these divisions was scheduled 
to arrive later from the United Kingdom), together with one air transported 
division. It was estimated· that to lift tbe minimum force necessary would 
involve the use of 800 aircraft and 1,600 gliders i . 

This- R.A.F. nucleus of a composite R.A.F. Air Corps Headquarters· was 
to be entitled No. 238 Group. Approval for the formation of the Group was 
given by Vice Chief of Air Staff on 10 April 1945. and the Group was formed 
on 20 April under Headquarters B.A.F.S.E.A. It was found that all officer 
posts which required filling .immediately could be done from A.C.S.E..A. thus it 
was not necessary to transfer No. 38 Group personnel. By the end of May it 
became evident tbat the complete formation of -No. 238 Group was necessary 
w.i,thout further delay. The 44th Indian Airborne Division were ready to 
support combined training and some 500 glider crews with more arriving 
had to be maintained in flying ·practice. Both Nos. 229 and 232 Groups were 
too occupied in troop transport and air supply, therefore unless Nos. 238 
Group were formed it was feared (hat the trainrng programme might suffer. 
At a meeting held on 19 June 1945, by the Director-General of Organisation 
Air Ministry, the following points regarding No. 238 Group we.re agreed 2 : -

(a) No. 238 Group was to have full group status under A.C.S.E.A. and 
be built up according to the discretion of the Air Officer 
Commanding-in-Chief. 

(b) The Air Officer Commanding was to be an Air Vice-Marshal. 

(c) The Group was to be placed under control of B.A.F.S.E.A. because 
it was responsible for the training programme under A.C.S.E.A. 
and it was feared that flexibility of control would be jeopardised 
if all posting and personnel questions had to be referred to Transport 
Command in the United Kingdom. 

1 A.M. File C.S. 7725, Part V, Encl. 60B. Paper by Supreme Commander on use of 
Airborne Forces Ibid., Encl. 88A. 

, Ibid., Part VJ, Encl. 145e. 
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(d) No. 238 Group was to control all glider forces in South East A'sia 
belonging to Transport Command. 

(e) The Group was to remain under A.C.S.E.A. for operational control. 

The Purposes of No. 238 Group1 

(a) Training air and airborne forces for airborne operations. 

(b) Planning airbQme assault operations as directed by Headquarters 
A.C.S.E.A. 

(c) Liaison with Headquarters 44th Indian Airborne Division on airborne 
matters. 

(d) Operational, functional and administrative control of any Units which 
might be assigned to the Group Headquarters from time to time. 

The Group,- with effect from 1 June 1945, was also to- take functional 
control of the Parachute Training School. Cbaklala, in conjuncti.on with No. 
223 Group. It was also to take operational control of Glider Wings Nos. 
343 and 344, Nos. 668 to 673 Glider Squadrons and the Glider Servicing 
Echelons. In addition No. 1,577 Specjal Duty F\ight, Nos. 96 and 215 Squad
rons and other 'Transport Squadrons were also to come under the operational 
control of the Group. 

The Headquarters of the Group was locat'ed in Kashmir House, New Delhi. 
Training of Nos, 215 and 96 Squadrons continued throughout July and August 
until on 13 August an advance Headquarters was ordered to be located at 
Bilaspur. Meanwhile, No. 5 Mobile Parachute Servicing Unit had moved to 
Kargi Road from. Raipur and by 9 August 1945, parachute packing arrange
ments were completed and practice live dropping was carried out by No. 
96 Squadron in conjunction with 44th Indian Airborne bivision. All this 
activity proved to be in vain for with the announcement of V-J Day aJJ 
training ceased and most of the Squadrons were stood by for the evacuation 
of prisoners of wai: and the lift of urgent freight. In September A.C.S.E.A. 
decided that No. 238 Group be disbanded and No. 238 Wing formed in its 
stead: this was carried out on 15 October 1945 2• At the same time 14 Glider 
Servicing Echelons, Nos. 344 Glider Wing and 668, 669, 671 and 673 Glidet 
Squadrons were also disbanded, 

Arrangements had been made for the transfer of Nos. 38 and 46 Group 
Squadrons to A.C.S.E.A. following the conclusion of the Europe~n war. No. 
298 Halifax Squadron of No. 38 Group was to be despatched to India for 
training, following the operations in Norway in May 1945. The Squadron 
began arriving at Raipur in July. It was to be used for glider towing, para
chute dropping and the dropping of heavy equipment by use of cluster para
chutes. Meanwhile, in the United Kingdom the preparation of new Halifax 
Mk. VII aircraft was being made by No. 41 Group as No. 38 Group com• 
mitments did not permit their releasing any of their aircraft for tropicalisation. 
[t was anticipate<! that by December 1945 Nos. 620 (Stirling) and 644 (Halifax) 
Squadrons would be available for India but owing to the abrupt end 
of the war in August only No. 298 Squadron was sent. For the same 
reason only Nos. 48 and 233 of the five No. 46 Group Dakota Squadrons. 

1 O.R.B. No. 238 Group. 
2 A.C.S.E.A. File S. 33791/0rg. 
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originally scheduled to arrive io India by early October 1945, were sent there. 
On arrival in India the activities of these three squadrons consisted mainly 
of general transport work, supply dropping to isolated outposts and the 
evacuation of prisoners of wari.. 

Although. not having any specific policy No. 238 Wing continued to act 
in an advisory capacity to Headquarters B.A.F.S,E.A. and undertook various 
duties including operation Pilgrim. This operation involved dropping six 
months' supplies to each of seven posts on the north-east frontier of India, 
using Dakotas from the Parachute Training School at Chaklala. The drop
ping zones were ill situated, some in very narrow valleys, and considerable skill 
and courage was necessary to fly low enough to drop accurately. The opera
tion was successfully carried out by flying 28 sorties. ooly one of which was: 
abortive. between 30 October and 5 November 1945. The Wing continuel 
to function until its disbandment in November 1946, carrying out supply by 
air missions and airborne training. 

Plans were made for the use of 44th Indian Airborne Division in Burma 
and Malaya and Headquarters I Airborne Cor,ps moved to Gwalior under 
Lieut.-Geoeml R. N. Gale who took command of the division in August 
1945. However, in the same month the Japanese surrendered an<l the 
Aillborne Cor,ps became redundant. It was disbanded on 23 October 1945. 
The Division continued training and carried out numerous operations in 
connection with the relief of prisoners of war and internees. The glider 
pilot training ceased as the R.A.F. Glider 1Pilot Squadrons were dfaibanded. 
The name of the Division was changed to the 2nd Indian Airqorne Division 
and as such it continued training and carrying out various operations in 
[ndia 1Until with the partition of India in August 1947 the whole division 
became dtspersed and no longer existed as a Unit~. 

Operations 

There were very few operations in the Far East which could be strictly 
categorised as airborne. Apart from the minor ones, already referred to in 
this chapter, tbere remain only two of note, an-d although they were carried 
out entirely by American gliders, tugs and parachute dropping aircraft, it 
is of interest to examine them briefly. Both of these operations have been 
described in detail elsewhere5 , 

The operation in connection with the second Wingate expedition in March 
1944 involved the flying-in of Long Range Penetration Groups behind the 
enemy lines in the area Wuntho-Bhamo in northern Burma. The object of 
the operation was to hinder communications of the enemy opposing Geoeml 
Stilwell's United States Forces advancing towards Myitkina. In order to 
carry out this plan troops had to be transported by air to enemy territory. 
and air strips maintained therein for their reception and eventual re-9upply 
Originally three sites for the air strips were chosen-one. sixty miles north of 
Katba and two, -twenty miles south of Katha. These were 100 miles inside 

, O.R.:B. 38 and 46 Group Squadrons. 'A.M. File C.S. 7725, Part VI, Encl. ;209. 
2 War Office Narrative. History of Airborne Forces, Cbapter XXCV. 
J R.A.F. Monograph, Air Transport Support Operations in the campaigns in Burma 1942-45, 

also War Office Monograph, History of Airborne :Forces, Chapter :xxrv. 
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enemy territory, 260 miles from the transport base, and within 50 miles of 
fndaw._ T~e two sites to t~e north-east of Indaw were known as Broadway 
~nd P1ccad1Uy, and the third, south,east lfcross the Irrawaddy, as Chow
rrogee1 . 

. From. the airborne aspect, only the . first phase of the operation is of par
ticular 10terest-the transport by glider of the troops and engineers to 
prepare the landing grounds for the fly-in of the mai.n force of 77th and 
111th Brigades iby Dakotas of the Troop Canier Command. The ainbome 
movement of the operation was a fully integrated effort using both R.A.F. 
and U.S.A.A.F. Squadrons. Forty-four Dakotas (C.47) from Nos. 31, 62, 
117 and 194 R.A.F. Transport Squadrons and 39 Dakotas from Nos. 27 and 
315 Troop Carrier Squadrons and the Troop Carrier Squadron of No. 5318 
Air Unit (Prov.). The R.A.F. Dakotas were used ooly for the fly-in and 
were based at Tulihal in the Imphal Valley. The United States Squadrons 
were based in the area of Lalaghat. The glider part of the operatfoo was 
carried out by No. 5318 Air Unit (Prov.) towing Waco (C.G.4A) gliders from 
the LaJaghat air strip2

• The operation took place on the night of 5 March 
1944, but shortly before .the squadrons were due to tak~ off {lhotographic 
reconnai .. ~ance of Piccadilly showed that the site there had been completely 
obstructed by the Ja,panese and glider landings would be impossible. It was 
decided, therefore, to put all the gliders into Broadway and land the whole 
of 77th Brigade there. 

Conditions were excellent, from the Allies point of view, with btight 
moonlight, when the squadrons took off, but out of a total of 61 gliders 
only 35 arrived at Broadway. There were several reasons for this high 
failure rate. Firstly, gliders were towed over mountains 7,000 feet high, 
and difficulties with air currents as well as with the tug engines overheating, 
due to the long dimib, resulted in several gliders being prematurely released. 
Also, as the gliders had to be towed in pairs, due to the shortage of tug 
aircraJft, the weight factor was considerable, as most of the gliders were 
laden with heavy equipment such as bulldozers, scrapers and other tools. 
Two of the gliders released early landed near a Japanese Divisional Head
quarters and three near a Regimental Headquarters, creating an unrehearsed 
diversion effect. Lastly the nylon tow ropes for the gliders had been laid 
out on the airfield at Lalaghat for two weeks prior to the operation to allow 
them to unkink. During this period nuroerous trucks had been driven over 
them which had weakened their threads. 

Unforeseen difficulties arose at Broadway. The surface of the ground 
was 'llneven causing some gliders to crash, and as the timing programme was 
very rapid, many of those following piled up.- Laod.ing speeds were also 
nigh d ue to the heavily loaded gliders. Eventually no more could be received 
at Broadway and the last flight was returned to base. Despite these difficulties, 
and some loss of equipment and personnel, the American engineers, assisted 
by British aad Gurkha troops, prepared the landing strip in time for the 
main fly-in to take place on the foHowiog night. Sixty~two U.S. and R.A.F. 
Dakotas landed-only two of which were damaged. During the next six 
days over 9,000 men, 1,100 mules and 225 tons of stores were flown into 
Broadway. Meanwhile, at Chowringee, 12 gliders towed singly had, been 

1 A.M. File C.S. 15345, Encl. 109A. 
2 Deipatch on Air Operations ln E.A.C. by Lt. Gen. Stratemeyer, p. 99 et seq. 
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landed on the night of 6-7 Ma.rch and, although work on the strip was 
held up by the loss of a bulldozer, on the night 8-9 March, 78 Dakotas 
were landed and 40 more on the following morning. On 10 March, 111th 
Brigade left the area, abandoned the strip, and _ crossed the Irrawaddy to 
ip.ove towaTds Bhamo1 • 

In the words of Lieut-General Stratemeyer, « The operation had been no 
mean achievement. The 3rd Indian Division2 had been flown in behind 
the enemy line fully equipped and supplied and, after deploying in the area 
against the surprised Japanese, had succeeded fa disrupting their north-south 
communications in Burma upon which they depended Jo fight the Chinese 
forces in the north. The surprise operation had resulted too, in establishing 
a definite airfield, in Broadway, in the vicinity of Indaw, Katba and Bhamo, 
a situation most inconvenient to the enemy." This was alone made possible in 
the time by the use of an airborne operation in the shape of the gliders 
landing at Broadway and Chowringee. As a result, General Wingate's 
troops were able to join up with 16th J3rigade and provide a total force of 
12,000 to operate against the Japanese within a radius of 60 miles of Indaw. 

The Captwe of Rangoon 
Although the u_se of airborne forces in support of several major operations 

had been contemp1ated3 it was not until the events leading up to the capture 
of Rangoon that they were required. American glider-borne engineer units 
were again used to prepare landing strips for supplies and ttoops during 
tbe advance of IV Corps towards Rangoon. Fifty-five American C.G.4.A. 
gliders based at Meilctila airfield were used to carry runway equipment, 
bulldozers. tractors, etc. As the ground forces pushed forward and when 
the airfields were captured and found to be necessary for future use the 
gliders were towed in and the airfield prepared for the main forces to be 
flown in later. These operations, which were used at Lewe, Tennant and 
Zayathwin airfields were known as Gumptions. All these operations in 

-support of the advance on Rangoon, including the Gumptions were carried out 
by United States aircraft of the C.C.T.F. There was little opposition from 
the Japanese and the operations were performed most efficiently despite bad 
weather and the necessity for speed~. 

Operation Dracula 
There was much conjecture botb before and after the launching of opera

t~on Dracula as to its necessity. The arguments for and against it are a 
matter of higher strategy and ·beyond the scope of this narrative. The fact 
remains that jt did take place and airborne forces were used~. Dracula was 
put into operation on the recomrneodation of Lieut-General Sir Oliver 
Leese, Commander-in-Chief Allied Land Forces, S.E.A., who thought that 
an overland advance might not accomplish the capture of Rangoon before 
the monsoon period began. To make tbjs task more certain operation 
Dracula ·was modified to a combined sea and air attack. The original plan 

1 Despatch by Earl Mountbatteo on ol)erations in S.E.A.C. 1943-46. 
z The 3-rd Indian DivisLon was the over-all nam(l for 77th and l 11 th Brigades apd the otber 

forces taking part. 
1 Operation Capital caJlipg for airborne operations against Kalewa and the Mandalay Plain 

was cancelletl in December 1944. See" AfI Transport Support Operations in Burma". 
• UJS0/47/63, C.C.T.F. Intelligence Extract No. 16. 
5 Despatch on Air Operations in A.C.S.E.A. by A.V.M. Sir Keith Parke, Air C.-in-C. 
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for Dracula (1944) had provided for the use of 900 aircraft and 650 gliders 
involving a fly-in of 480 miles, but owing to the demands of the Enropean 
theatre, it was not practicable and as such was postponed in October 1944. 
Planning for the revised version had to be accomplished at a high speed, 
faced as it was with a deadline of five weeks before the monsoon was due 
to break about 15 May 19451 • 

In order that the invasion force mjght be free from opposition by guns 
at the entrance of the Rangoon River it was decided to drop a parachute 
battalion on the day preceding the main assault in order to neutralise them. 
A Gurkha Parachute Battalian comprised of units of 2nd and 3rd Gurkha 
Parachute Battalions from 50th Indian Parachute Brigade was concentrated 
at Chaklala were it was joined by Engineer, Ambuiance, Intelligence and 
Signal detachments and ex,panded to a Battalian Group. Three training 
exercises were carried out at Chaklala before the Group moved to Midna
pore to collect equipment and carry out a rehears'al. On 29 April 1945 
the Group moved to Akyab, together with a reserve party of 200 all ranks 
from 1st Indian Parachute Battalion and 2nd and 3rd Gurkha Battalions2• 

The lift was provided by 40 C-47 Dakota aircraft of Nos, 317 and 319 U.S. 
Troop Carrier Squadrons of 1st and 2nd Air Commando Groups under the 
command of CoJonel A. L. McCullough3 • The American crews of these 
aircraft had had no previous experience of paratroop dropping and jump 
masters experienced in . the handling of Gurkha and Indian troops were 
obtained from Nos. 435 and 436 Royal Canadian Air Force Squadrons. 
i>a·rachute racks from Nos. 31 and 117 R.A.F. Squadrons, modified for British 
containers, were fitted to the aircraft. The force was to be dropped in two 
lifts at a dropping zone five miles south-west of Elephant Point. 

On l May 1945., at 0230 hours. two Pathfinder aircraft, containing 
special radar equipment, took off from Akyab. They located the droppiog 
zone without difficulty and dropped an advance parachute detachment to 
mark the zone and set up a Eureka beacon to guide in the main forces 
in addition to the one 10 miles off shore. At 0300 hours the main force 
transported in 38 Dakotas began to take off. Despite some rain and no 
light all the aircraft were airborne in 11 minutes. The flight to the dropping 
zone was uneventful and the drop was carried out with precision. Some 700 
troops as well as containers were landed on the zone, dropping from an 
altitude of 600 to 800 feet. Only one aircraft failed to make the return 
journey, landing at Kyaukpyu on Ramree Island with engine trouble. Imme
diate)y after landing at base eight aircraft were serviced and took off again 
at 1130 hours carrying 160 Gurkha reinforcements and despite monsoon 
weather dropped successfully at 1445. Another aircraft landed at Kyaukpyu 
on the return journey with engine trouble. Supplies were flown in later 
the same afternoon by 10 Dakotas. The day's operations involved a total 
of 58 transport sorties ; no aircraft were lost and only five minor casualties 
were sustained in the actual dropping. The operation was suc.cessful as 
mi_gbt be expected in .view of the fact that there was no enemy opposition. 
Possibly the roost creditable aspect of the airborne part of D,:acula was 
the fact that the planning, training and staging of the operation was per
fectly carried out at very short notice. 

1 Despatoh by Lt. Gen. Sir Oliver Leese on Operations in Burma, November 1944-August 
1945. O.R.B. H.Q. A.C.S.E.A., Appendix C. F/Air/9. 

? War Office Monograph History Airborne Forces, Chapter XXIV. 
1 O.R.B. H.Q. A.C.S.E.A., Appendix C, F/Afr/9. 
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CHAPTER 13 

ENEMY AIRBORNE FORCES 

German Akbome Forces1 

Inception. Early in 1936 an ex.perimental staff of about 15 officers and 60 
to 80 other ran1cs under the command of a Major Irumanns was formed in 
Stendal to review the question of future parachute operations and what form 
of exercises and pract~e jumps were to be employed. By the spring of 1937 
it had been decided definitely to use an automatic parachute and a system 
of training was evolved. A parachute training school was then formed in 
Stendal an,d in the spring of 1937 Generalmajor Bassenge was put in 
command. Also about this time Goering gave orders for an S.S. Platoon of 
about 35 men to be trained as paratroops at Stendal. 

The first suggestions as to the future use of parachute troops were made 
by General.major Bassenge as follows: -

(a) Tbe parachute battajion was to be trained as a special demolition unit 
and to be used against objectives such as railways. bridges, power 
lines, high tension Jines, etc. The purpose of this proposal was that 
objectives of this nature could normaUy only be destroyed by 
employing strong bomber (orces whereas by dropping the demoli
tion troops, usually under the cover of darkness, the destruction 
coulc.J be carried out with greater economy. 

(b) A parachute battalion of the Army was to be formed consisting of a 
Headquarters, a Signals Platoon, three Rifle Companies and one 
Heavy Company ; then two parachute battalions were to be set 
up with the object of forming a Parachute Infantry Regiment and 
finally a_ Parachute Infantry Division. Th~e forces were to be 
used in conjunction with Army operations and were to form part 
of the Army which would control their training, equipment and 
organisation .. 

(c) A Transport Group was to be formed consisting of three squadrons, 
each of 36 aircraft, and it was proposed that this Group remained 
exclusively at the disposal of the Army Parachute Units for peace
time training. In the event of mobilisation, it was to be reinforced 
with transport planes up to the strength of a Transport Division. 

Probably because of rivalry between the German Air Force and the Army, 
Generalmajor Bassenge received no conclusive answer or decision on his 
proposals. Nevertheless, the Parachute School at Stendal was confirmed in 
its status and had the right to make agreements with the German Air Force 
and Army Authorities. It was also permitted to cieate an experimental 
department and to give orders to jodustry on behalf of the Army and Air 
Force. 

1 Most of the information contained in this section was obtained from interrogation reports 
ofGeneraloberst Stodent and Generalmajor Bassenge who, as will be seoa in the following 
pages, played a major part in the development, training and control of airborne forces 
in Germany , Both of these reports are believed to be reliable. Additional mate(ial on 
the invasion of Crete bas been obtained, from Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East Intelli
gence Report on that operation. Copies of these reports are held by the Air Historical 
Branch. 
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First use of Airborne Forces 
Parachute forces were used for the first time in Germany at the Army 

manoeuvres in the autumn of 1937 and were employed as follows :-
A Parachute .Demolition Force of 14 squads were used in night 

operations against railway lines and communications in West Prussia 
and Pomerania. They carried out their tasks successfu.JJy and were 
unobserved by the " enemy ". 

The second unit to be employed in these manoeuvres was a Parachute 
Infantry Company but little useful jnformatiOn was derived from their 
part of the exercise because it was carried out as a demonstration for 
Hitler. 

Towards the end of 1937 the deV'elopment of cargo gljders was sufficiently 
advanced for experiments to be undertaken. It seemed that the cargo glider 
would supply the answer to one of the main problems confronting the 
Parachute Infantry Units which was the transportation of the heavy weapons. 
Experiments were conducted at Stendal without, however, producing any 
definite high level decision as to their introduction as an essential part of 
Army air transport. The Training School in Stenda1 was expanded by the 
summer of 1938 to a strength of 12 training companies with about 180 
parachute instructors. Course-s lasted normally for two mo□tbs and the 
peace-time capacity of the School was over 4,000 per year. The eventual 
war time capacity was more than twice this number. 

Planned Operation fol' Sudeteoland 
On 29 May 1938, a conference with Hitler took place in Berlin in which the 

military situation and intentions were discussed in view of forthcoming· opera
tions in the Sudetenland, and Generalmajor Bassenge was ordered to equip. 
organise and train an airborne force to be employed in fbe a1,1tumd against 
Czechoslovakia. He was also ordered to train the parachute forces of the 
Air Force in addition to that of the Army to the highest possible standard. 
Air Transport Units also were to be reinforced, equipped and trained. 
Generalobei:st Student was made Tactical Coro.mander of this Airborne Force 
although up to then he had had no connection with Airborne Units. The 
Airborne Unit was given a new title of 7th Flieger Division1 and although 

1 Original Composition of 71h Flieger Divis/011 
The Division, was composed of the following Units:-

Parachute Units : 
Para-jager Battalion of 5 Comparues. 
Signals Platoon and Engineer Platoon. 
Pa(a-iofant.ry Battalion with 4 Companies. 
Signals Platoon and Eogineor Platoon. 

Airbome Unils : 
Airborne Battalion "Het111a1m Goering", 3 Coropaaies. 
Signals Platoon. 
16 Infantry Regiment. · 
S.A. Stanarte. " feldheronhelle " , 3 Battalions. 
1 Ai(boroe Artiflery Troop wi th 4 Skoda guns. 
l Airborne Medical Company. 
German Air Force Flying Units. 
I Reconnaissance. Echelon. 
1 Combat Squadron of He. 123s. 
I Fighter Squadron with He, 51s. and Ar. 68s. 
8 Transport Groups totalling about 250 Junkers 52s. 
I Glider Echelon with 12 Dfs. 230s. 

The total strength of the Paracbute and Airborne Trocps was approximately 9,000 men 
and was ready for action on I Sep~mber 1938. 
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it was not required in the annexation of the Sudetenland one battalion took 
part in a demonstration drop into a field in the occupied zone. Goe(ing 
witnessed this drop and was so impressed that he informed Student that he 
would form an Airborne Corps. Tb.is promise was never fulfilled. When 
the Division returned to Germany, it was dispersed and eventually all that 
was left was one Parachute Battalion of the German Air Force. 

Czechoslovakia 
The next task allotted to 7th Flieger Division which was to be organised 

as for the Sudetenland operation was the capture of airports, north, north
east and north-west of Prague, and it appeared that Generaloberst Student 
was anxious not only to capture the airfield but also to penetrate Prague 
itself. It seemed that be wished to justify Airborne Forces as being capable 
of carrying out difficult tasks more quickly than normal units. Although 
the operation as staged against Prague was unnecessary the intended air
borne landings were carried out in the area of Freudenthel in order to test 
the plan. This took place on 1 October 1938 when approximately 250 
Ju. 52s landed on the selected small strips of territory in fields a nd hillsides 
and in the valleys. Only 12 aircraft were damaged. This exercise pro
vided much useful experience and knowledge for the future. 

Command 
The command of all Parachute and Airborne Forces was transferred to 

the German Air Force at the end of 1938. 7th Flieger D ivision was to be 
set up as a real Parachute Division. 22nd Infantry Division was to be 
equipped and trained as an airborne Division. Hitler ordered that as far as 
large airborne operations were concerned the German Air Force would 
remain in command of the Airborne Forces until such tjme as contact had 
been established between larger Army formations and the airborne units 
which had been landed in the enemy's rear. This order remained in force 
until the end of the war. 

Tacfics 

The most Jmportant and difficult task was to lay down piinciples for the 
commitment of parachute and airborne troops. There was no previous experi
ence on which to build ; and the Russians maintained the strictest silence 
about their · experiments. Two methods were considered at this time. 

The direct method consisting of a parachute or airborne landing as 
near as possible to the objective. In this way the enemy could be over
powered and destroyed in the short.est time. 

The indirect method consisting of a parachute and/or airborne landing 
outside the reach of enemy weapons, followed by the approach to the 
objective and the attack. The disadvantage of this method was that the 
important factor of surprise- the main asset of any parachute attack
was lost to a great extent. The enemy could find time for defence and 
the attacking paratroops then suffer losses which they could have avoided 
by landing on top of their objective. 

The German .{)aratroops used the first of these methods in almost all their 
operations. During thjs period a large number of airborne exercises were 
carried out. The largest took place in July 1939 at Bergen, when nearly 
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L,000 men jumped. Dummy parachutes were also used as a diversionary 
measure with success. 

Polish Campaign 
7th Flieger Division was to have been employed in the P olish Cam

paign but the ground operations developed so favourably that they beca,me 
unnecessary and Hitler wished to keep bis parachute forces intact for use in 
the Western campaign. 

Tbe Western campaign 
At the end of October 1939 Generaloberst Student was ordered to prepare 

7th Flieger Division and 22nd Infantry Division for tasks in Belgium. It was 
intended to begin the Western offensive with these operations, for which 
some 400 Ju. 52 aircraft were available. Dur(ng the winter 1939-40 special' 
'training in Germany was carried out. Paratroops were dropped on to 
frozen fields and one Company was flown at a temperature of minus 15 degrees 
Centigrade for 2½ hours and then had to jump ; this was necessary because 
the Ju. 52s had no heating ·apparatus. This was typical of German thorough
ness. During this period night jumps also were made. ' 

On 10 January 1940 a German parachute officer 1anded in error on 
Belgian territory. He had with him documents relating to the ,intended air
borne operations in Belgium and this mishap led to their abandonment. Hitler 
ordered that an airborne operation should take place in Holland to capture 
l]ie large bridges in the Rotterdam area. Meanwhile, the occupation of 
Norway and Denmark was begun on 9 April 1940. A Parachute Regiment 
of 7th Flieger Division took part in this operation. In the early morning of 
9 April one Company jumped on to the airfield of Stavengar and took it 
by surprise. Another Company jumped in Denmark and occupied the 
crossings near Aalborg. 

At the end of Aprit the 7th Flieger Division and 22nd Infantry Divisi'on 
were assembled in preparation for the operations in the west. Their tasks 
were as follows : -

(a) 7th Flieger Division was to capture bridges at Moerdijk, Dordrecbt 
and Rotterdam and hold them until the ground troops arrived. 
The only landing field available for these operations was at 
Waalhaven,, near Rotterdam. · 

(b) 22nd Infantry Divisfon were to occupy the Hague and take 
prisoner the Royal Family, the Army High Command and tbe 
Government. Three favourable airfields were available for this 
task on the three open sides of the city. Landings in the open 
country were not possible in the area of Rotterdam and the Hague 
because of the numerous dykes. For emerge.ncy purposes Studen·t 
had designated certain motor roads and had practised landings on 
these in Germany. · 

Operations in Holland 

The operations began early on 10 May 1940. 22nd Infantry Division met 
with no success at all, but 7th Flieger Division captured the bridges near 
Rotterdam and the airfield at Waalhaven in a very short time. In the 
en.suing four days approximately 7,000 men with heavy weapons and artillery 
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were landed at Waalhaven despite the fact that the airfield was under heavy 
artillery fire and subjected to bombing by the R.A.F. Large scale allied 
counter-attacks were beaten off and although losses to the personnel of . 
7th Flieger Division were comparatively light, approximately 170 Ju.52s were 
lost or very badly d.amaged. 

Also on 10 May 1940 airborne attacks were made on Fort Eben Emael 
and the bridges over the Albert Canal. Fifty gliders were used, but as these 
were not sufficient, approximately 150 men were parachuted. lo all, about 
600 men took part. Elaborate training, using exact models of the fort and 
btidges, and practical exercises in demolition work, glider landings, etc. had 
been carried out in preparation for this assault. The operation was mounted 

· from airfields near Cologne and the take-off was made whilst it was still 
dark. Parachute engineers were landed on the roof of the fort and stormed 
and• blasted the casements with charges. The Belgian defences were com
pletely surprised and only six paratroops were lost. The remainder of the 
airborne force occupied the three bridges across the Albert Canal. The 
Belgians were able to blow up one, but the other two fell intact into German 
hands. Heavy battles developed for these bridges but the airborne troops 
held them until advanced German ground units arrived. 

As a result of these successful operations in Holland, it was realised by the 
Gei:man High Command that there was a future for parachute and airborne 
forces and the formation of 7th Flieger Division as a purely·parachute unit 
was carried out with vigour. The XI Flieger Korps with korps troops was 
set up as a commanding uuit for parachute and airborne troops and 
Generaloberst Student was put in command. In order to fuJfil the glider 
programme, rapid constniction of 1,000 gliders (D.F.S. 230) was required. 
The Luftlandegeschwader was newly formed as a glider unit consisting of three 
squadrons each equipped with 53 tug aircraft and gliders. 

Proposed Attack on England 
During the summer of 1940 an airborne attack was planned to form a deep 

bridgehead on the south-east coast of England (operation Seelowe). In order 
to transport as strong a force as possible with the first wave, the aircraft 
towing gliders were also to carry parachutists. 'The bridgehead area was 
surveyed and photographed from the air. · It was considered t,hat the area 
was being made impracticable for airborne Jandings by the systematic and 
skilful use of obstacles of all kinds, digging of ditches, ploughing of tracts of 
land and erecting high obstacles. The eventual conclusion from these 
observations was that a successfu1 execution of the operation was doubtful, 
though from an English viewpoint this opinion seems to be unnecessarily 
pessimistjc. Hitler eventually abandoned the plan late in the summer. 
Meanwhile the problem of dropping heavy loads was tackled and a solution 
was found. As a result, parachute troops could then be supplied immediately 
with their light anti-aircraft guns and motorcycles. A special lightweight gun 
had been developed. 

The Operations in Crete 
Toe decision to attack Crete by parachute and airborne forces was made 

on the suggestion of Student early in April during the beginning of the campaign 
in Greece. He considered that he had adequate forces to carry out this task 
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and that they represented the best means for an eventual attack on tbe Suez 
Canal. In his opinion. Crete was the first ste.p and Cyprus the second to this 
end. Hitler's sanction to the Crete operation was given at a conference on 
21 April 1941. 

At that time XI Flieger Korps was stationed in Central Germany and was 
transported by rail and air to the Athens area. This move to Greece was 
carried out with considerable difficulty owing to roads and railways being 
impassable in many places. Tbe bulk of the ammunition and supplies. there
fore, had to be brought by ship which caused considerable delay. By the 
capture of Greece the Germans had obtained airfields suitable for long range 
bombers and transport aircraft in Northern Greece and in the Athens area. 
For short range fighters and dive bombers it was necessary to have bases 
nearer to Crete. With this in mind reconnaissances for suitable sites in the 
feloponnese were carried out. By the middle of April the Germans had three 
airfields---Mulaoi, Melos and Scarpanto- ready for use within 100-120 miles 
of Crete. On these aerodromes dive bombers and single engined figbtei:s were 
concentrated, The transport. bomber and reconnaissance aircraft were based 
mainly in the Athens area and during the first half of May German aircraft 
reconnoitred Crete daily. Attacks were also concentrated against allied 
shipping, for the most part by Ju.88s operating from Greece. Of 27,000 tons 

. of supplies sent to Crete at tbjs time, 21,000 tons were turned back, 3,400 tons 
were sunk and only 2,700 tons were delivered; this made the allies supply 
position extremely acute. · 

There were available for the operation about 530 Ju.52s. Although there 
were more gliders available, Student decided to use only about 100, mainly 
because of a lack of highly trained glider personnel. The glider troops all 
belonged to No. 1 Storm Regiment. The gliders were used for combat 
assignments and the transport of the airborne staff and heavy equip,nent. The 
German intelligence as to the position -in Crete before the attack was very 
limited, and the presence on the Island of the whole of the 2nd New Zealand 
Division and a large part of the 6th Australian Division was unknown to 
them. The Germans realised that allied troops were probably installed in 
very we11 camouflaged positions. The airfields at Malemi, Heraklion and 
Retimo. as well as a new one under construction a.ear Castelli, were kept 
uoder constant observation. 

The p]an for the attack was as follows. The important towns. as well as . 
the existing airfield./;, were on th,e north coast of the Island 1• The airfields 
were small and landings in open country with transport planes were only 
possible on the few isolated plateaux in the interior of the Island. There 
was, however, limited landing space for single aircraft on the beaches. but 
insufficient for a large scale undertakµig. Therefore, it was decided to capture 
the three airfields by landing parachute troops directly on them. A further 
parachute regiment was to jump south of Canea in order to pin down the allied 
reserves. Concentrated bombing attacks were to soften the allied positions 
prior to the jumping. Owing to insufficiency of aircraft to support all four 
tasks simultaneously, it was necessary to carry out tbe attack jn two waves. 
thus partially losing tbe advantage of surprise. 

1 See figure 14. 
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The attack on the Island began in the early morning of 20 May 1941. 
Visibility was moderate but there was a hea-vy ground haze. After a short 
but very heavy bombing attack jn the vicinity of Malemi airfield and the 
Canea area, two companies using gliders successfully attacked anti-aircraft 
positions in this area. Further attacks by gliders south of Malemi and on 
the Akrotiri peninsula were complete fajlures owing to faulty dropping and 
poor navigation. The gliders were followed, according to plan, 15 minutes 
later by the arrival of parachutists but in many cases, owing to the thick 
haze, aircraft dropped th.e paratroops inaccurately, particularly at Malemi 
and Canea. In many cases paratroops were dropped rjght amongst Allied 
troops, although this was not intended, and at other places landings were 
dispersed. Because of heavy initial losses due to these reasons, neither unit 
c:9uld fulfil its task. After a time the survivors regrouped and attacks were 
carried out towards the Malemi airfield. It was not possible, hq_wever, to 
capture jt and the landings planned for the following morning could not take 
place. · 

It had been intended for the second wave of the attack· to follow as soon 
as possible in the afternoon of 20 May, but due to delay in refuelling of the 
transport planes ~he take-off was retarded. In an effort to make up for lost 
time the original starting order was not maintained and some units arrived 
in the wrong order and others did not take off at all. The second wave were 
not successful jn capturing their objectives at Retimo and Heraklion and 
suffered high casualties. 

At the end of the .first day the position was that some 750 glider troops 
and 8,000 parachutists had been landed. - At Malemi some success had been 
achieved and the western side of the airfield was in German hands. In the 
_other areas the parachute landings had failed to achieve their objective and 
heavy casualties bad been sustained. 

On the morning of 21 May further parachute attacks were carried out west 
of Malemi airfield and bitter fighting ensued, but it was not until two further 
companies had been dropped during the afternoon that the airfield was finally 
captured and was available for use by the Germans. Immediately after this 
had been accomplished Ju. 52s began to arrive, bringing in further airborne 
elements and supplies during the following days. It had been arranged for 
supplies to ~e brought by sea in small ships and during the night 21-22 May 
attempts were made to bring these boats in at Malemi. They Were attacked 
by British naval units and dispersed. The airfield, however, although under 
intermittent fire from allied artillery, remained in constant use by the Germans. 
During the battle on the Island, up to 30 May 1941, approximately 15,000 
men and about 750 vehicles of all kinds were landed on this airfield. After 
22 May 1941, operations went more.or less according to plan for the Germans 
and on 30 May the allies evacuated their forces by sea from Heraklion. 
The casualties in the fighting for Crete were very heavy ; about 4,000 men 
were killed or missing, amongst them a large proportion of officers. Of the 
530 Ju. 52s employed some 170 were lost or heavily damaged. 

The following summary from the German view-point of the airborne 
operation on Crete is of interest: -

(a) In Crete gliders were employed tor the following purposes: -
(i) To destroy anti-airoraft gun positions in the line of 

approaching troop carrying aircraft. 
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(ii) To seize pos1t1ons and _give covering fire to the arrival of 
parachutists. 

(iii) To cut communications, seize wireless stations and cut 
telephone lines. 

(iv) To provide heavily armed Storm troops for the capture of 
key points. 

(b) Gliders were used only in the :first wave of the attack and attempted 
to achieve surprise. The sequence of attack was-gliders, 
parachutists, air landing troops, seaborne troops. 

(c) Advantages of gliders over parachutists as demonstrated at Crete 
were: -

(i) Silent approach. 

(ii) Spot landings close to target. 

(iii) Concentrated fire power. A glider la,oded meo, mµnitions 
and supplies together. lo the case of parachutists, they were 
dropped separately. 

(iv) Immediate action. A glider crew could go into action within 
two minutes of landing. 

(d) Gliders approaching a target were very vulnerable but could land 
successfully under cover of air protection. Where air protection 
was missing the attack failed. 

Generaloberst Student considered that the airborne success in Crete brought 
home to the allies the importance and possibilities of airborne forces and they 
then started forming thetn on a large scale. He said, however, tbat the 
German High Command was impressed less by the success of the operation 
than by the high losses suffered. Hitler's view was that parachutists were 
essentially a surprise weapon and therefore only effective once. He considered 
that as the allies had been surprised by it once, they would now take defensive 
measures and that the time for large airborne operations was over. He did 
not believe that the allies would form strong airborne forces and was confirmed 
in this view by the fact that they were not used during 1942. It was not until 
much later that be realised his mistake. 

Generaloberst Student, however, continued to press for an _increase in 
German airborny forces. His theory was that the presence in G~rmany of 
large forces of airborne troops would force the allies to keep large formations 
available in rear areas as a defensive measure. It was .known that the 
airborne operations irl Holland and Crete had caused a general psychological 
effect. However, no extension or development was allowed in Germany after 
Crete, whilst it was just at this time that the allies really started to develop 
their airborne forces. The German paratroop force was preser:ved as it 
stood and XI Flieger Korps remained in existance as a mobile reserve. 22nd 
Infantry Division, however, was sent .to the Russian front. From then on 
parachutists were used in ground operations. 

Training 
Experience had shown the Germans that mistakes jn dropping bad always 

been made at the actual moment of dropping. especially at Crete. It was, 
therefore, decided that in every aircraft there should be one man wbo would 
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be responsible for the correct approach to the dropping point and for the 
orderly jumping of the parachntists. These men were chosen from old 
parachutists and were trained at the para-training school. They were called 
paratroop observers and a minimum of 600 of these trained officers and 
N.C.O.s was maintained. 

Aircraft 
Until ~fter Crete the Ju. 52 had been exclusively .used for parachutists. 

Now the Heinke! III was added. This aircraft, like the Ju. 52, had room 
for 12 parachutists but had the additional advantage of higher speed, greater 
range in armament and fire-proof fuel tanks. · 

Gliders 
The operation in Crete had demonstrated the value of cargo gliders, even 

though the D.F.S. 230, which was used there, was obsolete. Student therefore 
concentrated on the improvement of the D.F.S. 230 as his demands for a new 
battle glider had been turned down. They were equipped with machine 
guns and parachute brakes, and later on, a - rocket brake developed at 
Peenemunde was incorporated which could bring them to a halt within a 
few metres. 

Proposed Operations 
During 1942 German paratroops were not used in airborne operations a.t 

all but a number of operations were planned. The most important of these 
,,,~s an atteck oo M3)ta, oeciaed u-poo at a cQllfereoce between H)t/el' aod 
Mussolini early in 1942. August was the date fixed for the operatj_on and it 
was intended that strong paratr9op forces should land first on Malta and 
estabUsh a bridgehead through which further airborne forces could be brought 
to the island. The Italians, too, were expected to cbntribute to this operation 
and their Paratroop Division was to take part. 500 Ju. 52s and' B.e. Ills. jn 
addition to 80 Italian Savoias 82, were to be available. However, during the 
summer Hitler decided to cancel the operation. The actual reason for this 
is not known, but it is probable that Hitler bad no great opinion of the 
Italian forces and did not wish to sacrifice bis highly trained German para
troops on what might prove to be a forlorn venture. Another operation 
which was planned but did not take place was an attack on Gibraltar, but 
it was eventually decided that the defences would probably be too strong 
and this was abandoned. 

Shortly afterwards Hitler decided to carry out an airborne operation on 
the Eastern front, using 7th Flieger Division to open up a coastal road along 
the Black Sea in the rear of the Russians near the town of Adler. It was 
intended to use gliders in strength for this operation. However, the situation 
from tb.e German viewpoint deteriorated badly and 7th FJieger Division 
was committed to ground operations near Smolensk. 

New German Airborne Formations 
Early in 1943 Hitler realised that the allies were developjng .airborne 

forces on a large scale and reconsjdered his decision made after Crete. He 
ordered Generaloberst Student to train airborne troops for use in the West 
against possible allied airborne operations. XI Flieger Korps was then 
moved to Brittany and a new division, 2nd Paratroop Division, was set up. 
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.In the- Spring. of 1943 1st Paratroop Division was transferred from the 
Eastern front to Normandy. Training schools were set up and both divisions, 
combined under XI Flieger K0rps, were trained and ready for employment 
in France by the summer of 1943. 

Operations in Italy 
The next airborne operation of interest was the rescue from Campo 

Imperatore of Mussolini by a company wbich was Janded in gliders. The 
operation was successful and Mussolini was evacuated in a Storch aircraft_ 
to Vienna. The Germans also used airborne forces to capture the island 
of Elba and this was carried out by one battalion of the 2nd Paratroop 
Division. 

Expansion of Paratroop Forces 

At the end of 1943 it was found that large numbers of German Air Force 
ground personnel could be released to the paratroops. Goering, therefore, 
decided on several increases. The formation of I and II Paratroop Corps 
and 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th Paralroop Divisions was ordered. Generaloberst 
Student was made Commander-in-Chief of a newly formed Paratroop High 
Command, which was set up from XI Flieger Korps Headquarters. It was 
found that the German Air Force personnel were of good quality. In 
spite of the sudden increase in numbers the volunteer system was adhered 
to until the middle of 1944. These volunteers bad to pass through the main 
testing unit of the parachute forces at Gardelegen, where they were medically 
examined and givea intelligence tests. Training in jumping was continued 
but shortage of time and aircraft fuel made it impossible for everyone to 
receive this training. The following schools were active at this time-Witt
stock, Freiburgh and Druex. The capacity of these schools was from 12.500 
pupils at a time and the course lasted three weeks. To all, about 30 per 
cenL of the new formations received jumping training. 

The Final Phase 
Early in 1944 considerable reorganisation took place within the airborne 

units ; new divisions and training establishments were formed. The main 
object of this was as a defensive measure against the invasion of France. 
By June 1944 the estimated strength of the paratroop army was 160,000 
men. Shortly after the invasion in Normandy, Student was ordered to 
prepare an airborne counter-attack against the allied bridge-head. Transport 

- planes and gliders and 15,000 paratroops were put at his disposal. but the 
allied advance_ was so rapid that the plan had to be cancelled. 

Meanwhile, in the middle of July 1944 owing to-the severe defeats ~n the 
east and west. the Paratroop High Command was ordered to establish in 
Germany further new paratroop divisions for ground operations. Great 
difficulties were encountered, but eventually five independent paratroop regi
ments were formed. On 3 September Student was ordered to occupy a sector 
on the Albert Canal between Antwerp and Maastricht. At about this time 
the training regiments, which had suffered severely on the Western Front, 
were returned to Germany and re-formed ; these regiments were combined 
into a paratroop training division and in the autumn of 1944 the following 
divisions were also re-formed- 2nd, 3rd, 5th and 6th Paratroop D ivisions. 
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The Ardeones Offensive 
The last parachute operation of the German Army took place dur4Ig: 

the Ardennes offensive. A battalion of about 1,000 men was given the task 
of jumping on the morning of 16 December at Mont Rigi and of occupying an 
Important road network there. 100 Junkers 52 aircraft were available for this 
task, but their crews bad little experience of night flying or dropping para
troops. The start of the operation was delayed by 24 hours but the offensive 
had already begun and the German High Command, therefore, decided on a 
night operation in spite of the inadequate training of the aircrews. As a 
result the dropping was poorly _carried out and casualties were high. Only 
about 300 men assembled at Mont Rigi and these were unable to carry out 
their tasks ; with very few exceptions the battalion was de&troyed. A further 
ai,rborne operation was contemplated to establish a bridge-head over the 
Meuse as a continuation of the Ardennes offensive, but was never carried 
out. This was the end for German airborne forces as such, although further 
reorganisation was attempted, and the paratroop army took part in ground 
operations as the Allies drove into Germany in the closing weeks of the war. 

Japanese Airborne Forcesl 

The Japanese parachute training organisa-tion started in 1940 wb._en four 
training centres were set up at Shimoneseki, Sbizueka, Hiroshima and Himeji. 
Courses lasted for six months. By the autumn of 1941 100 German instructors 
were _in Japan and by this time there were nine training centres and approxi
mately 15,000 men under training. The Army and Navy had their own 
separate forces of paratroops ; the Naval training period was· much shorter 
than that of the Army. By 1 November 1941, the Naval parachute force 
was 2,000 strong comprising the Yoko,suko 1st and 3rd Special Naval Landing 
Forces; all these were ready by 7 December 1941. 

The Army Parachute Units were part of the Air Forces and were called 
Raiding Units which were split into formations, the Ia'rgest of which was 
a Raid-jog Group. A Group was the equivalent of a Division consisting of a 
Headquarters, a Raiding Flying Brigade, a. Raiding :Brigade, two Glider 
Infantry Regiments, a Raiding Machine Cannon Unit, a Raiding Signal · 
Unit, and a Raiding Engineer Unit. The total strength of a Group was about 
6,000 men and was commanded by a Major General. The Raiding Brigade 
was composed entirely of paratroops with a strength of about 1,500 all ranks. 

Transport aircraft were attached -to a Group and controlled by a Raiding 
Flying Brigade consisting of two Raiding Flying Regiments, one Glider 
Flying Regiment, a Brigade Signal Unit, a Headquarters and an Air Raiding 
Regiment, the latter consisting of about 20 transport aircraft and crews. 
The Raiding Flying Regiments underto"ok the transport of gliders and para
troops and had 35 aircraft and about 500 men. Each transport aircraft carried 
between lO and 13 men. The regular Navy and Army Airborne Forces had . 
available some 125 aircraft but, had a large operation been planned, the 
Regular Raidi»g Special Landing Units would have been supplemented by 
trained air landing and paracbute troops transported in aircraft from other 
Units. · This was also the case in Gennany where sev~ral hundred transport 
aircraft could b~ mustered from Flying Schools: The majority of airborne. 

1 Air Publication 3146, " Organisation of Japanese Army, Navy and Air Forces", pp, 56, 57. 
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troops were normally retained in the Infantry and other ground units and 
called upon when a specific airborne operation was planned. However, no 
large scale operations took place ; throughout the whole war only five air• 
borne operations were carried out by the Japanese. 

Gliders 
There were several types of glidecs and an elaborate scheme was evolved 

for training youths in glider B.ying as a preliminary ,tq power flying. It was 
estimated that fa 1944 over 70,000 students were being instructed on gliders 
by some 1,250 instructors, using over 2,000 gliders. The Japanese claimed 
to have trained about 25,000 troops for parachuting or air landing since 1940. 

Operations 
The first Japanese parachute operation was the capture after a few hours' 

fighting, of Menado airfield on Celebes Island by paratroops on 11 January 
1942. Three companies were dropped from 900 feet by Nell trnnsport 
aircraft escorted by fighters and preceded by bombers. This was the only 
operation in which the Japanese Naval Airborne Force took part It was 
later wiped out at Saipan1. The only parachute operation carried out by the 
Japanese of any real importance was during the campaign against Java and 
Sumatra early in 1942. In an attempt to prevent the British and Dutch 
destroying oil refineries at Palembang, ·the Japanese dropped paratroops on 
14 February 1942. According to a J apanese accountz the operation 
consisted of two separate attacks, both part of tha overall plan to 
destroy allied air forces in Sumatra and neutralize them in Java. The 
first attack was to capture the airfield at Palembang, but it is the second 
which is of particular interest because, if the J apanese account is to be believed, 
it illustrates an extremely effective airborne operation whicn took the defenders 
by surprise. The operation was carried out by the 1st Raiding Group and it 
took off from Kluang and Kahang Airfields at 0830 hours on 14 February 
1942. Dropping began at 1120 and was completed by 1130. Bomber and 
fighter cover was provided and l5 allied fighters were driven off. The oil 
refinery raiding unit, part of the 2nd Raiding Regiment, consisted of 
one Infantry Raiding Company~ a number of technicians, a portion of the 
Signals Section, and totalled 130 men. This unit was landed in the vicinity 
of the oil refineries and was successful in capturing almost immediately the 
nearby firing positions. Sixty allied troops with machine guns were overcome 
and •the central derrick Qf the refinery was captured by 1330. Demolition was 
in progress and oil gushing from the tanks. Allied troops continued firing 
on the tanks with trench mortars, setting fire to them. Fierce fighting con
tinued throughout the afternoon and the Japanese suffered casualtfos. At 
2300 hours the Japanese launched a night attack and the refinery was captured. 
Counter-attacks became less and, after further attacks by the Japanese, all 
the derricks were taken by 1000 hours on 15 February. By the afternoon 
the mopping-up of the defenders was complete. Although one refinery was 
blown up by a time fuse, the Japanese claimed to have captured 250,000 tons 
of oil in the -refineries. The refineries were defended by 550 allied troops 
with 10 anti-aircraft machine guns and, in the words of the Japanese report, 

1 Maltby Report, Operations Jn Malaya and N.B.l., paras. 455 to 462. 
2 Vol. XXVII, Aerial Activities Java Campaign, No. 72, Ai.J: Operations in Java and Sumatra. 

(Copy held by A.H.B.) 
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" the enemy airfield and oil refineries had bee~ occupied before ,their destruc~ 
tion, after overcoming various obstacles. The operation contributed greatly 
to future operations." According to the Japanese, their losses were 28 killed 
(three due to parachute failures) and a few aircraft. 

Exactly a week later another operation took place at Timar in coojunctjon 
with the main attack on Koepang. Some 25 Douglas type transport aircraft 
were used to drop about 350 troops near the allied forward positions. There 
was no opposition and the operations were successful, thus the position was 
easily •taken by the seaborne forces who landed on 22 February 1942. 

During the remaining three years a few minor operations were carried 
out. Two in particular were designed to sabotage American aircraft :in 
Leyte in November and December 1944. The first operation was completely 
abortive, all the troops carried in the three aircraft being destroyed. The 
second on 6 December was larger, 300 paratroops were dropped from about 
40 Topsy land based transport aircraft, 18 of which were shot down. The 
object of this drop was to seize airstrips and to paralyse Allied main bases, 
but in the main most of these attacks were unsuccessful and little damage was 
done to important installations although the Japanese had trained specially 
for the operation. Within a week all the parachutists had been liquidated 
and the enemy had achieved none of his major objectives. 

lt.aliao Airborne Fm:ces 

As early as 1927 training for about 250 airborne troops was started but 
nothing was heard of them again until 1937 wben manoeuvros and training 
for parachutjsts were carried out in Libya. By 1939 there were two trained 
parachute battalions in Libya and a further two battalions of native troops 
were ready in the following year, making a total of some 700 trained men. 
Throughout the war the Italians carried out only one parachute operation, 
and that a small one, to capture the Island of Cephalonia off the west coast 
of Greece. Otherwise ·the airborne troops were used in ground roles, although 
a large training centre was maintained at Tarquinia. The total strength was 
one Division, comprising about 5,000 men. In March 1942 an airborne attack 
on Malta was contemplated by Hitler and Mussolini and the Italian airborne 
division trained for it but the operation never took place. 
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CHAPTER 14 

CONCLUSIONS 

This concluding chapter has been written to summarise as succinctly as 
pbssible the principal lessons and conclusions from the air viewpoint arising 
out of the development and operation of airborne forces in the Second 
World War. As tbe narrative only covers the period of hostilities. it 
should be borne in mind that the contents of this chapter are related solely 
to the 1939-45 period. It may be that subsequent development and research 
on the subject of airborne forces bas materially altered or revised the 
conclusions expressed herein. 

The following three major factors indigenous to the employment of air
borne forces should always be taken into account before contemplating a 
large cale operation : -

Air Superiority 

To ensure a successful airborne operation local air supremacy must 
be establjshed and maintained. Airborne forces at any time provide 
an easy target for ground, sea or air attack. It is necessary also to 
neutralise as far as possible enemy ground defences befor.e, during and 
immediately following the operation. Thus a detailed anti-flak plan 
must be prepared. In operation Varsity considerable damage was sus
tained by aircraft flying at low level from small arms fire. During the 
North African campaign the Germans learned the danger of transport 
operations without air supremacy-losing many of their aircraft crossing 
the Mediterranean. 

Moral effect on the enemy 

The dropping. of airborne forces in the rear of the enemy lines has a 
moral effect out of all proportion to the size of force employed. This 
factor should be utilised to the fullest extent by the planners of an 
airborne operation. The timing of an operation may have a considerable 
psychological impact on the enemy jn addition to the direct military 
effects. The use of airborne forces against an area where the enemy 
population is unprepared or where defence measures are disorganised, 
greatly enhances its chances of success. The German operations in Crete 
and Norway. and the Japanese at Penamba.og, Sumatra. took full 
advantage of this fact. 

The " freezing'' of transport aircraft 

Probably the main drawback to the laµncbing of a large scale airborne 
operation is the fact that, both for training purposes and when airborne 
forces are being maintained at readiness for sudden demands, large 
numbers of transport aircraft may be tied up when they might be better 
employed elsewhere on normal transport duties1 . 

1 . See Chapter 8. 
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The above conclusions .a.re mainly of a strategic nature ; i.t remains now 
to deal with the tactical aspect of the air transport of airborne forces. In 
general the n~rative as a whole bas not dealt at length with the fate of 
paratroops once they have left the aircraft or gliders after being released from 
their tugs. Thus unnecessary duplication of the War Office monograph on 
the same subject has been avoided wherever possible'. 

Command 

The overall command of the air operations should be vested in one air 
commander at the highest possible level, to act as adviser on airborne matters 
to group or Army colllJllanders and through whom all requests for airborne 
forces should be made. If possible he should be the Tactical Air Force 
commander of the theatre. 'This lesson was put into practice for the Rhine 
crossing with successful results. 

As reg~ds the control of the transport operations, including the aLrborne 
tasks, experience indicated that a central authority responsible for the overall 
transport commitments should be created on the principle of an Allied Combat 
Cargo Task Force which would funct.ion under the d:irect control of the 
Supreme Commander of the theatre, who would be best qualified to estimate 
long and short term priorities for air-lut. The diversified control to which 
No. 46 Group was subjected during the last year of tbe war- under S,H.A.E.F. 
for operational direction, First Allied Airborne Army for Airborne tasks and 
2nd T.A.F. for the transport role-could not make for cohesive and 
economical action. 

Planning 

A high degree of co-ordination between the commanders concerned is 
essential and, in order to facilitate the rapid mounting of an airborne operation, 
which may become necessary as a resuJt of the fluctuations of battle, it is 
necessary to establish a modus operandi for combined planning between the 
staffs of the sel;'vices concerned. Overlord e.x,emplifi.ed this necessity for co
ordination when minute timing arrangements bad to be made wjtb the Navy. 
The planning staff should be informed as early as possible to cut down time 
factor. 

Training 

Training of aircrews must be of a high standard. They should have had 
previous operational experience and special training in low flying, navigation 
over the sea, judging distances by moonlight and precise accurate flying. 
Deficiencies in this djrection- were most apparent jn tbe Sicily operations. 
The Airborne Force and Air Force Headquarters should be located as near 
as possible to one another for plann.iog and training. 

Intelligence and Briefing 
Complete and, wherever possible, up to the minute intelligence of the 

operational area and enemy movements within and in the vicinity of the area 
is vital. The lack of intelligence available for the Arnhem operatton proved 

1 For a more detailed study of the org,anisatioo, problems and lessons arising out of Airborne 
operations from the Army viewpoint, reference should be made to the War Office 
mouograph, " The History of Airborne forces ". 
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very oostly. Adequate time must be allowed for brjefi.ng. :In Overlord 
insufficient time was allowed and there was a shortage of briefing equipment. 
There must always be a good supply of maps, photograph,ic mtelligence of the 
area and models of the objectives. 

Day or Night 

Opinions varied as to the relative advantages and disadvantages of operat
ing by day or oight. Botb were carried out on a large scale. Night 
operations for paratroops were found to be practicable-especially under 
favourable conditions-half moon, no cloud. Paratroops should be dropped 

·in short sticks at night to facilitate linking up on the ground. They increased 
tbe surprise element for the enemy and were Jess liable to interference from 
enemy air and ground attack. 

Experience seemed to show (at that time) that large scale glider opera
tions by night were not practicable, as in Sicily, but small numbers as in the 
coup de main landings in Normandy, were po·ssible. Daylight operations 
were generally regarded as being more favourable. Given a high degree of 
air supremacy over the area, the risk from flak and other opposition was 
outweighed by freedom from collision, simplification of navigation and ease 
of forming-up for the troops after landing. 

Navigation 

In any airborne operation it is vital that the Air Forces deliver the troops 
at the right time and in the right place ; thus a very high standard of navi
gational training is required. Experience in Normandy and Sicily proved 
that it is essential for each crew to be capable of its own navigation. The 
follow-my-leader principle so ineffective in the American operations in Nor-

•mandy, is not feasible. Although in the future, with rapid development of 
radio ;:i.ids, it may be possible to employ a master navigator who can guide 
the transport aircraft to the dropping zone on a similar principle to the 
Master Bomber. Radio aids (Eureka, Gee, etc.) should be used wherever 
possible though crews should be instructed that they are aids to navigation 
and not the sole means of navigation. 

Type of Aircraft 

A standard type of aircraft js desirable-one capable of carrying para
troops towing gliders and transport of equipment. The use of several 
different types, carrying different loads at varying speeds, complicates the 
task of the flight planners and aircraft loaders. 

Tow Ropes 

Breakages of tow ropes in flight caused trouble in most operations which 
involved flying in close formation or through cloud. Other than strengthen
ing the tow topes, no satisfactory solution to this problem presented itself. 
Possibly tug-glider co-ordination may be perfected by the production of a 
composite type aircraft. or the adoption of the '' automatic pilot" in the 
glider. 
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Launching an Airborne Operation 

An accurate and detailed Army-Air Force base organisation is essential 
to ensure any number of aircraft being airborne in the shortest possible 
time1

• All awborne personnel (Air Force and Army) should be trained in 
loading and unloading aircraft and gliders, packing, stowing and lashing 
crates and containers. Where possible loads should be standardised to 
simplify lashing arrangements. Much delay was caused by late modifications 
to the loads for the gliders in operation Varsity2

• 

Gliders and Glider Pilots 
Standard type gliders are essential, Glider pilots. whether they be Army 

or Air Force, require highly specialised training and. although expected to 
fight on the ground after landing,, should be withdrawn from tb.e fighting 
as soon as possible. Glider pilots should be stationed on the airfields from 
which their tug pilots are operating in order that a close liaison be main
tained, and to simplify training. 

Air Support for Airborne Operations 
Direct air support is essenJial for all major airborne operations undertaken 

when enemy opposition js expected. It should be maintained for re-supply 
<;Uld until the airborne force is relieved. Tbis should include fighter cover 
for the fly-in ; offensive support ahead of the first wave of airborne forces, 
continuing after the landing ; bombing and tactical air force attacks on 
enemy defensive positions ; also, when possible, especially at night. diver
sionary attacks employing dummy parachutists and noise simulators were 
found to be most effective. Very close liaison is essential between the Air
borne Army Headquarters. the Tactical Air Commander of the theatre. 
the Troop Carrier Command, the Army and the Air Commander of the area. 
in order to agree and implement a unified plan for air support. 

Communications 

All phases of communications are of vital importance to a successful air
borne operation. Nowhere was this more emphatically proved than at 
Arnbem, where communication between the airborne forces- the re-supply 
units and the air supporting forces-was inadequate. Good communication 
is also essential between airborne troops and re-supply aircraft so that supply 
dropping plans may be changed at short notice. 

Re-supply 
Provision should always be made for supply by air even if, at the time 

of planning, it does not appear necessary, and, if possible, emergency re
supply from alternative bases should be arranged in the event of non-opera
tional weather at the original ones. Automatic re-supply should be planned 
as soon as possible after the drop on D D ay in 1be event of unfavourable 
weather on the following day or days or in case ground formations do not 
link tip as planned. Inilial re-supply is an integral part of planning for 
airborne operations. Bases for re-supply aircraft shoulcl be obtained 
as near as is practicable and, where possible, in the same weather area as 

1 See Appendix 3. 
-i See Appendix 9. 
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that in which the airborne forceS are operating. Thus advantage of unfore
seen changes in weather conditions may be taken. In the Arnhem operation 
the difference in weather between the United Kingdom and Ar-o.hem greatly 
complicated the task of the re-supply forces. 

Toe following conclusions have a more general bearing on the operation 
of airborne forces and concern mainly the airborne elements as distinct from 
the Air Forces. Their significance is such. however, that they are of interest. 

Dropping an airborne force in one lift 
It is always desirable to transport the part of an airborne force most 

essential to the early stages of the operation in one lift provided that there 
is an adequate supply of transport aircraft. When the lift is split, as at 
Arnhem, the effective strength of the force is greatly reduced. Part of the 
first lift bas to be used to protect the landing of the second, and the enemy 
may have time to recover from the initial surprise, which is one of the salient 
advantages of airborne operations. There is, however, a possible advantage 
which may result from splitting the lift in that it may disorganise the enemy 
defence plans and confuse them as to the main objectives of the laoiiing. It 
was found that a diversionary effort need not necessarily be large-a few para
troops can cause considerable consternation. All troops and suppHes essential 
to the initial success of the operation should be landed on the first lift, or if 
this is not possible, at least on the same day. In the Rhine crossing the whole 
force was dropped wjthin an hour--one of the main reasons for the success 
of this operation. 

Dropping / Landing Zones 

These should always be chosen as near as possible to the objectives. Their 
selection is a joint Army /R.A.F. task. The risk of ignoring this principle is 
sometimes justified in the case of small operations, such as the landing of 
coup de main parties in the early stages of an operation. The fact that they 
were .not, was a major contributory cause to the failure of operation Market. 
from the air view point the zones should be easily recognisable. It is 
advisable to reconnoitre for suitabJe sites for dropping zones in advance of 
ground operations in order to save time should an airborne operation be 
requested at short notice. Care should be taken, however, to avoid drawing 
unnecessary attention of the enemy to any intended dropping zones. When
ever possible the leaders of airborne formations should, prior to the actual 
operation, be flown over the areas of the dropping zones to familiarise them 
with topographical features, thus simplifying identification under the stress 
of operational conditions. 

The experience gained and the results of airborne operations in the Second 
World War give sufficient indication of their value in modern warfare. 
Examples of every kind of operation were carried out in various parts of the 
iWorld. · Gliders were towed by night and by day over vast areas of sea, 
jungle and enemy-held territory, with degrees of success varying from the 
ill-fated attack on the heavy water plant in Norway and the mistakes at 
Sicily, to the model operations of Normandy and the Rhine. The part played 
by paratroops ranged from the individual dropping of agents jn numerous 
countries to the large scale lifts in Normandy and Holland. 
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A. Introduction 

APPENDIX 1 

THE GLIDER 

1. This Appendix contains descriptions of the main types of gliders used 
by airborne forces during the war-Hotspur, Horsa, Hamilcar, Hadrian-but 
does not deal with those types such as the Hengist, which were not used. 
Detailed specifications are given at Annexure I. 

B. Botspur 

2. The original conception of the Hotspur was for an eight seater glider 
capable of a very long approach, the idea in those days being to cast off at a 
considerable altitude and glide in, so that the sound of the tug aircraft would · 
oot give warning of the attack. A best gliding angle not steeper than 1 in 24 
was required for this purpose, and it was intended that each aircraft should 
be used for one fl~gbt only. Thus an aircraft of considerable aerodynamic 
refinement was required, but it also had to be cheap and simple to construct. 
These requirements were put to the designers, The General Aircraft Company 
Ltd. in June, 1940, during the Dunkirk evacuation and the Hotspur Mark I 
was produced to meet them. This bad a wing span of sixty-two feet and an 
aspect ratio1 of 12. a fuselage of the best known shape. a jettisonable under
carriage. and a gliding angle very little inferior to a h.igh performance sail
plane. The first flight of tbis aircraft took place on 5 November 1940 a little 
over four month11 from "its original conception. 

3. The Hotspur Mark I bad a "lid" type fuselage. The whole of the 
fuselage top, or lid, could be thrown off in a few seconds by the troops, who 
then jumped out over the sides of the boat shaped lower half. However. 
in October, 1940, the official view had changed somewhat. and it was thought 
that parachute troops might be dropped from gliders. A new type of fuselage 
was therefore introduced, of more conventional type, with two side doors for 
jumping. -

4. At about the same time, there was another mdst important change in 
policy, and it was decided that the tug aircraft would go right .in to the 
landing zone at low altitude and that a very steep approach would be made. 
This was of course a complete reversal of the original requirements, necessi
tating a more robust aircraft, with little emphasis on good gliding qualities. 
The Mark Il gli,der was therefore introduced, having a reduced wing span of 
forty-six feet, which raised the strength factors by fifty per cent. and caused 
a twenty per cent. increase in the minimum gliding angle. The second type 
of fuselage was used on this marlc. A further increase in angle of glide was 
obtained by using a brake parachute, but this method did not get beyond the 
experimental stage. 

5. As -far as is known, no operational flights were made with Hotspurs, as 
the Horsa came along soon after, and the Hotspur was relegated to training. 
This represented a further change of the original policy as the aircraft had 
been designed for a very short flying life. There was a scheme to use Hotspurs 
as freighters on a quick turn round basis using pre-packed freight trays for 
Lhe Normandy invasion, but this did.not take pJace. 

1 The ratio between the wing-span and the width of the wing. 
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6. When work was started on the Hotspur, littJe was known about multiple 
towing, but the aircraft were originally; .fitted with nose and tail books. for 
towing in trains. This was soon found impracticable, as there was no known 
solution to the dynamic stability problem1• They were sometimes towed in 
threes, each glider haviog a separate tow rope to the tµg. 

7. In 1942, an attempt was made to introduce an interim fifteen seater 
gHder by joining two Hotspur fuselages, twelve feet apart, by means of a new 
wing ce.otre se~tion, the outer wings being standard Hotspur. A prototype 
was built but the project was dropped, largely owing to the unpopularity of 
the arrangement with pilots. · 

8. In all, one thousand Hotspur gliders were built. 

C. Borsa 
9. The first Horsa glider was the Horsa Mark t which was originally 

(ieveloped as a means of increasing the capacity of bomber aircraft to carry 
parachute troops. Evidence of this is to be seen in the two passenger doors, 
one in either side of the fuselage, which was widely separated for simultaneous 
exits and which are designed to be opened in flight by being slid round the 
inside of the fuselage. A further tactical use of this arrangement was the 
ability to fire guns at attacking aircraft. Other such firing points were the 
aperture in the roof aft of the main spar and a trap-door in the tail. The 
firing points were never used in action. The method of attachment of the 
parachutist's static line to the fuselage was to be a short rail just ov~r- each 
parachute door. The parachutist was to hook bis line to th1s rail on 
approaching the door just 'before making his exit. Supporting arms and 
supplies were to be dropped by containers and panniers. 

10. Originally six containers could be carried in wing cells. As four of 
these were located over the undercarriage it was necessary to drop two first, 
but this was to be the normal technique. as it would decrease the glider's 
drag and so increase the radius of action. The undercarriage was to drop 
soon after take-off. on parachutes. On the return to base the glider was to 
land on its skids. Later, when the widercarriage was normally retained, the 
use of these four cells was discontinued and the bomb-releases removed from 
them. For discharging the panniers from the parachuting doors a double 
roller conveyor was designed b11t was not a great success and was not used. 

11. The means of access to the Horsa I, apart from the two passenger -
doors was by means of a rectangular loading door in the port side just aft of 
the nose. This measured 7 ft. 9½ ins. x 5 ft. and was hinged at the bottom 
edge so that it provided an unloading platform when dropped on to -the 
separate ligbt,weight unloading trestle. A pair of troughs 11 ft. 8 ins. x 6 ins. 
were used as ramps to ground level. These troughs were used in flight under 
the wheels of heavy equipment to spread the weight over the lightly constructed 
floor. The use of the door as a platform was restricted to unloading when it 
was of little consequence if it was damaged _ slightly in the process. For 
loading, however. a large. heavy and robust loading ramp was used which 
spanned the complete path from the groW1d to tbe glider floor. 

1 Stability of the aircraft in fligbt. 
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12. Originally the only vehicles required to be carried with the airlaoded 
troops were solo and combination motorcycles : it was a remarkable piece of 
luck that the jeep could be loaded with so little modi6cation. With the 
necessity to manreuvre heavy equipment round the corner of the loading door 
from the interior which was barely wide enough the unloading time was 
lengthy and means were sought to reduce it. Experiments we~e carried out 
qy Messrs. Airspeeds Ltd. in early 1944 to. remove the tail by means of a 
band of cordtex explosive round the fuselage at the rear of the load carrying 
compartment. This was successful and this surcingle, as it was termed, was 
carried on the Normandy operations. It was not however used, which was 
as well jn view of the loud noise it made on explosion. This might have 
proved disastrous on night operations where as much time as possible was 
necessary between landing and detection. Meanwhile the R.A.F. Air Trans
poet Technical Development Unit, devised a means of making the tail as a 
separate unit which was bolted to the main fuselage by eight bolts with 
ingenious quick-release nuts. A pa_ir of powerful wire-cutters · was carried 
to sever the control cables. A large number of Horsa Mark I gliders were 
modified in this manner and used in Normandy, the surcingles being carried 
fm emergency use. To distinguish between the modified and unmodified 
Horsas Mark I they were termed " Red" and "White" Horsas respectively. 

1-3. A development of this quick method of unloading was the design of 
the Horsa Mark II glider-at first termed the "Blue " Ho.rsa, which woµld 
carry 29 passenger~ and two glider pilots. It had a hinged nose to give 
straight access for both loading and unloading, the controls to the pilot's· 
cockpit jn the nose being ingeniously coupled together by pairs of push rods 
butting together so that no 1ock was required. The nose is, of course, a part 
of any glider which is particularly vulnerable to damage on landing under 
difficult conditions and the loading door · may therefore become jammed. 
To provide against this eventuality the detachable tail feature of the Red 
Horsa Mark I was retained in the Horsa Mark II. 

14. With the use of -the Horsa glider · as a means of landing men and 
heavy equipment, rather than dropping them by parachute. it f;,ecame normal 
technique to retain the undercarriage where the range permitted and to land 
on the wheels. This lengthened the landing run but gave greater control of 
the glider and enabled a large numper of gliders to be parked fairly compactly 
to avoid obstructing the landing zone. An endeavour was made te shorten the 
landing run required by 'developing an arrester parachute system. This system 
used a pair of 14 foot parachutes whkh were released from a stowage under 
the tail just before touch-down. A fully-lad~n · Horsa could be stopped in 
less than I 00 yards with this device. Twelve Horsas were fitted with it 

· and used for coup de' main assault's on the River Orne bridges and the 
M:erville 'battery on the nig~f before D Day of the Normandy oper.ation. 

15. Another device carried for the coastal battery assault was a Rebecca 
position indicator. but it is believed that this was not used due to the loss 
of the Eureka beacon on the ground. Altogether 600 of these Horsa Mark I 
Rebecca sets were produced but only· a few were fitted in gliders. 

16. The speed with which the Horsa wa:s originally produced is interesting. 
Mock-up conferences were held on 15 and 30 January 194L The first official 
prototype flight was on 10 September 1941 , piloted by Wing Commander 
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Wilson of the Royal Aircraft Establishment. The development flying was 
done by Mr. G. B. S. Errington of Messrs. Airspeeds. The first production 
model was made in June 1942 and in all, about 5,000 Horsa Mark I gliders 
were made. Some of tbese were flown in North Africa and in India. As 
the wood shrank in tropical countries renovation kits were produced. On 
17 April 1942, Mr. Errington, at a demonstration flight at Netheravon, flew 
a "Very I mportant Personage" load which included Admiral Lord 
Mountbatten, General Marshall, Major-General Browning, Major-General Sir 
Hastings Ismay, Wing Commander Sir Nigel Norman. Sir James Grigg, then 
Secretary of State for War, Sir Arthur_ Street, Captain Harold Balfour, Mr. 
Duncan Sandys with Sir Archibald Sinclair as second pilot- a responsible load. 

17. The Horsa glider was largely built by furniture P"}anufacturers all over 
the country au<l the parts were assembled by No. 41 Group R.A.F. storage 
units. It is of interest to note that the Horsa chain lashings were developed 
by Airspeeds Ltd. at the same time as the g1ider and seven years later were 
still the standard cargo lashing gear for aircraft and gliders. 

D. Hamilcar 
18. The 11amilcar glider was the second contribution made by General 

Aircraft Ltd. during the war period to meet the requirements of airborne 
troops. It was preceded by the Hotspur which bad au all-up weight of 3,600 
pounds. The Ramilcar which weighed 36,000 pounds fully loaded, therefore 
constituted a major development in design. 

19. After preliminary conferences and design studies the general lay-out 
for the Hamilcar wa·s finalised early in 1941. It was considered advisable to 
design and construct a half-scale flying model. A design team of over 100 
draughtsmen and 20 technicians was allocated to the complete task and the 
resources of the Royal Aircraft Establishment and the -National Physical 
Laboratory were made available to provide structural and wind tunnel test 
data. The prototype was designed and built in 12 months and successful 
test fl ights were made in the early spring of 1942. Flight trials were completed 
in three weeks. 

20. The Hamilcar was the largest wooden aircraft ever constructed during 
the war. It was designed to carry heavy armoured vehicles, or combinations 
of vehicle e9uipments. For this to be done with structural .and aerodynamic 
efficiency, it was necessary to select a wing loading much greater than any
thing previously contemplated for a glider-21.7 lbs./sq. ft.-and the aircraft 
took on itself more the character of an aircraft without engines as opposed 
to the popular conception of the lightly loaded sailplane of pre-war years. 
With it was developed the technique now so well appreciated in a irb<>me 
operations-that the time taken to land after release from the tug aircraft 
should be a minimum, so that the glider is exposed to fire from the enemy 
ground defences for as short a time as possible. One noteworthy feature of 
the Hamilcar design was, therefore, the large and powerful wing flaps, 
operated by servo-pneumatic means. which enabled the pilot to control at 
will the angle of glide, and to effect a landing in a confined space. 

21. Because of its gi:eat s~ze, the Hamilcar needed the largest a~d most 
powerful four-engined bombers available to act as tug aircraft, and the Halifax 
had an excellent operational record in this capacity. Apart from the engine 
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power available in the tug, the successful take-off of a heavily loaded glider 
depends on the total weight on the tug-glider combination. Consequently 
every effort had to be made during the design to keep tbe Hamilcar structure 
weight within strict limits. This was done with such effect that the aircraft 
came out eight hundred pounds lighter . than the original estimate. The 
Hamilcar was able to carry almost its own weight in the form of military 
load. 

22. The decision to design the Hamilcar as a high wing monoplane with 
a nose-opening door was to ensure that, with the aircraft lowered on to its 
skids, armoured track vehicles could be driven straight out without needing 

. special ramps. They could, therefore, be in action in as little as fifteen seconds 
after the aircraft had come to rest. To assist in this rapid exit. the vehicle 
engine was started up in the air before landing, the exhaust pipes having 
temporary extension pipes to tbe outside of the aircraft, which disengaged as 
the vehicle moved forward. In the case of tank and bren gun carrier loads 
the anchorages, which held the vehicles securely in place in the aircraft. 
could be discarded instantaneously by pulling a lanyard from inside the 
vehicle. The forward movement of the vehicle then operated a mechanical 
device which freed the nose-door lock and automatically opened the door. 

23. OriginaUy the Hamilcar was intended to mal.<e skid landings when 
used for military operations. For this purpose it bad a special chassis for 
take-off which could be dropped by parachute (the chassis weighed tb.ree 
q_uarters· of a too). Foi more normal purpose the aircraft was fitted with a 
permanent undercarriage. Developments in the tactics of airborne landings, 
however, caused a change in technique. The possible landing sites during 
an operation are usually very restricted, and, in order that they may be 
used by the maximum number of gliders, they must be kept clear. lt was, 
therefore desirable that the aircraft should land on its normal chassis and 
use its speed, c-0mbined with separate wheel brake operation to steer itself 
clear of the landing strip. Immediately it came to rest, high pressure oil in 
the chassis shock absorber struts was released, causing them to telescope 
and permit tbe aircraft to sink on to its skids for the vehicle inside to drive out 

24. Tue variety of equipment which the Hamilcar could carry presented 
a formidable list and was continually being augmented. Up to a military 
load of seventeen thousand five hundred pounds (7.8 tons) it included: -

(a) Tetrarch Mark IV tank. 
{b) Locust T.9 tank. 
(c) Two Bren gun universal carriers. 
(d) Three Rota TJ;"ailers·. 
(e) Two a(moured scout cars. 
(j)' 17-pounder anti-tank gun with tractor. 
(g) 25-pounder gun with tractor. 
(h) Self-propelled Bofors guns. 
(i) Jeep and universal carrier with slave batteries. 
(f) Universal carrier for 3 inch mortars and eight motor cycles. 
(k) Bailey pontoon bridge equipment. 
(l) Forty-eight panniers containing equipment and ammunition: 
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Airfield Construction Equipment 

(m) D. 4. tractor with angledozer. 
(n) Scraper with Fordson tractor. 
(o) Grader. 
(p) H.D. 10. bulldozer (carried in three Hamilcars). 
(q) H.D. 14. bulldozer (carried in three Hamilcars). 

The design and construction of the basic aircraft was only part of the 
whole problem. Each variation of load required special study in respect 
to anchorage equipment, as with heavy loads there could be no movement 
during flight. · 

25. Special praise is due to the expert team of works personnel who 
operated up and down the country on the various aerodromes to which 
Hamilcars were allotted. It was their task to .install the formidable series 
of modifications entailed by 'tbe vari~ty of military loads and to be on hand 
at all times, to advise and instruct the R.A.F. and airborne personnel. 
During the period prior to Normandy they played a Gonsiderable part in 
the final preparations. 

E. Hamilcar Mark X 
26. The Hamilcar Mark X Air Freighter was a de~eloproent of the 

Hamilcar tank-carrying glider. It was a twin engine, bigh wing monoplane 
of wooden consiruction, having a fixed under-carriage. It owed its existence 
lo the necessjty for an increase in the operation~! range and an improvement 
in the take-off performance of the tug-glider combination, to enable opera
tions to be undertaken in conditions less favourable than those afforded in 
England. At the time of the Japanese surrender the prototype powered 
Hamilcars were undergoing exhaustive tests in the hands of the Airborne 
Forces Experimental Establishment and quantity production of the aircraft 
had commenced. 

27. The reports of the machio.es' performa.nces and flying qualities were 
favourable io all respects. Carefully balanced control surfaces and the 
provision of servo-trimmers1 ensured that tb.e aircraft was ·comfortable to 
fly throughout its speed range. The Hamilcar's stability was such that its 
easy flying qualities were maintained either empty or fully loaded and at 
various centre of gravity positions. The pilot's cockpit was arr~nged in 
tandem and was above the cargo cabin ahead of the · main -plane. All 
controls were duplicated, the rudder bars being adjustable. Trimmer controls 
for elevator, rudder, and ailerons were combined ,in a single unit. Engine 
controls were grouped on the starboard side. The high-lift flaps were 
pneumatically operated: the control w~s progressive, it being possible to 
stop the movement of the flap in any desired position. The air system was 
fed by engine driven compressors which supplied air reservoirs capable of 
storing enough to operate all air services in the event of it being desired 
to use them with the engines stopped. 

28. Access to the cargo space was through the front of the fuselage. The 
streamlined nose, which bad transparent plastic winaows was binged on 
the starboard side of the fuselage. The entrance so formed was the full 
µeight and width of the cargo space, and was 6 ft. 8 ins. high by 8 ft. wide. 

1 Mechanically assisted trimmers. 
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The stowage space was 27 ft. 2 ins. long g1vmg an area of 1,440 cu. ft. 
The maximum weight carried was seventeen thousand five hundred pounds, 
when in towed flight, or three thousand pounds with full fuel tanks when 
operating under the aircraft's owu engine power. ' 

29. To facilitate the loading of vehicles and heavy cargo, the under
carriage oleo struts were used as hydraulic jacks which, when deflated, 
allowed the fuselage to come in contact wjtb the ground where it rested on 
skids which were permanently attached to the underside of the fuselage. 
When loading operations bad been completed the aircraft was raised to its 
normal position by recharging the oleo struts by means of hand pumps which 
were permanently fitted to the axle struts. When not in use the pumps were 
isolated by stopcocks. 

30. The materials used were, for the most part, highest grade spruce 
timbers and birch plywood joined with waterproof synthetic resin cement. 
The plywood skin was covered wit.b. cotton fab.ric and protected with a 
doping scheme suitable for tropical conditions. Highly stressed metal parts 
were of stainless steel. Mild steel parts were protected against corrosion. All" 
the materials of construction conformed to the specifications adopted by the 
Ministry of Aircraft Production. 

F. Hadrian (U.S.C.G.-4A) 

. 31. The Hadrian was the standard medium glider for American airborne 
forces, and was used on a nu,m,ber of occasions by British airlanding troops 
as a result of the close co-operation between them and the pooling of 
resources which was treated as a matter of course throughout the war. 
The name Hadrian. applied to it by British airborne forces, was in keepfng 
with the existing series of. names for British gliders- Hotspur, Hengist, 
Horsa and Hamilcar- but it was known by its owners, the Americans, as 
the C.G.--4A (Waco), being made by . the Waco Aircraft Co., U.S.A. It . 
was a fifteen seater troop and cargo carrying high-wing monop1ane with 
rectangular wings, manually operated flaps to assist landing and conventional 
landing gear. Two types of undercarriage were designed. The first, known 
as the " training » gear, was fitted with pneumatic-tyred wheels equipped 
with hydraulic brakes and a spring oleo shock absorber. The second type, 
the " tactical'' landing gear could be jettisoned after .ta.ke-off in the same 
manner as that fitted to the early Horsa glider. 

32. The pilot's compartment and the cargo compartment were hinged 
together along the roof, so that the nose of the glider could be raised up, 
and locked in the open position. In addition the tail could be supported 
on a jack, so that two hinged loading ramps at the front of the cargo com
partment were tipped forward and touched the ground. By this means the 
cargo compartment could be loaded to full capacity, and jeeps, artillery 
and motorcycles could be easily run into it. .To unload a jeep after landing, 
a cable and pulley system from the nose of the glider was attached to the 
rear bumper of the vehicle. On driving the jeep forward. this cable pulled 
the nose up, and was then automatically uncoupled as the jeep moved on. 
Apart from this device, the nose could be opened and closed by hand. 
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Glider Mark 'WingSpan 

I ··"} 61 ft. 11 ins. 
Hotspur ... 

rr 45 ft. l l ins. 

Hadrian } 83 ft. 8 ins. 
(U.S.C.G.-4A) 

I } Horsa .. . 88 ft. II . ,. 

Hamilcar .. . 1 IO ft. 

Hamilcar X:, 
Towed flight 

Solo flight ... 

Tnteroal 
Length Passengers Dimensions 

of Fuselage 

39 ft. 3 ins. .8 -

13 ft. 2 ins. 
48ft. 4 ins. 15 5 ft. 10 ins. 

5 rt. 6 ins·. 

34 ft. 
67 ft. 29 

4 ft. 6 ins . 
-

68 ft . 40 27 ft. 

- 8 (t. 

6ft. 8 ins . 

APPENDIX 2 

THE P ARA-CHUI'E 

ANNEXUREI 

All-up I Military 
Weight - Load 

3,600 lbs. I 
(l · 6 tons) . 

7,500 lbs. 
(3 · 3 tons) 

3,750 lbs. 
(l : 7 tons) 

- - ~ 
l5,500Jbs, 
(6·9 tons) }··""'"'-15,750 lbs. (3 · I tons 
(7 ·0 tons) 

36,000 lbs. 17,400 -lbs. 
{16 ·1 tons) (7 · 8 tons) 

47,000 lbs. 
(21 tons) • ' 

32·,000 lbs. 3,000 lbs. 
· (14 · 5 tons) (1 · 3 tons) .· 

1 

,. 

1. The Germans were quick to realise the possibilities of pa rachute troops 
after they had seen · the Russian <lemonstration· in 1936. By the spring of 
1937 they had decided to use an . automatic parachute for their new para" 
chute forces. 'By the outbreak of . war, this · type of equipment had been 
produced by both American and British manufacturers. Previous R'.A.F. 
parachutes, required only for emergency use, were operated by the wearer, 
pulling a rip cor:d after he had jumped out of the aircraft. He bad to 
estimate when to open his parachute 'and needed his hands free to operate 
it. Sµch a ·method was used in the summer of 1940 by the Central Landing 
School, but was found to -be ·unsuitaible for army parachute troops, ~ho 
would be required to -jump in groups instead of singly, and from the lowest 
height consistent with safety carrying heavy equipment. · So lhe school soon 
changed to a parachute of Amedcan design. • ' · 

2. This parachute was securely attached to .a strong point on the aircraft 
by a length of material known as a static line. The other end of this line 
was attached to the apex or top of the ,paraob'ute canopy by a weak link, 
the slack o.r lazy cord. As- the jumper fell from tlie aircraft, the parachute 
was pulled fro.m the pack on his back, canopy first, followed by the rigging 
lines. the cords connecting the canopy to the harness. The jumper's weight 
then broke the lazy cord, and be was left wHh a fully developed canopy 
over him.. the static line ,remaining attached to the aircraft. 

3. This met~od had many advantages over the rip cord type, as the 
parachute opened automatically at the correct moment :without any action on 
the man's ipart, thus eliminating the possibilities of failure through the 
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human factor. As it developed more rapidly, a lower }umping height was 
possible, making the drop on to a pin pointed area · more accurate and 
leaving the parachutist exposed to small arms fire for a shorter time. But 
after only fifty-seven descents had been made with this type, a fatal accident 
showed that, although the method was good, the inherent fault lay in the 
ballistic instability of tbe human •being. A man jumping from an aircraft 
twists and somersaults in a peculiar manner. If, as the canopy emerged, 
the man were twisting, it could catch under his arm. or if be were somer
saulting, on his fog, and the resulting friction: would break tbe lazy cord. 
before the canopy •was withdrawn from its pack. The man and tangled 
parachu_te would soon hurtle the short distance to the ground. 

4. The remedy for tbis was found by Mr. Raymond Quilter . of the G.Q. 
P arachute Co., Wokfog.. He had produced a. static line parachute named the 
"X" type, which reversed tile process. ·when the man jumped, the parachute 
pack containing the canopy and rigging lines was broken from his back 
by a series of progressively stronger ties, and hung from the aircraft. As he 
fell, the rigging lines were dragged from this pack and· by the time the 
canopy appeared, the man was the length of the rigging lines, twenty-two feet, 
below .. A ·final tie, holding f.he apex of the canopy to the ,pack;, then broke 
and .the parachute was fully extended leaving the pack and static line attached 
to the aircraft. This method of deployment-was an improvement upon that 
of the American pattern being more controlled and simpler, and giving 
approximately only a fifth of the shock previously e;cperienced. 

5. The device was immediately · adopted, and despite the somewhat hap• 
hazard but extremely ~~n :r.pet~o.ds of .seryjcing and _the _lack of tec.hnical 
knowledge on the part of the parachut~ troops: twenty.-four thousand drops 
were made without a single accidebt. It was then found that such was the 
confidence in the apparatus, that the parachutes were being packed with the 
rigging line loops broken and jn a damp c~mditLon, because of the _previous 
continued success under apparently ·any conditions, . and were therefore in 
a thorougbly unserviceable condition. 

6. This excellent start proved that, as the parachute troops were working 
from a ver} low altitude, and only wearing one parachute, the system 
employed was good and worth while perfecting and as ,the quantity .of para
chutists was increased. from the small numbers originally required, a very 
determined and methodical approach was .made to the problem both at the 
Air:bome Forces Experimental Establishment under Group Cap.tain L. G. 
Harvey and at the Royal Aircraft Establishment. Farnborough, under Mr. 
W. D. Brown, both parties working in the closest co-operation with Mr. 
Quilter. It was found that a number of trained observers to each descent 
was essential. These observers noticed that whereas a parachutist. leaving the 
hole beneath an aircraft from the front edge always turned I OUDd and 
round, the man jumping from the rear side always tended to somersault. 
Two reasons have been advanced to explain the first case. It may have been 
that when the static strop came out of the pack on the man's back it hit 
his sboulder, and so started him twisting. or possibly it was due to the 
effect of the slipstream -00 him. In the second case, the man from· the rear 
side was struck in the shJns by the airstrearo, which made him somersault, 
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7. Both of these failings were remedied by a new design of pack. lo this 
tbe strop emerged at the back of the man's neck instead of from waist level, 
and so was well, clear of bis_ shoulder. -This strop too required more tension 
to ·pull it out, -and so counteracted the somersaulting tendencies previously 
experienced. The methods of jumping and landing were improved, and 
accidents were reduced to a minimum. There were accidents, however, 
caused by falllty canopy fabrics, particularly noticeable with silk, and this 
mate:-ial was largely superseded by nylon and finally by ramex wbich 
proved very satisfactory. _ In addition, tests were introduced to detect material 
which was too porous. 

8. In the original pack, the rigging lines were carried on a flap at its 
mouth. A second design and the one used after the end of the war, was 
produced in which they were on one side, but for a time a combination of 
old and new was used- the strop in the high position with the rigging lines 
on the flap. · 

9. The "X" type of, parachute, or s~tichute, was the standard type 
employed by British airborne forces throughout the war, and apart from its 
role as a man dropping parachute it was used in clusters of :up to tw:elve for 
dropping heavy equipment. Though statistics ,may often ,be misleading, 
out of over half a million descents made in training at No. l Parachute 
Training. School with this statichute up to August 1948, on•ly forty-two fatal 
accidents have occurred, an average of under ooe in twelve thousand. 

APPENDIX 3 . 

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE -FOR AIRBORNE 
AND TROOP CARRIER UNITS 

SUPREME 'HEADQUARTERS 

ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FORCE 
Operation Memoi:aodum . 13 March, 1944 
Number 12 (amended· 8 June, 1944 and 

4 Noyember, l 944) 
I 

Standatd Operating Procedure for Airborne. and Troop Carrier Uni~ 
Section I. 
Section II. 
Section IU. 
Section IV. 

Liaison. 
Staff Procedure. 
Operating Procedure. 
Joint Responsibilities of Airborne and Troop Carrier 

Commanders. 
Section V. Responsibilities of Tropp Carrier Units. 
Section VI. Responsibilities of Airborne Units. 

· Annexure I. Schedule of Planning for Airborne Operations. 
Annexure II. Navigation and Employment of Pathfinder Units. 

1. Object . 
The object of this memorandum is to provide a common basis upqn which 

the training and operations of allied airborne and troop can:ier units can be 
conducted, and to define .the responsibilities of the First Allied Airborne 
Army and the Airborne and Troop Carrier commanders. 
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Z. General 

Section I 

Liaison 

Upon receipt of directives or orders. to participate in training or corn.bat 
missions. the commanding officers of the airborne and troop carrier units 
con.cemed will immediately exchange experience~ and competent liaison 
officers to act as advisors and co-ordinators on all matters of common interest. 
Such exchange of liaison· officers will prevail through all echelons as soon as 
assignments are issued down through the commands. 

3. Duties 
(a) Duties of the liaison officer will be : - . · . 

(1) To· represent bis. unit commander at the Headquarters to- which he is 
assigned. · · 

(2) To act as advisor to the commanding officer to whom he is assigned 
on matters pertaining to hjs own command. 

(3) To co-ordinate all matters involving dual responsibility such as 
(a) Joint staff meetings. 

(b) Joint briefings. 
(c) Availability of equipment. 
(d) Provision and implementalion of plans, marshalling, and parking 

and loading diagrams. 
(e) Examination of all parallel orders to insure complete agreement 

of plans and arrangements. 
(f) Procurement of equipment and facilities belonging to hjs own com

mand which are required by the command to which he is 
assigned. 

(g) In the case of lower echelons. to act as airfield co-ordinator in 
conjunction with his opposite number. 

(h) Preparation of joint reports. 

4. Planning , 

Section II 

Staff Proced_ore 

(a) The sequence of planning and ·detail of matters requiring decjsion are 
set out in the Schedule of Planning attached at Annexure I. This Schedule 
will be adhered to throughout all stages of planning. 

(b) At. the earliest possible date after receipt of djrectiv~ or orders to 
participate in joint training or combat mission, tbe commanding officers in
volved · will ·meet jn a joint planning conJerence, accompanied by such staff 
officers, unit commanders and liaison officers as are necessary, and will arrive 
at complete agreement on all matters pertaining to the . mjssion and its 
accomplishment. 
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S. Air Movement Table 
The issuing of the completed A-ir Moveme.ot Table with the associated 

assignments of transporting and transported units to air.fields must be accom~ 
plisbed at this stage in order that detaiJ.ed planning ao,d arrangem,ents of lower 
echelons may be completed at the earliest possible date. 

6. Planning and Conference Centte. 
A combined planning and conference centre will be established with the 

necessary communications to units concerned. 

7. Forms 

(a) Common forms for air movement tables, loading tables, and load mani
fests will be employed. Additional forms for internal and domestic pro
cedures may be used at the ·discretion of the Formation/Unit commanders 
concerned. 

(b) Standard Forms to be employed are listed ,l;>elow·;·- :. 

(1) Form A- Air Movement Table. 
, • I '• , '1-_, I , 

(2) Form B-{Parachutes}-Load Manifest for Parachute Units. 
' \ -

(3) Form B-{Glider)- Load Manifest for Glide,r Units. _ 

(c) An inspection form listing the points to be checked -will_ be posted in 
each;. _airplane .. 

8. Airfield Organisation 

Section Ill 

Operating Procedure · 

(a) An airfield command post, pl~inly marked, w.ill be established at each 
airfield for the use of the commanders involved. It will normally be j.n close 
proximity to the flying control building. Both liaison officers and two air
force despatch riders will be located at this command post. 

(b) The command post will be connected by telephone with the troop 
billeting areas, the loading areas, the traffic control officer, and the airfield 
Private Bxanch Exchange. 

(c) The Command post wiJ,l be provided from air force sources with a radio 
equipped vehicle, tuned on Flying control channels. for the use of the troop 
carrier commander or his liaison officer. 

9. Loading of Aircraft 

(a) The troop carrier unit commander will provide the airborne unit com
mander, through the liaison officer, with a parking diagram of all aircraft. 
including gliders, which will show by number the location of aircraft and the 
sequence of take-off. 

(b) All aircraft, including gliders, will be numbered on both sides of the 
fuselage. 
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(c) Guides will be provided from airborne units· and will be posted at a 
convenient place, on or near each airfield, under the conttol of the airborne 
liaison officer, to direct each truck load of airborne troops to its. respective 
aircraft. Each truck will be numbered to correspond with the aircraft for 
which _it is intended. 

(d) A reserve of planes and gliders will be maintained at each airfield. 
Priority allotment will be made by the airborne liaison 'officer. The time of 
take-off of allotted reserve aircraft is dependent on the situation at the moment 
and is the responsibility of the troop carrier unit commander. 

10. Tug Glider Marshalling 
(a) Airfields from which gliders will be launched will be pi:edesignated ·and 

will be equipped with additional working ·and marshalling, areas. 
- ' ' ' 

. ' 
(b) Marshalling.and take-off procedures will be standardised for all airfields 

in order to provide for .complete 'interchangeability of equipment ancbcrews. 

11. Dispatching Arrangements 

(a) Each airfield wµl adopt the standard dispatching system ou.tlined in 
the fo1lowing paragraphs : :--

(b) Para-dropping operations 

(l) The Control Officer will be positioned to the port side arid forward 
of the aircraft so as to be plainly visible to the pilot.- The Control 
Officer will give the .e~ecutive signals to the pilot , to taxi and 
take-off. Light or flag signals will be given by day and light signals. 
by night (white- taxi, green- take-off, red- stop). 

(2) An Assistant Control Officer will be stationed along the runway at 
a position estimated to be that at which ·the aircraft wili become 
airborne. The' Assistant Control Officer will signal to the Control 
Officer by white light as each aircraft becomes airborne. 

(c) Glider operations 

(1) The Control Offi,cer and Assistant Control Officer will be stationed 
as for para-dropping op~rations and• wiU use th½ '.same signals. 

(2) The Assistant Control Officer will have .telephon~ communication 
with the Control Officer and the Control Officer with the airfield 
command post. 

1 

• 

(3) A towmaster will be stationed at the position of glider "hook-up". 
He will signal to the Control Officer by pre-arranged flag signal 
or white light as each glider is prepared for take-off. As soon 
as the runway is clear the Control Officer . will give the white 
signal to taxi forward. The towmaster will give a green signal to 
the Control Officer when the rope slack has beep taken up. When 
the Control Officer has received this green signal from the tow
master and the signal from the Assistant Control Officer· that the 
preceding combination has become aitborne, he will give the green 
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sign~l to the pilot to take-off. Thereafter the Control Officer 
stands clear and moves to the next combination, takes up position, 
and .repeats the process. -

(d) All Control Officers will be operationally qualified officers. They will 
be furnished with the necessary enlisted or other ra·nk assistants. 

12. Pathfinding and Navigation 

Navigation and path finding activities will be in accordance wjth Annexure II 
to this memorandum. 

13. Formation 

(a) Standard formations are prescribed jn order to expedite training and 
to simplify procedures. However, it is recognised that special situations may 
demand a variation from the .standard. Such variations will be mutually 
agreed to by airborne and troop carrier commanders concerned and approved 
by the next higher headquar ters. 

(b) Par4chute dropping formation 

(1) British aircraft, by day, wm fly in a column of three ship Vs. British 
aircraft, by night. will fly by single ships on concentrated accurate 
timing. -

(2) American aircraft will fly four ship Vs in V, day and night. 

(c) Jump altitudes will be not less than 400 feet by day and 500 feet by 
night above the' highest terrain in the drop zone. During the drop. the C-47 
aircraft will fly in the " tail-up " position. 

(d) Glider tug formation 

(1) British co,mbina tions, by day, will fly iQ. three "streams" aircraft 
line astern. British combinations. by night, will fly in si.!1gle units 
on concentrated accurate timing. 

(2) American combinations will fly in a column of two to four units 
echeloned to the right or left, both day and night. 

14. Troop Procedure Aboard Airctaft, .including Signals 

(a) C.47 type troop carrier 

(1) Twenty (20) minutes from the DZ, pilot will alert the jump-master 
(U.S.)/stick commander (BR), who will make an initial check of 
men and equipment. 

(2) Four (4) minutes from •the DZ, pilot will turn on red light. 

(3) When over the DZ with the aircraft in the proper attitude the pilot 
will turn o il the green light as the " go " signal. The flashing on 
of -the green light is a command to " go·" at that instant. 

(4) The jump wi.11 be made on the green light unless some condition 
in the aircraft precludes a safe exit . 
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(5) Prior to take-off, the jumpmaster (U.S.)/stick-commander (Br.) will 
instruct the crew chief (U.S.)/bomb-aimer or navigator (Br.) in 
the correct procedure for the release of the parapacks. When the 
red light is flashed on, the crew chief (U.S.)/bomb-aimer or navi
gator (Br.) will take h.is position forward of the door, wearing his 
interphone helmet, so as to provide alternative means of communi
cation in the event of failure of the green lighL 

(b) British bomber type troop carrier 
For troops. jumping from British bomber type aircraft there will be a 

twenty minute warning as in 14a (1) above. A final warning will be 
given when there are five minutes to go.· The red light will be turned on 
fifteen (15) seconds before reaching the DZ. Troops will jump upon the 
green light being turned on. 

15. Procedure for Signalling to Glider 
(a) T en (10) minutes warning of cast-off will be given to the glider pilot 

by th~ tug pilot. 

(b) Command to cast-off will ,be given by the tug pilot when at appropriate 
position on the approach leg. 

(c) Warning and order to cast-~ff will be given over the 'intercom system 
and co:nfir.med by Aldis lamp. In the absence of jatercom facilities, complete 
reliance will be placed in the Aldis lamp. 

(a) If, in the opinion of the tug pilot, th~ glider pilot bas not released 
when be should have done so, the tug pilot will release the glider so that it 
wiU land jo the landing area. 

Section IV 

Joint Respo11$ibilities oi Airborne and Troop Carrier Commanders 

16. General 
Unit commanders will be jointly responsible fol' reaching coml)lete agree~ 

ment and undel'standing on alJ points contained in th,e Planning Schedule 
(Annexure I) and will issue the necessary orders in such detail as to enable 
commanders of lower units to proceed to training and arrangements with the 
fullest understanding of the problems involved. 

17. Requirements 

Commanding officers of units on battalion and group level' will require 
that: -

(q) Pilots and troop commanders understand a.od prepare the appropriate 
parts of all forms. 

(b) Each pilot signs his copy of Form B and has it available upon the 
arrival of the airborne troops. Each troop commander will have 
his· copy of the form completed upon arrival at the aircraft arid 
will compare with the pijot for correctness of assignment. 
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(c) Pilot and jumpmaster (U.S.)/ stick-commander (Br.) carry out the 
prescribed inspection of aircraft and equipment and coroplete 
Form B by signing il1 the proper place ct'rtifying that the inspection 
bas been made. 

(d) Upon completion of the Form B, two copies are left with the 
Airborne Liaison Officer, one for air records, and one for ground 
records. Additional copies w.ill be furnished as required by bigb,er 
headquarters in each situation. One copy will be retained by the 
troop commander in order that he may make a check of his 
personnel after landing on the D.Z. or L.Z. 

Section V 

Responsibilities of the Troop Carrier Commander 

18. Troop·Carrier Commanders 
A troop carrier commander will be responsible for the execution of all 

items contained in the check list of the planning Schedule (Annexure I 
attached) in so far as they apply to bis .level. He will reach a complete 
agreement with his opposite airborne commander on all matters. 

19. Group and Squadron Commande.-s 
Commanding officers of groups and squadrons will be responsible for: -

(a) Taping of doorway and projections. 

(b) Proper functioning of lights, accessories, bun.die or bomb racks, radio, 
R/E. intercom, visual signals, etc. 

(c) Providing all air force accessories and special equipment required 
by an airborne unit for a particular operation, e.g. R/E. equip
ment. 

(d) Providing emergency equipment including air/ sea re_scue equipment. 

(e) Conducting air/sea rescue drills and ·ditching procedure. 

(f) Completion of all forms applicable to their units. 

20. Prior to Emplaning 
(a) The first pilot will accompany the jumpmaster (U.S.)/stick-commander 

(Br.) in the inspection of the aircraft as outlined on the aircraft inspection 
card posted in the aircraft. He will also be present during the loading of the 
containers. 

(b) The crew chief (0.S.)/bomb-aimer or navigator (Br.) will check the 
correct functioning of the container release mech;,mism and will be present 
when the containers are loaped by the parachute troops, to ensure correct 
loading. He will receive detailed instructions from the jumpmaster (U.S.)/ 
stick-commander (Br.) regarding the time of release of the containers. 
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(c) The pilot will make final mechanical check of the aircraft thirty (30) 
minutes prior to time of emplaning. 

(d) The pilot will immediately advise bis commanding officer and the 
airborne liaison office!'- if his aircraft wjll not be able to take off on schedule. 
and will assist in the transfer of the load to the spare aircraft assigned. 

::n. During the Drop 
(a) The pilot will maintain the prescribed altitude, attitude and speed 

piescribed for each typ~ of aircraft. 

(b) The pilot in C-47 aircraft, bomb-aimer in British bomber type air
craft, will give the warning and jump signals. · 

(c) The crew chief (U.S.), bomb-aimer or navigator (Br.), will comply 
with instructions concerning the release of containers and will determine 
that containers have been released. He will notify the pilot when all men 
have jumped and when the containers have b~en dropped. The pilot will 
then release the automatic salvo switch. 

(d) The crew chief (U.S.), bomb-aimer or navigator (Br.), assisted by the 
radio operator or other designated crew member, will pull in static lines 
and will turn them and any equipment left in the aircraft over to the para-
chute unit upon landing. ' 

22. Gliders 
The loading, fospection and handling of gliders will be accomplished as 

outlined for the airplane in so far as it applies. 

Section VI 

Responsibilities of the Airborne Commander 

23. Airborne Commanders 

The Airborne commander will be responsible for the eiecution of all 
itenis contained in tp.e check list of the Planning Schedule (Annexure I 
attached) in so far as they apply to his level. He will reach complete agree
ment with his opposite troop carrier commander on all matters. 

24. l'arachote BattaJion Commanders 
Commanding officers of parachute battalions will be responsible for: 

(a) Packing of equipment' containers, and loading to prevent incorrect 
distribution of weight and improper balance of the aircraft. 

(b) Loading of the aircraft and container racks ·in the presence of the 
pilot and crew chief (U.S.), bomb-aimer or navigator (Br.). 

(c) Completion of airborne portion of Form 13-{Parachute). 

(d) Procuring and fitting of parachutes for both troops and containers. 

(e) Briefing of parachute troops. 

(f) Movement of troops to take-off airfields. 
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25 . . Glider Unit Commanders 

Commanding officers of glider units will be responsible for : 

Ja) Preparation of loads for gliders in ac~ordance with approved pub-
lished practices. · 

(b) Loading of gliders in the presence of the glider crew. 

(c) Completion of the Form B-(Glider). 

(d) Briefing of glider troops. 

(e) Movement of troops to take-off airfields. 

By command of General Eisenhower. 
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PLANNING 

STUDY 
BY FAAA 

SCHEDULE OF PLANNING FOR AIRBORNE OPERATION 

A.I 
INITJAL PLA ING 

CONFERENCE by FAAA 
with Airborne and Air 
Commanders involved 

(a) General plan of whole operation. 

(b) Mission of the Airborne units to 
include general destinat ion date 
and approximate hour of 
landing. 

B.l 
I ITIAL STUDIES

AIRBORNE COMMA DER 

(a) Mission and plan of action of 
Unit upon landing. 

(b) Strength and composition of 
Unit. 

(c) Equipment and weapons to be 
taken within weight limitations. 

(c) Command and composition of (d) Composition and equipment of 
airborne units. all subordinate Units and their 

commitment priority. 
(d) Command of and composition --

and equipment of Air Force (e) Lift requirements of subordinate 
units to provide lift . Units. 

(e) Operational control. 

(f) Outline plan for supply and 
re-suppl y. 

(g) Air support plan for convoy and 
for ground operations. 

(h) Airfields available for operation 
and route limitations. 

(i) Plan for co-ordination with other 
forces. 

U) Cover plan . 

(k) Security plan. 

(/) Planning and responsibility for 
rehearsal. 

(m) Intelligence and sources of intel
ligence including photographs, 
maps, models and priorities for 
obtaining them. 

(n) Signals and communications 
arrangements. 

(o) Special equipment and adminis
tration arrangements including 
Air/Sea rescue equipment. 

(p) Navigational aids. 

(q) Arrangements for altering or 
cancelling operation. 
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(/) Training and rehearsal require
ments. 

(g) Supply and re-supply require
ments. 

(h) Amphibious lift requirements. 

U) Intelligence requirements, recon
naissance. 

(k) Movements and bivouac re
quirements. 

B.2 
INITIAL STUDfES
TROOP CARRIER 

COMMANDER 

(a) Availability and status of air
craft, equipment and crews. 

(b) Condition and equipment of 
available airfields. 

(c) Intelligence information and fur-
ther intelligence requirements 
reconnaissance. 

(d) Mrtecrological astronomical in
formation . 

(e) Restrictions imposed by plans 
for co-ordinating with other 
Services. 

(/) Tentative fli ght plans. 

(g) Air support plan and require
ments. 

(h) Arrangements at departure air
fields to include traffic control 
and service facilities. 

U) Provision of pathfinder aircraft 
to include system for marking 
landing, and dropping grounds. 

C.l 
CONFERE CE BETWEEN THE 

AIRBOR E AND TROOP 
CARRIER COMMANDER 

(a) Number ancl types of available 
aircraft . 

(b) Load capacity of each type of 
a ire.raft. 

(c) Definite selection of L.Z.s and 
D.Z.s. 

(d) Pathfinder methods and require
ments. 

(e) Size and shape of serial forma
tions. 

(/) Order of arrival at D.Z.s and 
L.Z.s. 

(g) Air Movement Tables. 

(h) Allotment of aircraft and air
fields to each Airborne Unit . 

U) Communications arrangements 
in depar.ure areas . 

(k) Supply and re-supply plans. 

(I) Plans for movements to and 
billeting at airfields. 

(111) Plans for loading to include 
park ing diagrams, timing, and 
motor transport traffic control. 

(n) Disposition of glider pilots, 
parachutes and containers after 
landing in combat zone. 

(o) Training and rehearsals. 

-- (p) Briefing arrangements. 

(q) Reconnaissance arrangements. 

(r) Signals arrangements. 

(s) Security a.rrangements. 
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AN EXURE I TO APPENDIX 3 
to SHAEF Op. Memo. No. 12 

dated 13th March, 1944 
(Issued 4th November, 1944) 

D.I 
PLA S AND ORDERS OF 
AIRBORNE COMMANDER 

(a) Training pro1;ramrne. 

(b) Rehearsal plans. 

(c) fnitiat ion of steps necessary to 
obtain specia l equipment re
quired. 

(d) Movement to departure bases 
and occupation of base bivouacs. 

(e) Loading plans. 

(f) Air Movement table. 

(g) Field orders for operation to be 
conducted immediately upon 
landing. 

(h) Supply and re-supply plan. 

U). Final briefing, issue countersign, 
exact destination made known 
to a ll ranks. 

D.2 
PLANS AND ORDERS OF 

TROOP CARRIER 
COMMANDER 

(a) Training programme. 

(b) Rehearsal programme. 

(c) Procurement of rehearsal facil i
ties. 

(d) Procurement of additional ser-
vice facilities. 

(e) Loading plans. 

(f) Movement Table. 

(g) Intelligence-. 

(h) Flight plan. 

U) Preliminary briefing of key 
personnel. 

(k) Traffic control, air and ground. 

(/) Plan for servicing and replace-
ment. 

(m) Field Orders. 

(11) Security arrangements. 

(o) Final briefing. 

(p) Forced landing and air/sea 
rescue procedure. 

(q) Escape procedure, 



ANNEXURE II TO APPENDIX 3 

NAVJGATION AND EMPLOYMENT OF PATHFINDER UNITS 
- -

1. Organisation 
(a) Ground 

(1) Each Airborne Division will constitute, train and maintain : 

British : Eighteen 1(18) Parachute 'Rath-finder teams. 
U.S.: One ( l) Parachute Pathfinder team -per battalion. 

(2) Teams will consist of one (1) or two (2) officers and nine (9) to 
fourteen (14) men, and will be reinforced by such protective per
sonnel as the division commander may deem necessary under the 
circumstances. The teams will be equipped with radar and other 
navigational ground aids as may be specified from time to time for 
a particular operation. 

(b) Air 

(1) No. 38 Group R.A.F. will have all crews trained for Pathfinder 
Operations and approximately seventy-five per cent. of its aircraft 
equipped with the necessary navigational aids. 

(2) IX Troop Carrier Command will constitute, train and maintain a 
Pathfinder Force on the basis of six crews per Group and three 
aircraft per Group. 

2. Procedure 
(a) Two (2) or three (3) aircraft with two (2) or three (3) identical pathfinder 

teams for each D.Z. or L.Z. will precede the first Serial of the main effort, 
the exact time interval being established by both airborne and air commanders. 
The leading group of the 1st serial of the main effort into each D.Z. or L.Z. 
will be prepared to drop as scheduled even though the Pathfinder teams may 
have been neutralised, and will, in addiition, be prepared to re-establish 
Pathfinder aids for subsequent groups. 

(b) Marking o f Drop Zones 

(1) By Day :- The standard day marking rfor each D.Z. will consist of a 
panel" T ", a code letter, and smoke signals. Both the'' T 1

' and the 
code letter (which letter is to identify the D.Z. and distinguish it from 
others in the same area) will be constructed from panels or ground 
stTips, each panel measuring three (3) feet qy about fifteen (15) 
feel The colour and size of the " T " and of the letter will be 
dependent upon the size of the cleared area, vegetation, and any 
trees obstructing vision, and will be agreed upon by the airborne 
and air commanders. White smoke will be employed to indicate 
the position of the " T ". The " T '' will be positioned with due 
regard to wind speed and direction, shape and size of D .Z., the 
formation being flown, so as readily to be observed from aircraft 
running in from Target R.V. to D .Z. The identifying letter will 
be placed in any suitable position in close proximity to · the " T 1

'. 

-The Eureka will be placed within a radius of 100 yards from the 
head of the·" T ". Smoke signals will be placed near the base of 
the stem of the "T ", with due regard to the wind so that smoke 
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will not obscw-e the " T " or the identifying letter. The axis of the 
" T " wi)l be parallel to the line of flight, with approach, up the 
stem. The jump signal will be given when the leader of the 
formation is over or level with the head of the "T ". Six panel 
strips will be used, three (3) across the top of the "T ", and three 
(3) forming the stem. Panels will be spaced one panel length apart 
(see A below): · 

A- DAY-D.Z. 

Panels 
length apart 

15 feet 
] 

1 

t 

Line of Flight 

. B-NIGHT-D.Z. 

(X) (X) (X) (X) 

(X) 

(X) 
Lights 

25 yards 
apart 

(X) 

(2) By Night :-The standard night marking for each D.Z. will consist of 
lights forming a" T ", with at least four (4) Holophane lights across 
the top and at least three (3) Holophane lights forming the stem, 
all lights being twenty-five (25) yards apart. Lights to be red, 
green or amber, and with 180° screening. The number and colour 
of the lights in the " T " at each D.Z. to be agreed between the 
airborne and air commanders, to meet conditions encountered. 
The tail light of the " T " will be the code light. The Eureka will 
be placed within a radius · of 100 yards from the head of the " T " 

. (see B above). · 

(c) Marking of ~anding Zones 

(1) By Day :-The day marking of glider LZs. will be by panel "Ts ", 
panel code letters and coloured smoke. Panels will measure twelve 
(12) to fifteen (15) feet by three (3) feet. The "T" for L.Zs. will 
be laid with the stem parallel to the line of glider landing, and so 
as to be readily observed from aircraft running in from Target R.V. 
to L.Z. The direction of landing so indicated will be not more 
than 90° out of wind, the amount depending on wind strength and 
on configuration and shape of L.Z. the best compromise being 
adopted. White smoke will be placed in the same manner as for 
a D.Z. The Eureka will be placed in such a position relative to 
the direction of run jn of aircraft from Target R.V. to L.Z. that 
gliders can be brought in to a point where they can execute 
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a 90° (or not more than 180°) turn, preferably left 'hand to land 
into the wind. Code letters marking L.Zs, will be prepared from 
panels similar to those used for marking " Ts " (see C below). 

C-DAY-L.Z. 

Panels 
length apart 

15 feet 

J 

WIND 

I 

D-NIGHT- L.Z. 

Line of 

Glider landing 

(X) 50 yards (X) 

(X) 

(X) 
Lights 

(X) 25 yards 
apart 

(X) 

(X) 

(2) By Night :~he followfog marking system for glider L.Zs. by night 
presupposes sufficient light for glider pilots to distinguish individual 
fields for landing as briefed.) Night marking of glider L.Zs. will 
be a " T " formed of Holophane lights. ·two (2) across the top 
fifty (50) yards apart and at least five (5) lights forming the stem. 
twenty-five (25) yards apart. The tail light of the stem to be the 
code light. Lights -to be red, green or amber and with 180° 
screening. The position of the " T " and of the Eureka will be 
the same as in the marking of L.Zs. by day (see D above). 

(d) Marking for subsequent Group 

It will be the responsibility of the Airborne Unit Commander to make 
provision for maintaining and securing Pathfinder teams and their equipment 
in operation until all serials have arrived. 

3. Methods q.f Navigation 

. (a) Initial Pathfinder aircraft will employ accurate dead reckoning (D.R.) 
and 1uap reading closely checked by Radar aids and the use of special D .Z. 
maps for the location of Drop Zones and Landing Zones. 

(b) Main serials will be led to the Drop Zones and Landing Zones by 
accurate D .R. and Radar aids, and utilise Rebecca-Eureka for the exact 
location of tQe areas. 

4. Airborne Re-supply Dropping Zones 

Re-supply D.Zs. will normaUy be marked in the same way as paratroop 
D.Zs. Where correct equipment is not available, the same configuration will 
be used with improvised equipment. -
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APPENDIX 4 

THE AIRCRAFT 

During the per_iod 1940-1945 many different types of aircraft wefe employed 
in connection with airborne forces. It is not the purpose of this appendix 
to include technical details of these aircraft but merely to give a brief general 
description of those most widely used and to list others, some of which were 
not used, ·although modified for various purposes. The brunt of the airlift 
for airborne forces was borne by the following five types of aircraft. 

Albemarle (Armstrong-Whitworth) 
The Albemarle was designed as a medium bomber and was first delivered 

to the R.A.F. in January 1943. From that date onwards it played a major 
role in airborne training and operations being employed by 38 Group as a 
glider-tug, normally towing Horsas or Hadrians, and as a paratroop carrier. 
Marks I and II of this aircraft were used primarily as tugs and had an all 
up weight of 35,000 lb. The practical range of the combination varied 
between 850-900 miles and radius of action was 345 miles. It would tow 
either a Hadrian (7,800 lb.) or a Horsa (15,500 lb.). 

. The Mark V was µsed mainly as a paratroop carrier, ten of whom could 
be carried. They were stationed forward of a large dropping hole in the floor 
of the rear fuselage. R ails were fitted to the sides of the fuselage for the 
par'achute static strops. The extreme practical range at which troops could 
be dropped varied between 360-820 miles according to weight of equipment 
carried by the troops, whether or not a beam gun was fitted to the aircraft 
and climatic conditions. The radius of action was 290-520 miles. Normal 
cruising speed 130 knots. The Mark VI Albemarle was introduced into 
38 Group in June 1944 and differed only from its predecessors in having a 
large pair of cargo doors on the starboard side. 

Dakota 
Ttte Dakota (made by the Douglas· Co. of America) proved itself to be the 

outstanding all-purpose transport aircraft of the war and was widely used 
in all theatres. Although designed as a civil air transport it was easily modi
fied for paratroop dropping (side door) and glider towing. When No. 46 
Group was formed in January 1944 it was decided to equip with Dakotas 
completely and the five squadrons. subsequently formed. contributed enor
mously to the success of the airborne operations from then onwards. Three 
Marks L Ill and IV were the most used by the R.A.F. and U.S. IX Troop 
Carrier Command for their operations in Europe. Principally used for re
supply duties and for the carriage of paratroops the Dakota also towed gliders_ 
- Horsa (operation Varsity) with radii of action as follows- 325 miles Horsa, 
350 Hadrian and 450 as paratroop carrier. 

-Halifax (Handley-Page) 
From February 1943 when No. 295 Squadron 38 Group began to re-equip 

with the Halifax Mk. V in place of the Whitley V until the cessation of hostili
ties this aircraft took part in all major operations. One year later a second 
Halifax squadron (644) was formed. The first airborne operation m 'which 
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Halifaxt::s were used was the ill-fated Freshman in November 1942. The 
Halifax undertook the first long range ferry of gliders in July 1943 when Horsas 
were towed to North Africa from the U.K. It was also the only aircraft 
available capable of towing the Harnilcat glider. Owing to its internal design 
the Halifax was unsuitable for the carriage of paratroop in any degree com
mensurate to its proportions. 

The Mark A m, A VU and A IX were designed and modified to be the 
airborne forces versions of the original heavy bomber. Instead of the Merlin 
engines used jn the Mark V Hercules VI and XVI were fitted. Marks m 
and VU were similar and used in the operations in Europe but the Mark IX 
with an extended wing span, re-designed fuel system and larger .dropping 
apertures was not in service until after the war. The radius of action when 
towing a Ha~ilcar was 400 miles, Horsa 600 and as paratroop carrier 710. 

Stirling (Short) 
The Stirling towards the end of 1943 tended to become obsolete for its 

intended purpose as a heavy night bomber and although the transfer involved 
much wrangling at the time between Bomber Command and Transport 
Command many of them were transferred to 38 Group early in 1944. On 
all aircraft produced from then on a glider towing hook and remote control 
release were fitted. Larger and more powerful than the Albemarle the 
Stirling JV gradually superseded the former until in 1945 six squadrons were 
operating. The Stirling .was used both as a tug and paratroop carrier. When 
towing a Horsa the radius of action was 525 miles. 

The Mark IV Stirling was the long range troop transport conversion from 
the Mark m. The nose and mid-upper turrets were removed and replaced 
by fairings _but the four gun tail turret was retained. Paratroops were dropped 
through a large opening in the underside of the rear fuselage. The bomb 
€ells were retained and used for the carriage and dropping of airborne supplies. 
The Stirling was used throughout 1944 for S.A.S.-S.O.E. opecatioos with con
siderable success-it could carry 22 parati:oops plus 12 containers; had a 
range of 1,500,2,000 miles and a practical radius of action of over 700 miles. 

Whitley (Armstrong-Whitworth) 
When the War began the Whitley was Britain's largest bomber but its 

slowness and vulnerability soon made it obsolescent for this purpose. But 
the Whitley was not finished. It was used extensively for the -training of para
troops and took part in the first important airborne operation-Colossus
in Italy .in Febrohry 1941. The Whitley proved very suitable for paratroop 
dropping and was used from the early days of No. I P.T.S. at Ringway-in 
1940. The rear turrets were removed, a circular aperture cot in the floor 
of the fuselage and fitted wi~ hinged doors. In January 1942 Nos. 296 and 
297 Squadrons were formed at Netheravon as Glider and Parachute Exercise 
units. The Whitley was used here as a heavy tug to tow Horsas and also as. 
the main parachute dropping aircraft. It remained in service with No. 3& 
Group until superseded by the Albemarle in 1943. At Ringway the 
Marks II and III Whitley, fitted with Tiger radial engines, were primarily 
used. They carried a maximum of 10 paratroops. The Mark V with Merlin 
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engines was designed as a reconnaissance aircraft for Coastal Command and 
did operate as such but was also employed by 38 Group or Wing as it then 
was, and bad a Radius of Action minimum 500 as paratroop carrier. 

The foUowing types of aircraft were all used or adapted for use in 
conjunction with airborne forces . 

Hawker Hart 

Hawker Hector ... 

Hawker Hurricane I V 

Hawker Typhoon F 

Miles Master JI 
Lockheed Lcdestar .. . 

Avro Lancaster 1, Ll, ill 

Vickers Welli11gton Ill and X 

Vickers Valencia .. ·. 

Lockheed Vent11ra ..• 

Lockheed Hudson J anti Ji 

Lockheed Co111111a11do 

Westland Lysander ... 

..• A si.ogl<>-engine bi-plane used in the infancy of 
No. 1 P.T.S. for towing civilian typo elementary 
gliders. 

A variant of the Hart used for towing Hotspur 
gliders at the Exercise unit when No. 38 Wing was 
first formed. 

Single engine fighter capable of 'carrying and 
dropping supplies in two 300 lb. c;ontainers. 

Single engine fighter also capable of carrying and 
dropping a simila r load to the Hurricane. 

, . . Fast single engine trainer adapted for glider towing. 
. .• Twin engine aircraft smaller than H udson used 

occasionally in Far East for dropping. 
Most successful 4-engine heavy bomber of the war, 

capable of carrying 6,000-7,000 lb. of supplies. 
Adapted for glider towing thou,gh never used as 
a tug on operations. , 

A twin engine heavy bomber- adapted for glider 
towing. Used as a freighter and communications 
a/c in Middle East 1943. 

Very e.irly type twin engine bi-plane bomber. Used 
for parachute training Middle East 1941 and al 
Air landing School Northern Jndia. Its very 
slow speed made it ideal for "ab initio " training. 

Twin engine reconnaissance aircraft intended for use 
by No. 299 Squadron but replaced immediately 
by Sttrlings in 1944. 

Twin engined reconnaissance medium bomber
it was never used m European a irborne operations 
but took part Jn minor operations in Middle and 
Far East. Also used for experimental purposes 
at R ingway. 

D,C. 46. Transport a/c made by Curtis Co. of 
America, it was firsl used in airborne operations 
for Rhine crossing " Varsity " by U.S. IX T.C.C. 
Probably largest twin engined aircraft in the 
world and notable for double-door dropping. 

Di men.sion.r: 
Span: 108'-V 
ungtb: 76'-4~ 
Height: 21 '-9" 

Engines. Pratt and Whitney 
R. 2800-51 D01.1ble Wasp. 

Max. Speed: 265 m.p.h. 
A/I up weight: 45,000. 
Crew: 4 
.Radius of actioh: 500 (max. load) 

1,400 (min. load) 
Total load 40 paratroops-20 in two sticks from 

doors each side of a/c. 
Single-engined. Used for Army Co-operation

Capable of flying at slow speeds. Used for 
towing Hotspur gliders. 
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LV 
-..l 

Max. 
Aircraft Mark Maker Engines Span Length Height Max. Speed Range All up Crew 

Weight 

v~} 
. 

Albemarle Armstrong- 2 
Whitworth X 77 feet. 59 ft.-11 in. 15 ft.-7 i.n. 250 m.p.h.. 1,350 36,500 4 

Hercules XI -Mark I. 

2 
Dakota C.47 I Douglas X 

(D.C.3) C.47A U1 U.S.A. Twin Wasp 95 feet 64 ft.-5½ in. 16 ft.- 11 in. 229 m.p.h. 1,500 31,000 3 
C.47B IV R. 1830-92 

er 90 C. 
-

11 4 
V Handley- X 

Halifax Page Merlin XX 104 ft. 71 ft.-7 in. 21 ft.-7 in. 270 m.p.h. 3,000 65,000 6 
or XXII 

4 
X 

HI, VII, IX Hercules VI 
or XVI 

J Hercules X1 
Stirling Short Hercules VI 

IIJ,IV, V or XVI 99 f.t.-1 in. 87 ft.-3 in. 22 ft .-9 in. 280 m.p.h. 2,000 70.000 7 

r 2 
11 Armstrong- X 

Whitley III Whitworth Tiger IX 84 ft. 72 ft.- 6 in . 15 ft. 230 m.p.h. 2,400 33,500 5 
V 2 

X 

I Merlin X 

N.B.-(1) figures relating to speeds and range are taken from Makers Specifications and bear no relation to those actually obtl!ined under operational 
conditions. Too many factors-fuel load, altitude, cargo etc. have to be taken into account, therefore to give a consta~t figure i impossible. 
(2) Further detai)s may be found as fo11ows:-

Albemarle ... Air Publication 1688 A. B. F. G. Pilots Notes. 
Dakota ,, 2445 A . C. ,. 
Halifax 1719 B.C.E. Ge J. 
Stirling ,, 11 1660 A. C. De E. 
Whitley 1522 D. E. G. 

,, 
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APPENDIX 5 

VICTORIA CROSS CITATION 

Tuesday. 13 November 1945 

" V.C.-LORD ". 

The King has been graciously pleased to confer the Victoria Cross on the 
under-mentioned officer in recognition of most conspicuous bravery: 

Flight Lieutenant David Samuel Anthony LORD, D.F.C. (49149), 
R.A.F .• No. 271 Squadron (deceased). 

Flight Lieutenant Lord w'as pilot and captain of a Dakota aircraft detailed 
to drop supplies at Arnhem on the afternoon of the 19th September 1944. 
Our airborne troops . had been surrounded and were being pressed into a 
small area defended by a large number of anti-aircraft guns. Aircrews 
were warned that intense opposition would be met over the dropping zone. 
To ensure accuracy they were ordered to fly at 900 feet when dropping their 
containers. 

-
While flying at 1,500 feet near Arnhem the .starboard wing of Flight 

Lieutenant Lord's aircraft was twice hit by anti-aircraft fire. The starboard 
engine was set on fire. He would have been justified in leaving the main 
stream of supply aircraft and continuing at the same height or even abandoning 
his aircraft. But on learning that bis cre,w were uninjured and that the 
dropfti.ng zone would be reached in three minutes he said he would complete 
his mission, as the troops were in dire need of supplies. 

By now the starboard engine was burqing furiously. Flight Lieutenant 
Lord came down to 900 feet, where he was singled out for concentrated fire 
of a11 the anti-aircraft guns. On reaching the dropping _zone be kept the 
aircraft on a straight and level course while supplies were dropped. At the 
end of the run. he was told that two containers remained. 

Although be roust have known that the collapse of the starbo~rd wing could 
not be long delayed, Flight Lieutenant Lord circled, rejoined the stream of 
aircraft and made a second run to drop the remaining supplies. These 
maoreuvres took eight minutes jn all, the aircraft being continuously under 
heavy anti-aircraft fire. ' 

His task completed, Flight Lieutenant Lord ordered bis crew to abandon 
the Dakota, making no attempt himself to leave the aircraft, which was down 
to 500 feet. A few seconds later the starboard wing coll.apsed and the aircraft 
fell in flames. There was only one survivor, who was flung out while assisting 
other members of the crew to put on their parachutes. 

By_ continuing his mission in a damaged and burning aircraft, descending 
to drop the supplies accurately, returning to the dropping zone a second time 
and, finally, remaining at the controls to give his crew a chance of esca_pe, 
Flight Lieutenant Lord displayed supreme valour and self-sacrifice. 

N.B.-This was the only V .C. won by a member of the R .A.F. whilst operating io connection 
with airborne forces. 
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APPENDIX 6 

GLIDER RECOVERY 
On 10 March 194( a minute from Administrative Planning Section of 

A.E.A.R requested information regarding the possibility of recovering gliders 
after an operation. 'This bad not been possible during the Med,iterranean 
operations and had resulted in considerable wastage, if. therefore, a practical 
cheme -could be evolved for the recovery of gliders a very useful economy 

might be etiected1 • 

In reply to this minute Group Captruo McIntyre of Airborne Operations 
estimated that 50 per cent. of gliders used in an operation might be repairable 
and recovered prov_ided 'the area in which they landed did not become the 
battle-ground, and also that they could be recovered within three weeks of 
landing, :in view of deterioration due to weather. But ii a special organisation 
was formed it would be at the expense of aircraft recovery. thus any recovery 
of gliders in. the early stages of Operation Overlord was not feasible. 

On 11 April 1944, the Senior Technical Staff Officer, H.Q. A.E.A.F. issued 
an administrative instruction for the recovery of gliders after overseas opera
tions2. Whether or not recovery was to be attempted would depend on: -

(a) Con1iition and location of the glider. · 
(b) The effort required for recovery, compared with that of the construc

tion of a new glider. 
(c) The overall availability of gliders if required for further operations. 
(d) The effect on other requirements of the decision to allocaie sufficient 

priority to glider recovery to ensure that the craft would be fit for 
further use. 

No. 38 Group were responsible tor form_ing a glider recovery unit organised 
as follows : -

(a) The maximum effort to be catered for was to .be 500 men. 
·' (b) The unit was to be self-contained and the figure 500 to include all 

overheads as well as technical personnel. 
(c) The uojt must be mobile -and would require approximately 90 vehicles. 

Air Vice-Marshal Hollinghurst, A.0.C., No. 38 Group, in a letter to 
A.E.A.F. on 19 May 1944, said that experiments at Netheravon showed that 
a C.47 aircraft with an 8,000 lb. standard winch· could · pick up an unladen 
Horsa or a laden Waco. . Tests bad also been carried out at Farnborough 
with 8,000 and 16J000 lb. winches3 • 

, It was sugges'ted that pick-up apparatus be installed in R.A.F. Dakotas, 
or 12 extra aircraft with the apparatus· already fitted be obtained. It was 
recommended that a small pick~up unit be formed in No. 1 Heavy Glider 
Servicing Unit. who were responsible for the salvage and repair of gliders. 
At this time there were no C.47s fitted with pick-up apparatus available, and 
there was little likelibood of obtaining Dak.otas fitted with pick-up apparatus 
in the U.S.A. wjthout several months' delay. lt was necessary, therefore, to 
ask for assistance from U.S. IX T.C.C. 

1 A.M. Pile AEAF/MS/22'187. 
i Ibid Encl. 3B. 
• Ibid Encl. 4A . 
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The possibility of retrieving gliders by towing them away from the-landing 
zone was examined by the A.ir Force Engineer, A.E.A.F., and a landing strip 
was prepared in the Normandy beach-head by 7 July 1944. No. 38 Group 
had sent a reconnaissance party of the H.G.S.U. to France on 15 1uly, who 
worked on the repairable gliders at the various landing zones. Much of their 
work was spoiled by enemy shelli.og and bombing, which wrecked 
approximately 30 gliders. damage was also caused by Army personnel camped 
near the gliders. Recovery could not be undertaken until the area was cleared 
of the enemy. However, a considerable number were ready to be flown out 
by 17 August1. 

Meanwhile representation having been made to the Americans for assistance 
from IX T.C.C., approval of an exchange of 12 American C.47s fi tted for 
·Jlider pick-up for 12 British C.47s was received on 18 August. Six of these 
were allotted forthwith to No. 1 H.G.S.U. in No. 38 Group and three to 
No. 46 Group, the remaining three were held in reserve. No. 38 Group then 
issued operational instructions for the rein.oval of gliders salvaged from the 
Overlord Operation, and 40 Horsas were towed out by the six. Dakotas of 
H.G.S.U., commencing on 9 September 19442

• Glider pick-up following 
Operation Market was not feasible in view of the fluctuating military situation 
on the ground, but by 12 October 1944, appro:x.imately 300 gliders were 
available for recovery in the American area and a pick-up strip was prepared 
by the British Airfield Construction Group3

• 

Method of Glider Pick-Up~ 

The technique empJoyed by the United States Army for "snatching" a 
glider of up to 8,000 lbs. all-up weight was described in a report by an 
R.A.F. observer in the United States. 

'' American ex.perience i.s that special Uaining is necessary to teach ,the crews 
pick-up technique. The job of the winch opei:ator is considered to demand 
the most skill, the tug pilot coming second and the glider pilot third. Current 
experience indicated that it took about three weeks to train a skilled mechanic 
to act as winch operator, an appreciable p.ortion of this time being occupied 
with ground training apart from the actual operation of the winch. 

The tug pilot was trained by a series of practice approaches and contacts 
with the- ground station. For the first 20 or so practices no glider was used, 
and it was considered adequate if contact was made with the glider tow-line 
as laid out on the ground. When this practice had been satisfactorily com
pleted a glider flown by an experienced pilot was introduced and the tug 
pilot was considered competent when he had made 15 consecutive successful 
pick-ups. The need for a skilled glider pilot was particularly stressed as 
tug pilots were often joclioed to climb too steeply after making contact. 

The training of the glider pilot is simple. He is merely given a short 
th.eor:etical appreciation of the technique, in which stress i'> laid upon the 
need to remain in the low tow position until the pick-up sequence is complete, 
and also a demonstration of the best method of change from a low tow to 

1 A.M. File AEAF/MS/22187 Encl. 24n. 
2 Ibid Encl. 28A and B. 
3 AEAF/TS/22650. 
4 DATPO Folder A.BF. 36 Encl. Appendix C(e). 
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a bigh tow position. Owing to the fact th~t the fair lead for the tow cable 
projects beJow the level. of tbe tow-plane whei;i the tug flies straight and 
level, it is possible for the cable to foul the tugs elevators if the glider flies 
too high. No guard is provided on the tug to prevent this and such precaution 
is not considered necessary. The average pilot is normally given three or 
four pick-up practices and is considered competent when be has completed 
five satisfactory solo contacts. 

The instaJfation of the pick-up apparatus in the tug aircraft consists oE fixed 
fittings and removable parts .. The complete installation for the 8,000 lb. 
unit . weighs apprJximately 950 lb., of which about 700 .lb. is removable in 
order to impose a minimum permanent reduction in the useful load of the 
tug when it is required for other roles. When installed in the C.47 the 
removal of the detachable unit is a comparatively simple matter owing to the 
lack of obstructions in the cabin of the aircraft and the consequent accessibility 
of the unit itself.~' 

Emergency Release 
Accidents occurred sometimes wbeo there was no intercommunication 

between the tug and the glider, therefore a cartridge operated cable cutter 
was incorporated in the tug instaJJation. This was mounted externally on the 
cable fair · lead of the tug and could be fired from either the pilot's cockpit 
or the winch operator's station. 

Ground Run 
The following figures represent the length of nrn necessary when gliders 

are picked up by the 8,000 lb. winch:-

Light Horsa-C.47. Ground Run 200 ft. 
Ligbt CG.13- C.47. Ground Run 170 ft. 
Light CG.4A- C.47. Ground Run 120 ft. 

Nylon Ropes 
Due t0 the shortage of nylon all unserviceable nylon ropes were collected 

and the nylon recovered from them re-generated and used for tow rope manu~ 
facture. This procedure came into use in June 1944, but the re-generated 
nylon ropes were not considered sufficiently reliable for operational use. 
Nylon ropes were used because they stretched one-third of their total length 
thereby easing the strain of the snatch. 

APPENDIX 7 

SUPPLY DROPP)NG FROM MEDIUM LEVELS 1 

After Operation Market the pecessity of revising methods of re-supply by 
parachute to an enemy surrounded garrison became apparent. The normal 
procedure for supply dropping by parachute was from 500-600 ft. above 
ground level, and the dangers of this were obvious when it was considered 
that re-supply aircraft might have to return to their dropping zones more 
than once, flying at this very low level into an area where the enemy were 
fully prepared to stop the supply at all costs. 

1 No. 38 Group Report -Paras. 127-130. 
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Therefore, if a method could be found-of dropping supphes from medium 
level a far greater degree of safety for the aircraft might be obtained. In 
a letter from the A.O.C. No. 3.8 Group, to S.H.A.E.F. Main Headquarters 
on 21 November, the following points were stressed. , 

/ . The cost of supply dropping by low flying aircraft was very high. 
The technjque then employed entailed a low release from a 
thousand feet or below, and also reduction of arr safety to the lower 
safety limit. (ln Operation Market 630 sorties were flown by Nos. 
38 a,nd 46 Groups, and of tbese 335 .or 53 per cent. were casualties. 
either missing or damaged.) 

2. When the supply dropping point was changed at Arnhem there were 
no means of informing the -despatching authority or supply dropping 
aircraft. Although a new supply dropping point was marked out 
on the ground, jt was not sufficiently clear to be recognised from 
the -air, thus the majority of the supplies were dropped on the 
original supply point, then held by the enemy. 

3. Preliminary experiments have shown that supply containers can be 
released from medium altitudes with a delay fuse so that the 
parachute opens approximately 500 ft. _above the ground. The 
aiming of the container is being reduced to bombing technique using . 
the Mark IX.A Bomb Sight and a special adaptor to the height 
scale incorporated to allow for tbe slow rate of fall of the container. 

The delay fuse used for the opening of the main parachute was 
Type Mark IlJ.A2, and there was no dilliculty in obtaining these. 
The modification to the container consists of a wire strop and an 
" L '' shaped bracket to the conta:iner. 

4. It was sugge-sted that the probable height of release of future supplies 
be between 6,000 and 8,000 ft. according to weather conditions, in 
order to fly above the worst of the light flak. It might also be 
possible to release supplies blind by using radar aids. · Gee H 
radar sets were considered to be the most suitable and delivery of 
two of these to No. 38 Group was requested for training purposes 
and also a further 38 ·sets to be available for the equipment for 
equipping No. 570 Squadron, No. 38 Group. · 

5. It was also essential to devise a sure method of communication between 
the ground receiver and the supply aircraft, and the A.O.C., No. 
38 Group. proposed to introduce a scheine similar to that existing 
in Bomber Command. One or two master bombers would have 
direct communication with the supply dropping point and would 
issue orders and corrections to the supply scheme by means of 
V.H.F. radio. ·The cornmW1ication between the master bomber and 
the supply dropping point would probably be done by means of 
a speech current on the Eureka beacon. Tests with this method 
bad been carried out and speech range from about nine miles bad 
been achieved. The Eureka attachment was very small and the 
whole beacon, together with talking sets and batteries, could be 
fitted into the normal Eureka basket of a parachutist. 
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6. No. 570 Squadron were selected to carry out tests of -this new method 
of supply dropping using Stirling · aircraft, and this development 
progressed during the winter months of 1944-45. On 7 March 1945, 
the Officer Commanding, No. 570 Squadron, made a detailed report 
of the subject, A full description of these tests can be found at 
Appendix Q to Section Ill, No. 38 Group Report. The conclusions 
arrived at as a result of the work of No. 570 Squadron were that: -

(a) Supplies could be dropped on a dropping zorie of reasonable radius 
from heights of 7-10,000 ft. The ~upplies could either be aimed 
visually or by using Gee H., and possibly Rebecca. ' 

(b) A team of two or three crews were required over the dropping zone 
for control ; a master supplier and deputy to calculate the neces• 
sary data to enable the main force to drop correctly. 

(c) An accurate forecast approximately four hours ahead was required 
of the Q.F.F. at the D.Z., and the wind velocity for the time of 
the drop. 

(d) The personnel on the dropping zone would have to be capable 
of estimating surface wind. The lapse rate and obtaining the 
correct drift of the containers by use of tables was done in the 
aircraft. 

APPENDIX 8 

RADAR HOMING DEVICES 

1. In the early day$ of airborne forces two of the most difficult tasks of 
the air forces in an airborne operation were first to locate the exact dropping 
zone for each unit and then to ensure that aU aircraft dropped their troops 
on their correct areas. The R.A.F. presented this problem to their Tele
commun.i.calions Research Establishment, Great Malvern, who already had 
equipment which, witb very little modification, would solve a great many 
of the duficulties. 

2. The first aid to direction was a navigational device named Gee, from 
which an aircra(t could deduce its exact position. Before the formation of 
No. 38 Group in the autumn of 1943, this apparatus was only fitted to air
craft in Bomber aod Coastal Commands, but after the group was formed, 
airborne forces were allowed to use it. The second aid was a boming device 
named Rebecca-Eureka. Eureka was a beacon, set up on the ground and 
set to receive on one fixed frequency, and transmit on another fixed fre- ~ 
quency. Rebecca was carried in an aircraft ana transmitted on the Eureka 
receiver frequency and received on the Eureka tra.o.smitter frequency. On 
receiving the impulse from the aircraft Rebecca set. Eureka on the ground 
automatically replied, which gave. the captain of the aircraft his bearing 
to and distance from the beacon. This in outline was the Rebecca Mark I . 
The beacon, a rectangular bo.ic with a coJJapsible aerial was to be carried 
by the pathfinders of the independent parachute companies, and being 
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set up on their dropping zones would lead subsequent formations to tbe correct 
places. It ,had a morse key fitted to it, so that the operator could send the code 
letter designating his particular dropping zone to the Rebecca in the aircraft. 
With this arrangement however., it was found that an aircraft, approaching 
adjacent dropping zones where several beacons were in use, would "react 
to" all within range, thus making it almost impossible to identify the correct 
dropping zone. Rebecca Mark II and Eureka Mark II were developed to 
overcome this difficulty. In these equipments five separate frequencies were 
provided, common to both the receiver and transmitter portions of Rebecca 
and Eureka. It was now possible to arrange combinations of transmitter or 
receiver frequencies and prevent both the action of beacons one on the other 
at close ranges, and reaction to more than one beacon by tbe aircraft. The 
increased channels available of course gave added security. The different 
combinations could be selected in flight on the Rebecca, and by tbe operator 
of the Eureka on the ground, though normal practice was that the Eureka 
was issued pre-set and tested. 

3. The origina1 Rebecca-Eureka was sent to the Uoited States where similar 
equipment working on the same frequencies was produced. This equipment, 
known as "AN APN2" (Rebecca) was fitted to all aircraft 9f United States 
Troop Carrier Commands. American Eureka equipment was also produced, 
known as "AN PPNl." The Horsa gliders carrying part of 9th Parachute 
Battalion to Normandy were fitted with a battery-operated Rebecca Mark ill, 
(o enable them .t-o home ooto their objectiw, the Merville battery. At the 
same time, a light-weight beacon, carried in webbing pouches, Eureka 
Mark III was produced for Special Forces Headquarters. The Eureka Mark II 
beacon, used by pathfinder companies of the airborne divisions fitted into 
a normal leg kit-bag ; complete with battery and collapsible aerial it weighed 
only 28 lb., and was powered by a 12-vo]t battery. In an emergency any 
12-volt battery, say from a jeep or civilian car, could be used. The weight 
of Enreka compared favourably with the 100 lb. Rebecca in the aircraft. 
Best results were obtained where a direct line of sight existed between the 
aircraft and the beacon. A hill between the two would drastically diminish. 
the range, but a bill behind the beacon relative to the approaching aircraft 
acted as a "reflector " and pi;oduced a greater range forward of the hill. 
Wooded country or buildings close at hand resulted in fading and poor 
results, but with reasonable country for siting the beacon, an aircraft flying 
at 2,000 feet would expect to home on it from eight to 12 miles away. 
For a low-flying plane the range would be less. 

4. The only operational use of Rebecca-Eureka Mark I was for the abortive 
attack on the Norwegian heavy water plant in November 1942. During 
the summer of 1943 the Mark II equjproent was hurriedly sent to North 
Africa for use by No. 38 Wing in the invasion of Sicily. However. it was 
felt to be too difficult a task in the short time available to fit this new equip
ment, and it was not used. For the invasion of Normandy 90 per cent. of 
aircraft using Gee got satisfactory results. Eureka beacons were successfully 
used to mark group rendezvous, ibu,t on the dropping zones several were 
damaged aod others were set up in the wrong areas, and a number of air
craft were misled. More successful results were obtained on the first two 
days of the Arnhem operations, and in March 1945, over 95 per cent. of 
the aircraft used it successfully on crossing the Rbine. 
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5. One other use was made of radar in an airborne role. This was a 
ground radar set produced as a result of the Arnhem operation and designed 
as a link between airborne forces on the ground and aircraft. The set, 
known as a '' Dinner Wagon," was carried in three Horsa gliders, and was 
used lby the visual control. posts with complete success for the Rhine cross
ing. It incorporated facilities to control day and night fighter cover, and 
beacons to enable fighters to 011bit dropping and landing zones, and could 
be used to give warning of the approach of enemy aircraft, as well as provide 
communications with our own supply planes. 

APPENDIX 9 

EQUIPMENT FOR DROPPING STORES FROM AIRCRAFf 

A. Introduction 

1. this appendix shows how the problems of delivering stores and equip
ment to troops were solved and the reasons why certain types of dropping 
equiment were produced. It does not go into the technical considerations 
connected with the development of the equipment. 

2. In all the operations undertaken by the J3ritisb airborne forces during 
the war, most heavy loads such as transport, artillery and engineer equip• 
ment and medical stores bad to be landed by glider. But before the glider
born.e airlanding battalions were formed, the original parachute battalions 

. had to devise their own methods of dropping with their small arms and 
equipment, as at that time no suitable equipment existed. 

B. Containers 

.3. At the .outbreak of war, the Royal Air Force had two types of 
equipment for dropping stores. The first was a cylindrical metal container 
two and a half feet long and one foot in diameter, opening at one end. The 
second consisted of a wooden beam to which packing cases co.uld be strapped. 
The limits for both of these types were one hundred and fifty pounds weight 
and ·an aircraft speed of one hundred and twenty miles per b.our, an.d they 
were dropped from the bomb cell of an aircraft by a 10 foot or 14 foot 
parachute. These methods were obviously not suitable for parachute troops, 
as not even a rifle could be fitted into tbe container, and by the box method, 
it was impossible to unpack the equipment quickly on the ground, quite 
apart from the difficulties due to tb.e restriction in weight. 

4. As a result, the Central Landin;g Establishment experimented with 
various de-signs for dropping stores. The first, produced by the Elliot 
Equipment Company was a quilted mat, stiffened with bamboo rods, fitted 
.with pockets in which rifles and other equipment were carried. The mat was 
rolled up, s_trapped to a steel bar, ao.d had a 28 foot parachute attached to 
one end. This canopy, similar to that in the X type man-carrying parachute, 
had to be fitted into a pack the same diameter as the rolled mat, so that 
it could be carried in the bomb cell of an aircraft. It controll.ed the design 
of .tnany subsequent containers, as each type bas had to employ existing 
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pack specifications. The limitations of th~ roll soon became obvious. Only 
a very restricted range of arms could be carried, and :insufficient of those. 
In addition, it was difficult to unpack on the ground, and did not stand up 
to rough usage. · 

5. The development of the next container, designed to fit into the bomb 
cell of the Whitley aircraft, was given to the G.Q. Parachute Company, who 
produced a number for the Special Operations Executive . . The Central 
Landing Establishment designed containers for the Airborne. Forces which 
were known as C.L.E. Marks 1 and IT containers. These were six ieet long 
and fifteen inches in diameter, and again opened at one end only. The first 
to be packed was stood on end between two pairs of steps. Mr. Quilter 
and Squadron Leader Miles then held a boy employee of Mr. Quilter's by 
fhe ankles and lowered him into the container; in th_is position be was 
banded rubber padding· and the equipment to · pack: When he had had 
enough be was hauled up for air. Despite its " Heath Robinson " aspect, 
the container worked in practice but showed tbe need for some other · form 
of opening. , Furth.er types were made to open longitudinally, and eventually 
a satisfactory mode) of metal skinned construction was produced which was 
able to carry six hundred pounds . 

. 6. However, a difficulty arose over certain stores which would not fit into 
a cylindrical container of fifteen inches diameter, notably wireless sets. 
Accordingly, two containers were designed, to fit the No. 11 and No. 22 set 
respectively. Due to modifications to the sets, these containers rapidly 
became useless, which showed very clearly the error of d~signing merely 
" one-purpose" equipment. Later, working on the principle that any con
tainer should be designed to the maximum size of the bomb celJ in which 
it is to fit, one was constructed for the two-thousand pound bomb cell in 
Halifax, Stirling and Lancaster aircraft eleven feet six inches long by one 
foot six inches square. 

7. An example of the problems of the design of containers is shown by 
the requirements put forward by the Special Operations Executive jn one 
case:-

" (1) A container which can be carried in the bomb racks of any Bomber 
Command aircraft. 

(2) To be released -at approximately 1,000 feet for dropping into water. 

(3) To have a negative buoyance so that it will sink immediately, and 
remain submerged, to be capable of remaining submerged in fresh or 
salt water up to six months in a depth up to 15 fathoms and to have 
an anchorage system to withstand a two knot current. 

(4) The· parachute to be automatically detached from the container on 
striking the water and to sink when detached. 

(5) A marker buoy to be released immediately on touchiog the water, 
or at any time up to one hour thereafter. 

(6) Tbe container to be capable of being raised by the buoy cable and 
unpacked by one man in a small boat." 
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C. Crates for Loads unsuited to Containers 

8. While the container system was the most desirable for stores and equip
ment dropping, certain loads could not be carried by this method. Special 
crates and a range of different sized parachutes were consequently produced 
for these. Many of these crates could be suspended from a single parachute, 
such as the three inch mortar base plate and camouflet sets, although certain 
light and bulky loads tended to somersault in the air,, thus collapsing their 
parachute, and had to be fitted with fins to stabilise them. Use was also 
made of the standard cradle used for the normal container. By fitting 
wooden blocks of various shapes, a variety of different stores could be carried, 
including Bangalore torpedoes and spare barrels for the 75 mm pack 
howitzer. Jn most cases the 28-ft. canopy was sufficient but in the case 
of the g\Jn barrels three 38 ft. chutes were used in a cluster. 

9. More complicated crates were required for loads such as motor cycles 
which were not bulky but had several weak spots that had to be protected 
for landing. For the 350 c.c. motor cycle an overall framework was needed 
to prevent damage on the ground, but such a crate had to be instantly 
detachable. It also had to give support to various components of the cycle 
wbich could not talce parachuting inertia stresses in their own structure. The 
motor cycle proved one of the most awkward · loads to crate and carry as it 
had to lie flat in a bomb cell for the bomb doors to be closed, then had to 
be turned in mid-air to enable it to land the right way up. 

10. Certain loads, by reason of their shape or size could not be stowed in 
the bomb cells but had to be carried inside the aircraft and dropped through 
the jumping hole or thrown out of the door. A good example of this was 
the folding bicycle, of very low we~ght, but inconvenient shape. It covered 
three bomb positions if placed in the bomb racks and also called for a special 
crate to be provided. To drop it through the door needed only a parachute 
and an attachment sUap. Some experiments were needed to find the best 
way of landing it. The obvious way, to make use of the shock absorbing 
capacities of the wheel tyres, was found to be wrong. In nearly all tests the 
wheels were buckled, and the cycle useless. It was found that to drop it for 
final impact on its handlebars was the best. Normally there would be no 
damage, and although in bad cases, where landings were made on hard ground 
or in higb winds there might be a bent handlebar, the cycle would still be 
rideable. 

11. The success of this means of dtopping and lhe corning of the Dakota 
aircraft, which at first had no bomb racks, led to the introduction of the 
pannier, a square wicker basket into which a very large variety of arms and 
equipment could be packed and which could be tbrown from tbe door of the 
aircraft. With the introduction of the Dakota in quantities this method was 
standardised and roller conveyors and other means were introduced into the 
aircraft to enable the largest possible number of panniers to be ejected in a 
short time." 

D. Ancillary Equipment 
12. The growth and development of parachute dropping led to th~ need for 

several items· of ancillary equipment to be used with parachute canopies and 
crates. 
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13. Location Devices. One of the most important of these was tbe need 
for locating equipment that had been dropped at night. Containers were at 
first camouflaged and even in broad. daylight were difficult to locate, and 
though later a white finish was given, this was very little help at night. Four 
lamps were fitted to light up on touching the ground. so that whichever way 
the container Jay one was showing on · each side. Further, the lights bad 
coloured discs over them, so that certain containers could be readily 
i.dentified. These lights worked well on flat unobstructed ground. but 
undulations, however slight, bushes, walls or crops made _them i_neffective. 
Alternative methods varied from the use of illuminated jets of water to the 
scenting of containers and the dropping of dogs to find them. Electric bells 
could not always be beard in the general noise, and pyrotechnics were discarded 
as' too dangerous in that they were a fire hazard. The final design was a 
collapsible frame, made up of three legs of equal length, hinged together at 
one end which when closed could be stowed in a two-inch tube on the con
tainer, and when open formed a pyramid with lights and flags at three of 
the apices, and an impact switch at the fourth . The device was also fitted 
with a triangular parachute between the legs, arranged so that it hung with 
the impact switch downward. It was connected to the container by a cord 
attached to the centre of the upper side of the canopy on the device. The 
natural springiness of the framework caused it to give when striking an 
obstruction and to " dance " over rough· ground. Radio methods were given 
extensive trials before they were finally rejected, and by the end of the war, 
no satisfactory answer had been found, in spite of exhaustive research into 
the problem. 

14. Delay Devices. Various delay devices were evolved, to facilitate 
dropping containers and men together on the ground. It was soon found that 
the best dropping order for men and equipment was for half the stick to 
jump, followed by the containers which were released by the action of the 
last man to jump ju the first half. The remainder of the stick then jumped 
so that on the ground tbe containers were in the centre of the pattern. This 
system meant that the man jumping after the containers bad to estimate the 
pause necessary to allow the containers to clear the aircraft. An unnecessary 
strain was placed on this man, and be might in his enthusiasm jump early 
and colllde with the containers. or for safety delay too long and make a very 
long stick on the ground. The device adopted eventually allowed the con
tainers to be dropped together and fall free for a period, clear of the men. 
Their parachutes then opened by a delay action device with an interval 
between each to avoid entanglement. A second type allowed equipment to 
be released at a high altitude, about fifteen thousand feet and to fall freely to 
five hundred feet from the ground when the parachute opened. The object 
was to allow supplies to be dropped accurately on·to a point without forcing 
the ai(craft to fly low, exposed to fire from ground weapons. 

15. Canopy R elease Devices. 1t had long been known that it was highly 
desirable for the parachute to be separated from its load immediately upon 
landing, to avoid dragging in the ·wind. No really satisfactory device was 
produced, but designs have been used with some success in dropping heavy 
standard loads like the jeep and 6-pounder anti-tank gun. 
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16; Wheeled Equipment. It is well known that the parachutist is most 
vulnerable directly after landing. His arms and stores may be several yards 
away in a container, and even when he is armed he is encumbered with heavy 
loaded containers to hamper his movements. Several devices have helped to 
minimize this weakness, the earliest being a folding trolley. This wm, a 
useful vehicle for carrying stores but was not big enough to transport loade'd 
containers, and in any case took some minutes to assemble after it had been 
dropped. Accordingly, equipment was designed to fit wheels on to containers. 
and after teething troubles were overcome, an axle and rubber tyred wheels 
were produced and dropped attached to the container. It could then be 
manreuvred by two men over rough ground, or towed on roads at up to thirty 
m iles per hour without overturning. 

17 .. Kit bags and Valises. At ~his point it is worth considering the object 
of aU these devices- to deliver a soldier on the ground armed and ready for 
battle. The parachutist was, up to now, dropped parted from his arms. At 
the worst the container holding his arms might get stuck in the aircraft. 
and be flown home again. It might collide with him during bis descent, or 
at the other extreme. land miles from him. He might spend balf an hour 
on landing lookiog for his rifle or his wireless set. The ideal of dropping the 
man with h.is arms was achieved with the development of the kitbag, a 
landmark in the early days of airborne forces. It rapidly became an 
indispensable part of the parachutist's equipment and the design, in- various 
guises, was modified to take a variety of stores. The kit-bag was made of 
canvas reinforced -with leather, two and a half feet long and a foot in 
diameter, opening at one end. Inside it could be packed any stores of that 
size, such as wireless sets, suitably padded, or a Sten gun in two sections 
owing to its length , up to a weight which the parachutist could lift- sixty 
to eighty pounds. The opening was then roped up, and the bag strapped 
around the man's leg or both legs depending upon the type of door or 
hole through which he was to jump. A s soon as his parachute had opened, 
the leg straps were freed by the parachutist operating a quick release device, 
and he then lowered the bag on a twenty foot length of rope, until it dangled 
below him, secured to bis parachute harness by the rope. The bag on 
hitting the ground first lessened the weight on the parachute, and enabled 
the man to land unencumbered with his stores, but yet attached to them 
by a length of rope. In the same fashion, valises to carry a rifle or bren 
gun were designed and proved invaluable. 

18. Percussion Heads. Investigation was carried out to find the best type 
of percussion head to absorb landing shocks. Some designs used spdngs 
and rubber but both of these mediums proved unsuitable as the container 
tended to bounce and somersault on landing. Other designs absorbed the 
shock by the bending of mild steel members or using aerated plastics which 
broke and crumbled, thereby dispersing the shock. ' 

E. Heavy dropping 

19. The dropping of loads heavier than the standard container, at that time 
three hundred and fifty pounds, started. with the airborne lifeboat, a 
collapsible boat weighing eight hundred pounds. On account of the fragile 
nature of the b,oat, three 32 ft. ,canopies joined together in a clustet were 
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used, After development in this fielp,, including the dropping of a six thousand 
pound midget submarine with a crew of one, it was found that a cluster of 
twelve 32 ft. canopies could be satisfactorily released. This system was used 
for the first jeeps dropped in operations. In dropping the j~ep it was found 
that the chassis itself could not possibly take the landing shocks, To obviate 
this, a sub-frame was fitted under the vehicle and a top frame above, the 
two connected by rods so that the je.ep was sandwiched between two strong 
structures, which supported it at many points, holding the various heavy units 
such as engine and axles in relation to each other, a function the normal 
chassis could not perform under parachute strain. Under this sub-frame 
were fitted crash pans. 

20. The six.-pounder gun was fitted with extra supports to hold up certain 
heavy items. but the whole design was simpler owing to the gun's very robust 
construction. In the case of both jeep and gun. all projections were faired 
off by metal fittings or wire rope guards so that in the event of somersaulting 
any rigging line that became wn:ipped around the load would slip off. To 
reduce the somersaulting, both jeep and gun were tilted forward as they 
fell from the bomb cell of the aircraft ; this caused each to sot:d'ersauJt against 
the force of the slipstream, which gave the opposite effect. It also positioned 
the load at right angles to the parachute rigging lines and produced more 
satisfactory results. 

F. Free Dropping 

21 . A certain amount of work was also done on the dropping of stores 
from aircraft without the use of parachutes. The first method tried was free 
dropping-in general not found to be a successful · system, being applicable to 
only a restricted range of loads such as bundles of blankets, and sacks of 
rice double sacked with tins of food in among the grain. Liquids were free 
dropped, but a flexible double container, complicated and expensive was 
needed. The inner container was almost invariably broken and the whole 
useless for further work. Attempts to fit "wings " to boxes_, resulting in 
a " sycamore seed " effect were made. but proved to be a complete failure. 
and this method was not pursued. 

G. S-ununary 
22. The development of supply dropping equipment through the war was 

unfortunately carried on almost entirely on a " trial and erroi:" basis. This 
was because of the almost complete lack of any knowledge on the subject 
at the outbreak of hostilities and also because the need to produce equipment 
under the pressure of operational requirements precluded any long term 
basic research. In general the system produced good results as equipment 
was ready a~ needed but it resulted in a lack of planned development, and 
the information obtained was largely in the form of trial reports in development 
files,.not an easy form of reference. 

23. The various items of ancillary equipment, releases, lighting sets and 
time lag devices were produced as needed and were capable of almost infinite 
variety to suit special conditions. Work on other methods of dropping 
showed that free dropping was of very limited application, that vanes provided 
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suitable retardation for sma1l loads but were difficult to launch and that rocket 
decelleration was possible but much work was needed to bring it to a state 
of development fit for service use. 

24. All the work was carried out at the Royal Aircraft Establishmenl, 
Farnborough, or the Airborne Forces Experimental Establishment, Beaulieu. 
these units either testing equipment put forward by contractors or designing 
and testing their own items. 

APPENDIX 10 

CANCELLED OPERATIONS, 1945 
I 

The following large scale operations were planned by the First Allied 
Airborne Army to assist the advance of the Allied Armies towards Germany 
but, owing to the rapid progress made dui:ing the early months of 1945, 
none were considered necessary, with the exception of Operation Varsity1 • 

Tripod ' 
This operation was planned to outflank the Siegfried Line North of 

Karlsrue and assist the advance of the Southern Group of Annies. 

Wildfire 
Owing to the priority of the preparations for Varsity, this operation was 

cancelled on 11 Febmai:y 1945 ; it bad .been intended to assist the central 
group of Armies in their advance to the Rhine". 

Choker II 
Tbe final plan was produced on 9 March 1945 for an airborne operation 

between Mannheim and Minz to assist the U.S. 7th Army in crossing the 
Rbine3 • 

Effective 
This was the last main airborne operation in the European war to reach 

the final planning stage. It was intended to be launched in the U.S . 7th Army 
area of Eisingen, near the Black Forest. after 7 April 1945, but was un
necessary owing to the rapid progress of the Sixth Army Group. 

Talisman 
Jn the event of a collapse of German resistance or the surrender of the 

greater part of their armed ,forces, operations, under the code name Eclipse, 
were planned to cover this eventuality. Eclipse embraced the whole of 
Europe, with the exception of Norway and the Channel Islands. To assist 
the motivation of this plan airborne forces might have been required to 
operate ' in the areas of Berlin and Kief, seize important targets and contact 
the Russian forces4 • With this aim in view the First Allied Airborne Army 
produced· plans. The operations were cancelled on 31 March 1945. when it 
became apparent that the enemy intended to fight on until the end5 • 

1 File DSC/TS. 100/14 Par! II Encl. 4A. 
1 Ibid. Encl. 12A. 
3 lbid, Part ID Encl. 6A. 
4 S.H.A.E.F ./GCT/370.43/Plans 29/l 0/44. 
s 2nd T.A.F./301402/1/Plans, Encl, 28A. 
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APPENDIX 11 

,------:z'_Jt----"--- DIAGRAM OF COMMUNICATIONS 

LElCESTERQ 

FROM 
H.Q. AIRBORNE CORPS _ _____________ __, 

AIRBORNE CONTROL SECTIONS -al R.A.F. and U.S. T .C.C. AIRFlELDS. 

38 GROUP 

.§_guadrons 

190 • 620 
)98 • 299 

295 & 570 

296 41 297 

298 • 644 

46 GROUP 

233 ~ 437 

48 
271 

S12 & 5.75 

52 US. WING 
Group:; 

61 
313 
3H 
315 
316 

50 U..S WING 
-434 
435 
436 
437 
438 

53. U.S. WING, 
439 
440 
44) 
442 
551 

Ill U.S. T .C.C. 

Moech 19'11 

Fairfcrc1 

Ke.ev1f 

kar>we.U 

8.-i.ze N orton 

Tarrarll Ru~hlqn 

BJolte~il l Form 
Down Ampney 
Down Anipney 
Broadwell 

IX U.S. T,C,C, 

Bar~ston Heath 
F.ol~ingham 

S•ltby 
Sp:mhoe 

Co1~es.1nore 

A ld~rn't.a ston 
Wellor<i 

Membur'y 
Ramsb~,y 

Grecl'\ham Common 

Ba lC1er1on 
Fulbeck 
Lange::r 

Chllbollon 
8o11e-sfoni 

Oc,ober 1944 

Greol Oun mow 

W~lht,.sfii;hl 

R,venhi:t ll 

Eads Colni:!. 

Woodbridge 

March 1945 

B,rcn 
Birch 
Gas.field 
Go,/,eJd 

No,.lh W itham 
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APPENDIX 12 

OPERATIONAL CHANNELS 

HEADQUARTERS FIRST AI .I .IED AIRBORNE ARMY 

:('JUI U.S , 

.i1.11li&OAN£ COOPS 
la U,S.. UOO, CARAlt~ 

COltiiltuNO 

taU..S~ IIDIU,S. t1U..S.. 

Iii~ OM»Dfill , A!!a'IIIOAIIIIE. DlvtUDN A.Jll'itOIINC Cl'tVl:SIC~ 

A,E.A.F. ALLIED EXPtOITIONAR'!' AIR FORCE. 

ALLIED NAVAL COM8Af EXPEOITIONARV FORCE. 

COM81NED TROOP CARRIER C-CIMMAND POST. 

FIRST AlllED .-1R80RNE ARMY. 

SPECIAi:. FORCES HEAOOUARTERS. 

S. H, A. E.F. 

F.A.A.A. 

C.T.C.c.P. 

AN.C.JI.F. c•OUND UIIIT TO wtm:,.. 
AIAIORltl 1~ Nil. 

,1,n;.,c:1-1;.o. 

2 3 

2_J I 
--3-

,. ffO\.IIP •:.t.F~ 
.&II 0-0UP 0.A.1 1 

r5t~CORP 

Iii NAICNtE 
DiVlSioN 

OPFRATIONA\. COMMAND CHANNELS, 

COOROINATION OF AIR SUl'PORT, 

N.-VAL MATTERS. 

,ILl.lt:O 

AIR&OIV-ilt 

- --,-- -
--2--

0ETAtlEO GROUP PLANS. __ 3 __ _ 

MUTIJA\. INTE~STS, ---4 __ 

A. N.C.K.F. 

C,T.C.C .P, 

F. A.A.li., 

S.F.H.O. 

S.H.A.£ ,F_ SUl'Pf:ME HEADQUARTERS ALLIED E.XPEO!TIONARY FORCE, 

S. F.H.0-

.,. 
UNflS 
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THE HANDLEY -PAGE HALIFAX 

FlG. 15 
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THE ARMSTRONG WJilTWORTH ALBEMARLE 

F10. 16 
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THE SHORT ·STIRLING 

Fm. 17 



THE ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH WHITLEY 

F10. 18 
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THE DOUGLAS DAKOTA 

F 10. 19 



GLIDER MARSHALLING AT WOODBRIDGE 

FIG. 20 · 



THE HORSA GLIDER 

Fm. 21 
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UNLOADING TANK FROM HAMILCAR GLIDER 
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F 10. 22 






